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ABSTRACT 

  More than 30 empirical studies have examined language content for cues to deception 

predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981), an approach theorizing 

that real memories are formed through perceptual processes and thus contain more sensory 

information while imagined memories show linguistic evidence of cognitive operations produced 

in fabricating such information (Vrij, 2015). In this study, I consider whether forms of quotation 

that I distinguish as “constructed speech” (CS) and “constructed thought” (CT) (Tannen, 1986; 

2007) pattern across truthful vs. deceptive communication as predicted by Reality Monitoring – 

namely, that CS as a type of sensory detail is more prevalent in truthful communication, while 

CT as evidence of cognitive operations is more prevalent in deceptive communication. The study 

finds mixed results for these predictions, with implications for the future development of more 

nuanced, sociolinguistically informed methods of deception detection.  

 This study focuses on 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive hotel reviews elicited via an 

online research instrument completed by undergraduate students raised in the United States. I 

first use logistic regression models that find CS as a significant predictor of veracity and CS and 

CT with a proper name or unusual orthography as significant predictors of deception. I next 

perform a mixed-methods analysis with eight pairs of reviews, identifying three functions of CS 

and CT beyond providing sensory vs. cognitive details: as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972), 

metadiscourse (Vásquez, 2015), and as affectively keying a review (Goffman, 1974), with more 
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CT as embedded evaluation in deceptive reviews. The third facet of my analysis considers nine 

pairs of reviews for structures of expectation – “tracks” of “scripts” (Schank & Abelson, 1977) 

for hotel visits – demonstrating how individuals use CS and CT in evoking “Luxury,” 

“Economy,” “Convenient,” or “Resort” hotel visit tracks in their reviews, with six individuals 

using more CS and CT in deceptive reviews. As CS and CT act as resources to evaluate events, 

build involvement, and evoke stereotypical tracks of a script, my study demonstrates how this 

multifaceted nature complicates simple predictions for the patterning of linguistic features across 

truthful and deceptive communication grounded in frameworks like Reality Monitoring. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem: Detecting Deception in Online Reviews 

  In the summer before my last year of graduate coursework, I enrolled in a course during 

the 2017 Linguistic Society of America Summer Institute at the University of Kentucky on the 

application of linguistic theory and methodology in examining language evidence in criminal and 

civil cases. As part of that course, Dr. Robert Leonard and Dr. Tanya Christensen introduced me 

to research on scholarly and law enforcement approaches to deception detection based on 

language in interaction. Reading research such as McCornack’s (1992) study on changes in 

language in deception as violations of Grice’s (1989) maxims in responses to hypothetical dating 

scenarios, I was first inspired to think about discourse strategies as potential linguistic cues to 

veracity or deception. This Summer Institute course led me to take a seminar in forensic 

linguistics (the subfield of linguistics concerned with language and the law) in the fall taught by 

my adviser, Dr. Natalie Schilling, where I found myself midway through the semester in need of 

a final paper topic. During a fortuitous moment of online searching, I came across a website 

hosting a “deceptive opinion spam” corpus created by computational linguists Myle Ott, Yejin 

Choi, Claire Cardie, and Jeffrey T. Hancock. This corpus consists of 400 positive and 400 

negative truthful hotel reviews (collected from TripAdvisor.com) and 400 positive and 400 

negative deceptive hotel reviews (elicited from paid volunteers on the service Amazon 

Mechanical Turk) (Ott et al., 2011). In their study, Ott et al. (2011) used text-annotating software 

to label individual words in this data, creating an automatic classifier based on these annotations 

and n-gram associations that categorized reviews as truthful or deceptive with nearly 90% 

accuracy (p. 310). Inspired by their approach, I researched the motivations for considering 
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linguistic cues as indicators of deception as discussed in Ott et al. (2011), discovering a rich 

literature on detecting deception from scholars in law enforcement, psychology, and linguistics 

dating back several decades. In much of this research, scholars use truthful and deceptive texts 

from a variety of contexts to evaluate what Vrij (2015) characterizes as “verbal veracity 

assessment tools” that analyze language content for specific cues that are predicted to indicate 

veracity or deception (p. 4). For Dr. Schilling’s seminar paper, I applied one such assessment 

tool – Reality Monitoring, a framework based on psychological theories of memory predicting 

that accounts of real or truthful memories contain unique sensory details and that accounts of 

imagined or deceptive memories contain evidence of more cognitive operations produced in 

fabricating sensory details (Johnson & Raye, 1981) – in a mixed-method study of Ott et al.’s 

(2011) review corpus. In that analysis, I examined sensory details as a predictor of veracity in 

these reviews by comparing the frequency of reported speech, or the act of quoting the voices of 

self or others in the process of what Deborah Tannen (1986; 2007) more accurately refers to as 

“constructed dialogue.” Tannen (1986) refers to dialogue as “constructed” as she cites research 

finding that humans cannot “keep precise words in mind” from a conversation but rather listen 

for the meaning, eventually reconstructing this meaning in words from memory as something 

said (or thought) in later interactions (p. 313). My pilot study used logistic regression modeling 

to find that constructed speech acted as a significant predictor of veracity, thus motivating me to 

further investigate how methods and concepts from discourse analysis can shed light on the 

predictions of deception detection literature, especially regarding the quotation of speech vs. 

thought. In this dissertation, I focus primarily on evaluating predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) for linguistic indicators of veracity and 
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deception by analyzing two types of constructed dialogue in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel 

reviews: constructed speech (CS) and constructed thought (CT). 

  Online reviews have continued to increase in popularity and influence since the time of 

Ott et al.’s (2011) study. As of May 2020, the travel platform website Tripadvisor.com hosts 

over 860 million reviews and opinions and receives 463 million unique visitors to the site each 

month (tripadvisor.mediaroom.com/us-about-us, 2020). While TripAdvisor.com contains 

reviews and opinions of restaurants and local attractions in multiple cities and countries, a major 

part of this website consists of reviews of hotels. Hotels especially rely on consumer reviews and 

ratings as “electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM)” in order to attract customers and influence sales 

(Harrison-Walker, 2001; Serra Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). This importance of reviews can be 

seen in a marketing study by Ye et al. (2009) on reviews of hotel room bookings in China, with 

their study finding that “a 10% improvement in reviewers’ rating can increase sales by 4.4% and 

a 10% increase in review variance can decrease sales by 2.8%” (p. 181). In a study of how fake 

reviews influence a hotel’s rating on TripAdvisor.com, Lappas et al. (2016) found that hotels 

could increase their visibility by “self-injecting fake positive and injecting fake negative reviews 

about competitors,” with only 50 reviews needed to overtake 80% of a hotel’s competition in 

terms of visibility on the website (p. 958). The vulnerabilities of businesses to fabricated eWOM 

have also increased as predicted by Ott et al. (2011), seen in the presence of “inappropriate or 

fraudulent reviews” that range from “annoying self-promotion of an unrelated website or blog to 

deliberate review fraud” with such fake reviews produced “for monetary gain” (p. 309). The 

practice of paying people to produce false reviews in service of a hotel’s (or other business’s) 

reputation is known as “crowdturfing” (Yao et al., 2017), a portmanteau of “crowdsourcing” 
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(obtaining information via large numbers of people on the Internet) and “astroturfing” – a term 

for the practice of paying people to create a fake “grassroots” organization in support of a cause 

(Howard, 2003; Cho et al., 2011). While this solicitation of fake reviews threatens the business 

model of websites like TripAdvisor.com, deceptive reviews may pose greater threats to 

consumers as well. Kinstler (2018, August 17) writes in The Guardian newspaper that 

One of the most dangerous things about the rise of fake reviews is that they have also endangered 

genuine ones – as companies like TripAdvisor raced to eliminate fraudulent posts from their sites, 

they ended up taking down some truthful ones, too. And given that user reviews can go beyond 

complaints about bad service and peeling wallpaper, to much more serious claims about fraud, 

theft and sexual assault, their removal becomes a grave problem. 

Consequently, online reviews have a greater offline impact than many online interactions, with 

fake or deceptive reviews potentially posing dangers to both consumers and businesses. While 

computational linguists have successfully built classifiers for deceptive reviews based on n-

grams and lists of annotated words (cf. Ott et al., 2011), these studies have not examined possible 

quantitative or qualitative differences in linguistic strategies in truthful and deceptive reviews by 

the same individual. In this dissertation, I apply the methods of Interactional Sociolinguistics 

(Gumperz, 1982; 2015) in an investigation of the language of 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive 

online hotel reviews elicited from undergraduate students raised in the United States. This study 

considers whether CS and CT act as linguistic indicators of veracity and deception, respectively, 

thus improving our understanding of these phenomena and linguistic indicators of deception in 

the context of online reviews. I consider this dissertation to be inspired by IS approaches to 

language analysis, as my research explores situated meanings found in reviews, such as how 

writers use linguistic features to guide readers to possible interpretations of or responses to their 
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reviews (Bailey, 2015). Additionally, my quantitative analysis adopts sociolinguistic 

perspectives in evaluating whether CS and CT are linguistic strategies patterning according to 

demographic differences (e.g. gender, dialect background) and life experiences (e.g. their 

familiarity with writing online reviews) (Bailey, 2015). 

1.2 Purpose and Design of Study 

In this dissertation, I pursue several goals related to improving sociolinguistic 

understandings of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) in online contexts and to assessing 

predictions for linguistic cues from the literature on detection deception. Three scholars have 

largely influenced these goals: Camilla Vásquez (2012; 2014; 2015a) with her extensive research 

on the linguistic structures and functional strategies of online consumer reviews; Aldert Vrij 

(2008; 2015) in his exploration of linguistic indicators and his summary of “verbal veracity 

assessment frameworks” (p. 1); and Judee K. Burgoon (Burgoon & Qin, 2006; Burgoon, 2018) 

in her discussion of the challenges facing research identifying consistent patterns in linguistic 

indicators of deception. Vásquez (2012; 2015a; 2015b) has demonstrated that online consumer 

reviews are linguistically complex forms of asynchronous one-to-many communication, wherein 

reviewers often rely on forms of CS and CT (or what she labels as “represented mental states”) 

and other narrative-like features to involve and attract unknown audiences (2012; 2015a). 

Reviewing previous linguistic studies of deception detection, Vrij (2015) further inspired the 

research of this dissertation by noting a contradiction in how veracity assessment frameworks 

like Reality Monitoring (Johnson & Raye, 1981) and Content-Based Criteria Analysis (a similar 

framework using indicators developed by Steller and Köhnken [1989]) consider different 

verbatim forms of CS as indicators. He gives examples of how the phrases He said: Are you OK, 
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you look so pale? and He asked how I felt “both count as a sound detail” (thus indicating 

veracity) in the Reality Monitoring approach, while only the former (seemingly verbatim or 

“direct” CS as I discuss in Section 1.3) would count as an indicator of veracity in the Content-

Based Criteria Analysis framework (Vrij, 2015, p. 18). Finally, Burgoon (2018) observes that 

“linguistic patterns are highly context dependent and that moderator variables account for the 

contradictory findings,” suggesting that linguistic indicators do not remain stable across 

contextual features such as “topic genres, speaker motivation, and transmission modality” (p. 

605). She also notes that linguistic features should be “grouped into theoretically meaningful 

classes,” organizing her analysis of language features into measures including “specificity” (the 

degree of precision and contextual amount of detail in an utterance), complexity (the degree to 

which a word “has few or many syllables [lexical complexity] or a sentence has few or many 

phrases and clauses [syntactic complexity]”), and diversity (the number of unique words and 

phrases relative to the total number of words or phrases) (p. 606). Examining such cues along 

with features of deceivers’ backgrounds, Burgoon finds that cues from the “specificity” class that 

acted as indicators of veracity were moderated by different motivation levels of her participants, 

such as how “high-motivation deceivers were the least specific” (p. 617). Consequently, one goal 

of this dissertation is to investigate whether theoretically meaningful features of individuals’ 

backgrounds (e.g. their familiarity with writing reviews) influence whether CS and CT act as 

indicators of veracity or deception in online hotel reviews. 

  The primary goal of this study is to use sociolinguistic analysis to evaluate the predictions 

of approaches to deception detection like those of the Reality Monitoring. This framework would 

predict that since memories are created through the senses, accounts of truthful memories will 
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contain more sensory detail while accounts of deceptive memories will contain more evidence of 

the cognitive operations created in fabricating such detail (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). I 

take three approaches to investigating detection deception in this dissertation, driven by a 

recursive “Explanatory Design–participant selection” model for mixed-methods analysis 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 74; Hashemi & Babaii, 2013). Utilizing this model, a 

quantitative analysis is performed in a first phase “to identify and purposefully select participants 

for a follow-up, in-depth, qualitative study” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 74; Schrauf et al., 

2020). I label my research design “recursive” as I use a sequential approach that uses quantitative 

and qualitative analysis at different phases or stages of the study (Hashemi & Babaii, 2013). In 

this design, a researcher first collects and analyzes quantitative (numeric) data (in the current 

study, tokens of CS and CT from 93 reviews). The qualitative data (individuals’ pairs of reviews) 

are analyzed second in the sequence and help explain, or elaborate on, the quantitative results 

obtained in the first phase. The final phase consists of qualitative data (additional individual pairs 

of reviews) selected to explain and elaborate on the results obtained in the first two phases. The 

second and third qualitative phases build on previous stages, with each analysis designed and 

interpreted in light of prior results. As described by Ivankova et al. (2006, p. 5) in Creswell and 

Plano Clark (2007, p. 87), the “rationale for this approach is that the quantitative data and their 

subsequent analysis provide a general understanding of the research problem” while the 

qualitative data and their analyses help to “refine and explain” those statistical results. 

  My quantitative analysis first assessed CS as a proxy for sensory information and CT as a  

proxy for cognitive operations in 93 pairs of reviews. The results of this analysis found CS as a 

significant indicator of veracity and both CS and CT as significant indicators of deception with 
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certain features. These mixed results motivated the next phase of analysis considering functions 

of CS and CT to explain why both CS and CT appeared in both truthful and deceptive reviews – 

specifically, as functions in the story world (concerning events occurring during a hotel visit) or 

the storytelling world (concerning the interactional perspective of the reviewer outside of the 

narrative) (Labov, 1972; Bamberg, 1997). Eight pairs of reviews were selected for this analysis if 

they featured CS and/or CT in both reviews, with this comparison intended to shed light on the 

CS and CT differences identified in the first phase. The qualitative analysis found that 

individuals used CS and CT more often for story world functions in deceptive reviews, 

suggesting that theories of discourse and memory may provide better explanations than linguistic 

form for differences in these strategies across truthful vs. deceptive reviews. These findings thus 

motivated the selection of nine pairs of reviews again containing CS and/or CT in both reviews 

for a final qualitative analysis of how individuals use CS and CT to evoke underlying 

expectations for a hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. By evaluating how CS and CT 

introduce more or fewer elements of expectations for a situation known as a script (Schank & 

Abelson, 1977), this analysis shows that stereotypical types or tracks of a hotel visit script are 

evoked through the linguistic forms and functions of CS and CT identified in the prior two 

research phases. This research design is outlined in Figure 1.1: 

 

Figure 1.1. Explanatory Research Design of Current Study 
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Together, these three strands evaluate the predictions of detection deception literature (primarily 

from the Reality Monitoring framework) for potential differences in CS and CT in truthful and 

deceptive online hotel reviews elicited from undergraduates raised in the United States. In what 

follows, I introduce key findings from previous studies on deception detection and the structure 

and functions of CS and CT that motivate each analytical strand before outlining this 

dissertation’s research questions, previewing the content of its chapters, and illustrating these 

three stages of analysis with an example pair of reviews from the data. 

1.3 Detecting Deception via Linguistic Content   

Over the last several decades, scholars have examined whether verbal content cues can 

predict veracity or deception in spoken and written statements. Linguistic cues were first 

considered by psychologists acting as expert witnesses in Germany to assess “the credibility of 

statements in (child) sexual abuse cases” where no other evidence existed other than a child’s 

testimony in the form of a written statement (Undeutsch, 1967; Hauch et al., 2017, p. 820). 

Reviewing the work of psychologist William Stern in such cases, Udo Undeutsch (1967; 1989) 

formulated a hypothesis that continues to drive research in deception today: that “the memory of 

a real-life self-experienced event differs in content and quality from a fabricated or imagined 

event” (Amado et. al, 2015, p. 4). In other words, this hypothesis uses features of linguistic 

content such as descriptions of events, significant amounts of detail, and constructed dialogue. 

(Vrij, 2015, p. 8). As first mentioned in Section 1.1, one framework for assessing veracity that 

has been examined in over 30 empirical studies is Reality Monitoring, a theory of memory from 

psychology that views real memories as different from imagined memories in certain `qualities 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981; Johnson, 2006). Namely, this theory predicts that “memories of real 
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experiences are obtained through perceptual processes” and thus are more likely to contain 

sensory information (details of smell, taste, touch, and visual or sound details), contextual 

information (details of space and time), and affective information (“details about people’s 

feelings throughout the event”) (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015, p. 15). This theory also 

predicts that imagined memories “are derived from an internal source and are therefore likely to 

contain cognitive operations” that are produced while fabricating such sensory, contextual, and 

affective information (Vrij, 2015, p. 15). Other than work by Galasiński (2000) using discourse 

analysis of deception in transcripts of naturally occurring interactions, few studies have 

attempted to apply discourse level understandings of language to examining the predictions of 

detection deception literature. Some recent studies have drawn on Labov’s (1972) analysis of 

evaluation in narratives to detect deception as seen in research by Picornell (2013a; 2013b) on 

written witness statements and by Lowrey and Ray (2015) on deceptive confession narratives. 

However, no studies have yet focused on whether the linguistic features and functions of CS and 

CT as discourse level strategies act as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively, as 

predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981). The current study 

addresses this gap by examining whether CS and CT pattern according to those predictions when 

considering their features, narrative functions, and roles in evoking underlying expectations for a 

hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive online reviews. 

1.4 Constructed Speech vs. Constructed Thought  

Many studies in the linguistic subfields of conversation analysis (Holt & Clift, 2007; 

Haakana, 2007) and discourse analysis (Tannen, 1986; Schiffrin, 2002) have focused on reported 

speech and thought in spoken interaction. In a recent issue of the journal Text & Talk from 
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January 2015 devoted to the topic of “speech within speech and talk about talk,” the editor draws 

on historical research to label both speech and thought together as “represented talk and thought 

(RT)” (Vološinov, 1973; Prior, 2015, p. 695). While Prior (2015) notes that the terminology for 

referring to this linguistic strategy varies by discipline or methodological focus, in this 

dissertation I follow Tannen’s (1986; 2007) understanding of “constructed dialogue” in adopting 

two terms to distinguish such represented talk from thought: “constructed speech” (CS) and 

“constructed thought” (CT). I use these labels to refer to how the process of quoting speech or 

thought is created or “constructed” in interaction, rather than a faithful and accurate report of 

every aspect of what was originally said or thought (i.e. in terms of wording or prosody) 

(Tannen, 1986; 2007). While some linguists have examined a continuum for verbatimness for CS 

and CT (Leech & Short 1981[2007]; Chafe, 1994), few studies of CS or CT have examined 

forms of speech in interaction other than focusing on an indirect/direct dichotomy (e.g. I said 

that she was fine vs. I said, “You’re fine”). Additionally, Holt (2017, p. 171) notes that indirect 

CS has also received little attention in storytelling contexts. Though Schiffrin’s (2002) study of a 

holocaust survivor’s life story is one exception (as I describe in Chapter Two), Clift and Holt 

(2007, p. 11) note that one “overwhelming concern” in the literature on CS is “a proposed 

distinction between direct and indirect forms” of CS despite how conversation analysts have 

found that “in practice these distinctions are often less clear-cut than authors have suggested” (p. 

11). Consequently, the current study addresses this gap by analyzing a broader spectrum of CS 

and CT in terms of verbatimness, beginning with a narrative report of CS or CT via a speech or 

thought act verb, noun, adjective, or phrase (e.g. I spoke to the clerk about my room, I had 

questions about the location, We were surprised by the wait, or it took quite a bit of time for the 
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staff to get back to us) on one end of the spectrum, to direct CS or CT claiming to report a 

verbatim rendering of what was “actually” said or thought from the original speaker/thinker’s 

perspective (e.g. That’s normal here, she said or “Sure, we’re fine,” I thought) on the other (cf. 

Chafe, 1994). Between these two extremes lies indirect CS or CT, a form of talk and thought 

with pronouns and verb tense from the perspective of the current speaker/thinker that “leaves 

open” what various words might have been (Chafe, 1994, p. 240) and often features a 

complementizer (e.g. They said [that] they were hungry). As one goal of this dissertation is to 

identify how considering less verbatim forms of CS and CT informs our understanding of the 

features and functions of constructed dialogue in the context of online reviews, I examine these 

three forms of verbatimness for CS and CT in this dissertation. Additionally, my study draws on 

research by Haakana (2007) and Couper-Kuhlen (2007) on the use of CT in spoken conversation 

for functions different than CS (e.g. CT as providing guided evaluation by showing the narrator’s 

silent criticism of an antagonist’s CS during complaint stories). As Haakana (2007, p. 150) notes 

that the “use of reported thought has received much less attention in interactional studies,” the 

current study thus investigates whether CS and CT are used in different verbatim forms and with 

different functions in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews.  

1.5 Preview of Chapters and Research Questions   

  In Chapter Two, I discuss sociolinguistic research on constructed speech (CS) and 

thought (CT) by summarizing studies examining the use of CS and CT in conversation (Holt & 

Clift, 2007; Holt, 2017), in written contexts (Tannen, 2007; Chafe, 1994), in narratives (Labov, 

1972; Schiffrin, 2002), and in online reviews specifically (Vásquez, 2012; 2014; 2015a), finding 

that Interactional Sociolinguistic understandings of CS and CT provide a foundation to test 
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predictions from the literature on deception detection (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). After 

reviewing studies of talk-in-interaction that distinguish CS from CT (Haakana, 2007; Kim, 2014) 

and research on CS and CT in written texts (Leech & Short, 1981[2007]), I relate theories of 

memory and content differences from the literature on deception detection (Johnson & Raye, 

1981; Vrij, 2015; Nahari, 2018) to studies of the relationship between discourse and knowledge 

(Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014). Throughout this chapter, I motivate my study’s focus 

on using sociolinguistic concepts to evaluate predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework 

for sensory information and cognitive operations as indicators of veracity and deception, 

respectively (Johnson & Raye, 1981). 

  In Chapter Three, I first describe my data collection process, including an explanation for 

my focus on undergraduate students raised in the United States, the design of my research 

instrument (an online tool consisting of a background survey and two writing tasks eliciting a 

truthful and fabricated hotel review), and the characteristics of my sample of 93 undergraduate 

responses to the research instrument. Next, I compare the characteristics of CS and CT tokens 

(i.e. clauses or sentences containing CS or CT) in the 93 pairs of reviews to tokens from a 

random sample of 96 reviews from TripAdvisor.com to assess the validity of reviews. Finding 

similar amounts of tokens of CS and CT as a percentage of total sentences despite elicited 

reviews having approximately half as many words per review as TripAdvisor.com reviews, I 

then outline the methods for my three analytical approaches. Here I introduce tokens of CS or 

CT as my unit of analysis and describe my coding procedure in identifying and appraising 106 

CS tokens and 55 CT tokens from truthful reviews and 105 CS tokens and 64 CT tokens from 

deceptive reviews. I describe how my coding scheme considers the amount, verbatimness, and 
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features of the construction, animation, and context of CS and CT tokens. Construction refers to 

elements of a clause or sentence’s content related to conveying speech or thought (i.e. its 

speaker/thinker identity, introductory item [e.g. a lexical item conveying a speech or thought 

act], the presence of unsaid/unthought constructions [e.g. CS or CT that did not occur as seen in 

I didn’t call], or a proper name). Animation refers to orthographic means of enacting body 

language or representing voices to “dramatize” the construction of speech or thought (i.e. 

quotation marks or unusual orthography, with the latter defined as the use of case-shifting, 

exclamation or question marks, and parentheses) (Wikström, 2019). Finally, I follow Burgoon 

(2018) in investigating whether tokens of CS and CT differ according to four features of context: 

a review’s polarity and a reviewer’s gender, familiarity with writing online reviews, and 

dialect background from age 5-18. After describing how I identify these features, I summarize 

my methods for defining and characterizing narrative functions of CS and CT and the roles of CS 

and CT in evoking underlying expectations (i.e. the elements of a hotel visit script). I conclude 

Chapter Three by describing the sequential phases of my analysis in detail, further motivating 

my selection of data (pairs of reviews) during different phases. 

  Chapter Four describes the results of a quantitative analysis investigating the predictions 

of the Reality Monitoring framework via descriptive and inferential statistics comparing tokens 

of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in light of the following research question: 

RQ1: Do CS and CT differ in amount, verbatimness, or features pertaining to their 

construction, animation, or context in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews? 

Using the coding scheme described in Chapter Three, this analysis tests two hypotheses based on 

the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework: that CS appears more often in truthful 
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reviews while CT appears more often in deceptive reviews, and that the construction, animation, 

and context features of CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews according to prior 

research from sociolinguistics and the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson 

& Raye, 1981) (with these predictions varying for different features). I use the software program 

R 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020) to report the results from two best fit fixed-effects logistic 

regression models with the construction, animation, and context features of CS and CT tokens 

described above serving as independent variables predicting veracity as the dependent variable. 

This chapter thus appraises whether CS appears more frequently in truthful accounts while CT 

appears more frequently in deceptive accounts in line with the predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework for sensory information and cognitive operations (Johnson & Raye, 

1981). 

  Chapter Five describes the second phase of my design, a qualitative analysis of how 

individuals use CS and CT for narrative functions in ways potentially explaining differences in 

the amount and features of CS and CT identified in Chapter Four’s quantitative analysis. 

Namely, it considers how individuals use CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews to guide 

recipients to evaluate a hotel visit from two perspectives: the story world and the storytelling 

world (Labov, 1972; Tannen, 1986; Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003). Motivated by 

research on functions of similar linguistic strategies in online reviews (Vásquez, 2015a) and the 

findings of my quantitative analysis, I examine the following research question in this chapter: 

RQ2: Are CS and CT used for different narrative functions in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews?  

As the quantitative analysis did not find a neat division of CS in truthful reviews conveying 
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sensory information and CT in deceptive reviews indicating cognitive operations, this analysis 

investigates the following hypothesis: that truthful reviews contain more story world 

perspectives (with CS and CT providing sound or visual details from real memories), while 

deceptive reviews contain more storytelling perspectives (with CS or CT reflecting a reviewer’s 

cognitive processes in fabricating sensory information). I identify three main functions of CS and 

CT in the data as part of this analysis, suggesting that each function primarily acts from either the 

story world or storytelling world perspective. First, CS and CT are used to preserve dramatic 

continuity as embedded evaluation of events of a hotel visit in the story world (Labov, 1972; 

Davies & Harré, 1990; Bamberg, 1997). Evaluation refers to the ways that a narrator signals a 

narrative’s point or why a story is being told, with external evaluation halting narrative action to 

comment on events directly and embedded evaluation featuring commentary constructed as 

taking place during the events of a narrative that thus preserves dramatic continuity (Labov, 

1972, pp. 371-372). I identified this function as CS or CT with past tense constructions or 

contextual information indicating that the speech or thought happened “at the moment” of events 

during an individual’s hotel visit (Labov, 1972, p. 372) (e.g. We called the front desk in the 

morning for CS or I thought the modern beds were nice in the room for CT, with the phrases in 

the morning and in the room providing contextual information suggesting CS and CT occurred 

during a hotel visit). The second narrative function is the use of CS or CT to involve readers, 

express solidarity, and anticipate and respond to a dialogue with an imagined audience as 

metadiscourse (Hylund, 2005). I follow Vásquez (2015a) in using the term metadiscourse to 

characterize this interactive function of CS or CT as anticipating audience reactions from the 

perspective of a reviewer in the storytelling world. I identified this function as CS or CT 
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appearing in figures of speech (e.g. I have nothing bad to say about the [Hotel NY]), imperatives 

or second-person address (e.g. Keep in mind this hotel is expensive), and present or future tense 

constructions of speech or thought framed by the reviewer as if in a face-to-face conversation 

about the hotel (e.g. I would recommend this hotel, I think it was called the [Desert] Motel 

maybe?). The third narrative function is the use of CS or CT to set the emotional tone or to 

affectively key (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007) a review via explicitly signaling an opinion of 

the entirety of the events or experience of a hotel visit from the perspective of a reviewer in the 

storytelling world. I identified this function as CS or CT with past or present tense constructions 

characterizing an entire hotel stay often accompanied by lexical items expressing emotion or 

affect (e.g. I thought the hotel was really nice, This hotel stay went above and beyond what I 

expected). In this chapter, I first provide a quantitative summary of these three main functions in 

truthful vs. deceptive reviews, then use eight representative pairs of reviews to illustrate 

differences in the functions of CS and CT such as how individuals use CT as embedded 

evaluation more frequently in deceptive reviews. 

  Chapter Six approaches the investigation of how CS and CT relate to predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework by evaluating these predictions through a related theory of 

language and memory from discourse analysis – the concept of underlying expectations for a 

situation known as a script (Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014). This discourse analysis of 

CS and CT builds on the findings of Chapter Four and Chapter Five by demonstrating how 

individuals use CS and CT to display or introduce elements making up a script: roles, 

objects/props, entry conditions, sequences of actions, and normal results of a situation (Schank & 

Abelson, 1977; Bower et al., 1979). This final phase of the study uses a qualitative analysis to 
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address the third research question of this dissertation: 

RQ3: Are more elements of typical or “standard” scripts found in deceptive reviews than 

in truthful reviews that draw from real visits with real details? 

Schank and Abelson (1977) define a script as a way for encoding memory in language, with 

related types or “tracks” of these scripts shaped by different roles, objects/props, entry 

conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and normal results or outcomes. Bower et al. (1979) 

examine the role of scripts in memory, proposing that people possess a hierarchal organization in 

their memory for generic activities that consist of sequences of scenes (p. 177), with episodic 

memories becoming generic scripts for different situations over time. As studies investigating the 

Reality Monitoring framework have shown that “the richer an account is in detail, the more 

likely it is to be believed” (Johnson, 2006; Vrij, 2015, p. 16), this phase of the study investigates 

whether CS and CT appear more frequently in deceptive reviews to evoke more elements of a 

typical or “standard” script since fabricated reviews have no real details to draw upon. This 

hypothesis was motivated by implications from the theory of memory behind the Reality 

Monitoring framework and the mixed results of the analyses of Chapter’s Four and Five, 

especially regarding the use of more CS and CT in deceptive reviews as embedded evaluation. In 

this chapter, I illustrate how reviewers use CS and CT to evoke elements making up four main 

tracks of the hotel visit script – “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient 

Hotel Visit,” and “Resort Hotel Visit” tracks – with each track made up of shared combinations 

of elements including roles, objects/props, entry conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and 

normal results of these types of hotel visit. I use nine representative pairs of reviews to highlight 

the elements evoking each track, showing that individuals often use more tokens of CS and CT 
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along with Extreme Case formulations (claims made with superlative modifiers or lexical terms 

indicating “extreme cases” like the room was perfect or I never got a call back; Pomerantz, 

1986) as resources to evoke more script elements (in number or amount) in deceptive reviews. In 

comparing how many elements are introduced by CS and CT to evoke a typical or generic track 

of the hotel visit script, I shed light on the analyses of Chapters Four and Five by suggesting that 

the more frequent use of CS and CT may result from how people rely on more generic or 

standard tracks of the hotel visit script in deceptive reviews to compensate for their lack of real 

memories when fabricating reviews based on feigned visits. This analysis challenges the 

predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework by showing that when deceivers rely on such 

stereotypical scripts for a situation, they may provide more details, yet those details will often be 

more typical or generic than the unique details used by an individual in a truthful account. 

  Chapter Seven consists of an overview of this dissertation’s key findings and a discussion 

of how the strands of this study contribute to the literature on deception detection, the limitations 

and contributions of this study, and directions for future research. I first review the research 

questions and the hypotheses motivating the analyses of Chapters Four through Six, 

summarizing the results of each strand and how these results influenced subsequent analyses. I 

further describe how applying sociolinguistic understandings of language in this dissertation 

provides a replicable means of testing predictions from deception detection literature, discussing 

the implications of this dissertation’s findings for the study of linguistic features in online 

contexts (Vásquez, 2015b) and of verbal veracity assessment frameworks (Vrij, 2015). Finally, I 

conclude by noting some of the limitations of my study, its contributions to our understanding of 

the phenomena of constructed dialogue in online reviews, the utility of considering CS and CT as 
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indicators of veracity and deception, respectively, and this dissertation’s implications for future 

research on linguistic indicators of deception detection. 

1.6 Preview of Data and Analysis  

  In this section, I briefly illustrate the three strands of this dissertation’s analysis using an 

example pair of reviews from the data. As seen in Example 1, individuals frequently organized 

their reviews rhetorically as lists of descriptions or assessments or as narrative-like texts 

containing temporal junctures via clauses representing a sequence of events (Labov, 1972; 

Schiffrin, 1994; Vásquez, 2015b). (NB in this and other examples, I indicate CS with bold and 

CT with underlining, pseudonyms in [], and otherwise do not alter original spelling or 

orthography): 

Example 1: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 21, raised in Idaho 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) This hotel was a great last minute find. It was clean and tidy and had a great view of the ocean for a→ 

2) fraction of the cost of any other hotel on the island. The staff was friendly but didn't bother my→  

3) sister or myself for the duration of the stay. Check-in and check-out was smooth and easy. We are→ 

4) looking to stay here again this upcoming fall! 

 

Deceptive Negative Polarity Review 

 

5) The [Hotel California] has always been one I've wanted to stay at. We got to stay there this past→  

6) week and I was extremely disappointed. Upon arriving, the staff was rude and snobby and we→  

7) had to ask them to help us with our bags. Our beds were made but the sheets were dirty and the→  

8) room smelled musty like an old wet towel was left in the vent. I expected a nice, luxurious stay but→ 

9) was bombarded with kids running up and down the halls all night banging on the walls and ding→  

10) dong ditching us for hours. When I called the front desk, they said they would send someone up→ 

11) but the noise continued for the rest of the night. The pool was crowded all week and there→  

12) weren't enough chairs to sit out in. Do NOT go to the [Hotel California] it will be a mistake. 

 

At first glance, this pair of reviews appears to contain few instances of what many discourse 

analysts would traditionally identify as constructed dialogue (Tannen, 1986; 2007), as scholars 

have primarily focused on direct CS demonstrating what was said in an interaction (e.g. They 
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said, “We’ll send someone up”) (cf. Clark & Gerrig, 1990). As described in Section 1.3, this 

dissertation instead considers three possible verbatim forms for CS and CT (narrative reports, 

indirect, and direct CS or CT), a broad understanding of speech and thought construction that 

has previously been examined only in studies of literary language (Leech & Short, 1981[2007]) 

and life stories in conversation (Schiffrin, 2002). In the truthful review shown here, the 

undergraduate writer organizes her experience as a list of assessments evaluating aspects of the 

hotel (e.g. was a great last minute find, it was clean and tidy, the staff was friendly…) with 

references to the personal experience of her and a fellow guest (her sister). She uses one 

narrative report of CS in the irrealis mood (Mithun, 1995) to construct a speech event that never 

occurred (cf. Schiffrin, 2002) in lines 2-3. This narrative report of CS was identified as a 

“minimal account” of a speech interaction (Leech & Short, 1981[2007], p. 260) via the negated 

speech act verb bother in how the staff was friendly and didn’t bother her or her sister in lines 2-

3. This individual’s deceptive review, however, is organized as a narrative with temporal 

junctures (i.e. as a series of temporally ordered clauses) (Labov, 1972, p. 360). It contains more 

CS and CT with similar verbatim forms to the token of CS in the truthful review, beginning with 

two narrative reports of CS first using the adjectives rude and snobby to describe the speech of 

staff then the speech act verb ask to describe their own speech in lines 6-7. The review also 

includes negative assessments about the beds and sheets, with another narrative report of CT 

seen in the verb expected in I expected a nice, luxurious stay in line 8. In lines 10-11, the writer 

fabricates an extended speech interaction with the hotel staff, seen in two tokens of CS in two 

clauses from the same sentence – a narrative report in how she called the front desk and indirect 

CS voicing the staff in they said they would send someone up. As described in Section 1.3, this 
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indirect CS was identified by the use of pronouns and verb tense from the perspective of the 

current speaker (i.e. the reviewer) as seen in they said they would… in lines 10-11. This pair of 

reviews contains no examples of direct CS or CT with pronouns and verb tense from a past 

speaker’s perspective, which in the prior example would have appeared as they said, “We will 

send someone up.” 

  In my first strand, I test the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework for CS as 

providing sensory information and indicating veracity and CT as evidencing cognitive operations 

and indicating deception in a quantitative analysis of the verbatimness, amount, and features of 

individual CS and CT tokens in reviews like those in Example 1. By features, I refer to aspects of 

a token’s content (i.e. a token’s speaker/thinker identity, quotative item signaling a speech or 

thought process, use of a proper name, or unsaid/unthought constructions), animation of 

represented voices (via quotation marks or unusual orthography like case-shifting or 

excessive punctuation to indicate voice quality), and context (e.g. a review’s polarity and a 

reviewer’s gender, dialect background, and familiarity with writing online reviews). In the 

example above, the CS token in the truthful review (The staff was friendly and didn’t bother my 

sister or myself) would be classified as a narrative report of CS with the following content 

features: a staff speaker identity, no presence of a proper name, bother as the quotative item 

serving to identify the token as CS (as bother is the speech act verb evoking a verbal interaction), 

and the presence of an “unsaid” token (i.e. one in the irrealis mood imagining a speech event – 

bothering – that did not occur) (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Fleischman, 1990). This same 

CS token does not possess any animation features as it has no quotation marks or unusual 

orthography. Its context features include appearing in a positive polarity review (as determined 
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by the number of sentences positively evaluating the hotel in this truthful review) and three 

additional features determined by this individuals’ responses to the research instrument: 

appearing in a review by a female gender reviewer who has written a review at least once before 

(her level of familiarity with writing reviews) and who has a dialect background in the West 

region (having been raised in Idaho from age 5-18).  

  Example 1 shows that despite differences in the rhetorical organization of a review (e.g. 

as a list of assessments of hotel features or a narrative with temporal junctures), both reviews 

contain a first-person perspective and convey a series of events (for the truthful review, via a list 

of assessments of actions or descriptions whose sequential semantic content matches the stages 

of a hotel visit) (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a; 2015b). I identified three narrative functions for CS and 

CT in the data – CS and CT functioning as embedded evaluation revealing an author’s point 

without breaking the flow of the narrative, CS and CT functioning as metadiscourse connecting 

with imagined audiences, and CS and CT as affectively keying a review by setting the emotional 

tone of the entire visit as a reviewer in the storytelling world (Goffman, 1974; Bamberg, 1997; 

De Fina, 2003). Example 1 does not have a token with the function of interactive metadiscourse 

explicitly addressing the reader as if in face-to-face conversation (Vásquez, 2015a) (e.g. I can’t 

speak to the quality of the restaurant or I recommend the soup). However, it does include 

embedded evaluation: The reviewer uses CS of staff in didn’t bother my sister or myself to 

situate an irrealis speech event within the events of the hotel visit. With CT in the deceptive 

review (I expected a nice, luxurious stay but was bombarded with kids running up and down the 

halls all night in lines 9-10), the writer sets the emotional tone of the review by affectively keying 

her visit as terrible (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007). This function was identified based on how 
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this individual juxtaposes her thoughts (expectations) for her overall visit in the storytelling 

world as a reviewer looking backward on events as a whole. In other words, she begins by 

presenting a positive affective evaluation of her visit (nice, luxurious stay), then uses CS as 

embedded evaluation in several events constructing a negative experience (i.e. the front desk not 

responding to calls about kids running, lines 9-10), thus implicitly conveying the reviewer’s 

current emotional state at the time of the review (disappointment in the hotel visit). The functions 

of CS and CT in this deceptive review therefore illustrate how CS and CT act as resources for 

fabricating a convincing narrative of a hotel visit.  

  In my third and final strand, I build on the results of the previous two strands by 

considering how CS and CT evoke characteristics of individuals’ underlying expectations for a 

situation in the form of a hotel visit script (Schank & Abelson, 1977). I selected nine individuals 

who use CS or CT in both reviews to investigate whether they use CS and CT in deceptive 

reviews to evoke a “more standard” type or “track” of the hotel visit script than in their actual 

reviews. In this analysis, I examined how CS and CT create this more standard script by 

including more elements of a script – in other words, greater numbers of roles, objects/props, 

entry conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and normal results of a hotel visit (Schank & 

Abelson, 1977;  Bower et al., 1979). Although these elements suggest the presence of more 

details in the review following a more standard track of the hotel visit script, this example also 

shows that these stereotypical details differ from unique details predicted to appear more often in 

truthful accounts by the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981). In Example 1, 

the reviewer follows a “Convenient Hotel Visit” track in her truthful review as seen in the 

elements of the hotel visit script evoked in her list of assessments of hotel features and use of CS 
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as embedded evaluation. She introduces the roles of herself as a Former Guest, a Family Member 

(her sister), and hotel Staff (the staff was friendly)… in lines 2-3; objects like the view of the 

ocean and cost and a description of entry conditions invoking a great last minute find in 

assessments of hotel features in lines 1-2; sequences of actions seen in the use of irrealis CS in 

how staff didn’t bother her or her sister in lines 2-3 and in descriptions of check-in and check-

out; and the outcome of her visit in an assessment of visiting again this upcoming fall in line 4. In 

her deceptive review, this individual follows a “Luxury Hotel Visit” script that I characterize as 

more stereotypical or “standard” as it contains more CS and CT that introduce more elements of 

a generic or typical script than found in the track of her truthful review. This can be seen by her 

introduction of a new role of Fellow Guests (in kids running in line 9), additional objects (bags, 

front desk, sheets, and smell in lines 7-8), sequences of actions (via CS depicting a first 

encounter with hotel staff who were rude and snobby, the front desk’s lack of action to calls 

regarding the kids running incident, and a pool visit in lines 8-11), and the result of her visit (an 

admonition to the reader introducing another new role of Potential Future Guest with the 

imperative Do NOT go to the [Hotel California] in line 12).  

  This pair of reviews illustrates the finding from the first strand that CS and CT do not 

pattern neatly as representations of sensory information or evidence of cognitive operations. In 

terms of the second strand, we see how individuals used CS and CT for narrative functions such 

as constructing irrealis speech events as embedded evaluation of a hotel visit and setting the 

emotional tone by affectively keying the events of a hotel visit. Finally, in considering the third 

strand, this pair of reviews shows how individuals used CS and CT to introduce elements of the 

hotel visit script, with this individual introducing more elements of the hotel visit script in her 
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deceptive review. By following a track of the hotel visit script in her deceptive review that 

provides additional details conveying a negative experience (i.e. reporting negative speech 

interactions with staff like their rudeness or ineffectiveness over a noise complaint in they said 

they would send someone up), this example complicates the predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework that truthful accounts feature more details (Johnson, 2006). As I discuss 

further in Chapter Six, this individual’s deceptive review contains more CS and CT providing 

more details than the truthful review, yet these details are less specific in that they are typical or 

expected as part of a “negative” hotel visit (e.g. a visit shaped by interactions with rude staff, 

terrible kids as Fellow Guests, a crowded pool, etc.). 

1.7 Summary   

 The previous sections have introduced my motivations in planning and executing the 

current study of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) as indicators of veracity or deception 

in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. I began by situating my interest in this study, first 

reviewing the influence of online reviews on consumers and businesses and then noting gaps in 

research on narrative approaches to assessing predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981). Next, I explained the purpose and research design of this dissertation, 

describing the need for research on less verbatim forms of CS and CT as part of constructed 

dialogue in sociolinguistics (Chafe, 1994; Schiffrin, 2002) and deception detection (Vrij, 2015). I 

then reviewed research from linguistics concerning the main unit of analysis examined in this 

dissertation – CS and CT – and the need to distinguish these phenomena as two separate forms of 

“constructed dialogue” (Tannen, 1986; 2007; Haakana, 2007; Barnes & Moss, 2007). I continued 

by outlining each chapter and the three research questions of this dissertation, introducing 
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hypotheses motivated by prior research and by the findings of each preceding phase of my 

research design. Finally, I illustrated the three strands of my design with a brief analysis of an 

example pair of reviews, showing how individuals use CS and CT with different features and 

functions in ways complicating the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981). In evaluating whether CS acts as an indicator of veracity and CT acts an indicator 

of deception, my analysis synthesizes methodologies from psychology and several subfields of 

sociolinguistics. Consequently, this study informs our understanding of the linguistic forms and 

functions of CS and CT and how these considerations influence predictions for the detection of 

deception in general and in online hotel reviews, specifically. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I situate this dissertation within existing scholarship from several fields, 

summarizing prior research on the functions of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) in 

conversation (Tannen, 2007; Holt & Clift, 2007) and narratives (Labov, 1972; Schiffrin, 2002), 

the linguistic structure of online reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a), and previous methods from 

veracity assessment (i.e. the search for indicators of truthfulness) and “deception detection” (i.e. 

the search for indicators of falsity or deception) (Vrij, 2015; Nahari, 2018). My goal in this 

chapter is to ground my study’s theoretical approach in sociolinguistics, a field which examines 

“the systematic use of language by social actors in social situations” and includes several 

subfields such as “linguistic anthropology, conversation analysis, and other socially and 

culturally oriented forms of discourse analysis” (Bucholtz, 2003, p. 398). This dissertation 

further adopts perspectives from Interactional Sociolinguistics in focusing “on communicative 

practice as the everyday-world site where societal and interactive forces merge” (Gordon, 2011; 

Gumperz, 2015, p. 312).  

I begin by reviewing different traditions in the linguistic investigation of reported speech, 

or what Tannen (1986; 2007) more accurately refers to as “constructed dialogue,” identifying 

different methodologies and approaches employed by scholars of literature, language variation 

and change, conversation analysis, and Interactional Sociolinguistics in studying this 

phenomenon (Section 2.2). In this section, I include a review of research on the “representation 

of mental states” and reported thought (Haakana, 2007; Vásquez, 2012, p. 113) that I refer to as 

CT, introducing one aim of this dissertation in disambiguating the use of CT from CS. Next, I 
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describe research on the structure and influence of online consumer reviews generally known as 

“electronic Word of Mouth” (eWOM) (Harrison-Walker, 2001; Serra Cantallops & Salvi, 2014), 

introducing scholarship by Vásquez (2012; 2014; 2015a) on the linguistic features commonly 

found in online hotel reviews in particular (Section 2.3). Finally, I describe theories of memory 

that have motivated law enforcement and scholarly approaches to deception detection, briefly 

summarizing the history of what Vrij (2015) characterizes as "verbal veracity assessment tools,” 

studies of deception detection in online reviews, and theories of memory and knowledge from 

discourse analysis (Section 2.4). Here I review predictions from the Reality Monitoring 

assessment framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) regarding CS and CT as linguistic indicators of 

deception or veracity, computational linguistic investigations of online hotel reviews relevant to 

the current study, and understandings of memory and knowledge in discourse analysis (Schank 

& Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014). By relating theories of memory and linguistic content in the 

literature of deception detection to studies of the relationship between discourse and knowledge, 

I further motivate my study’s focus on CS and CT as linguistic phenomena embodying 

predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework regarding sensory information and cognitive 

operations as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively (Johnson & Raye, 1981). 

2.2 Linguistic Understandings of Constructed Speech and Thought 

As mentioned in Chapter One, my first consideration in this dissertation was how to 

name or label the linguistic features for quoting speech or thought of the self or other. Prior 

(2015), one of the editors of a special edition on the “representation” of speech and thought in 

the journal Text & Talk, writes in the introduction about the diversity of terms to describe these 

phenomena from various research traditions. He notes that the journal’s contributors selected the 
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term represented speech because representation signifies talk and thought in interaction “as 

descriptions and discursive enactments” instead of “merely objective reports or verbatim 

repetitions” (p. 696). This is close to Tannen’s (1986; 2007) observation that quotation is 

“constructed,” as representing speech in interaction is primarily the creation of the speaker rather 

than the party quoted (2007, p. 103). Considering reports to be shaped by context, she defines 

direct constructed dialogue as speech framed as dialogue in the other’s voice and indirect 

constructed dialogue as another’s speech paraphrased in the current speaker’s voice (p. 102). I 

propose using two variations of Tannen’s (1986; 2007) term constructed dialogue to capture the 

phenomena of interest to this dissertation: constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT). I adopt two 

terms to stress that the construction of speech and thought are separate yet related phenomena 

and to emphasize that both speech and thought are constructed by a speaker or writer for specific 

interactional purposes, as Tannen (2007) notes: 

By giving voices to characters, dialogue makes story into drama and listeners into an interpreting audience 

to the drama. This active participation in sensemaking contributes to the creation of involvement. Thus 

understanding in discourse is in part emotional (p. 132). 

By involvement, Tannen (2007) refers to the “internal, even emotional connection individuals 

feel which binds them to other people as well as to places, things, activities, ideas, memories, 

and words” (p. 27). Describing CT as a way to build involvement with “inner speech,” Tannen 

notes that it is “unlikely” quoted words represent the actual words that the speaker spoke to 

themselves at the time (p. 115). Additionally, she shows how  “presenting the thoughts of a 

character other than oneself” is a “clear example” of constructed dialogue (p. 116), with 

examples from a narrative about a baseball pitcher portrayed as thinking “Man, I’m going to 

knock this thing to Kingdom Come” showing how “casting” thoughts “as dialogue allows a 
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dramatization based on the state of their understanding of events at the time, rather than the 

clarity of hindsight” (p. 117). Consequently, the first research question of my dissertation 

explores whether people construct speech and thought with particular features in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews to investigate whether such dramatization may differ in deceptive reviews. 

More motivations for my first research question investigating differences in CS and CT 

can be seen in studies describing the role of CS in revealing how local identities are emergent in 

interaction. Bucholtz and Hall (2005) describe the case of hijra (a member of a transgender 

group in India) who uses CS featuring masculine gender markings to express her family’s 

implicit rejection of her female identity (as she herself uses feminine gender markings) (p. 589). 

Nylund (2017) provides another example of the relationship between constructed dialogue (as 

CS) and identity in her study describing three sociolinguistic interviews with African American 

residents of Washington, D.C. In these interviews, Nylund shows that the “mechanism of 

constructed dialogue allows speakers in a diverse and contested linguistic community to evaluate 

and analyze language in its social context,” as CS allowed “speakers to attribute erroneous 

stances regarding the speech of Washington, DC, and therefore African American speech, to 

others,” simultaneously reinforcing their in-group identity (p. 139). By tying language use to 

speakers’ identities and to larger ideologies regarding social issues of race, region, and intra-

community differences, Nylund’s study illustrates how CS and CT are useful phenomena for 

examining the interplay between language forms and the display of specific identities or 

ideologies. Considering forms of online communication and identity, De Fina (2016) examines 

user comments on a post from the celebrity gossip blog Gawker and identifies a high degree of 

meta-comments concerning the storytelling environment (e.g. I love Gawker comments!) 
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showing “the enhanced reflexivity that online environments afford” (p. 492). De Fina notes this 

tendency to focus on language may be due to the less spontaneous nature of blog comments or to 

how the “participatory culture” of online environments “encourage performance as a central act 

of self-presentation” as posters express their individuality (p. 493). These studies thus motivate 

this dissertation’s investigation of speaker/thinker identities as one feature of the construction 

of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

Additional linguistic research on the speaker or thinker identities of CS and CT comes 

from discourse analysis, where many scholars have drawn on the work of Bakhtin (1981; 1986) 

in examining how quoting the self or others in interaction involves voices, or “the ways in which 

utterances index typifiable speaking personae” and registers, or ways of indexing the “social 

attributes” of a speaker such as “gender, class, caste, and profession” (Agha, 2005, p. 39; 

Bakhtin, 1981). Agha (2005) explores how voices and registers are used to index social personae 

reflexively in a process of role alignment, wherein  

Encounters with registers are not merely encounters with characterological figures indexed by speech but 

events in which interlocutors establish some footing or alignment with figures performed through speech, 

 and hence with each other (p. 40). 

Here, Agha references the work of Goffman (1981) on footing, or the “alignment we take up to 

ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way we manage the production or reception 

of an utterance” (p. 128). Goffman describes the relationships between different kinds of 

speakers and hearers via his concept of “production format,” or the different social roles a 

speaker can perform in producing an utterance, such as animator (the “sounding box” producing 

speech), author (the person selecting the words expressed), and principal (the person whose 

position or beliefs are “established” by the words spoken) (pp. 144-145). Additionally, Goffman 
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notes how speakers create a “figure” in an utterance – a “protagonist in a described scene” that 

can lead to the embedding of animators, authors, and principles (pp. 147-149). He uses the 

example of I said shut the window to describe how the first person pronoun could refer to an “I” 

from one year ago and thus result in two animators: one “who is physically animating the sounds 

that are heard, and an embedded animator, a figure in a statement who is present only in a world 

that is being told about” (p. 149). As Goffman mentions that “when we shift from saying 

something ourselves to reporting what someone else said, we are changing our footing” (p. 151), 

the quantitative analysis in Chapter Four examines whether such figures (in the form of speaker 

or thinker identities) differ in truthful and deceptive elicited online reviews. 

Another feature of CS and CT extensively studied in sociolinguistics concerns the type of 

quotative verb (or other lexical item seen in the case of like) introducing an instance of speech or 

thought. The quotative system has proved a fruitful site for illuminating language change across 

varieties of English (Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2004) and Spanish (Martínez, 2014) as these 

studies investigate variation in quotatives according to factors such as age and geography to 

demonstrate important changes over time and across space. One illustrative example of such 

sociolinguistic approaches to investigating quotatives comes from the work of Barbieri (2005) on 

the American English quotative system, where the quotatives be like, go, be all, and say were 

examined in four registers: casual conversation, university service and workplace encounters, 

university students’ study groups, and academic office hour consultations. She found that certain 

verb tenses and pronoun subjects were associated with specific quotatives and identifies different 

functions tied to certain forms, such as how be like introduces a form of constructed thought or 

what she terms “inner speech with first person subjects” (p. 249). Interestingly, Barbieri also 
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found different quotatives were associated with different verbatim forms of CS, demonstrating 

that be like and “the quotatives go and say” introduced “direct speech when used with third 

person subjects” (p. 249). While these studies of CS from the perspective of language variation 

and change have tended to focus on the grammatical forms of quotatives for direct and indirect 

CS as they vary across populations and change over time, research from conversation analysis 

has examined how such “introductory components” relate to authenticating speech (Clift & Holt, 

2007). In the current study, I thus henceforth use the term introductory item in considering 

what lexical item or items in a sentence or clause act to construct speech or thought as part of my 

dissertation’s first research question investigating the features of the construction of CS and CT 

in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

The first research question of this study also concerns whether differences in the use of 

CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews are moderated by contextual features, 

including aspects of the background of participants. Specifically, the current study examines 

whether the gender, familiarity with writing reviews, or dialect background of a participant 

influences their use of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, with gender and dialect 

background both well-studied areas in sociolinguistics (cf. Schilling, 2011, for a deeper 

discussion of language, gender, and sexuality). The justifications for investigating these features 

partly lie in previous research on variation by gender and age in studies of quotatives, as in 

Tagliamonte and D’Arcy’s (2004) study of quotative be like use among Canadian youth. With a 

sample of 44 speakers from the ages of 10-19 from Toronto, the authors demonstrated 

differences among the age groups and genders, with 17-19 year-old speakers favoring be like 

with direct speech and female speakers overall favoring be like over male speakers (p. 505). 
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These findings are further underlined by Buchstaller’s (2015) interactional study on the use of 

quotative be like by different age groups and on its use across short and long time periods. In her 

study, speakers in their thirties generally withdrew from the use of quotative be like (as the 

sample collected 42 years after the initial interview found few older speakers still participating in 

the trend), especially during more monitored and deliberate styles of speaking (p. 472). 

However, some difficulties may exist in determining how dialect background influences the use 

of CS or CT due to how certain speakers may be familiar with multiple dialects. While her study 

primarily examines stylistic variation in vowel classes of Canadian speakers who have moved to 

New York City or Washington, DC, Nycz (2018, p. 177) identifies how such “mobile speakers” 

can be observed using “both first dialect (D1) and new dialect (D2) features as they talk about 

their old and new regions”. Nycz suggests that a speaker’s original dialect background (or D1) 

may influence their use of specific linguistic features even if that speaker has moved to a new 

location (as I further discuss in Chapter Three), as 

mobile speakers can come to use both D1 and D2 features stylistically, indicating that communicative 

competence is ever-evolving: even in adulthood people are able to expand and adapt their sociolinguistic 

behavior (p. 200) 

While the current study only examines the D1 background of undergraduate students raised in 

the United States from age 5-18, the existence of mobile speakers may complicate determining 

how dialect background influences the use of CS or CT. As I further describe in Chapter Three, I 

identified a speaker’s dialect background by comparing their childhood residence to the isogloss 

(dialect boundary) maps developed by the Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 2006, 

p. 148) and the geographic distribution of western U.S. dialects according to lexical features as 

outlined by Carver (1987) in Wolfram and Schilling (2016, p. 111). 
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The second and third research questions of this dissertation investigate whether the 

functions of CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. As part of her consideration of 

how CS influences the negotiation of identity in interaction, Tannen (1986) describes constructed 

dialogue as a “poetic process” that creates drama from personal experience and “simultaneously 

creates interpersonal involvement among speaker or writer and audience” (p. 312). Considering 

excerpts from Greek and English conversations, Tannen uses examples to show that speakers 

sometimes construct what was not actually said or what could have been said by groups or 

hypothetical commenters (p. 314), signifying the constructed nature of these features in revealing 

a speaker’s frames of expectation. Reviewing several studies of CS, Tannen (2007) describes 

research showing that prosody and voice quality are used by speakers to evaluate or display their 

orientation towards “ideas or stances they represent as others’ speech” (p. 18). Due to its 

“internally evaluative” effect (Labov, 1972), dialogue “enables listeners (or readers) to create 

their understanding by drawing on their own history of associations” (Tannen, 2007, p. 132). 

Lampropoulou (2011) studies how Greek adolescents portrayed different speakers and 

addressees in direct and indirect CS, arguing that their use of narrative figures contributed to the 

foregrounding of gender identities and helped to sustain social stereotypes. In a study of 300 

natural conversations (mostly recorded telephone exchanges from Britain and the United States), 

Holt (2000) finds that CS “purports to be the straightforward rendition of a prior thought or 

utterance” yet “it can be used by the author to fulfill a range of tasks in the current interaction” 

(p. 427). These tasks include providing background information or serving as the climax of a 

story (pp. 431-432). Overall, these studies show that different forms of CS may be associated 

with particular tasks and identities in different situations, an additional motivation for 
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examination of whether functions of CS and CT pattern differently in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews in Chapter Five. 

As seen in the first three research questions of this dissertation, a primary goal of this 

dissertation is to analyze potential similarities or differences in CS and CT as linguistic strategies 

in truthful vs. deceptive online reviews. Some key studies in conversation analysis distinguishing 

CT from CS appear in Reporting Talk, a volume edited by Holt and Clift (2007). The most 

explicit focus on CT comes in a chapter by Haakana (2007) on Finnish complaint stories. 

Finding that speakers used CT in tandem with CS to create a “multi-layered picture” of events 

(i.e. by constructing both what happened in an interaction and a speaker’s reactions “beneath the 

surface”) (p. 176), Haakana argues that CT deserves attention separately from CS. She also notes 

that few studies consider how thought is “constructed and used in interaction” and whether there 

are “interactional differences between reported speech and thought” (p. 151). Some of the other 

authors in the Holt and Clift (2007) volume address these two issues, such as Rae and Kerby’s 

(2007) finding that the sequential use of CT acts as a resource for building context before the 

appearance of CS. Examining conversational story-telling in the same volume as Haakana 

(2007), Couper-Kuhlen (2007) found “displayed thinking” was utilized as a way of motivating 

an action or lack of it, further rendering this act as “a conscious decision” in later discussion (p. 

103). In an exchange between sisters, Couper-Kuhlen shows how “direct quotations of one’s 

thoughts on a prior occasion permits the introduction of strategic detail” that “can be used to cast 

a more favorable light on the speaker’s character (p. 101).  

Relatively few studies have explored the use of CT, with most research focusing on 

comparing how people use the functions of CS vs. CT in conversation for various purposes. 
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Barnes and Moss (2007) examine a variety of contexts (telephone conversations, therapy 

sessions, and patient-provider conversations) for how people “report” their private thoughts (or 

construct thoughts using the current study’s terminology) of themselves and others, finding that 

“the communication of thoughts and feelings” was used as a resource to (partially) solve “social, 

moral, and practical dilemmas” in conversation (p. 141). Another example can be seen in 

Vásquez and Urzúa’s (2009) study of reported mental states (or CT) in novice teacher mentoring 

meetings. Their study found key differences in the functions of CS and CT, with teachers using 

CS “to express their skill, expertise, and competence in performing their tasks” and CT to 

represent “moments of insecurity, inability, and problems in their teaching practice” (p. 17). 

Recent work by Kim (2014) on CT as a resource for collaborative stance-taking in conversation 

between friends and by Park (2018) on how teachers use CT to deliver assessments in advice-

giving situations further underscores potential unique functions for CT in interaction, thus 

justifying why the current study distinguishes two forms of constructed dialogue in considering 

separate functions for CS and CT in the context of online reviews. 

Another area of research informing this dissertation’s goals seen in my second and third  

research questions is the study of CS and CT in narratives, as storytelling often provides a sort of 

“self-portrait” or “linguistic lens” (Schiffrin, 1996) that analysts may use “to discover peoples' 

own (somewhat idealized) views of themselves as situated in a social structure” (p. 199). In 

Schiffrin’s analysis of narratives in a conversation between friends Zelda and Jan, she finds that 

both women “populate their story worlds with story characters whose speaking behavior parallels 

their agentive roles in their families” (p. 186). For example, Schiffrin shows how Zelda uses 

indirect CS to voice her daughter-in-law, noting that “the non-agentive family role of Zelda's 
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daughter-in-law was iconically conveyed in her construction of her story world character as 

someone who does not animate her own words” (p. 186). Thus, Schiffrin’s study demonstrates 

that different forms of speech or thought may act to shape identities depending on the emphasis 

conveyed by the animator. In a later study, Schiffrin (2002, p. 317) distinguishes a continuum of 

verbatimness for CS in her study of a holocaust survivor’s life story about her relationship with 

her mother. Adopting a distinction between “direct, indirect, and speech act (SA) verb” forms of 

speech (e.g. She said “I’m sorry,” She said that she was sorry, She apologized) (p. 325), 

Schiffrin shows that the daughter’s use of certain forms reflects a fraught relationship with her 

mother by emphasizing what was not said and evoking moral dilemmas behind her mother’s 

actions. She further finds that this unsaid distinction is significant, as the woman constructs 

unsaid speech (i.e. She never apologized) to distance herself from her mother and her actions in 

her life story. In a study reviewing narrative as the interface between a continually-evolving self 

and society, Ochs and Capps (1996) portray CS as one means to “join narrators and 

listener/readers with historical communities” as “voices of the past enter into narrated experience 

in the form of reported speech, words, idioms, and narrative style” (p. 31). In other words, they 

identify CS as a key feature for not only building relationships between speakers and hearers (or 

writers and readers), but as a way for individuals to connect to other identities or individuals 

across time.  

CS and CT have also been examined as linguistic structures in traditional approaches to 

narrative research that have focused on single-teller accounts of past events usually solicited 

during interviews. Dividing narratives according to sections labeled Abstract, Orientation, 

Complicating Action, Resolution, and Evaluation (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Labov, 
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1972), this canonical understanding of narratives treats CS and CT as mechanisms for a 

storyteller to signal the “point” of a narrative to the listener (Labov, 1972, p. 370). Labov (1972) 

identifies two ways that CS and CT can act to evaluate a narrative – internal vs. external 

evaluation. Similar to Goffman (1981), Labov (1972) treats CS or CT as a method of “internally 

evaluating” a narrative, as a skilled storyteller can use their own CS or CT of or that of a 

character in the story to “embed” their evaluation (and thus preserve dramatic continuity) in the 

events being described (p. 372). An example would be a narrator saying I said to myself, “My 

God, she’s dead!” (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997], p. 35) to signal the climatic ending of their 

narrative by voicing a figure (in this case, the narrator’s past self). External evaluation, on the 

other hand, results when a narrator interrupts a narrative to provide commentary on the events 

(Labov, 1972, p. 371), such as You know, in cases like this, it’s clear that she was likely as not 

dead (thus speaking from their role as narrator in the storytelling moment) (Labov & Waletzky, 

1967[1997], p. 35; Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003). Generally this perspective considers 

CS and CT as signaling the narrator’s point either from within a narratives events as part of a 

“story world” or as part of the storytelling context (Tannen, 1986; Bamberg, 1997; Schiffrin, 

2002; De Fina, 2003), with this potential difference addressed by this dissertation’s third 

research question regarding whether the functions of CS and CT provide a more comprehensive 

explanation for differences in the amount, verbatimness, or features of CS and CT in truthful vs. 

deceptive online hotel reviews. 

As I discuss in Chapter One, my dissertation’s approach to identifying CS or CT in online 

reviews draws on Leech and Short’s (1981[2007], p. 260) cline of interference for the degree that 

a novelist’s perspective may “interfere” with the verbatimness of CS of their characters. In their 
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understanding, the degree of verbatimness of information presented in an instance of speech 

reflects the degree that the author (as novelist composing a work of literature) influences how a 

character is presented, as seen in Figure 2.1:    

 
    Figure 2.1. One Continuum for Speech Verbatimness from Leech & Short (1981[2007]) 

  

In Figure 2.1, Leech and Short suggest that this interference differs according to the verbatim 

level of speech, with a narrative report of action referring to speech act verbs (as described in 

Schiffrin [2002]) as the least verbatim (and most controlled) form and FDS (free direct speech, 

seen in “You stop that!” with no reporting clause) as the most verbatim (and most “objective” as 

least controlled) form. When a narrator recounts an event involving the speech of characters, 

Leech and Short (1981[2007], p. 270) propose that the narrator can either present this speech in 

the form of a narrative report that reflects their (the narrator’s) perspective (e.g. characterizing 

an exchange as They argued), while progressively more verbatim speech serves to make the 

narrator seem as if the characters themselves drove events (e.g. portraying They argued instead 

as He said, “Your hat’s ugly” and she said that it wasn’t). This characterization of the different 

forms for CS or CT as degrees of a narrator’s “interference” in a story finds an echo in Labov’s 

(1972) notion of external versus embedded evaluation, as such means by which a narrator 

“conveys the point” of a story can either break the flow of narration in commenting on events (as 
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external evaluation) or present this evaluation as part of the narrative itself (as embedded 

evaluation) (p. 372).  

This dissertation’s identification of CS and CT on a cline of verbatimness also considers 

research by Chafe (1994) on the range of ways for constructing speech and thought in both 

written fiction and conversation. Chafe identifies five distinct devices or ways of constructing 

speech and thought that he arranges “in order of increasing approximation to verbatim language” 

(p. 247). Similar to Leech and Short’s (1981[2007]) understanding of narrative reports of speech 

acts (NRSA) as the least verbatim form leading to free direct speech as the most verbatim form, 

Chafe’s (1994, p. 247) continuum for verbatimness of CS and CT begins with referred-to speech 

or thought as least verbatim and considers several intermediate forms before direct speech or 

thought, as shown in Table 2.1: 

Table 2.1. Chafe’s (1994) Understanding of a Verbatim Continuum for Constructed Speech and Thought 

Level of Verbatimness Examples 

Simple referred-to 

speech/thought:             
I talked to him. / We were surprised.               

Elaborated referred-to 

speech/thought:     

I bored him with my schedule for the next day. / I thought about my day 

 

Indirect speech/ 

Pseudo-Indirect thought:                 

I said I’d go the next day. / I thought I’d go the next day. 

 

Verbatim indirect speech/thought Ok, I’d go tomorrow (I said). / Ok, I’d go tomorrow (I thought). 

Direct speech/thought “Ok,” I said, “I’ll go tomorrow.” / “Ok,” I thought, “I’ll go tomorrow.” 

 

 

Applying this framework to the fictional novel The Ox-Bow Incident (a Western about cattle 

thieves and cowboys forming a posse by Clark [1940]), Chafe (1994) describes uses for each 

form of CS and CT. Chafe characterizes the power of direct CS to not only convey involvement, 

but to act “as a means of introducing secondhand information” (p. 247). Schiffrin (2002, p. 325) 

also considers speech acts verbs in comparison to indirect and direct forms, showing that a 
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holocaust survivor’s negation of speech act verbs (e.g. She never apologized) in voicing her 

mother during a life story communicated a sense of distance, contrasting this with “deictic and 

prosodic shifts of direct speech” creating an “aliveness” to speech of her friends that “adds a tone 

of authenticity, veracity, and animation” to their CS. Both Schiffrin and Chafe (1994) stress how 

the least verbatim form of CS (speech acts for Schiffrin [2002] and references to speech or 

thought events for Chafe [1994]) can be useful in shedding light on how speech or thought 

events are “categorized” (such as negatively vs. positively as seen in I told Walter off vs. People 

were telling jokes) (Chafe, 1994, p. 219).  

The current study takes up Schiffrin’s (2002) call to examine the variation in 

verbatimness of constructed dialogue forms (in terms of direct, indirect, or speech act [narrative 

report] constructions) by proposing that both CS and CT appear on a continuum based on the 

degree of seeming verbatimness of the “distal” language represented, as these forms of language 

are separated by space and time from the space and time of their production (Chafe, 1994, p. 

212). Following Leech and Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994), I adopt three categories as a 

continuum of verbatimness shared by CS and CT: narrative reports of CS or CT (seen in verbs, 

nouns or adjectives, or phrases conveying a speech or thought act), indirect CS or CT (seen in 

speech or thought with a projecting clause and pronoun, tense, or complementizer choices 

signaling that it is constructed from the current speaker or thinker’s perspective), and direct CS 

or CT (with a projecting clause and pronoun, tense, and quotation mark choices signaling it is 

constructed from the past speaker or thinker’s perspective). Table 2.2 gives examples of each of 

the three forms along the continuum that I examine in this dissertation: 
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Table 2.2. Current Study’s Continuum for Verbatimness of Constructed Speech and Thought Tokens 

Verbatimness Examples 

Narrative report I talked to them. / They responded to all my questions / /I had to have the maids come 

The room met my expectations / I was surprised by the lobby.  

Indirect  She said my room would be ready soon / I replied that we were tired. 

I knew that I would go / Please note there is a no smoking policy 

Direct  “Ok,” I replied, “I’ll go tomorrow.” / I’d describe it as “totally fine” 

 “Sure,” I thought, “she’s busy.” / And I thought, oh boy 

 

As both Leech and Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994) consider a less verbatim form for 

speech and thought than indirect CS or CT (i.e. narrative reports and referred-to speech or 

thought in their respective terms), my dissertation addresses an understudied aspect of CS and 

CT (cf. Schiffrin, 2002). Chafe (1994, pp. 222-223) notes that referred-to CS and CT can be 

useful in “showing the ways that people naturally categorize” speech or thought events, and his 

examples include constructions such as he was telling jokes (p. 213) and It’s not a job that 

requires a lot of thinking (p. 219). Consequently, I encountered some difficulty with this 

continuum in classifying an example of CS or CT as a narrative report, finding forms of CS and 

CT as speech act verbs and nouns as in I replied to his question, the speech adjective in The front 

desk was chatty, the thought noun in The waiter did not like our decision, and the speech phrase 

in With all the rage heard from my friends. I thus adopted a systemic functional approach in 

considering examples of CS or CT as verbal or mental “processes” of saying or thinking 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 172) (with verbal processes including say, praise, call, and 

ask and cognitive processes including think, believe, consider, guess, and remember). As I detail 

in Chapter Three, the current study focuses only on CT excluding feelings or emotions (affect) 

by identifying what Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, p. 210) label as “cognitive” mental 
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processes. Halliday and Matthiessen describe three additional mental process types that could be 

considered forms of thought – perceptive processes like I noticed the bed or I felt warm in the 

room, affective processes seen in she loved the room or My dislikes include dirty sheets, and 

desiderative processes like he hoped to check out or Wanting to check in early (2004, p. 210). 

However, in the current analysis I concentrate on identifying only cognitive processes (as 

described by Halliday and Matthiessen) as CT, excluding affective processes and sensory 

information related by perceptive processes as these are predicted to act as separate indicators of 

veracity in the literature on deception detection (Vrij, 2015), as I discuss in Section 2.4.  

In sum, this section has revealed abundant linguistic research on the features and 

functions of CS and CT, yet also shown that few studies differentiate between speech and 

thought when considering constructed dialogue, as only a few studies from conversation analysis 

have explored the different functions of CS and CT as separate phenomena (cf. Haakana, 2007; 

Kim, 2014). An additional gap lies in the lack of studies considering narrative reports (Leech & 

Chafe, 1981[2007]) of CS or CT or referred-to speech or thought (Chafe, 1994) as part of 

constructed dialogue, instead focusing on an indirect/direct dichotomy for a speaker or thinker’s 

verbatim construction of speech or thought. Next, I motivate this dissertation’s exploration of CS 

and CT as indicators of veracity or deception in online reviews by describing previous research 

on consumer reviews and studies of CS and CT in online contexts. 

2.3 Studies of Online Reviews and Constructed Speech and Thought in Online Contexts 

 This dissertation explores linguistic indicators of veracity or deception in truthful and 

deceptive online hotel reviews, a type of genre of online communication known as “electronic 

Word of Mouth” (eWOM) (Harrison-Walker, 2001; Vásquez, 2014). As mentioned in Chapter 
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One, this genre is a form of one-to-many communication by consumers to other consumers 

related to the use, sellers, or characteristics of certain goods or services (Litvin et al., 2008). 

Scholars of communication and marketing have researched Word of Mouth in spoken 

communication for several decades, generally finding that this communication plays an 

important role in shaping consumers’ attitudes and behaviors due to the more trustworthy nature 

of personal sources (Harrison-Walker, 2001, pp. 60-61). More recently and most relevant to the 

current study, Serra Cantallops and Salvi (2014) review published articles from the fields of 

communication and consumer research regarding eWOM and the hotel industry, finding two 

main types of research: what kinds of factors cause consumers to write reviews and what the 

impacts of these reviews are on consumers (p. 42). They describe how these studies have 

examined the effects of gender and age on generating reviews, the valence or polarity of 

reviews as positive, negative, or neutral, and issues of trust worthiness and loyalty as part of the 

impact of eWOM on consumers (p. 49). Serra Cantallops and Salvi find that this research 

demonstrates that the polarity or “valence of eWOM has a strong impact on product valuation 

and purchase decisions” (p. 47). They conclude by identifying several gaps in research regarding 

the question of ethics and fraud in the publication system of review websites, noting that future 

research should “investigate how the veracity and credibility of published reviews can be 

identified” (p. 50). The first research question of the current study is motivated by this gap and 

thus examines whether linguistic features of the construction, animation, or context of 

constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) differ in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. 

The current study of CS and CT in online hotel reviews also extends previous work that 

has mostly focused on CS in forms of new media like blogs and social networking sites. Herring 
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and Androutsopoulos (2015) refer to language in these contexts as computer-mediated discourse 

(CMD), or communication produced by human interaction using any digital communication 

device (p. 127). This approach focuses on CMD as social practice, with research investigating 

how “digital language practices” mediate “between offline and online practices by individuals 

and communities” (p. 138). As such discourse is mediated by new technologies that may not 

include computers, Bolander and Locher (2020, p. 2) note that a more apt term would be digital 

discourse to describe “the ways users engage in interaction by exploiting the technological 

affordances at their disposal” in constructing identity and creating and maintaining relationships. 

Scholars such as Vandergriff (2013) have looked at how different forms of digital discourse 

provide affordances for users, or “structural enablings” “on actions, behaviors, and strategies in 

communicative interaction” (Gibson, 1986; Hutchby, 2001; f p. 122). As Wikström (2019) notes, 

cues like emoticons, unusual punctuation (case-shifting and excessive punctuation), and lexical 

surrogates like hmm serve to represent voices, enact body language, or otherwise dramatize or 

“animate” CS online where face-to-face affordances are lacking. As I discuss in Chapter Four, 

the first research question of this dissertation investigates whether such affordances used in 

dramatizing CS or CT as animation features of these phenomena differ in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews. 

In general, analyses of constructed dialogue in online contexts have tended to focus on 

the dichotomy of indirect vs. direct CS in interaction. In her study of a discussion board for 

bone-marrow transplant survivors, Hamilton (1998) draws on previous research by Clark and 

Gerrig (1990) to demonstrate that people used indirect CS in online narratives “in order to 

describe what was said” and used direct CS “in order to demonstrate what was said” (Hamilton, 
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1998, p. 57). Hamilton relies on this distinction to investigate the connection between narrative 

speaker identities and the alternation between direct and indirect CS. In 24 of her narratives 

(39%), she demonstrates that an alternation between direct and indirect CS allowed patients to 

portray themselves in positive and agentive ways, as doctors were voiced with direct CS that 

demonstrated their faults to the reader explicitly (Hamilton, 1998, p. 62). Adopting Herring’s 

(2004) methodology to examine co-narration in one online weight loss discussion board thread, 

Gordon (2015) examines how posters use six intertextual strategies to jointly solve one poster’s 

dilemma about an encounter with a doctor. One of these strategies is the use of direct CS of other 

posters, as Gordon notes that posters quoted others to “create hypothetical utterances (i.e. of 

‘normal doctors’), to re-create past utterances from outside of the thread, and to tie back 

to words used earlier in the thread” (p. 131). Gordon’s (2015) study further reflects the fruitful 

direction of research on online discourse regarding “small stories” (Georgakopoulou, 2007; 

Bamberg & Georgakopoulou, 2008), or “tellings of ongoing events, future or hypothetical 

events, and shared (known) events” (p. 381). Building on the work of Ochs and Capps (1996; 

2001), Georgakopoulou (2007; 2017) identifies how a small story approach in social media 

contexts consists of the analysis of two main story-sharing practices: narrative stance-taking (the 

practice of offering events as an activity positioning participants as tellers or recipients and 

presenting “events and characters in specific spatiotemporal scenarios”) and “rescripting” (using 

visual or verbal practices to manipulate “previously circulated stories to create alternative 

stories”) (2017,  p. 275). As I discuss shortly, online reviews tend to be rhetorically organized 

either chronologically with “recognizable features of narratives” or as “impersonal general 

descriptions” that “do not foreground temporal relations” (Vásquez, 2015b, p. 7). In this study, I 
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consider all reviews in my data to be narrative-like in terms of the social practices involved in 

their tellings of a hotel visit (cf. De Fina & Georgakopoulou, 2008) as these reviews contain  

elements like “localizations (e.g. with X at café Dolce),” “assessments (e.g. feeling amused with 

X),” and “references to characters (and relationships),” with these features identified in Facebook 

posts by Georgakopoulou (2017, p. 276) as elements of narrative stance-taking. Examining 

Facebook posts, she finds that small stories “often begin with or are confined to narrative stance-

taking,” with this signaling positioning participants as storytellers and recipients as “interactional 

partners thus anticipating and even proposing subsequent site of circulation and audiences” (p. 

275). Following Vásquez (2012; 2015a), I use textual features of my data (e.g. first-person 

pronouns, temporal junctures in clauses reporting events/activities during a hotel stay, lists of 

assessments conveying characters or a sequence of events, and second-person pronouns referring 

to the reader) in classifying these online hotel reviews as containing narrative stance-taking and 

thus acting as small stories. 

As discussed in Chapter One, a major influence on this dissertation has been the prolific 

linguistic research on online consumer reviews by Camilla Vásquez (2011; 2012; 2014; 2015a; 

2015b) in her studies of TripAdvisor.com reviews and their narrative and pragmatic features. In a 

study of 100 negative hotel reviews with features of both canonical and non-canonical narratives, 

Vásquez (2012) classifies these reviews as small stories, showing that story prefaces, forms of 

second-person address, CS and CT (as “represented mental states”), and deictic (pronoun and 

tense) shifts contribute to this sense of narrativity. Vásquez analyzes examples of CT in select 

reviews to argue that using this feature builds involvement by serving “as a metaphorical way of 

granting readers privileged access to the internal workings of the mind of the reviewer, thus 
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forging another type of relational connection between narrator and audience” (p. 115). More 

recently, she has demonstrated how reviewers use forms of “addressivity” in online reviews from 

TripAdvisor, Amazon, Epicurious, Netflix, and Yelp (websites reviewing hotels, household 

products, foods, films, and restaurants) to recruit or maintain “readers’ attention and interest” and 

to “assert” or “emphasize” their credibility or authority (2015a, p. 20). Specifically, she identifies 

how discourse markers, forms of second-person address, metadiscourse (e.g. let me tell you), 

questions, and anticipating reader responses discursively constructs “an anticipated, or imagined, 

interaction between writer and reader” that allows reviewers to engage and connect with 

“unknown audiences” (p. 35). In another study examining variation in temporal references in a 

dataset of 1000 reviews, Vásquez finds that writers refer to both the recent and remote past in 

online reviews as discursive resources for credibility (2015b, p. 12). Overall, her work provides a 

firm foundation for identifying similar or different characteristics of CS and CT in truthful vs. 

deceptive online hotel reviews in the current study, as her research suggests that reviews should 

be treated as small stories depending on the use of particular discursive resources (e.g. second-

person address, questions, or metadiscourse) to connect with audiences. 

This section has introduced prior research from outside linguistics on the influence of 

electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) communication, motivating the current study’s focus in 

showing the influence of online reviews on consumer behavior. In addition to identifying how 

marketing and communication literature contains a gap in how to verify the veracity of online 

reviews, I have reviewed research on constructed dialogue in online contexts to demonstrate that 

linguistic research has yet to focus on narrative reports of CS or CT rather than an indirect/direct 

dichotomy for these phenomena. Finally, I have summarized some of the crucial and thorough 
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research by Camilla Vásquez on online reviews, identifying several areas of her research that 

inspired my dissertation’s focus on CS and CT as features with potential differences in truthful 

vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. Next, I compare theories of memory and detection to studies 

of the relationship between discourse and knowledge, first elaborating on prior research from 

verbal veracity assessment frameworks (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) regarding CS and 

CT as potential indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. 

2.4 Relating Theories of Deception Detection, Memory, and Knowledge   

Most research on verbal deception detection in the last few decades has concerned itself 

with testing the Undeutsch hypothesis (Undeutsch, 1967; 1989; Steller & Köhnken, 1989), which 

proposes that "a statement derived from memory of an actual experience differs in content and 

quality from a statement based on invention or fantasy" such as by having a logical structure and 

a significant amount of detail (Vrij, 2015, p. 7). The most influential approaches drawing on this 

hypothesis include Statement Validity Analysis (SVA) (Raskin & Esplin, 1991), Criteria-Based 

Content Analysis (CBCA) (Steller & Köhnken, 1989), the Reality Monitoring (RM) framework 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981), and Scientific Content Analysis (SCAN) (Sapir, 1987[2000]). These 

frameworks draw on Undeutsch’s (1967; 1989) hypothesis by predicting the presence of certain 

linguistic cues as indicators of veracity or deception, with over 30 studies published investigating 

the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework (Vrij, 2015). Originally developed to 

investigate accounts of child sexual abuse, these frameworks consist of a multi-step process for 

interviewing a witness, transcribing their account, and scoring this statement for the presence of 

indicators of veracity or deception. These include specific linguistic cues such as contextual 

embeddings (references to time and space), descriptions of interactions, and reproduction of 
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conversation (Vrij, 2015, p. 7), with the presence of more of these cues in a given statement 

hypothesized to correlate positively with the truthfulness of a statement. While the Reality 

Monitoring framework does not explicitly identify whether tokens of constructed speech (CS) in 

the current analysis can be considered as sound details, Vrij (2015) notes that “the two phrases 

‘He said: Are you OK, you look so pale?’ and ‘He asked how I felt’ both count as a sound detail 

in RM” (p. 18). In addition, while prior studies of the Reality Monitoring framework have 

included references to thoughts and reasonings (e.g. I remember seeing the home and thinking 

how lovely the cedars are) (Porter & Yuille, 1996, p. 445) and lexical items like the hedging 

qualifiers possible or maybe (Bond & Lee, 2005, p. 322) as evidence for cognitive processing, I 

treat CT alone as a proxy for cognitive processes in the current analysis. As seen in the criteria of 

reproduction of conversation, constructed speech (CS) has been tested as a potential linguistic 

indicator of veracity in several of the frameworks inspired by Undeutsch (1989) in deception 

research (Vrij, 2015). Among these, the Content-Based Criteria Analysis (CBCA) framework 

(Steller & Köhnken, 1989) has focused on only one type of CS as an indicator of veracity: 

verbatim or direct CS (Vrij, 2015). One study comparing the features of direct CS (i.e. the 

presence or lack of quotation marks) as an indicator is by Adams and Jarvis (2006) analyzing 

truthful and deceptive written statements produced by real criminal offenders that were made to 

police. Their most significant findings were a positive relationship between veracity and the 

presence of unique sensory details and a positive relationship between deception and the relative 

length of a statement’s prologue (the section leading up to a criminal incident, similar to Labov’s 

[1972] concept of a narrative’s Orientation section) (Adams & Jarvis, 2006, p. 15). However, 

they also found a weak relationship between veracity and the density of direct CS without 
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quotation marks (p. 18), potentially indicating that this animation feature of CS and constructed 

thought (CT) may differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews (as I further discuss in Chapter Three). 

The current study primarily appraises predictions from a verbal veracity assessment tool  

based on a psychological theory of memory: the Reality Monitoring (RM) framework (Johnson 

& Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). Positing that “real” (i.e. truthful) memories are created via perceptual 

processes, this theory hypothesizes that truthful memories thus contain more sensory information 

while fabricated (deceptive) memories contain more cognitive operations that are produced as 

part of fabricating such sensory information (Johnson & Raye, 1981). As a result, the Reality 

Monitoring framework would consider that CS (as a type of "sound" sensory detail) would 

appear in more truthful accounts (Nahari, 2018), leading me to predict CS would be included 

more often than CT by truth tellers, as truthful individuals have access to such perceptual 

information seen in the constructed words of a speaker from their actual experience while 

deceivers do not (Vrij, 2015, p. 18). Vrij (2015, p. 12) finds that the 30 studies investigating 

predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework have generally associated truthful accounts 

with more perceptual information, possibly including both indirect and direct CS as part of this 

information (cf. Masip, 2017). Examining truthful and deceptive prisoner statements with the 

Reality Monitoring framework predictions, Bond and Lee (2005) defined cognitive operations 

indicating deception with word-count software classifying lexical items as diverse as cause or 

know (p. 316) and possible or maybe as cognitive operations (p. 322). While these studies have 

tended to investigate all criteria proposed by the Reality Monitoring framework, the current 

study concentrates on CS as perceptual information and CT as cognitive operations as potential 

indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. 
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One way that the predictions of Reality Monitoring differ from other assessment 

frameworks concerns the way these other approaches consider cognitive operations as indicators 

of veracity. Accounts of a "subjective mental state" or the "perpetrator's mental state" at the time 

of an incident are two separate criteria of veracity under the CBCA framework (Vrij, 2015, p. 9), 

though both could be considered to be examples of CT (e.g. I thought to myself “I feel bad” and 

the thief thought of everything). Conversely, the Reality Monitoring framework classifies CT as 

two separate indicators: affect (details about people’s feelings like I felt scared, predicted to 

occur more often in truthful accounts) and cognitive operations (thoughts and reasonings, 

predicted to occur more often in deceptive accounts) (Vrij, 2015, p. 17). Thus, unlike CBCA, the 

RM approach predicts that "memories for imagined events are characterized by cognitive 

operations, such as thoughts and reasons, which probably helped to generate these memories" 

(Nahari et al., 2014, p. 229). This framework’s distinction between affect and cognitive 

operations further justifies my use of Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2004) use of cognitive 

processes in the identification of CS and CT tokens in the data, as I further explain in Chapters 

Three and Four. 

In testing predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework, this dissertation considers 

how scholars including Zuckerman et al. (1981), Vrij et al. (2004), DePaulo et al. (2003), and 

Masip (2017) have performed meta-analyzes of non-linguistic and linguistic cues associated with 

deception detection, finding that studies correlating these cues with veracity or deception have 

produced mixed results. Roger Shuy, considered by some to be the founder of forensic 

linguistics, has examined deceptive communication in a variety of legal contexts and provides 

some guidance on the successful analysis of deceptive language (Shuy, 1998). Reviewing 
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linguistic studies of deception, Shuy (1998) recounts two cases where linguistic analysis helped 

to identify deception by finding consistencies or inconsistencies (such as whether a t-shirt was 

worn or taken off) in details across time during police interrogations. He notes that experimental 

studies attempt to isolate individual verbal or nonverbal aspects of deceptive language in 

artificial contexts, yet analysts are on more “solid ground” when deception can be determined via 

“the comparison of subjects’ statements at one time with those statements at later times” or by 

examining “the influence of questions on answers” in interrogations (p. 93). Furthermore, 

Aamodt and Custer’s (2006) meta-analysis of deception studies from law enforcement and 

psychology found that many studies neglected to include such examples of truthful behavior, 

leading them to call for future research that elicits a truthful “baseline” of language or behavior 

in order to accurately compare how deceptive behaviors deviate from truthful ones (p. 10). The 

current study thus compares truthful and deceptive reviews elicited from the same individuals in 

order to examine whether deception involves a change in CS or CT from a baseline in their 

truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

Burgoon (2018, p. 604) also notes that linguistic indicators have been identified as 

significant predictors of veracity or deception in a variety of discourse contexts, yet studies 

following the same experimental protocols with similar data have yielded inconsistent results 

from study to study. An example can be seen in a systematic experiment by Porter and Yuille 

(1996) testing how the Undeutsch (1967; 1989) hypothesis was applied in a law enforcement 

context. In this study, undergraduates observed a mock theft and then gave various truthful or 

deceptive accounts to a researcher in the guise of a security guard in training. Critiquing the use 

of multiple cues indicating veracity, Porter and Yuille (1996) found that only three of 18 verbal 
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cues served as accurate predictors of truthfulness in their experiment: more details, higher ratings 

of coherence (as perceived by reviewers), and more admissions of forgetfulness (p. 451). 

Burgoon (2018) proposes two ways to reconcile such disparate findings in deception detection: 

grouping linguistic indicators into "theoretically meaningful classes" and considering whether 

patterns emerge if "certain moderators are taken into account" (pp. 604-605). One potential 

moderating variable on the effects of indicators concerns the linguistic backgrounds of deceivers 

and whether these backgrounds impact their verbal behavior in deceptive communication. This 

area has been explored in a recent study by Laing (2015) that examines both deception and the 

perception of lying in the discourse of eight American native speakers of English and eight 

Ghanaian non-native speakers of English. Laing elicited truthful and deceptive discourse during 

structured one-on-one interviews, finding that Americans and Ghanaians generally lied in the 

same way, with some differences: American interlocutors lied using more so-called superfluous 

language and more pronoun inconsistencies (i.e. providing unnecessary details and switching 

pronoun type), while Ghanaians lied using fewer negative emotion words like hate or sad (p. 80). 

Investigating how four English-speaking ethnic groups (European Americans, Chinese, 

Hispanics, and Middle Easterners) used indicators of deception like the presence of equivocation 

or moderating adverbs from the Statement Analysis (SA) framework, Matsumoto et al. (2015) 

found similarities within each group for the use of indicators but no significant differences 

between ethnic groups in the ability of SA indicators like “extraneous information” 

differentiating lies from truths (p. 23). While this research suggests that verbal veracity 

assessment frameworks can be effectively applied cross-culturally, both Matsumoto et al. (2015) 

and Laing (2015) demonstrate the need for more research on how the background of deceivers 
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impacts linguistic behavior in deceptive contexts. By taking moderators into account and by 

examining the performance of indicators considering these moderators, the current study follows 

Burgoon (2018) in attempting to improve our understanding of deception detection. 

Computational linguistic studies have empirically derived cues to deception or veracity 

via word-counting software and have also found that some cues act as opposite indicators (i.e. of 

veracity instead of deception) in different contexts. In an experiment inducing undergraduates to 

cheat on a trivia game, Ali and Levine (2008) used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 

(LIWC) software (Pennebaker et al., 2007; 2015) to annotate and count words in hopes of 

identifying patterns in use across deceptive and truthful utterances. This software assigns 

grammatical and psychological labels to a word, as seen for the word cried would include labels 

like “verb”, “sadness”, “negative affect” and “past focus” (Pennebaker et al. 2015, p. 2). While 

finding that “denials [of cheating, i.e. lies,] were characterized by shorter sentences, more 

negations, fewer past tense verbs, and more present tense verbs” than truthful utterances by non-

cheaters (Ali & Levine, 2008, p. 87), they note that their results failed to replicate findings from 

Newman et al. (2003), an earlier study also using the LIWC software that verified the prediction 

that negative emotions appeared in more deceptive accounts (the opposite direction of the 

findings of Ali and Levine [2008]). Therefore, quantitative approaches using established veracity 

assessment frameworks to count content cues and those using computational software classifiers 

have faced criticism that linguistic indicators of veracity and deception may be significant yet 

also vary considerably from context to context. 

To provide more reliable data, several studies have applied computer science and/or 

computational linguistic methods in detecting deception in online texts elicited using automated 
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techniques. Often, these studies again utilize the LIWC as a way to first annotate individual 

words by assigning them categories such as “negative emotion words” and then count the 

frequency of these categories (cf. Pennebaker et al. 2015). Regarding online reviews specifically, 

computational linguists have made important strides in developing methodologies to elicit and 

study valid examples of truthful and deceptive data. Gokhman et al. (2012) describe a “gold 

standard” for eliciting deceptive reviews from individuals by mimicking real "crowdturfing" 

appeals using the service Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, with "crowdturfing" a portmanteau of 

crowd, outsourcing, and astroturf to refer to the practice of bad actors paying groups of users to 

perform questionable or illegal activities online (Yao et al., 2017). Gokhman et al. note that 

previous approaches have neglected to elicit deceptive data in a manner similar to what online 

workers would encounter if truly solicited to write a false review, and so they introduce a prompt 

with wording that would be familiar to workers on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform (2012, 

p. 27). However, a recent study by Salvetti (2012) critiques this and other automated approaches 

for relying on static definitions of deception that do not include considering different types of 

lies. Salvetti uses a public corpus of communications called the Boulder Lies and Truths Corpus 

(BLTC), a collection of 1500 deceptive reviews of hotels and electronics crowdsourced from 

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk identified as being deceptive in a variety of different ways (e.g. a 

fabricated lie of a visit vs. a lie of omission). Salvetti analyzes this data to show that deception 

detection accuracy changes when moving across different kinds of deception (e.g. when 

comparing a deceiver’s familiarity with an electronic product vs. fabrications of experiencing 

that product) and text content dimensions (e.g. whether a word showed sentiment or polarity). 

As I further explain in Chapter Three’s discussion of my data and methods, the current study 
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attempts to take Salvetti’s criticisms into account by designing the research instrument to solicit 

only fabricated hotel visits and reviews of negative or positive polarity. 

As described in Chapter One, Ott, Choi, Cardie, and Hancock (2011) and Ott, Cardie, and 

Hancock (2013) are two studies also acting as major inspirations for my choice of data examined 

in this dissertation. In building their dataset, Ott et al. (2011) collected the most commented upon 

and positively ranked reviews of ten Chicago hotels from TripAdvisor.com and then solicited 

positive and negative false reviews of these hotels using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Using the 

LIWC software to count lexical items like pronouns and emotion words, they annotated 1600 

reviews (800 true and 800 false) then trained a natural language classifier to predict true and 

false negative reviews with approximately 89% accuracy (2011, p. 315), with this classifier 

predicting modal verbs and emotion adjectives as indicators of veracity in the truthful and 

deceptive online reviews. These computational studies have thus provided further insights into 

linguistic indicators of deception in context, with the findings of these studies generally 

supporting predictions from Reality Monitoring, such as how deceptive reviews contained "less 

spatial language” perhaps characteristic of a lack of access to perceptual details (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981; Ott et al., 2013, p. 500). Thus, my quantitative and qualitative analysis of CS and 

CT as potential indicators of veracity and deception may contribute to future research in 

computational linguistics on automating deception detection for online reviews (cf. Fitzpatrick et 

al., [2015] for the most comprehensive review of this research). 

Scholars have also begun to apply aspects of narrative analysis (Labov & Waletzky,  

1967[1997]) to deception detection, further motivating this dissertation’s examination of the 

functions of CS and CT in distinguishing truthful from deceptive reviews. In a study of written 
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witness statements, Picornell (2013a; 2013b) outlines the structure of these statements as 

narratives and identifies how people use impersonal strategies (identified in the use of third-

person pronouns, shorter clauses, and low ambiguity) or “prolix and personal” strategies 

(identified in the use of first-person pronouns, negation, and verb strings) in creating believable 

narratives in deceptive statements (2013b, p. 46). Lowrey and Ray (2015) examine the use of 

evaluation in true and false confession narratives, finding that the actual events of a crime were 

highly evaluated in truthful narratives, while false confession narratives left these events 

unevaluated (p. 293). Consequently, the findings of this prior research motivate the current 

study’s focus on examining narrative structures in the texts of truthful vs. deceptive online hotel 

reviews.  

While the literature on deception has primarily been drive by theories of memory, 

considerations of language and knowledge in the field of discourse analysis suggest that  

information related to knowledge or experience may be organized in different ways with 

ramifications for deception detection. Tannen and Wallat (1987) coin the term “knowledge 

schemas” to refer to the “structures of expectation” that we use in sense-making during 

interaction (p. 207), describing mismatches between a pediatrician’s and a patient’s mother’s 

knowledge schema regarding cerebral palsy and “right-side weakness” (in the case of the mother 

as seen in her references to this term) (p. 214). More recently, knowledge schemas have been 

used to examine humor in television programs (Snell, 2006) and to investigate how different 

nationalities “make use of cultural schemas to guide their sense-making process” in the context 

of conversations about religion (Zhu, 2015, p. 77). Snell (2006) defines schemas as “organized 

packages of knowledge based on previous experience of objects, events, and situations” that are 
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“stored in memory” and “continually updated according to new experiences” (p. 59). In the 

fourth and fifth research questions of this dissertation, I relate understandings of CS and CT in 

theories of deception based on memory to theories of discourse and knowledge through the use 

of scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977), a theory of language and memory that I next discuss. 

Schank and Abelson (1977) use the term “script” to refer to a memory structure that a 

person uses to encode their general knowledge of a certain situation and its relevant 

characteristics. Schank and Abelson’s most famous example of this concept is that of a restaurant 

script, which as with other scripts has “standard roles to be played, standard props or objects, 

ordinary conditions for entering upon the activity, a standard sequence of scenes or actions 

wherein one action enables the next, and some normal results from performing the activity 

successfully” (as described by Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). In this understanding, our knowledge 

is organized around “hundreds of stereotypical situations” with routine activities that are 

acquired through direct or vicarious experiences of hundreds of such cultural stereotypes along 

with “idiosyncratic variations” (Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). In a series of experiments eliciting 

scripts for common activities from undergraduates, Bower et al. (p. 212) identify “culturally 

agreed upon attributes and instances” of activities like eating in a restaurant or visiting a 

doctor” with “conventional roles, props, event-sequences, standard entering conditions, and 

standard outcomes.” However, Bower et al. also caution that “people frequently act from 

multiple motives and within multiple constraints” and thus a given activity may feature different 

“tracks” for a script to take. While tracks were discussed by Schank and Abelson (1977) as a 

type of “subclass” of scripts, Bower et al. (1979) discuss how tracks are types of situations that 

involve aspects of episodic memories, giving the example of having meals or snacks “at school, 
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at a coffeehouse, a picnic, a hiking camp, a church benefit…and so on” as different tracks of a 

general eating script (p. 215). Additionally, they note that scripts may have interactions when 

several scripts occur simultaneously, giving an example situation where two businesspeople are 

eating in a train dining car, then begin to play chess and negotiate a business contract (pp. 217-

218). Thus, this dissertation considers scripts to be a type of knowledge schema concerned with 

the structures of expectations related to a particular situation or activity, with tracks as different 

types of situations making up the same script, as I analyze further in Chapter Six. 

More recently, scholars have focused on how such memory structures may influence the 

use of CS or CT in spoken and written interaction. For Fairclough (1992), a script acts as an 

“activity type” or “compositional structure” that can be “specified in terms of the structured 

sequence of actions it is composed of, and in terms of the participants” who fill “a set of subject 

positions which are socially constituted and recognized in connection with the activity type” (p. 

285). A similar understanding comes from De Fina’s (2003, p. 93) description of action 

structures, or the “schematically represented” form of “who does what” in a story world (in terms 

of speech acts) as opposed to the storytelling context. Examining migrants’ narratives of 

discrimination, De Fina demonstrates how CS in narratives by these migrants presents “a very 

strong link with action in that characters who speak are also characters that stand out and actively 

take particular roles” (p. 97). van Dijk (2014) explores how “complex event knowledge” 

organized in a script leads to “various associated other concepts” being “activated and sometimes 

even presupposed” (giving the example of a news article containing a script regarding terrorist 

attacks often leading to a reader’s presupposition that “there are victims or that buildings have 

been destroyed”) (p. 86). Furthermore, van Dijk argues that people do not store narratives as 
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complete forms of discourse in memory, but rather store “only mental models of experiences, 

and general knowledge derived from such models” (p. 86). In the field of psychology, scholars 

such as Chen (2004) have described how scripts are concerned with relating a series of events, as 

“events are recognized, memorized, and understood by human in ways significantly different 

from how objects are learned” (p. 97). These studies thus support my dissertation’s fourth and 

fifth research questions concerning how CS and CT pattern according to different underlying 

structures of expectation for a hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive reviews and whether these 

patterns provide a better explanation for the different features and functions of CS and CT in 

these reviews. The Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) does not refer to 

scripts other than perhaps predicting that a script of a truthful account would feature more 

perceptual information (as seen in a sequence of events) while scripts for a deceptive account 

would feature more cognitive operations (perhaps seen in references to entry conditions or 

normal outcomes, both described by Bower et al. [1979, p. 179] as references to narrator states 

such as John was feeling bad or Customer is no longer hungry). 

In this section, I first introduced key theoretical approaches from the literature on  

deception detection, reviewing studies on verbal veracity assessment tools (Vrij, 2015) and the 

Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981), a theory of memory with predictions 

that can be operationalized by the linguistic features of CS and CT. After describing some gaps 

in the literature on deception detection concerning the need to know baseline behavior and the 

influence of contextual moderators on linguistic indicators, I reviewed computational linguistic 

studies that have built automatic classifiers using word-annotating software and predictions from 

the Reality Monitoring framework (cf. Ott et al., 2011; 2013) to identify truthful vs. deceptive 
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online reviews. Finally, I have presented complementary theories of memory from discourse 

analysis regarding knowledge schemas (Tannen & Wallat, 1987) and scripts (Schank & Abelson, 

1977) that provide further means of testing the predictions of Reality Monitoring, thus 

motivating my dissertation’s fourth and fifth research questions regarding patterns of CS and CT 

use in evoking underlying expectations for a hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, I have synthesized prior research from sociolinguistics regarding 

constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) and from literature on deception detection regarding 

predictions for linguistic indicators of veracity. Reviewing studies of CS and CT in spoken and 

written interaction, I first identified features of the construction of CS and CT, proposing a 

continuum of verbatimness for CS and CT (Chafe, 1994; Leech & Short, 1981[2007]) as 

narrative reports, indirect, or direct CS or CT, then reviewed studies of the functions of CS and 

CT in building involvement between speakers (or writers) and hearers (or readers) (Tannen, 

2007). Introducing research on online reviews from the fields of hospitality management and 

communication, I have provided additional evidence emphasizing the importance of electronic 

Word of Mouth (eWOM) to consumers (Serra Cantallops & Salvi, 2014) and the benefits of 

disambiguating CS and CT functions in communicating evaluation and creating involvement in 

online hotel reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a). Finally, I have described how differences in 

linguistic content have motivated law enforcement and scholarly approaches to deception 

detection (Vrij, 2015), introducing the Reality Monitoring assessment framework (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981) as the primary framework under investigation in this dissertation and discussing the 

findings of computational linguistic research on deception in online hotel reviews motivating the 
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current study. I concluded this section by connecting theories of memory and knowledge from 

psychology and discourse analysis (Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014) to my 

investigation of deception, suggesting that CS and CT may pattern differently depending on how 

these features evoke different types or tracks of a hotel visit script (Bower et al., 1979). Next, I 

outline the data and methods that I used to identify potential differences in the features, 

functions, and roles of CS and CT in displaying underlying expectations in truthful vs. deceptive 

communication. 
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CHAPTER THREE: DATA AND METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

The current study draws on concepts from Interactional Sociolinguistics (Chafe, 1994; 

Tannen, 2007; Gordon, 2011; Gumperz, 2015), the study of language variation and change 

(Labov et al., 2006; Wolfram & Schilling, 2016), and narrative analysis (Labov, 1972; Schiffrin, 

2002) to investigate the following research questions related to constructed speech (CS) and 

thought (CT) as potential indicators of deception or veracity in online hotel reviews: 

RQ1: Do CS and CT differ in amount, verbatimness, or features pertaining to their 

construction, animation, or context in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews? 

RQ2: Are CS and CT used for different narrative functions in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews? 

RQ3: Are more elements of typical or “standard” scripts found in deceptive reviews than 

in truthful reviews that draw from real visits with real details? 

In this dissertation, my research questions capture three different approaches to considering CS 

and CT as potential linguistic indicators of veracity and deception in the context of online hotel 

reviews for several reasons. Firstly, online reviews represent a form of “consumer 

empowerment” as “internet users now have access to a multitude of different perspectives about 

a wider number of products and services than was ever previously possible” (Vásquez, 2015b, p. 

6). However, deceptive reviews threaten this empowerment by adversely impacting the shared 

goals of this discourse community: to aid each other in making purchase decisions and to share 

information (Skalicky, 2013, p. 85). Secondly, my analysis examines online hotel reviews as 

several computational linguistic studies of deception detection have also explored deception in 
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this type of data with quantitative analyses of linguistic forms (cf. Gokhman et al., 2011; Ott et 

al., 2011). Finally, I chose to examine CS and CT as my main unit of analysis due to how one 

verbal veracity assessment tool – the Reality Monitoring framework – predicts that sensory or 

perceptual details are an indicator of veracity and that cognitive operations like thoughts and 

reasonings are indicators of deception (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). Treating CS and CT 

as proxies for sensory details and cognitive operations, respectively, the current study examines 

whether CS and CT as indicators of veracity or deception in 93 pairs of online hotel reviews 

elicited from undergraduate students raised in the United States from age 5-18. 

In this chapter, I first describe the data collection process and explain my aims in 

designing specific questions and tasks for my research instrument (Section 3.2). I next introduce 

this study’s data, first summarizing the background of the undergraduate students at U.S. 

universities who participated in the study. I then outline the characteristics of the main data 

examined in this dissertation: 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews elicited 

from undergraduates who were raised in the United States from age 5-18 who used at least one 

token of CS or CT in at least one review (Section 3.3). I continue with an in-depth look at my 

unit of analysis (sentences or clauses containing CS or CT that I refer to as “tokens”) that I draw 

upon throughout this dissertation, wherein I present my analytical focus, coding scheme, and 

methods for performing the quantitative and qualitative analyses of Chapters Four, Five, and Six 

(Section 3.4). Finally, I conclude by summarizing the characteristics of my data and methods and 

by discussing how I situate this study within sociolinguistic theories of discourse and knowledge 

in interaction (Section 3.5). 
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3.2. Data Collection 

3.2.1 Sampling Undergraduates in the U.S 

 The focus of this dissertation is on pairs of reviews elicited from undergraduate students 

who were raised in the United States from age 5-18. However, scholars from psychology (Arnett, 

2008) and behavioral sciences (Henrich et al., 2010) have noted that research involving 

American undergraduate students often faces a crisis of validity due to the unrepresentative 

nature of this population. In Arnett’s (2008) review of research articles published in the most 

prominent psychology journals, he notes that the cultural context of research samples was rarely 

mentioned (though authors predominantly were American or from a Western European 

background), with the result of portraying American/Western students as the norm when 

analyzing human behavior (p. 607). Arnett calculates that 95% of the world’s population remains 

understudied in psychology (2008, p. 602), while Henrich et al. (2010) characterize the bulk of 

the data making up behavioral science research as being composed of samples of American 

undergraduates who hail from “Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic 

(WEIRD)” societies (p. 61). In their critique of this status quo, Henrich et al. point out that a 

“randomly selected American undergraduate is more than 4,000 times more likely to be a 

research participant than is a randomly selected person from outside of the West” (p. 63). 

Subsequently, they identify examples of famous behavioral studies that generalize findings from 

these undergraduates as universal rather than acknowledging this limitation in sampling (p. 64). 

I thus acknowledge the inherent biases in studying undergraduates raised in the United 

States as in the current study. However, I justify this focus on U.S. undergraduates for three main 

reasons. Firstly, while previous research on deceptive reviews has considered the backgrounds of 
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business owners that solicit fake reviews and the characteristics of reviewers who write fake 

reviews such as their “number of prior reviews, their number of Yelp friends, and whether or not 

they have a profile photo posted on Yelp” (Luca & Zervas, 2016, p. 3417), no studies have yet 

examined the linguistic backgrounds of American undergraduates producing deceptive online 

texts for analysis (cf. McCornack, 1992; Laing, 2015). By studying undergraduates raised in 

different dialect regions of the United States, my first approach investigates whether dialect 

background is relevant in deceptive online reviews written by this population. Secondly, by 

capturing a specific occupation (an undergraduate at a public or private four year university, with 

approximately two-thirds of participants at public universities) and age range (from late teens to 

early or mid-twenties), this study somewhat controls for the effects of different professions and 

life experiences on the language of elicited reviews. Finally, I elicited reviews from current 

undergraduates in the U.S. as this age group is made up of digital natives who have the technical 

knowledge needed to write an online review. However, no studies from the fields of hospitality 

management or communication have yet examined whether undergraduate students are more or 

less likely than other types of digital natives to be paid to produce fabricated online reviews. 

Additionally, as undergraduate students may have visited hotels when traveling to or from 

university during the academic year, this group could potentially draw on recent memories for 

the first writing task of the research instrument, as I next discuss.  

3.2.2 Description of Research Instrument 

To elicit truthful reviews of hotels actually visited by undergraduate students and 

deceptive reviews of four top-rated U.S. hotels, I used the website Qualtrics to construct a 

research instrument consisting of a series of language background questions followed by a two-
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part writing task. I chose to distribute this instrument online partly because of three advantages to 

conducting human research online that are described by Birnbaum (2004). These include how 

online collection can lead to large sample sizes (aiding statistical testing), improve the 

generalization of results (by capturing a more geographically diverse sample), and aid in the 

recruitment of specialized types of participants (e.g. by collecting responses from specific areas 

like the eastern, southern, and northwest regions of the United States) (p. 814). More recently, 

Wilson and Dewaele (2010) approach the issue of online data collection from the perspective of 

language acquisition research. They also argue that such methods can increase sample diversity 

and further identify how online studies provide economic benefits to researchers by being cost-

effective (p. 104). In his review of survey methodologies used to collect dialect data, Dollinger 

(2018) uses examples from online surveys of Canadian English to discuss methods for eliciting 

questions without alienating respondents. In designing the instrument for the current study, I 

followed Dollinger (2018) in selecting the wording of my instrument’s demographic questions 

and edited the wording according to the recommendations of my university’s Institutional 

Review Board regarding informed consent. No incentives were provided for participating in the 

research process other than interest in the subject matter (investigating deception in reviews from 

TripAdvisor.com), though some instructors with whom I shared the link with may have offered a 

small amount of extra credit to their own students to participate. I decided to include students of 

linguistics courses as the main source of participants in my sample in the hope that these students 

would be more aware of their own dialect backgrounds when filling in the background portion 

of the research instrument. 

As seen in the Appendix, the research instrument opens with nine open-ended questions 
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about the respondent’s age, gender, the geographic/linguistic background of their parents, their 

own linguistic/geographic background, education level, and familiarity with writing online 

reviews. These questions (with wording from Dollinger’s [2018] research on written dialect 

surveys) were selected to include in the research instrument in light of Burgoon’s (2018) 

examination of moderator variables that influence whether linguistic cues act as indicators of 

deception in different contexts. Burgoon’s research focused on certain aspects of deceivers (their 

motivations) and how deceptive texts are produced (i.e. their modality as spoken or written), 

stressing that linguistic indicators of deception are not context independent and may differ by 

genre or “event type, intensity of involvement, and emotional valence” (p. 605). With regard to a 

deceiver’s background, I chose to examine the individuals’ dialect backgrounds according to 

divisions by Labov et al. (2006) as a potential moderator variable. This examination was inspired 

by research by Laing (2015) who found differences in deceptive language use based on 

participants’ background as speakers of American or Ghanaian English. I was further influenced 

to include questions regarding gender and familiarity with writing reviews in the instrument as 

additional characteristics of a deceiver’s background potentially moderating whether CS and CT 

act as indicators of deception, as previous research has found that variation in quotatives 

(introductory components) like be all or like often correlates with certain demographic features 

including gender, age, and language/dialect variety (c.f. Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2004). Finally, 

as I further discuss in Section 3.4.2, the coders classified each review as positive, negative, or 

mixed polarity to consider whether the ways that these different kinds of texts were produced 

also acted as moderators, similar to previous investigations finding differences in deceptive 

language by event type (Steller & Köhnken, 1989; Burgoon & Quin, 2006; Ott et al., 2011). 
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The second half of the instrument asks respondents to write two reviews in the style of 

TripAdvisor.com, with each review containing at least 300 characters (or approximately 50 

words with spaces). This relatively short criterion for length was used since a testing phrase 

using 2000 characters as the criterion led to undergraduates either failing to complete the study 

or taking between 45 minutes and one hour to complete the instrument. In the first task, 

participants are prompted to write a truthful review of their last trip to a hotel in the style of a 

TripAdvisor.com review. After submitting this review, participants are provided links to the 

websites of four top-rated hotels in four U.S. cities (henceforth referred to by the pseudonyms 

[Hotel California] at [Hill Town] in [Cali City], [Hotel Illinois] in [Illi City], [Hotel New York] 

in [NY City], and [Hotel Texas] in [TX City]). They are asked to choose one hotel that they have 

never before visited, to briefly browse that hotel’s website, and then to write a convincingly 

fabricated negative or positive review of that hotel based upon their visit to a hotel’s website. 

Upon finishing this second task, participants were shown a debriefing page explaining the 

purpose of the study that allowed them to distribute the research instrument to other potential 

participants via a link. 

3.2.3 Description of Hotel Websites and TripAdvisor.com Review Sample 

As seen in the Appendix, the research instrument elicited deceptive hotel reviews by 

asking participants to visit and browse one of four hotel websites of number-one rated hotels and 

then to write a “realistic and convincing” positive or negative review after looking up details on 

that hotel’s website. In this section, I first summarize some themes in the content and language of 

the four hotels’ websites to provide some context as to the type of content that undergraduates 

encountered prior to writing their deceptive hotel review. I then describe the characteristics of a 
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random sample of reviews collected from the TripAdvisor.com pages of these four hotels to 

assess the validity of my sample of truthful and deceptive elicited reviews.  

As part of the research instrument, participants were instructed to visit one of four 

“landing” pages of a hotel website (a website’s home page) provided by hyperlinks as part of the 

final item eliciting a deceptive review. The four hotel websites share a basic layout for their 

home pages: a banner of color with the hotel’s name and logo in the center of the screen (with 

the banner occasionally featuring clickable menu items), a large high-resolution image gallery of 

the hotel’s rooms, restaurants, lobby, or local skyline, and boxes or text with information on 

hotel features and/or promotions. The image galleries often automatically switch between 

combinations of text and image such as #1 HOTEL IN U.S. or $25 RESORT FEE COVERS 

CONT BREAKFAST, 3-HOUR WINE & CHEESE, FREE WIFI, & MORE; normally, a visitor 

can also manually click to browse these promotional gallery sections. While the main focus of 

this dissertation is not on “intertextual” ties (i.e. in considering the ways that elicited deceptive 

reviews are constituted by texts from these websites) (cf. Kristeva, 1986; Talbot, 1995), I next 

briefly describe commonalities in the language on these websites that may have influenced how 

participants in this study used CS and CT in their deceptive reviews. 

The websites of the [Hotel California] and [Hotel Illinois] both explicitly present these 

hotels as luxury hotels, using text and images to describe this hotel with what Pomerantz (1986, 

p. 219) would characterize as “Extreme Case formulations,” or the use of modifiers and lexical 

items to make a claim based on unusual or exceptional details. Examples include the use of the 

superlative adjective most and the lexical item exclusive in Escape to [Cali City]’s most 

exclusive sanctuary for the senses and the adjective ONLY in THE ONLY FIVE-STAR SPA IN 
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[ILLI CITY]. In terms of hotel features, these websites highlighted amenities like pools and hotel 

restaurants in the case of [Hotel California] and [Hotel Illinois] (describing dining options and 

spa services) and special rates and breakfast options for [Hotel NY] and [Hotel Texas]. For the 

latter two hotels, each website contained bullet points outlining the uniqueness of the hotel’s 

location, staff, and features. Examples include the [Hotel Texas]’s website containing a 

paragraph promoting aspects of what made this hotel a historic boutique hotel (e.g. the ONLY 

HOTEL IN THEATRE DISTRICT) and the text accompanying the [Hotel New York] website 

image gallery, with photo captions describing its MOROCCAN-STYLE GUESTROOMS and a 

promotion of being AN OASIS OF HOSPITALITY OFF [NY CITY STREET], STEPS FROM 

[CITY LANDMARK]! Overall, the language and images of these hotel websites not only provide 

potential visitors with details regarding the types of rooms, services, and locations important to 

each hotel, but use Extreme Case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986) to invite visitors to see 

themselves as future participants in an exclusive and superlative experience: a stay in a city’s 

top-rated hotel. 

While the primary data examined in this dissertation consists of the 93 pairs of reviews 

by undergraduate students raised in the United States, I also collected a random sample of 200 

TripAdvisor.com reviews of these four hotels to assess the validity of CS and CT use in truthful 

and deceptive elicited reviews. In prior research on deceptive online reviews, computational 

linguists have used a set number of the most popular or commented-on TripAdvisor.com reviews 

to serve as a “truthful” set of reviews, reasoning that reviews with such high levels of audience 

engagement are unlikely to have been fabricated (Ott et al., 2011; Ott et al., 2013). However, in 

the current study, I elicited a random sample from TripAdvisor.com as a separate dataset for two 
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reasons. First, I reasoned that comparing truthful and deceptive reviews by the same author 

would provide a baseline for how individuals may use common or different linguistic strategies 

while fabricating a hotel review, as prior studies elicited only deceptive reviews from online 

workers using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (cf. Ott et al., 2011). Secondly, by comparing elicited 

truthful reviews to a random sample of TripAdivsor.com reviews rather than the most popular 

reviews for that hotel, the current study controls for how the most popular reviews used in 

previous studies may differ linguistically from other reviews due to their popularity. This is 

especially important in the current study as CS and CT have been shown to create involvement 

(cf. Chafe, 1994; Tannen, 2007; Vásquez, 2012), or the “internal, even emotional connection” 

that binds people to others, places, things, and ideas (Tannen, 2007, p. 27), thus perhaps 

influencing the popularity of TripAdvisor.com reviews considered as “truthful” in prior studies.  

To provide a comparison sample, two undergraduate research assistants and I collected 

200 reviews from the TripAdvisor.com pages of the same number-one rated hotels used in the 

research instrument as determined by the website’s “Traveler Ranked” feature, which displays 

hotel standings by rank based on visitor ratings and reviews. The sample was composed of 50 

reviews from each hotel, with these selected from the total amount of reviews on each hotel’s 

TripAdvisor.com page (with the four hotels each having approximately 2,000 to 6,000 reviews) 

using an online random number generator that gave each review a statistically equal chance of 

being included in the sample (https://www.random.org/). However, in order to capture reviews 

with enough linguistic content for analysis, reviews were included only if they contained at least 

100 words. This resulted in  review number possibilities being generated until each hotel had 50 

reviews of at least 100 words each. After rendering any names of individuals, locations, or 

https://www.random.org/
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identifying features as pseudonyms to somewhat protect the privacy of reviewers, hotels, and 

hotel staff, these reviews were stored in a spreadsheet containing information about reviewer 

gender and geographic background if included in a reviewer’s profile. 72 of these reviews were 

written by authors who self-identified as living outside of the United States, while 15 reviews 

lacked information about the reviewer’s geographic origin. Of the remaining 113 reviews that 

were identified as written by authors residing in the United States, 96 reviews contained at least 

one token of CS or CT. As the current study is concerned with reviews elicited from 

undergraduates raised in the U.S. with tokens of CS or CT, these 96 TripAdvisor.com reviews 

were chosen to serve as a “naturalistic” dataset for comparison to truthful elicited reviews by 

undergraduates raised in the U.S. 

This naturalistic sample from TripAdvisor.com contained 37 reviews by individuals who 

self-identified as female, 27 reviews by individuals who self-identified as male, and 32 reviews 

by individuals whose gender identification was not readily apparent from their profile or review. 

In order to get a rough sense of the dialect background of these reviewers, the geographic 

location stated on their profile was considered to be a rough proxy for this background (though 

of course, any of these reviewers could have moved from other locations in the United States or 

even from other countries). Two states represented the majority of reviewers, as 17 reviewer 

profiles showed residence in California, while 19 reviewer profiles showed residence in Texas, 

followed by Illinois (13) and New York (8). The reviews produced by these individuals range 

from 103 to 1,360 words in length with an average length of approximately 217 words. This 

average is likely skewed by the presence of four reviews with more than 500 words, as the 

majority (66 of the 96 reviews or 68.8%) contained fewer than 200 words – however, these four 
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reviews were kept in the final sample to reflect how such outliers in length may occur in reviews 

on the website TripAdvisor.com and individual variation in the style of writing online reviews. 

 The TripAdvisor.com reviews differed from the elicited reviews in several key areas, yet 

proved quite similar to elicited reviews in the frequency of CS and CT. Unsurprisingly, due to 

their relatively longer length, the 96 reviews in the TripAdvisor.com sample contained nearly 

twice as many sentences per review as the elicited reviews, with 14 sentences per review 

compared to 6.2 and 6.3 sentences per review in truthful and deceptive reviews, respectively. 

Additionally, the average word count for the TripAdvisor.com reviews was 216.6 words/review 

while the average word counts for truthful and deceptive elicited reviews were 93.2 and 97.7 

words/review, respectively. It is therefore perhaps to be expected that half as many tokens of 

both CS and CT appeared in elicited reviews compared to reviews collected from 

TripAdvisor.com. As I discuss further in Section 3.3, one similarity lies in the amount of reviews 

containing a token of CS or CT, as 96 of 113 TripAdvisor.com reviews (85%) and 93 of 108 

pairs of reviews by undergraduate students raised in the U.S. (86%) contained at least one token 

of CS or CT. Also, the frequency of CS and CT tokens per total sentences in TripAdvisor.com 

reviews (with 241 CS and 147 CT tokens identified in 1348 total sentences, or 17.8% and 11% 

of sentences, respectively) was actually quite similar to the frequency of CS and CT tokens per 

total sentences in both truthful and deceptive reviews. For this frequency of CS and CT tokens 

per total sentences, both truthful reviews (with 106 CS and 55 CT tokens identified in 573 total 

sentences, or 18.5% and 9.6% of sentences, respectively) and deceptive reviews (with 105 CS 

and 64 CT tokens identified in 582 total sentences, or 18.2% and 11% of sentences, respectively) 

proved similar to TripAdvisor.com reviews. Due to this frequency of reviews containing CS and 
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CT tokens and the comparable frequencies of tokens out of total sentences with CS and CT in 

elicited and naturalistic reviews, I suggest that the elicited reviews of this study can be 

considered as reasonably valid – that is, reflective of the frequency of CS and CT use in online 

hotel reviews from TripAdvisor.com.  

3.2.4 Recruiting Participants 

 Participants were recruited via a convenience sample by distributing the research 

instrument electronically to students in linguistics classes at my own university, a private Jesuit 

university located on the east coast of the United States. Participants were primarily recruited via 

an email containing a solicitation letter that was sent by instructors of introductory linguistics 

courses to their students. Additionally, to collect responses from speakers from other dialect 

areas (as students at my university mainly came from the East Coast), I contacted early career 

linguists who are currently completing graduate studies or teaching as instructors at public 

universities in Texas (University of Texas at Austin), Idaho (Boise State University), and 

California (UC Davis). I asked these instructors to distribute the solicitation letter to 

undergraduates at their own universities and to their local social networks. I decided to focus on 

linguistics students (i.e. undergraduates currently in a linguistics course with either weeks or 

months of exposure to linguistic theory) as participants, as I predicted that these students would 

have a certain level of self-awareness about their dialect background when completing the 

research instrument. The link for the instrument was also posted on the researcher’s private 

social media accounts in the form of the solicitation letter and a brief message asking for 

undergraduate participation. Research instrument response collection lasted a total of eight 

months, from February to September of 2019, and resulted in a total of 170 completed responses 
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from a variety of ages and educational backgrounds, with 121 completed by current 

undergraduates. As only completed instruments were included in the study, two of the responses 

were rejected for not following instructions regarding the second prompt (asking participants to 

write a deceptive review of one of four top-rated hotels). In the first case, an undergraduate copy-

pasted their truthful review and did not change the hotel or location names from the original. In 

the second case, an undergraduate copy-pasted the sentence “I have been to all these hotels” 

repeatedly until the 300-character limit was reached. Consequently, 119 complete responses 

from current undergraduates were identified with 93 responses from undergraduates raised in the 

United States chosen for the final sample, as I next discuss. 

3.2.5 Criteria for Inclusion in Current Study 

The research instrument was open for completion to anyone above the age of 18, 

resulting in 170 responses collected. However, the current study only examines responses from 

undergraduate students raised in the United States from age 5-18 to focus on one population and 

age group. In order to be included as participants for the current study, undergraduates had to be 

above 18 years old in age and had to assert that they were currently enrolled in an undergraduate 

college or university (determined by initial screening questions and the background question 

regarding their education level). Judging dialect background from the instrument items related to 

where a participant was raised from age 5-18 and their parents’ geographic background, 108 

participants were identified as raised in the United States. The two undergraduate researchers and 

I examined these reviews for tokens of CS or CT (as I describe further in Section 3.4), resulting 

in a final data sample of 93 pairs of reviews by undergraduates raised in the U.S. who included at 

least one token of CS or CT in their truthful or deceptive review. 
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3.2.6 Summary 

In this section, I first introduced some of the limitations for generalizing the results of this 

study posed by the background of participants (e.g. undergraduate students raised in the United 

States from age 5-18). I described the research instrument used to elicit the main data in my 

study, a sample of 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews by undergraduate students raised in 

the U.S. from ages 5-18 where at least one review featured at least one token (sentence or clause) 

of CS or CT. Next, I reviewed key aspects and themes of the four hotel websites accessed by 

participants in writing their deceptive reviews, outlining the characteristics of a supplementary 

“naturalistic” random sample of 96 reviews with CS or CT collected from these four hotels’ 

TripAdvisor.com pages and assessing the validity of elicited reviews in comparison to this 

TripAdvisor.com sample. Next, I review the data obtained by the research instrument, 

summarizing participants’ responses to the background questionnaire and outlining the 

characteristics of truthful and deceptive elicited reviews, then conclude with an overview of my 

methods for analyzing this data.    

3.3 Description of Review Instrument Responses 

3.3.1 Background of Participants 

The average age of participants in this sample is approximately 20 years old (with the 

youngest participant 18 years old and the oldest participant 26 years old). 66 individuals self-

identified their gender as female, 25 individuals self-identified as male, and two individuals self-

identified as non-binary or genderqueer. The participants also differed by their familiarity with 

writing online reviews, as 61 reviewers had only written a review once or a few times, 25 

reviewers had never written a review before, and seven reviewers wrote reviews sometimes (less 
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frequently than monthly). As mentioned in Section 3.2, the research instrument contained several 

open-ended questions designed to elicit a participant’s linguistic background as well as the 

linguistic background of their parents, with wording developed from Dollinger’s (2015) dialect 

survey methodology. The five items eliciting background information asked where a participant 

was raised, where their parents were raised, the language(s)/dialect(s) spoken by their parents, 

the language(s)/dialect(s) spoken by the participant while growing up, and the 

language(s)/dialect(s) spoken by the participant at the time of participation in the study.  

The responses to an individual’s questions regarding their childhood and current 

residence were evaluated in light of the dialect regions of the United States as presented in the 

authoritative Atlas of North American English (Labov et al., 2006, p. 148), as shown in the map 

of Figure 3.1 representing mostly phonological differences between different geographic areas of 

the country: 

 
Figure 3.1. “An Overall View of North American Dialects” (Labov et al., 2006) 

 

It should be noted that this map is limited in its depiction of dialect areas in the Western U.S., an 

artifact of the survey on which it is based, which targeted more densely populated areas of the 
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U.S. As a result, I also consulted Carver’s (1987, p. 248) map of U.S. dialects based on lexical 

features (as reproduced in Wolfram and Schilling [2016, p. 111]), with these divisions seen in 

Figure 3.2: 

 
Figure 3.2. U.S. Dialect Areas Based on Lexical Features (Carver, 1987; Wolfram & Schilling, 2016)   

 

As seen in these figures, divisions of dialect areas are shaped not only by survey methods but 

also by what kinds of features (i.e. phonological vs. lexical) are considered when classifying 

different dialect boundaries. 

I encountered several potentially confounding issues in my coding of dialect 

background, beginning with the notion of “mobile speakers” (Nycz, 2018), or speakers whose 

residential history suggests that they had extended contact with multiple dialect areas. I 

considered a participant a mobile speaker if they resided for at least five years in two distinct 

geographic regions, as I reasoned that someone who responded age 5-8 - Dallas, Texas, USA age 

8-13 - San Antonio, Texas, USA age 13-18 - Oahu, Hawaii, USA would likely have been exposed 

to at least two dialects. Another issue in classifying students’ dialect background arose when 

considering the backgrounds of participants’ parents. Whereas 49 participants (53%) clearly 
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identified different languages spoken by their mother and father, the remaining participants listed 

varieties without distinguishing which parent spoke which varieties. Unsurprisingly, the most 

common response to the item soliciting parents’ language background was English, mentioned 

by 42 participants, followed by American or Standard English mentioned by 21 participants, 

with Spanish as the most frequent non-English response with 20 mentions of parents speaking 

this language. However, the students’ responses to the item asking for the language(s) or 

dialect(s) spoken during childhood suggested that some participants did self-identify as dialect 

speakers, as 25 participants responded that they grew up speaking a single regional dialect of 

English (such as Southern English, Texas/Tejano English, African American English, or NYC 

English). With regard to the item asking what language(s) or dialect(s) of English a participant 

currently spoke, many participants identified as growing up in a monolingual English-speaking 

household and a larger number of participants self-identified as current speakers of at least one 

language in addition to English (N=60 or 65%). However, a major issue with this self-labeling 

was that participants did not explicitly label their first language or L1, and it is difficult to say 

what effect different language backgrounds would have on their written tasks as examined in the 

current study.  

As these responses show, an overarching issue is simply the limitation of self-reports of 

linguistic behavior as being reflective of actual behavior. Due to the factors preventing the 

identification of participants as clear representatives of specific dialect or language varieties, I 

decided to assign participants dialect backgrounds based primarily on the region where a 

participant reported growing up from age 5-18, labeling those who grew up in more than one 

region as mobile speakers hailing from Multiple Dialect regions. As seen in the following table, 
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more than half of participants were identified as raised in the West (N=27, or 29.03%), South or 

Inland South (N=17, or 18.28%), or Texas South (N=10 or 0.75%) regions, while other dialect 

areas were less equally represented: 

Table 3.1. Distribution of Study Participants by Childhood Dialect Regions From Ages 5-18 

Childhood Dialect Region # of Participants % of Total 

West  27 29.03% 

Multiple Dialects 19 20.43% 

South or Inland South 17 18.28% 

Texas South 10 10.75% 

Inland North 6 6.45% 

Mid-Atlantic 6 6.45% 

Greater NYC 5 5.38% 

Eastern New England 2 2.15% 

W. PA: Pittsburgh 1 1.08% 

 

While one aim of this study was to determine if dialect background is a contextual feature 

influencing the use of CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews, any conclusions regarding 

this variable are to be taken as quite tentative due to the complications noted above regarding 

participants’ responses and the uneven representation of participants across dialect regions. The 

survey was distributed online to collect a diverse sample of dialect backgrounds; however, the 

convenience sample method (locating participants through the researcher’s social networks) did 

not yield a balanced sample of responses, as I discuss further in Chapter Four. Future work on 

dialect variation in deception detection would be based on a judgment sample containing 

relatively equal numbers of participants across regions. The sample might also consist solely of 

non-mobile speakers; however, such a data base arguably would obscure the dialectal reality of 

the current U.S. population with its many mobile and non-L1 English speakers. 

3.3.2 Elicited Review Characteristics 

As I discuss in Section 3.4 shortly, 93 of 108 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews 

written by current undergraduate students raised in the United States were identified as 
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containing at least one token (sentence or clause) of constructed speech (CS) or thought (CT), 

making up the main data sample for this dissertation. The 93 truthful reviews varied in length 

from 53 words to 296 words per review, with an average length of approximately 93 words per 

review. The 93 deceptive reviews varied in length from 50 words to 300 words per review, with 

an average length of approximately 98 words per review. In the data, reviews appeared with the 

structure of canonical narratives (i.e. containing at least two narrative clauses, or sequential 

clauses relating events separated by a temporal juncture) (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; 

Labov, 1972). However, many reviews also were organized as lists of descriptions of hotel 

features that “do not foreground temporal relations” (cf. Vásquez, 2015b, p. 7). As these lists 

often included narrative-like accounts of personal experience and implied a sequence of events, I 

consider these and other reviews in the data to be narrative-like texts. I follow Georgakopoulou 

(2017, p. 271) in adopting interactional perspectives from the study of everyday conversation to 

show how these online reviews contain “narrative arrangements, in particular roles of storyteller 

and story recipient” that act to “afford participation” and provide insight on “how this 

participation is interactionally achieved” (p. 272). As seen in Example 1 from Chapter One, I 

display pairs of reviews labeled with the polarity of each review as positive, negative, or mixed 

and include a reviewer’s age, gender, and state of childhood residence for two primary reasons. 

First, I seek to use this information to distinguish representative examples as produced by 

different individuals. Secondly, this designation refers back to my quantitative analysis’ focus on 

polarity, gender, and dialect background as potential contextual features influencing CS and 

CT as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. Next, I describe the methods used to 

identify and analyze tokens of CS and CT, their features, and functions in narrative arrangements 
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shaping the 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews elicited from U.S. undergraduates 

examined in this study. 

3.4 Methodology 

3.4.1 Constructed Speech and Thought as Units of Analysis 

As discussed in Chapter Two, constructed speech (CS) in digital discourse has been 

relatively well-studied with regards to its orthographic representation in online contexts 

(Wikström, 2019) and how it functions as a resource for individual identity construction 

(Hamilton, 1998) and group problem-solving (Gordon, 2015). However, such studies of CS in 

online interactions have not addressed three areas of concern to the current study. The first is that 

with the exception of Vásquez (2012), these studies have not differentiated between forms of CS 

and constructed thought (CT), instead treating both features as “constructed dialogue” (Tannen, 

1986; Gordon, 2015) or focusing on the types of quotatives used for CS as “reported speech” 

without distinguishing CT as a separate phenomenon (cf. Wikström, 2019). Secondly, while 

scholars have examined differences between indirect and direct forms of CS in online contexts 

(c.f. Hamilton’s [1998, p. 63] findings that some patients used direct CS of doctors in narratives 

to demonstrate the faults of those doctors explicitly in their own words), no studies of online 

discourse have yet examined the full “continuum of devices” that “transform” different verbatim 

forms of speech from speech acts to seemingly verbatim or direct CS (Schiffrin, 2002, p. 317). 

Finally, these studies have not examined CS and CT from the perspective of systemic functional 

linguistics, an approach viewing a clause’s meaning as consisting of a “configuration of a 

process, participants involved in it, and any attendant circumstances” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 

2004, p. 169). This theory distinguishes processes as “semiotic spaces” for communicating 
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experience, identifying verbal and mental processes of saying or thinking (CS and CT in the 

current study) by the presence of participants (Sayer vs. Senser) and the ability to project ideas 

(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, pp. 172-173). I was motivated to adopt this systemic functional 

approach as it provides clear methods for categorizing speech and thought via process types that 

reflect “the world of our experience” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 173). Thus, following 

scholars of linguistics examining literature (Leech and Short, 1987[2001]), oral narratives 

(Schiffrin, 2002), and language and cognition (Chafe, 1994; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), I 

adopt a three-way coding distinction for CS and CT based on a continuum of verbatimness for 

the construction of speech and thought in online hotel reviews as shown in Table 3.2: 

Table 3.2. Coding Scheme for Identifying Tokens of Constructed Speech and Thought on a Continuum of 

Verbatimness 

Most Verbatim Definition Example 

Direct CS/CT 

Use of quotative verb + 

pronouns/tense of original 

speaker/thinker 

Their response was " oh maybe that is why." 

I thought, “what a disaster” 

Indirect CS/CT 

Use of quotative verb + optional 

complementizer + pronouns/tense of 

current speaker/thinker 

I asked if some french toast…could be arranged.  

I think there are good things to come for this place 

Narrative Report 

of CS/CT 

A verb, noun, adjective, or phrase 

referring to a speech or thought act 

I was greeted by their wonderful staff at the door 

I had high expectations upon arrival. 

I was surprised by the good service. 

Maybe keep that in mind if you stay here 

Least Verbatim   

 

As seen in Table 3.2, a token of CS or CT was considered to be an entire sentence or clause in 

which a speech or thought act was expressed via a quotative verb or a noun, adjective, or phrase, 

with coders (the author and an undergraduate research assistant) guided by the lists of words 

associated with verbal and cognitive “processes” described in Halliday & Matthiessen (2004). A 

token’s status as speech versus thought was determined using Halliday & Matthiessen’s 
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functional grammar to classify different verbs, nouns, adjective, or phrases based on whether 

they evoked a Sayer in a verbal process (like say, praise, call, ask, etc.) (p. 255), or a Senser in a 

cognitive process (e.g. think, believe, consider, guess, remember) (p. 173). Examples of these 

noun, adjective, and phrase constructions include The staff responded to my questions (with a 

Self Sayer seen in the modifier my of the speech act noun questions), Upon arriving, the staff was 

rude and snobby (with a Staff Sayer depicted as using CS in the speech act adjective rude), and I 

ended up taking a nap on the floor before convincing myself that I wasn't dreaming (with a Self 

Senser describing thought during a hotel visit seen in the indirect CT phrase before convincing 

myself that I wasn’t dreaming). Further examples of narrative reports include the use of a speech 

act verb in I replied to the phone, a speech act adjective in The front desk was chatty, a thought 

act noun in The waiter did not like our decision, and a prepositional phrase communicating 

speech in With all the rage heard from my friends. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) describe 

three additional mental process types that could be considered forms of thought: perceptive 

processes like I noticed the bed or I felt warm in the room, affective processes seen in she loved 

the room or My dislikes include dirty sheets, and desiderative processes like he hoped to check 

out or Wanting to check in early (p. 210). However, I excluded clauses or sentences containing 

lexical items associated with other mental processes of perception, desire, and emotion, as these 

could communicate visual sensory information or emotional assessments rather than cognitive 

operations (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) that are beyond the scope of this study. 

I initially decided to use sentences as the main method to demarcate these units of 

analysis, yet I encountered examples where multiple introductory items (i.e. a lexical item 

conveying a verbal or mental process) occurred in the same sentence. As a result, some sentences 
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containing multiple clauses with CS or CT were divided into “tokens,” the term that I use refer to 

the use of CS or CT to refer to a speech or thought event in a sentence or clause throughout this 

dissertation. Examples of why I refer to tokens can be seen in two example sentences from the 

data: I called the front desk and they replied they would be right up versus My sister called and 

requested new sheets. In the first example, I identified this sentence as containing two separate 

tokens of CS due to two different speakers (I and staff at the front desk) each voicing separate 

speech act verbs (called and replied) and thus separate speech events. In the second example, I 

identified this sentence as containing only one token of CS, as one speaker (my sister) voiced 

two speech act verbs (called and requested) yet this description referenced both the same speaker 

and the same speech event (a narrative report of talking to staff on the phone). Throughout the 

process of identifying possible tokens from the data, a second coder was used to discuss and 

resolve possible cases of sentences with multiple clauses of CS or CT, as I further describe in 

Section 3.4.3.  

While I primarily relied on Halliday & Matthiessen’s (2004, p. 210) listing of lexical 

items pertaining to cognitive processes to identify CT, several borderline cases posed difficulties 

for the coding team. Halliday & Matthiessen note that mental processes consist of a Sensor 

(thinker) and phenomenon (object being felt, thought, wanted, or perceived), yet “like all other 

experiential systems, the system of type of sensing construes experience as indeterminate” as 

“the four different types of sensing shade into one another” (p. 210). They give the example of 

when “perception shades into cognition” using the phrase “I see,” as this process has come to 

mean not only “I perceive visually” but also “I understand” (p. 210). One difficult potential CT 

token was found with reviews containing the verb feel, as the coders initially classified sentences 
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like I felt at home in the room as examples of a narrative report of CT (one describing a general 

thought a reviewer had upon entering a hotel room). However, this verb was too close to an 

affective or perceptive process, so it was not included as a marker of CT. While Halliday & 

Matthiessen (2004) classify surprise as a type of cognitive process, this verb also no doubt 

shades into the affective mental process, as seen in Luckily, the manager was VERY 

accommodating and upgraded us to a better room and surprised us with complementary bed and 

breakfast the next morning! The first clause in this sentence (the manager was VERY 

accommodating and upgraded us) was classified as a narrative report of CS due to the presence 

of the adjective accommodating combined with the action of upgraded. The second half of the 

sentence was classified as a narrative report of CT with surprised us…the next morning as the 

manager’s action was also coded as a report of the reviewer’s thoughts in reacting to this action. 

Similar borderline cases posed by descriptions of possible words or actions occurred in examples 

where CS and CT may have overlapped, seen in The staff was attentive and friendly, which I 

very much appreciated. In this sentence, the verb appreciated was included in the list of 

cognitive processes by Halliday & Matthiessen and classified as a CT token, yet the phrase the 

staff was attentive and friendly could also represent either the speech or actions of the staff as 

constructed by the reviewer. Consequently, this phrase was not classified as CS, unlike in the 

example above, in which the manager was coded as using a narrative report of CS in upgrading 

the reviewer’s room, with the coders agreeing that the latter description implied a verbal 

interaction. 

3.4.2 Coding Scheme 

In the first part of the coding process, the researcher and two undergraduate research 
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assistants read each review to identify potential examples of CS and CT, with these examples 

consisting of sentences containing clauses from reviews containing a verb, adjective, noun, or 

phrase constructing either a speech or thought process (e.g. Highly recommend staying at this 

hotel if you are in [TX City] with a verb constructing speech and I reserved a room at the [Hotel 

New York] without giving it a second thought with a phrase constructing thought). These 

individual tokens in the form of the entire sentence containing CS or CT were stored in a 

password-protected spreadsheet shared by the researchers in Google Sheets, with sentences 

included twice or multiple times if they contained more than one clause with separate speech or 

thought examples as mentioned in Section 3.4.1. This spreadsheet served as the primary coding 

document, with the full texts of reviews and reviewers’ answers to the background questions 

included in a separate tab in that document for cross-reference. As a result of this coding process, 

76 of the 93 truthful reviews (82%) were found to contain at least one token of CS or CT, and 78 

of the 93 deceptive reviews (84%) were found to contain at least one token of CS or CT.  

Reviews were also classified during this process according to three types of polarity: 

positive, negative, and mixed. A positive review was classified as such if it contained a majority 

of sentences or clauses supporting or praising a hotel or its features, while a negative review was 

classified as such if the majority of sentences or clauses criticized a hotel or its features and 

contained negative polarity items like no or never. Mixed polarity reviews were classified as 

such if they contained at least two sentences or clauses with the opposite polarity from other 

sentences in the review (e.g. a review with three positive and two negative sentences). As I 

further discuss in Chapter Four, truthful elicited reviews featured 59 positive reviews, nine 

negative reviews, and 25 mixed polarity reviews, while deceptive elicited reviews featured 69 
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positive reviews, 16 negative reviews, and eight mixed polarity reviews.  

Based on my understanding of a cline of verbatimness (Chafe, 1994), the features of 

online hotel reviews (Vásquez, 2012), and constructed dialogue (Tannen, 2007; Haakana, 2007), 

the following coding scheme was developed to examine the tokens of CS and CT stored in the 

shared spreadsheet. Table 3.3 represents the coding scheme used to address this study’s first 

research question regarding differences in the amount, verbatimness, and features related to the 

construction (content) and animation (dramatization) of a token of CS or CT in a token of CS or 

CT in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews: 

Table 3.3. Coding Scheme for Type, Verbatimness, and Construction/Animation Features of Constructed 

Speech and Thought 

Variable Values Examples 

Token Type Speech (S) or 

Thought (T) 

I talked to him – S 

I thought of him – T 

Verbatimness Narrative Report, 

Indirect, Direct  

Narrative Report: He answered my question. / My expectations were met. 

Indirect: I said I’d go the next day. / I thought I must be crazy. 

Direct: “Ok,” I said, “I’ll go tomorrow.” / “Sure,” I thought. 

Speaker/Thinker 

Identity 

Open Self, Staff, Family, Other Guest, Other Reviewer (than author), etc. 

Introductory Item Open ∅, said, told, complained, asked, argued, noun, adj, phrase 

Unsaid or 

Unthought 

Construction 

Y/N She didn’t say “you’re welcome!” – Y 

I didn’t think it was bad – Y 

Proper Names Y/N Highly recommend the [Hotel New York]! – Y 

Quotation Marks Y/N Their response was, “oh they do that sometimes” - Y 

She said no you can’t go there – N 

Unusual 

Orthography 

Y/N They left me waiting for weeks!!!! – Y 

  

This coding scheme examines each token of CS or CT for construction and animation features 

that may distinguish the use of CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews. I used token type to 
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compare the amount of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, and form to refer to a 

token’s verbatim construction as a narrative report, indirect, or direct CS or CT. I used Halliday 

& Matthiessen’s (2004) notions of Sayer and Senser in determining speaker/thinker identities 

in context, and I decided to code for quotative verbs and other lexical items conveying a speech 

or thought act as introductory items due to the history of research in sociolinguistics on 

variation in quotatives such as like or be all (cf. Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2004; Clift & Holt, 

2007). However, for this feature I included three additional categories (adjective, noun, and 

phrase) to capture cases where non-verb lexical introductory items in a sentence resulted in the 

construction of a speech or thought process (often used in narrative reports). As mentioned in 

Section 4.3.2, examples of these non-verb introductory items include The front desk staff was 

chatty (adjective), They listened to my requests (noun), and Keep that in mind and get up a few 

hours earlier (phrase). I also draw a distinction between CS that was “unsaid” and CT that was 

“unthought,” as Schiffrin (2002, p. 326) and Labov (1972) have found that some figures in 

narratives may also be characterized through this overt labeling of what did not occur as a speech 

event. This feature was identified as the construction of speech or thought with negative polarity 

items in what I characterize as an irrealis mood (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Fleischman, 

1990; Mithun, 1995), seen in I considered calling but never got that far and there was a fridge in 

the room which was a nice addition that wasn't expected. I was motivated to include this feature 

due to prior research finding that such imagined constructions reveal important aspects of 

people’s expectations (and thus potentially cognitive operations), as well as research on 

narratives showing that indications of the lack of expected speech or thought can serve to 

evaluate a character’s actions as part of a story world (cf. Schiffrin, 2002). As a last feature of 
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the construction (or content) of speech or thought in sentences or clauses, CS and CT tokens 

were coded for the presence of a proper name referring to a location, person, or other entity as 

signaled via case-shifting (e.g. I highly recommend the [Hotel New York] or I thought that 

[Charles] at reception was nice). However, names of individuals may perform different 

interactional functions than names of objects or places as noted by Schegloff (1972). I thus 

modified the coding scheme to only classify CS or CT as containing proper names if a token 

contained a reference to a “place formulation” (Schegloff, 1972; De Stefani, 2016), or a 

reference to a physical location marked by reviewers with case-shifting of word-initial characters 

(e.g. [Hotel Illinois], [NY City]) that may reflect details from a reviewer’s real hotel visit or their 

visit to a website before fabricating a review. Finally, two animation features (Wikström ,2019) 

were coded in order to track the dramatization of speech or thought in representing particular 

voices via quotation marks and unusual orthography (which I considered as case-shifting, 

excessive punctuation, or types of punctuation not found in most reviews like exclamation marks 

or parentheses) based on research by McMenamin (1993; 2010) on stylistic features of deception 

and by Adams and Jarvis (2006) on quotation marks with quoted dialogue in written statements 

made to police.  

After the coding process was completed, I performed descriptive and inferential statistics. 

While Chi-Square tests were considered, I chose binary logistic regression models for my 

inferential statistics due to the common use of these models in criminal and justice contexts to 

identify the relative effects of variables operating in concert and because of these models’ use in 

previous studies of deception detection (cf. Weisburd & Britt, 2014, p. 54; Adams & Jarvis, 

2006). After initial calculations of Ns and frequencies, I condensed my coding categories into 
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specific values or levels for five construction and animation features as independent variables 

potentially predicting veracity as the dependent variable: type as speech or thought (two levels), 

form as narrative report, indirect, or direct (three levels), speaker/thinker identity as Self, 

Staff, Reader, or Other (four levels), and the presence of proper names and unusual 

orthography as yes or no (two levels each). I decided to exclude quotation marks, 

unsaid/unthought constructions, and introductory items as independent variables in logistic 

regression models, as the first two features had few token counts and similar frequencies in both 

sets of reviews, respectively, while introductory items had 55 levels due to the presence of 

unique verbs in each set of reviews and the variety in verb types did not lend itself to a 

linguistically sound compression of these items into categories. Following Burgoon (2018), I 

also consider four contextual features or moderators as additional independent variables 

influencing whether a token of CS or CT increases the odds of a deceptive review with the 

following levels: review polarity as positive, negative, or mixed (three levels), reviewer gender 

as male, female, or non-binary (three levels, though only two participants identified as non-

binary or genderqueer), reviewer familiarity as never written a review before, written ma review 

once, writes reviews sometimes (three levels), and reviewer dialect background as West, 

Multiple Dialects, South or Inland South, Texas South, Inland North, Mid-Atlantic, Greater NYC, 

West PA: Pittsburgh, and Eastern New England (nine levels). Consequently, these construction, 

animation, and context feature variables were included in logistic regression models using the 

software program R 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020) to determine whether any of these acted as 

independent variables predicting veracity as the dependent variable, as I show in Table 4.3 in 

Chapter Four. 
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3.4.3 Coding Procedure and Interrater Agreement 

The main coding process for my analysis took the form of two stages, with the first 

completed in the spring of 2019 and the second in the fall of 2019. In the first stage, I was 

assisted by two undergraduate research assistants in identifying possible tokens of constructed 

speech (CS) and thought (CT) in 200 naturalistic reviews collected from TripAdvisor.com as a 

comparison sample to assess elicited review validity. Focusing on 113 reviews produced by 

reviewers whose profiles showed them as residing in the U.S., this sample contained 248 tokens 

of CS and 148 tokens of CT identified in 96 reviews and was used to assess the validity of the 

elicited reviews as described in Section 3.2.3. During the second coding stage, one of the two 

undergraduate research assistants and I read and identified potential tokens of CS and CT from 

the 93 pairs of truthful and elicited reviews. In order to estimate a measure of interrater reliability 

for classifying a token as CS or CT, Cohen’s Kappa was calculated for the two raters’ agreement 

on identifying tokens as speech or thought with a value of 0.88, and as this value is above 0.8 it 

indicates relatively strong agreement in distinguishing tokens of CS from CT. Each coder then 

independently applied the scheme shown in Table 3.3 to examine other features of CS and CT. 

Any resulting discrepancies in the verbatimness of CS or CT tokens, or in the values of 

construction, animation, and context features assigned to individual tokens, were subsequently 

resolved via discussion between the coders (with between 5% and 20% of tokens with 

discrepancies across coders for a given feature requiring discussion). However, all but one 

feature – introductory items with 19% – had less than 10% of tokens with discrepancies, 

leading me to suggest that the use of discussion to resolve coding disagreements improved the 

reliability of the coding procedure overall. 
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To illustrate this coding procedure, I will describe two cases beginning with a potentially 

borderline case of a token from the TripAdvisor.com reviews seen in the following sentence: 

Their reply was that it is “very unusual that the DJ could be heard in my room.” This token’s 

type was identified as CS due to the noun reply serving as introductory item, with they 

referring to the speaker identity of Hotel Staff. While the presence of quotation marks 

suggests that the reviewer could have intended that this sentence be a near-verbatim rendering 

(i.e. direct CS), this token’s form was coded as indirect CS due to the presence of the 

complementizer that and the pronoun shift in my room suggesting the current speaker’s 

perspective. Despite the use of case-shifting in DJ, this token was not classified as having 

unusual orthography (as the sentence did not contain punctuation like exclamation or question 

marks, classified as unusual due to their rarity in the data). Identifying the range of less verbatim 

forms of CT considered to be narrative reports also requires some explanation, as seen in the 

following sentence from a deceptive review: Although a little more on the pricier side, both the 

quality of the rooms and amenities were beyond my expectations. As this sentence had no 

quotative verb but included the nominalized form of the cognitive process verb expect in 

expectations, it was decided to include this item and similar examples of nominalized processes 

as narrative reports communicating speech or thought. Such tokens were included if they were 

found in constructions with clear Sensers or Sayers, seen in this example of CT featuring the 

reviewer as a Senser (due to the first-person pronoun my describing expectations) who constructs 

a minimal reference to a thought act (i.e. what was expected) while evaluating the quality of the 

rooms and amenities. This example was further considered a token because Halliday & 

Matthiessen (2004, p. 203) would label quality in this sentence as a “Phenomenon,” or “the 
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thing, act, or fact” that is being thought or perceived in a mental process clause. This token was 

thus coded as a narrative report of CT with the noun expectations as the introductory item, the 

thinker identity as Self, and as containing no proper names or unusual orthography. In 

resolving these and other coding questions, the coding scheme was updated with input from my 

second coder and members of my dissertation committee with regard to more clearly identifying 

the features listed in Table 3.3, with the final sample ultimately consisting of 105 tokens of CS 

and 55 tokens of CT in 76 of 93 truthful reviews and 105 tokens of CS and 64 tokens of CT in 78 

of 93 deceptive reviews.  

3.4.4 Analytical Tools and Methods 

As I discussed in Chapter One, my investigation of CS and CT as potential linguistic 

indicators of deception or veracity in online hotel reviews consists of three approaches following 

an “Explanatory Design–participant selection” model for mixed-methods analysis, as this multi-

stage design uses qualitative analysis to help “explain or build upon initial quantitative results” 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007, p. 71). The quantitative and qualitative analyses in my study rely 

on methods from research on digital discourse (Bolander & Locher, 2020), a type of analysis that 

is grounded in “empirical, textual observations” that view “online behavior through the lens of 

language” (Herring, 2004, p. 339). As identified by Herring (p. 341), such analysis can be 

thought of as examining four domains or levels of language: structure, meaning, interaction, and 

social behavior. This type of analysis assumes that “discourse exhibits recurrent patterns” and 

“involves speaker choices” (pp. 342-343), with its methodology consisting of “language-focused 

content analysis” in the form of qualitative observations of phenomena in a sample of text or 

quantitative summaries made by coding and counting phenomena (p. 343). As part of this study’s 
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research design, I begin with a quantitative summary of coding and counting CS and CT features 

in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews, resulting in the selection of qualitative data 

(participants’ pairs of reviews) for additional analysis of patterns found in the features and 

functions of CS and CT tokens in different individuals’ pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. 

To address the first research question of my dissertation investigating the amount, 

verbatimness, and features of CS and CT use in truthful vs. deceptive elicited reviews, the team 

of coders first applied the coding scheme described in Section 3.4.2 to identify and characterize 

construction and animation features of tokens of CS and CT from truthful and deceptive reviews. 

The results of this coding were then classified into the levels for each variable, allowing for 

descriptive statistical analysis. Tokens were coded for type as CS or CT, verbatimness, 

speaker/thinker identity, use of proper names, use of unusual orthography, the polarity of 

the review, and the reviewer’s gender, familiarity with writing reviews, and dialect 

background. After performing descriptive statistics via counts of these features, I then 

performed a fixed-effects logistic regression model using the software program R 4.0.2 (R Core 

Team, 2020) with the levels of these nine features of CS and CT tokens serving as independent 

variables predicting veracity as the dependent variable. I selected a binary logistic regression 

model as this test allows for the prediction of a dichotomous outcome (such as veracity) based on 

the presence of dependent variables, in essence revealing how the change in one variable affects 

the odds of this outcome. Logistic regression has been commonly used in forensic criminal 

investigations as it can make predictions such as calculating what features of a white-collar 

criminal’s case (e.g. the amount of money stolen, their gender, etc.) influenced the likelihood of 

that convicted criminal being sentenced to prison (Weisburd & Britt, 2014, p. 577). Rather than a 
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test of correlation, a comparison of several logistic regression models evaluates the effects of 

several variables at once and both assesses current data and predicts odds of those variables 

appearing in future data (in this case, of whether that variable, such as type, would appear in a 

truthful or deceptive review). Additionally, logistic regression models can consider the presence 

of interactions, or instances where the values of two independent variables influence each other’s 

effect on the dependent variable. For example, if the independent variable levels of type (CS) 

and proper names (yes) were found to have an interaction, then a model would predict that a 

single token with the type of CS and a unusual orthography in a review (e.g. Dimitri the owner 

said “We can’t fix them”) would increase the odds of that review being deceptive. As I describe 

in Chapter Four, my quantitative analysis tests the following hypotheses: that truthful online 

hotel reviews contain more sensory information (as CS) while deceptive online hotel reviews 

contain more evidence of cognitive operations (as CT), and that CS and CT differ in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews in terms of verbatimness and features related to their construction, animation, 

and context. As I describe further in Chapter Four, these hypotheses were motivated largely by 

predictions for linguistic indicators from the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 

1981; Nahari, 2018).  

In the second approach, I rely on systematic methods from studies of talk-in-interaction 

(Holt & Clift, 2007), digital discourse analysis (Herring, 2004; Bolander & Locher 2020), and 

online reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a) in a qualitative analysis of pairs of reviews based on the 

results of quantitative analysis. My quantitative approach found mixed results, with CS as a 

significant indicator of veracity and both CS and CT with certain features (e.g. proper names or 

unusual orthography) as significant indicators of deception. As this analysis showed that the 
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forms did not pattern as neatly across actual vs. deceptive reviews as predicted by Reality 

Monitoring, the research question for my next approach in Chapter Five investigates whether 

narrative functions of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews can better explain the patterns. 

This began with a process of iterative readings of the 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews 

containing at least one token of CS or CT, with two coders (myself and my research assistant) 

noting down reviews where a token of CS or CT (or both features) exhibited particular functional 

or pragmatic aspects. Three main functions for tokens of CS and CT emerged as relevant in the 

data, with these functions largely extending previous findings on the interactional uses of these 

phenomena from conversation analysis (Haakana, 2007), narrative and discourse analysis 

(Labov, 1972; Tannen, 2007), and the genre of online hotel reviews specifically (Vásquez, 2012; 

2015a). As mentioned in Chapter One, I consider many reviews in the data to be somewhat 

“narrative-like” and thus “small stories” (Georgakopoulou, 2007), or accounts that involve the 

“story world” of the events of a hotel visit and the “storytelling world” of an individual’s 

perspective as reviewer (Davies & Harré, 1990; Bamberg, 1997; De Fina 2003). In this view, I 

identified CS and CT functioning as embedded evaluation if a token preserved dramatic 

continuity of the story world (i.e. the experiences of a hotel visit) via contextual information 

and/or past tense verbs evaluating an event, object, or figure as something encountered during 

the events of a hotel visit (Labov, 1972; Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003). One example of 

this function can be seen in the following CS token where the verb ordered describes one event 

of a hotel visit: we were a large group and ordered a lot of waffles at the continental breakfast, 

which they had no problem whipping up for us. In this example, the contextual information seen 

in the prepositional phrase at the continental breakfast further grounds this speech event as 
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occurring in the story world, and the CS positively reflects on the hotel (as staff had no problem 

whipping up the ordered amount of waffles). I identified CS and CT as metadiscourse if speech 

or thought involved readers, expressed solidarity, or anticipated and responded to a dialogue with 

an imagined audience. Following Vásquez’s (2015a) examples of such “interactive 

metadiscourse,” I classified tokens as having this function when CS and CT occurred in figures 

of speech (e.g. Let me tell you about…), imperatives or second-person address (e.g. remember, 

we did not receive a rundown of the hotel), and present or future tense constructions of speech or 

thought framed by the reviewer as if in a face-to-face conversation about the hotel signaling “a 

connection between reviewer and reader” (p. 29) (e.g. I would definitely recommend it to anyone 

traveling to [NY City]). As this function presents speech or thought as activities occurring in the 

moment of writing a review, I suggest that this function evokes the perspective of the reviewer in 

the storytelling world outside of the events of their review narrative (i.e. with speech or thought 

used as if they were addressing their recommendation to a listener in face-to-face interaction as 

in I recommend the pesto pasta!). Finally, both CS and CT were seen as setting the emotional 

tone or affectively keying a review (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007) if in a sentence or clause 

with past or present tense verbs evaluating a hotel or their overall experience “looking 

backward” from the storytelling or reviewer’s perspective. I label this function as affective 

keying due to how CS or CT here explicitly guides the reader in understanding the reviewer’s 

emotional reaction to their hotel visit, seen in I stayed here for just a weekend but decided, after 

the stay, that this will be my go to hotel when I am in [NY City] and This was my family's first 

time staying in a hotel and we were pleasantly surprised. This analysis was motivated by the 

results of the quantitative analysis in Chapter Four – namely, by the fact that CS was found as an 
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indicator of veracity while CS and CT with certain features were found to act as indicators of 

deception, preventing a neat classification of CS as presenting sensory information and CT as 

representing cognitive operations. As the Reality Monitoring framework predicts that truthful 

memories contain more unique sensory information and spatial/temporal details regarding the 

order of events (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015), this chapter tests the following hypothesis: 

that CS and CT perform more functions from a story world perspective in truthful reviews and 

that CS and CT perform more functions from a storytelling perspective in deceptive reviews. 

This hypothesis was proposed as it is predicted that the story world perspective would be 

prominent in truthful reviews, since the reviewer would be focused on the details of the hotel 

visit that actually occurred, while the storytelling perspective would be prominent in deceptive 

reviews, since the reviewer would be focused on convincing the potential audience of the 

veracity of the fabricated visit, anticipating audience responses and attempting to recruit and 

maintain connection with readers via metadiscourse (as described by Vásquez [2015a, p. 29]) or 

affective keying (as described by Haakana [2007]). 

The qualitative analysis of the reviews of eight individuals in Chapter Five found that 

individuals tended to use more CS and CT for embedded evaluation in the story world in 

deceptive reviews, not supporting the hypothesis of the second strand. Consequently, my final 

phase compares whether theories of discourse and memory may provide better explanations than 

analyses focused on differences in linguistic form or narrative function in CS and CT across 

truthful vs. deceptive reviews (Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014). This strand further 

evaluates the Reality Monitoring framework’s theory that genuine memories are characterized by 

unique sensory, spatial/temporal, and contextual details (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) by 
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investigating the use of CS and CT in evoking “scripts,” a type of knowledge schema (or 

structure of expectations) (Ross, 1975; Tannen, 1979). Scripts are structures encoding an 

individual’s general knowledge (rather than memories of specific or unique details) of the 

following elements: roles, props, entering conditions, sequences, and normal outcomes of a 

certain situation and its relevant characteristics (Schank & Abelson, 1977; Bower et al., 1979). In 

Chapter Six, I examine pairs of reviews with CS and CT in order to identify “multiple examples 

of the same phenomenon” (Holt & Clift, 2007, p. 9) – in this case, the use of CS or CT to evoke 

similar roles (e.g. Reader as Potential Guest, Family Members), props/objects (e.g. a bed in I 

knew the bed was soft), entry conditions (e.g. relating the booking or check-in stage, seen in with 

the all the rage heard from my friends, I decided to book…), sequences of scenes/actions (seen in 

the function of embedded evaluation), and normal outcomes of a hotel visit.  

In Chapter Six’s analysis, I investigate whether the differences identified in Chapter Four 

and Five for CS and CT can be seen in how these phenomena introduce more elements in terms 

of the number of roles, objects, entry conditions, and so forth resulting in a “more standard” type 

or “track” of a hotel visit script (Schank & Abelson, 1977; Bower et al., 1979). Reading the 93 

pairs of reviews, four tracks of the hotel visit script were identified via similarities and 

differences in roles (e.g. of the reviewer as visitor or hotel staff), props (e.g. beds, rooms, or the 

lack of certain objects), entry conditions (booking the hotel, checking-in), sequences of actions 

(visiting a pool or restaurant), and normal outcomes (recommending a hotel or committing to a 

future visit). These four varieties include “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” 

“Convenient Hotel Visit,” and “Resort Hotel Visit” tracks of the hotel visit script. As the results 

of Chapter Five found that individuals often used more tokens of CS and CT functioning in story 
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world perspectives in deceptive reviews, this chapter’s analysis tests a hypothesis motivated by 

theories of memory as consisting of hierarchal organizations of sequences (Schank & Abelson, 

1977) or as formed from perceptual processes (Johnson & Raye, 1981) – that individuals use 

more CS and CT in deceptive than in truthful reviews to follow a “more standard” track of a 

hotel visit script. By standard, I refer to a script including more elements of a hotel visit script 

including roles, objects, entry conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and normal results. In 

testing this hypothesis, I seek to determine how these nine individuals use CS and CT as 

resources to fabricate more or less stereotypical tracks of the hotel visit script in their truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews. 

3.5 Summary 

 This dissertation extends methodologies from previous studies of everyday conversation 

(Haakana, 2007), online discourse (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a), and deception detection (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) in exploring constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) as potential 

indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. While the Reality Monitoring framework does 

not explicitly refer to CS or CT as linguistic cues associated with sensory information and 

cognitive operations, this dissertation’s analysis phases consider speech and thought to act as 

proxies for these indicators and treats CS and CT as separate phenomena following prior 

sociolinguistic research disambiguating CS from CT (Haakana, 2007; Kim, 2014). My analysis 

provides standardized definitions for identifying these features, introducing sociolinguistic 

means of testing predictions by using coding methods to obtain data for statistical tests common 

in deception detection literature (cf. Vrij, 2008; Burgoon, 2018). Additionally, while studies of 

deception detection (Vrij, 2015) and of linguistic structure (Holt & Clift, 2007) have primarily 
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concentrated on direct or indirect forms of CS as indicators, forms of narrative reports of CS or 

CT have not yet received similar attention in studies of deception or discourse in online contexts. 

In this dissertation, I perform a linguistic analysis of CS and CT to provide a theoretically-

grounded basis for testing the predictions of the Reality Monitoring assessment framework, 

examine predictions for sensory information and cognitive operations in truthful vs. deceptive 

accounts (Johnson & Raye 1981), and test hypotheses grounded in these predictions and prior 

research from sociolinguistics (Chafe, 1994; Haakana, 2007; Vásquez, 2012; 2015a). 

In this chapter, I have introduced my primary source of data: responses to a background 

questionnaire and pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews elicited from 93 undergraduate students 

raised in the United States from age 5-18. I have discussed my means of obtaining this data: a 

research instrument distributed online that contained questions about a participant’s age, gender, 

the linguistic background of their parents, their own linguistic background, education level, and 

familiarity with writing online reviews and asked participants to write a truthful and deceptive 

online hotel review. Next, I evaluated the validity of elicited reviews via a comparison to a 

random sample of 96 reviews from TripAdvisor.com, describing the characteristics of truthful 

and deceptive reviews elicited from 93 undergraduate students. I then introduced and defined my 

units of analysis (sentences or clauses containing CS or CT), coding scheme, procedures, and 

analytical tools used in each phase of my recursive Explanatory Design–participant selection 

model (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Hashemi & Babaii, 2013). I concluded by recapping the 

strands of my research design and introducing hypotheses motivated by prior research in 

sociolinguistics (Haakana, 2007; Vásquez, 2015a), predictions from the Reality Monitoring 

framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015), and the findings of each phase. In what follows, 
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I report the findings of my analysis stages in three chapters. Chapter Four analyzes differences in 

the amount, verbatimness, and features of the construction, animation, and context of CS and CT 

tokens from 93 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. Chapter Five compares narrative 

functions of CS and CT in story world vs. storytelling world contexts in a qualitative analysis of 

eight pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. Finally, Chapter Six examines how CS and CT 

evoke more stereotypical underlying expectations for a hotel visit in the form of tracks of a hotel 

visit script via a qualitative analysis of nine pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTED SPEECH AND THOUGHT AS 

INDICATORS OF VERACITY OR DECEPTION IN ONLINE HOTEL REVIEWS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

  In this chapter, I investigate quantitative differences in the use of constructed speech (CS) 

and thought (CT) in pairs of truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews elicited from current 

undergraduate students via an online research instrument. In focusing on a sample of 93 pairs of 

reviews by individuals raised in the United States with at least one use of CS or CT in their 

truthful or deceptive review, this analysis adopts previous research from linguistics on CS and 

CT as occurring on a cline of verbatimness (Leech & Short, 1981[2007]; Chafe, 1994) in 

comparing the quantitative patterning of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. These 

linguistic phenomena were selected as the focus of analysis to evaluate predictions for verbal 

cues to deception developed from the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981), 

an approach to studying the language of deception based on a theory of memory hypothesizing 

that descriptions of real (truthful) memories contain details of perceptual or sensory information 

while imaginary (deceptive) memories contain evidence of cognitive operations produced in 

fabricating those memories (Vrij, 2015). The analysis in this chapter thus explores whether CS 

serves as a proxy for sensory information and whether CT serves as a proxy for cognitive 

processes predicted to result from fabricating such sensory details, as seen in the first research 

question of my dissertation:  

RQ1: Do CS and CT differ in amount, verbatimness, or features pertaining to their 

construction, animation, or context in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews?  

Tokens of CS and CT were chosen as the linguistic units of analysis in this chapter, with a token 

consisting of a sentence or clause in a review containing an example of either CS or CT. I first 
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consider the amount of tokens as CS or CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, identifying such 

forms of constructed dialogue (Tannen, 1986; 2007) on a three-way continuum of verbatimness 

developed from research on quotation by Leech & Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994): 

narrative reports of CS or CT, indirect CS or CT, and direct CS or CT. Instead of focusing on an 

indirect/direct dichotomy for CS, I highlight an uninvestigated aspect of constructed dialogue in 

online communication by presuming that all three forms of CS act as “sound” details that are part 

of the perceptual or sensory information that a person is predicted to include in a truthful account 

under the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981). I also presume that all three 

forms of CT act as evidence of “cognitive operations” that are predicted by RM to appear in 

fabricated (deceptive) accounts, as such operations are made up of “descriptions of inferences 

made by the participant at the time of the event” and “inferences/opinions made when describing 

the event” (Vrij, 2015, p. 17).  

 By “construction,” “animation,” and “context” features of CS or CT, I refer to the 

linguistic content used to construct speech or thought in a clause or sentence (such as the identity 

of a speaker or thinker), the affordances of online written text that writers of online reviews can 

use to represent voices, enact body language, or otherwise “animate” CS or CT (Wikström, 

2019), and contextual characteristics of the review containing CS or CT and of its reviewer. 

Features of the construction of CS or CT examined in this study include speaker/thinker 

identity, the introductory item serving to construct speech or thought (either a quotative verb 

like I said or a speech or thought act lexical item like My requests were answered), 

unsaid/unthought CS or CT containing negative polarity items signaling the construction of an 

irrealis speech or thought (e.g. I never got a call back) (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; 
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Mithun, 1995), and the presence of a proper name (e.g. He told me about the [Hotel New 

York]). I defined animation features as lexical or orthographic items that serve to animate or 

“dramatize” CS and CT by representing voices in online contexts (Wikström, 2019), considering 

two features: quotation marks and unusual orthography (i.e. forms of punctuation or 

orthography that were identified as rare in most reviews, such as the use of exclamation marks or 

case-shifting). Finally, I follow Burgoon (2018) in considering contextual features or moderators 

for a token of CS or CT including its review’s polarity (as negative, positive, or mixed) and a 

reviewer’s gender, familiarity with writing online reviews, and dialect background from age 

5-18. 

In this study, I present a linguistic analysis of the quantitative patterning of CS and CT to 

test this study’s first hypothesis (H1): that CS as representing perceptual or sensory information 

experienced during a hotel visit will be more frequent in truthful reviews while CT as reflecting a 

reviewer’s cognitive operations will be more frequent in deceptive reviews. This hypothesis was 

motivated by the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) and 

by predictions from other verbal veracity assessment tools (cf. Steller & Köhnken, 1989; Vrij, 

2015) that direct CS acts an indicator of veracity. Unlike in previous studies of deception 

detection examining all of the potential cues predicted by a specific verbal veracity assessment 

tool (cf. Bond & Lee, 2005, for Reality Monitoring), this chapter’s analysis compares the 

amount, verbatimness, and features of two potential indicators: CS and CT. This leads to the 

second hypothesis of this study (H2): that CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in 

terms of their verbatimness and features related to their construction, animation, and context 

according to predictions based on prior research from the literature on verbal veracity assessment 
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tools (Vrij, 2015) and sociolinguistics, as I next discuss. 

The Reality Monitoring framework’s predictions and sociolinguistic studies summarized 

in Chapter Two also carry indirect implications for several of the features of the construction, 

animation, and context of CS and CT motivating this chapter’s second hypothesis. The Reality 

Monitoring framework does not predict differences in verbatimness for CS or CT as impacting 

veracity (Vrij, 2015). However, the implications of its theory of memory that more unique 

sensory details occur in truthful memories would suggest that more tokens of direct CS would be 

found in truthful reviews, as this form purports to present sound details via details of words 

constructed as heard in the moment. I also maintain that this theory of memory suggests that CT 

in deceptive reviews would have more Self thinker identities (e.g. I expected a cleaner room) 

and more unsaid/unthought CS and CT in irrealis mood (e.g. We didn’t ask for more towels) 

(Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Mithun, 1995), as both these features signal mental states (in 

imagining what did not occur) and thus would likely be generated as cognitive operations during 

the process of fabricating a review. As proper names of a location or person in CS or CT may 

reflect unique sensory details obtained during the formation of a real memory (e.g. I visited and 

recommend the pasta at [Hotel Restaurant], I thought that Paul at the front desk was great), I 

suggest that the Reality Monitoring framework would predict that proper names as a feature of 

the construction of CS or CT would occur more often in truthful reviews. As for the animation 

feature of unusual orthography, Wikström (2019) suggests that writers use such features to 

represent voices, enact body language, or otherwise “dramatize” quotation in online contexts as a 

way to build involvement (the emotional connection between a reviewer and others) (Tannen, 

2007). As CS with unusual orthography can be used to provide sound details (e.g. I said WHAT 
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do you mean?), then I also hold that the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) 

would predict that CS with this feature occurs more often in truthful reviews. For differences 

according to contextual features (i.e. a review’s polarity and a reviewer’s gender, familiarity 

with writing online reviews, and dialect background), this hypothesis was motivated by prior 

research in deception detection on variation in the type of text examined (cf. Burgoon, 2018) and 

in sociolinguistics on individual backgrounds influencing forms of introductory items like 

quotative verbs (cf. Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2004) for reviewer gender. I predict that reviews of 

different polarity may use CS and CT differently with negative polarity reviews using more CS 

and CT, as Vásquez (2012) identifies negative reviews as more likely to be canonical narratives 

with complicating action concerning a “disjunct between the reviewer’s expectations” and their 

“actual hotel experience” (p. 110). I would also expect that reviews by individuals with less 

familiarity with writing online reviews may use fewer CS and CT in their truthful reviews, as 

they may not be as familiar with the narrative-like form of reviews found on TripAdvisor.com. 

As sociolinguistic studies have identified differences in quotative verbs according to 

introductory items (Buchstaller et al., 2010), gender (cf. Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2004), and 

dialect background (cf. Terraschke’s [2013] system for cataloguing different quotative content 

for New Zealand English), I expect differences but do not predict the direction of difference for 

these features (e.g. that CS would appear more often in truthful reviews with expect as the 

introductory item, in a review by female gender reviewers, or those with a West dialect 

background). To test these predictions, this chapter uses descriptive statistics and inferential 

statistics via logistic regression modeling to compare effects of these features as independent 

variables on the dependent variable of veracity. 
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  In what follows, I first describe theories from the literature on deception 

detection and prior research on constructed dialogue and the discourse of online reviews to 

situate and justify the features examined in this chapter’s analysis (Section 4.2). I then review my 

coding scheme and methods and outline procedures for performing descriptive and inferential 

statistical analysis of tokens of CS and CT identified in the 93 pairs of reviews (Section 4.3). 

Next, I begin my analysis by using descriptive statistics (frequency counts and averages) to 

identify and describe quantitative differences in the amount of CS and CT tokens in truthful and 

deceptive online hotel reviews (Section 4.4). Following prior research on the features of CS and 

CT in online reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015) and the “animation” of CS on Twitter (Wikström, 

2019), this section reports similarities and differences in CS and CT tokens from truthful and 

deceptive reviews. Specifically, after comparing the type of tokens as CS or CT and their 

verbatimness, I examine the frequencies of five features: speaker/thinker identity, the type of 

introductory item (i.e. the verb or other lexical item[s] [e.g. nouns for He listened to my 

questions, adjectives for The staff was chatty at the desk] used to construct speech or thought), 

the presence of proper names, the presence of quotation marks, and the presence of unusual 

orthography. I continue by presenting the findings of logistic regression models (Section 4.5), 

with these models predicting veracity as the dependent variable and the following CS and CT 

features as independent variables: the type of token as CS or CT, its verbatimness, the five 

construction and animation features of CS and CT above, and four contextual features of CS and 

CT (review polarity and a reviewer’s gender, familiarity with writing online reviews, and 

dialect background from age 5-18). I henceforth refer to these four contextual features as 

“moderators” to follow Burgoon’s (2018) terminology, as she notes that studies of linguistic 
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indicators of deception have had inconsistent findings due to how linguistic patterns are highly 

context-dependent and may differ according to topic genres, the event type being described, and 

the intensity of motivation of a person producing deception (p. 605). Finally, I conclude in 

Section 4.6 with a discussion of how the quantitative findings of best fit logistic regression 

models partially support both H1 and H2 and thus generally validate the predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework for CS and CT as indicators of deception and veracity, 

respectively (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). 

4.2 Review of Theoretical Framework  

4.2.1 Verbal Veracity Assessment Frameworks 

  As described in Chapter Two, the Undeutsch hypothesis (Undeutsch, 1967; 1989) 

proposes that truthful accounts can be distinguished from fabricated accounts by language 

structure and content, suggesting that truthful accounts contain specific details unavailable to 

deceivers (e.g. that “conversations reproduced during the recounting of events” indicate 

“likelihood of veracity in oral narratives”) (Undeutsch, 1989; Adams, 2004, p. 6). Using this 

hypothesis, scholars have developed various assessment tools or frameworks to determine 

veracity based on the presence or absence of certain language structures and content. However, 

two major approaches drawing on the Undeutsch (1989) approach have contradictory predictions 

for the status of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) as indicators of veracity and 

deception, respectively. According to the Content-Based Criteria Analysis approach (Steller & 

Köhnken, 1989), “reproduction of conversation” in its “original form” as direct CS is predicted 

to indicate veracity, while reproducing the witness’s “subjective mental state” or “a perpetrator’s 

mental state” (perhaps via CT) is also predicted to indicate veracity (Vrij, 2015, p. 9). However, 
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in the Reality Monitoring (RM) framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981), sound is one type of 

sensory information predicted to be an indicator of veracity (leading me to consider CS as 

perceptual sound details typical of real memories), while “cognitive operations” or thoughts, 

reasonings, and inferences are predicted to be used in fabricating such details (leading me to 

consider CT as evidence of this fabrication) (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015, p. 17). This 

dissertation focuses primarily on the Reality Monitoring approach, yet my analysis also 

contributes to resolving the inconsistency between the predictions of CBCA (Steller & Köhnken, 

1989) and Reality Monitoring (Johnson & Raye, 1981) for the status of CS and CT as indicators 

of veracity or deception by testing H1: that CS appears more frequently in truthful reviews while 

CT appears more frequently in deceptive reviews. A recent study by Burgoon (2018) considers 

how contextual features influence the linguistic cues to deception identified in truthful or 

deceptive written statements of a mock crime. Her analysis examined whether individuals’ 

motivation and the modality of a message interacted with a cue’s ability to predict veracity, such 

as whether individuals with more motivation produced lengthier messages in deception or altered 

linguistic indicators of deception in oral interviews vs. in written deceptive statements (pp. 612-

613). As described in Section 4.1, I rely on previous research from sociolinguistics on online 

reviews (Vásquez, 2011; 2012) in considering the type of message of a review (via its polarity 

as negative, positive, or mixed) and on variation in quotative verbs (Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 

2004) to examine an individual’s background (in terms of their gender, familiarity with writing 

online reviews, and dialect background), as I further discuss in Section 4.2.3. 

4.2.2 Verbatimness of Constructed Speech and Thought 

  As outlined in Chapter Two, several linguistic understandings of speech and thought have 
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theorized a continuum of verbatimness for their construction (Leech & Short, 1981[2007]; 

Chafe, 1994; Schiffrin, 2002). The continuum in the current study consists of narrative reports 

of CS or CT (defined as the use of a lexical item or items referring to speech or thought acts as in 

I was surprised by the cleanliness or I called downstairs) as the least verbatim form, equivalent 

to Chafe’s (1994, p. 238) notion of “referred-to” speech or thought. Next, I consider indirect CS 

or CT as a form identified via a quotative verb, an optional complementizer, and pronouns and 

verb tense characteristic of the current speaker/thinker rather than the original speaker/thinker 

(Clift & Holt, 2007, p. 4), seen in She said that I was fine for CS and The staff thought I was 

tired for CT (with I and was in both examples referring to current speaker, a reviewer who is the 

“animator” of the speech in Goffman’s [1981] terms). Finally, I consider direct CS or CT 

(identified via the lack of a complementizer, optional use of quotation marks, and pronoun/tense 

choices consistent with the original speaker/thinker) as the most verbatim, seen in their excuse 

"we prefer to put it into amenities" does not fly for CS and I thought We should go for CT 

(identified via the shift in pronouns to we and present or future tense for the verbs prefer and 

should go consistent with original speaker/thinker identities, i.e. of a Staff speaker voicing a 

first-person plural we). As I describe in Section 4.3, I use Halliday and Matthiessen’s (2004) 

systemic functional understandings of verbal and cognitive processes to identify these three 

verbatim forms, thus investigating whether more verbatim forms of CS and CT would indicate 

veracity as predicted by the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework regarding more 

unique details in truthful memories (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Nahari, 2018). 

4.2.3 Constructing Speech and Thought in Spoken and Written Contexts 

  Previous research from sociolinguistics and conversation analysis has demonstrated that 
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the construction of speech involves a variety of meaningful choices regarding speaker identity 

(cf. Hamilton, 1998) and quotative type (cf. Buchstaller et al. 2010). Hamilton’s (1998) research 

compares the identity of speakers in online discussion board posts of bone marrow transplant 

patients to the directness of their CS, with doctors often voiced with direct CS. Research by 

Schiffrin (2002) on a woman’s life story also demonstrates how speakers with different identities 

are voiced with different types of speech act verbs, indirect CS, and direct CS to construct 

agentiveness and closeness (seen in the speaker’s voicing of her friends as agentive via direct CS 

and her mother as distant and unsupportive via voicing her with negated speech act verbs like she 

never apologized). Building on studies such as these, the current analysis investigates 

quantitative differences in the types of speaker/thinker identities associated with CS or CT in 

truthful and deceptive reviews to identify if similar variation occurs perhaps in interaction with 

verbatimness (meaning that the value of each of these variables would influence whether or not 

CS or CT indicated veracity, such as a token of CS or CT with both a Self speaker identity and 

direct form as indicating veracity). In the vein of sociolinguistic research on language variation 

and change, I also coded for the type of introductory item used to construct an instance of CS 

or CT. Quantitative sociolinguistic studies have traditionally examined quotatives – lexical 

choices used to signal a reported clause in CS and CT – with an eye toward furthering their 

understanding of language change over time, as seen in Buchstaller et al.’s (2010) study of be all 

use (e.g. She was all, “what?”) from the late 1990’s to the early 2000’s outlining the relatively 

short-lived nature of this quotative introducer. However, as narrative reports of CS and CT 

sometimes evoke speech or thought without a quotative verb, my analysis classified three 

additional types of CS or CT as potential introductory items that were included as tokens in the 
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data: adjectives in a token of CT as in The hotel was very understanding…, nouns in a token of 

CS like He listened to my requests, and phrases as in a token of unsaid CS in Nothing good or 

bad to say about the staff or CT in I recommend staying someplace else for getting to know the 

city better (with this phrase constructing the reader as undergoing a cognitive operation of 

becoming acquainted with the city in the future). I use the terms unsaid/unthought CS or CT to 

refer to the construction of an imaginary case of speech or thought in the irrealis mood (Labov & 

Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Mithun, 1995). This feature was identified by the presence of a negative 

polarity item (e.g. She did not apologize; We never got a call back) in a construction of non-

actualized speech or thought. While studies have examined several of these features of CS and 

CT in spoken and written conversation (cf. Schiffrin, 2002), the current analysis contributes to 

sociolinguistic research by focusing on the construction of these phenomena in online contexts. 

  A final feature related to the construction of speech and thought forms involves the 

presence of a proper name in the sentence or clause containing CS or CT. In a review article on 

discourse analysis and names, De Stefani (2016) notes that proper names have received 

increasing attention in the fields of interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis, citing 

research on how interactants use place-names to modify, negotiate, or redefine the “territorial 

extension of the area indicated by a specific geographical name” (p. 63). With regard to 

conversation analysis, she notes that scholars have explored names and the absence of names in 

“specific, routinely occurring” interactional practices like “initiating a phone call, self-

identification, avoiding self-identification, etc.” where participants must jointly achieve the 

interactional relevance of a referent (p. 59). Reviewing work by Schegloff (1972), De Stefani 

(2016) describes how speakers (or reviewers in the current study) establish place reference by 
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choosing “the appropriate formulation in a situated way, that is, in connection with the specific 

interactional constellation” (p. 60). As the use of proper names of places like hotels or cities 

(e.g. [Hotel New York], [Illi City]) may reflect an individual’s knowledge of the appropriate 

place references belonging in a hotel review (Schegloff, 1972), I examine whether this feature 

acts as another feature influencing how CS and CT act as indicators of veracity and deception 

(Burgoon, 2018). The use of this feature may also result from the design of my research 

instrument, as I further discuss in Section 4.4.1. As a token of CS or CT with a proper name of 

a place or location likely involves a reviewer’s attempts at achieving interactional relevance in 

spatial terms, my analysis provides additional insight on whether deceivers establish this 

relevance differently by including this feature in CS or CT in truthful or deceptive reviews. 

  Additionally, my analysis investigates features of CS and CT related to creating 

involvement and/or “animating” (Wikström, 2019) these phenomena. In this study, I use 

“animation” or “animating” to refer to the use of a linguistic feature in CS or CT that 

“performatively dramatizes some aspect of the quotee’s supposed original utterance beyond 

verbal content” (Wikström, 2019, p. 123). Wikström examined over 1,000 tweets for quotatives 

framed by “be like,” identifying four categories in the affordances of Twitter used to animate 

speech: lexical (such as emotive acronyms like lol), orthographic (as in respellings or letter 

repetition), typographic (such as excessive punctuation or case-shifting), and graphic (i.e. the use 

of emojis or images) (p. 127). My analysis considers two features (quotation marks and 

unusual orthography) that are among the features that Wikström (2019, p. 134) identifies as 

being part of the “typographic” resources afforded by keyboards that users can adopt to animate 

speech on Twitter. Wikström notes that Twitter users were “inconsistent” with using quotation 
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marks generally (p. 134). Research by Adams and Jarvis (2006, p. 17) on truthful and deceptive 

witness statements to police has examined “direct quotation” (CS) both with and without 

quotation marks. In their study, they found no relationship between CS with quotation marks 

and veracity and a weak relationship between the lack of quotation marks and veracity in these 

statements (p. 18). Wikström (2019) also found that “typographic features” (e.g. case-shifting, 

excessive punctuation) made up 91% of the total animating features in the Twitter sample (p. 

141), leading me to include unusual orthography in the current study. I use this term to refer to 

the use of case-shifting and punctuation like exclamation marks, question marks, or parentheses 

(which I label as “unusual” orthography as these features occurred rarely compared with 

commas, periods, and case-shifting for the first letters of sentences and proper names in most 

reviews in the data). Next, I review the coding scheme and statistical methods of analysis used to 

determine whether CS and CT differ in amount, verbatimness, or associated linguistic and 

contextual features across truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

4.3 Review of Coding and Statistical Methodology 

  As described in Chapter Three, the coding process involved two coders (the author and 

an undergraduate research assistant enrolled in a mentoring class offered for credit) who 

identified potential tokens of CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews elicited via the 

research instrument. Tokens were identified in the data by using systemic functional 

understandings of verbal and cognitive processes (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), with a token 

consisting of a sentence and/or clause containing a quotative verb or other lexical item 

representing such a process. The complete list of lexical items composed of verbs, adjectives, 

and nouns identified as signaling the construction of speech or thought via verbal or cognitive 
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processes in this study is given in Table 4.1:    

Table 4.1. Lexical Items Identifying the Construction of Speech or Thought in Online Reviews 

Process Type Examples 

Verbal Verbs: speak, talk, say, tell, be (like), explain, promise, ask, inquire, order, answer, 

assure, boast, attest, bother, call, chat, contact, describe, engage, greet, interrupt, 

mention, offer, prove, provide (recommendations), rave, recommend, reply, request, 

reserve, suggest, flag (a cab), communicate, accommodate  

 

Adjectives: (someone) noisy, patient, helpful, kind, (un)accommodating, unexplained, 

rude, snobby, amiable/eager (to help), short, friendly, surly, cold, respectful, 

welcoming, spoken (of), advertised, (someone) loud, heard (from someone) 

 

Nouns: noise, request(s), complaint(s), gripe, recommendation(s), conversation(s), 

call, complaining, calling, suggestion, questions, rage (from) 

Cognitive Verbs: think, believe, expect, consider, know, understand, realize, appreciate, 

imagine, pretend, guess, remember, forget, convince, surprise, anticipate, decide, 

interest, note, remind, opt, bother, keep (in mind), tell (that) 

 

Adjectives: understanding, sure (of), skeptical, unbelievable, forgotten, aware, used 

(to), surprising, accustomed (to), acquainted (with), confused, (un)expected, surprised 

 

Nouns: expectations, memories, decision, idea(s), thought(s), mind, considering, 

surprise, convincing, expecting 

 

 

The two coders read reviews multiple times independently to identify potential tokens, listing 

tokens in a shared Google spreadsheet. As a measure of interrater reliability for classifying a 

token as CS or CT, Cohen’s Kappa was calculated with a value of 0.88 for the two raters 

identifying tokens as speech or thought, with this value above 0.8 indicating relatively strong 

agreement. Consequently, discrepancies in this and the features below were resolved via 

discussion after considering examples in the context of a sentence and the review as a whole, and 

the final sample consisted of 161 tokens (106 of CS and 55 of CT) from 76 truthful reviews with 

an average word count of 93.2 words/review, and 169 tokens (105 of CS and 64 of CT) from 78 

deceptive reviews with an average word count of 97.7 words/review. The two coders next 

independently coded each token for the seven features outlined in the following table, with any 
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disagreements again resolved via discussion: 

Table 4.2. Coding Scheme for Features of Constructed Speech and Thought 

Variable Values Examples 

Token Type Speech (S) or 

Thought (T) 

I talked to him – S 

I thought of him – T 

Verbatimness Narrative Report, 

Indirect, Direct 

Narrative Report: I talked to him. / I considered it /  

I bored him with my schedule. / I thought of going home.  

Indirect: I said I’d go the next day. / I thought I must be crazy. 

Direct: “Ok,” I said, “I’ll go tomorrow.” / “Sure,” I thought. 

Speaker/Thinker 

Identity 

Self, Hotel Staff, 

Reader, Other  

Self, Hotel Staff, Reader, Other (guests, family, etc.) 

Introductory Item Open ∅ or the verbs, adjectives and nouns listed in Table 4.1 above 

Unsaid or 

Unthought 

Construction 

Y/N I never received a call back – Y 

The finishes in the bathroom were unexpected – Y 

Proper Names Y/N I called down to ask about the [Hotel NY]’s room service – Y 

Quotation Marks Y/N She said no you can’t go there – N 

Unusual 

Orthography 

Y/N They left me waiting for weeks!!!! – Y 

 

Additionally, contextual features were assigned to each token concerning its review’s 1) polarity 

and the reviewer’s 2) gender, 3) familiarity with writing reviews, and 4) dialect background 

from age 5-18. Polarity was identified by the presence of positive or negative lexical items 

usually consisting of adjectives or adverbs in a review, with the research team independently 

coding reviews as positive, negative, or mixed depending on the amount of sentences or 

independent clauses expressing positive or negative evaluation towards a hotel visit (with mixed 

reviews identified if a review contained at least two sentences/clauses with an opposite polarity 

than the rest of the review, such as a review with two positive sentences/clauses – e.g. I loved the 

room, The staff was accommodating – and two negative sentences/clauses – e.g. The hotel did 

not deliver what was promised, The neighborhood had a creepy feeling). The other contextual 
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features were determined by participants’ responses to the questionnaire portion of the research 

instrument, with gender self-identified as male, female, or non-binary/genderqueer, familiarity 

classified into participants who had written a review never, once, or sometimes, and dialect 

background based on regional dialect areas of the U.S. as presented in Labov et al. (2006) (e.g. 

West, Multiple Dialects, South or Inland South, Texas South, Inland North, Mid-Atlantic, 

Greater NYC, West PA: Pittsburgh, and Eastern New England). 

  Using Google Sheets and the software program R Version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020), 

two main quantitative analyses were performed. These analyses consist of descriptive statistics 

assessing frequencies of features in CS and CT tokens in Google Sheets and inferential statistics 

in the form of logistic regression modeling using R to test the effect on veracity (the dependent 

variable) of five of the seven variables described in Table 4.2 (excluding unsaid/unthought 

constructions, introductory items, and the presence of quotation marks) and the four 

moderators. Table 4.3 displays the values and different levels for each of the features acting as 

independent variables predicting veracity in these logistic regression models: 
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Table 4.3. Levels of Independent Variables Predicting Veracity in Logistic Regression Models 

Variable Values Variable Levels 

Token Type Speech (S) or Thought (T) 2 

Verbatimness Narrative Report, Indirect, Direct 3 

Speaker/Thinker Identity Self, Hotel Staff, Reader, Other  4 

Proper Names Y/N 2 

Unusual Orthography Y/N 2 

Polarity Positive, Negative, or Mixed 3 

Gender Male, Female, Nonbinary 3 

Familiarity Never written a review before, Has written a review 

once, Writes reviews sometimes 

3 

Dialect Background West, Multiple Dialects, South or Inland South, Texas 

South, Inland North, Mid-Atlantic, Greater NYC, 

West PA: Pittsburgh, and Eastern New England 

9 

 

Unlike statistical tests of correlation, logistic regression modeling allows for the prediction of 

future data (in this case, whether a review would be truthful or deceptive) based on the presence 

of categorical variables like those examined by the coding scheme by running multiple 

combinations of independent variables in different models. These models present results 

predicting the log odds of a review being truthful or deceptive based on the presence of a single 

token (in this case, of CS or CT) with one of these variables. In other words, if the variable level 

of type (CS) was found to be significant, the model would predict that a single token of type CS 

would increase the odds of that review being truthful. However, if the model found that a feature 

like unusual orthography (yes) (e.g. I thought what a noise!) was significant, a single token of 

either CS or CT with non-nonstandard orthography would increase or decrease the odds of a 

review being truthful. Additionally, these models can identify interactions, or cases where the 
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value of one independent variable influences whether another independent variable has an effect 

on the dependent variable. For example, if the variable levels of unusual orthography (yes) and 

polarity (negative) were identified in interaction with a positive coefficient of 1.256, this would 

indicate that a token of either CS or CT with unusual orthography in a negative polarity 

review (e.g. I said the room was terrible! and I thought there is NO hot water here) would 

increase the log odds of a review being truthful. Next, I report the results of my study in the form 

of descriptive statistics summarizing differences in the amount, verbatimness, and features of CS 

and CT in tokens from truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews.  

4.4 Analysis: Descriptive Statistics of Constructed Speech and Thought Features in 

Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 

In this section, I present descriptive statistics of similarities and differences in the raw 

counts of features of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) tokens identified in truthful and 

deceptive elicited reviews. In Section 4.4.1, I report frequencies of CS and CT with respect to the 

amounts of each, their verbatimness, and features listed in Section 4.3. Next, in Section 4.4.2 I 

summarize the findings of these descriptive statistics in light of this study’s two hypotheses: that 

CS is more likely to appear in truthful reviews while CT is more likely to occur in deceptive 

reviews and that CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in terms of verbatimness and 

features related to their construction, animation, and context. Summarizing from Section 4.1, the 

second hypothesis predicts differences including more direct CS in truthful reviews, more Self 

thinker identities in deceptive reviews, more unsaid/unthought CS and CT in deceptive 

reviews, more proper names in CS and CT tokens in truthful reviews, and more unusual 

orthography in truthful reviews, while predicting more CS and CT in negative polarity reviews 
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and less CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews from individuals with less familiarity with 

writing online reviews. For the features of introductory items, gender, and dialect 

background, this hypothesis predicted differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews based on 

prior sociolinguistic studies of these features, yet these studies did not specify the direction in 

which these features would differ. 

4.4.1 Comparison of Constructed Speech and Thought Features in Truthful and Deceptive 

Reviews 

  The research question examined in this chapter compares the amount, verbatimness, and 

features of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel 

reviews. As outlined above, tokens were identified by type as CS or CT based on lexical items 

indicative of verbal vs. cognitive processes, following Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), and 

shown in Table 4.1. Table 4.4 displays the average number of sentences found in a review, the 

number of tokens of CS and CT and total sentences in each set of reviews, and the frequency 

of CS or CT tokens out of total sentences for truthful and deceptive elicited reviews: 

Table 4.4. Frequency of Constructed Speech and Thought Tokens in Sentences from Truthful and Deceptive 

Reviews 

Data Set Avg. # of 

Sentences/ 

Review 

CS Tokens / 

Total 

Sentences 

Frequency of 

Tokens out of 

Total 

Sentences 

CT Tokens / 

Total 

Sentences 

Frequency of 

Tokens out of 

Total 

Sentences 

Truthful Reviews 6.2 106/573 21.1% 55/573 11.2% 

Deceptive Reviews 6.3 105/582 21.6% 64/582 12.0% 

 

Overall, this table partially answers my first research question by showing that truthful and 

deceptive elicited reviews did not seem to differ with regard to the number of tokens of 

constructed dialogue by type, with CS identified in approximately 21% of total sentences in both 
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truthful and deceptive reviews. However, deceptive reviews tended to have slightly higher 

amounts of CT, with CT identified in 12% of total sentences compared to 11.2% of total 

sentences in truthful reviews. Thus, the raw frequencies for the feature of token type of CS or 

CT do not fully support this study’s first hypothesis regarding CS as appearing more frequently 

in truthful reviews and CT as appearing more frequently in deceptive reviews. 

  As noted above, to determine whether CS or CT differs in verbatimness in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews (based on H2’s prediction for more verbatim forms in truthful reviews), my 

coding scheme somewhat simplified the multi-tier continuums of verbatimness for speech and 

thought proposed by Leech and Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994) into a three-way 

distinction for the verbatimness of CS or CT as a narrative report, indirect CS or CT, and direct 

CS or CT. This distinction proved important as the most frequent form of both CS and CT tokens 

in truthful and deceptive reviews was as narrative reports, with direct constructions the least 

frequent verbatim form appearing in the data. Figure 4.1 displays the raw frequencies for 

different forms of verbatimness of CS and CT tokens from truthful and deceptive reviews: 

 
Figure 4.1. Verbatimness of Constructed Speech and Thought Tokens in Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 

 

These counts do not support H2’s prediction that more direct CS and CT would appear in 
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truthful reviews as there is only a slight difference across tokens of truthful and deceptive online 

hotel reviews in the degree of verbatimness used to construct either speech or thought. As seen 

in Figure 4.1 above, narrative reports of CS and CT made up the majority of tokens in both 

truthful and deceptive reviews, though more tokens of CT appeared as narrative reports in 

deceptive versus truthful elicited reviews. As similar proportions of all three forms of CS and CT 

occurred in deceptive and truthful elicited reviews, the degree of verbatimness of speech or 

thought does not seem to play a part in distinguishing truthful and deceptive reviews.  

  To further test H2’s claims for differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews with regard to 

more Self thinker identities in deceptive reviews, tokens were coded for their corresponding 

speaker/thinker identity. This feature of CS and CT was determined by identifying the source 

of speech or thought in a token, as seen in we were told by the front desk to get our bags (a Staff 

speaker identity). In addition to Self and Staff identities, a common type of identity was that of 

the Reader, identified when the reviewer constructs speech or thought addressing the Reader as 

the source of CS or CT, as seen in the narrative report of CT token You will not regret your 

decision in choosing The [Texas Hotel] (i.e. projecting the person reading would be making this 

decision in the future). Differences were also identified in the frequency of Other speakers or 

thinkers, with this identity including members of a reviewer’s family, other guests, or 

unspecified individuals (seen in As they say the people make the place). Figure 4.2 displays 

counts of the four levels of the speaker/thinker identity factor as a proportion of each set of 

reviews’ total tokens of CS or CT: 
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Figure 4.2. Speaker/Thinker Identities in CS and CT Tokens from Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 

 

The stacked bar chart in Figure 4.2 shows that the most frequently-used identities were as Self 

and Staff speakers and thinkers in both truthful and deceptive reviews, with these results showing 

some differences in Other and Reader thinker identities not predicted by H2. Truthful reviews 

included Other identities in six of 106 (8.5%) of CS tokens and 10 of 55 (18.2%) of CT tokens, 

while deceptive reviews only featured Other identities in CS in 10 of 105 tokens (9.5%). 

Interestingly, deceptive reviews also included Reader thinkers in 13 of 64 (20.3%) of CT tokens, 

while this identity appeared only once in both CS and CT tokens from truthful reviews. Other 

than the differences in the Other and Reader speaker/thinker identities, the counts of Figure 4.2 

shows that CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews were relatively similar for Self thinkers, 

thus not supporting H2’s prediction that this feature would be more likely in deceptive reviews. 

  The next feature of the construction of speech and thought examined in truthful and 

deceptive elicited reviews concerned a token’s introductory item – the verb or lexical item(s) 

signaling the construction of speech or thought in a sentence or clause. In order to group tokens 

via lexical items expressing the verbal and cognitive processes shown in Table 4.1, introductory 
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items were coded differently for indirect or direct CS or CT and narrative reports of CS or CT. 

Similar to previous sociolinguistic studies, the analysis of indirect and direct CS and CT 

recorded quotative verbs as introductory items – in other words, the verb introducing quoted 

speech or thought (e.g. I said that we were tired for CS and I thought, wow what a room for CT). 

However, for a narrative report of CS and CT, this item was coded as either a speech or thought 

act verb (e.g. I argued with the clerk, We expected a cleaner room) or as adjective, noun, or 

phrase (as over 50 separate lexical items made up these three categories). Truthful elicited 

reviews had fewer unique speech or thought act verbs serving as introductory item than 

deceptive elicited reviews (n=35 to n=38, respectively). Table 4.5 displays the top ten most 

frequent verb lemmas (stems) used as quotative verbs that served as introductory items of CS 

and CT tokens in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, with key differences highlighted in italics: 

Table 4.5. Top 10 Verbs as Introductory Items in CS and CT from Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 

Introductory 

Item 

In Tokens from 

Truthful Reviews 

% of Total Tokens 

of CS or CT 

In Tokens from 

Deceptive Reviews  

% of Total Tokens 

of CS or CT 

Recommend 33/106 31.1% 38/105 36.2% 

Expect  13/55 23.6% 9/64 14% 

Say  13/106 12.3% 10/105 6.7% 

Think  8/55 14.5% 6/64 9.4% 

Ask  5/106 4.7% 5/105 4.8% 

Surprise 4/55 7.3% 3/64 4.7% 

Decide 3/55 5.5% 4/64 6.3% 

Appreciate 2/55 3.6% 3/64 4.7% 

Consider 3/55 5.5% 1/64 1.6% 

Tell 2/106 1.9% 2/105 1.9% 
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This table reveals some similarities in the relative frequency of quotative verbs used as 

introductory items in truthful and deceptive reviews, with forms of the verb recommend as the 

most frequently used item for CS in truthful and deceptive elicited reviews (coded as CS as I 

consider this speech act verb as explicitly constructing a reviewer’s central speech activity of an 

online review – i.e. whether or not the reviewer recommends the hotel to others), while expect 

was the most frequently used item for CT in both truthful and deceptive reviews. As a way to 

further visualize how truthful and deceptive reviews differed with regard to introductory items, 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 display stacked bar charts showing the proportion of the five most 

frequently-used verbs, other verbs, and the amount of introductory items coded as adjectives, 

nouns, or phrases out of the total amount of CS and CT tokens (N.B. introductory items are 

displayed in these charts with the most frequently used items at the bottom of each stacked bar 

column):  

  
Figure 4.3. Relative Distribution of Introductory Items out of Total CS Tokens from Truthful vs. Deceptive 

Reviews 
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Figure 4.4. Relative Distribution of Introductory Items out of Total CT Tokens from Truthful vs. Deceptive 

Reviews 

 

As seen in these two figures, CS and CT tokens from truthful and deceptive reviews differed in 

the relative proportion of adjective, noun, phrase, and other speech or thought act verbs serving 

as introductory items. While truthful and deceptive elicited reviews both included the verb 

recommend as evoking over 25% of their total CS tokens, this perhaps reflects how many 

participants were not familiar with writing online reviews as seen in their responses to the 

research instrument. Overall, truthful reviews featured more tokens proportionally of say in CS 

and expect in CT than deceptive reviews, yet the similarities in raw frequencies of introductory 

items overall do not support this study’s second hypothesis that CS and CT differ with regard to 

features of the construction of speech and thought as predicted by prior research on quotatives in 

sociolinguistics (cf. Buchstaller, 2015). As this feature resulted in 55 levels (capturing 52 unique 

quotative verbs and the categories of noun, adjective, and phrase), I decided to exclude this 

feature from inferential statistics (as I discuss further in Section 4.5). 
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  The feature of proper names as part of the construction of speech and thought was 

identified by the use of referring terms for a place or location with case-shifted word-initial 

characters in a sentence or clause containing CS or CT. As these terms potentially reveal a 

reviewer’s knowledge or relationship between that specific referring term and its referent (De 

Stefani, 2016, p. 63), H2 predicted the use of more proper names in CS and CT from truthful 

reviews resulting from a person’s memory of the location of a hotel they had recently visited. 

Tokens were considered as containing a proper name when referring to a geographic place 

(usually a city or state e.g. It was our first time in [TX City] or of the hotel as in [Hotel New 

York]) or to the location of its services like a spa or restaurant (e.g. I never visited the [Hotel 

Restaurant]). Additionally, examples of non-location related proper names were found in the 

capitalized names of brands as in I ordered a bottle of Evian, language names like if you speak 

Vietnamese, and of a hotel staff member in we asked Dimitri and he replied “Why?”, yet these 

examples were not coded as proper names as they did not refer to places or locations. Seven 

tokens of CS and CT in truthful reviews and 10 tokens of CS and CT in deceptive reviews had 

more than one proper name in the same token (e.g. I would highly recommend [South Hotel] to 

anyone looking to spend some time in [TX City]). Overall, deceptive reviews had more tokens of 

CS and CT with proper names in more reviews than truthful reviews, with 38 of 78 deceptive 

reviews (48.7%) containing at least one token of CS or CT with a proper name compared to 22 

of 76 truthful reviews (28.9%) containing at least one token of CS or CT with a proper name. 

The differences in the amount of total CS or CT tokens with this feature can be seen in Table 4.6: 
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Table 4.6. Frequency of Proper Names Appearing in CS and CT in Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 
 

 

 

 

These results do not support the predictions of the second hypothesis of this chapter that more 

proper names would appear in tokens of CS and CT from truthful reviews, as this feature was 

found in 26 of 161 (16.1% of total) CS and CT tokens in truthful reviews compared to in 44 of 

169 (27% of total) CS and CT tokens in deceptive reviews. However, the research instrument 

asked reviewers to visit the website of a hotel (where the name of that hotel was repeatedly 

shown in prominent positions) shortly before fabricating their deceptive review of that hotel, so 

it is to be expected that more proper names would occur more often in tokens of CS and CT 

from deceptive reviews. Deceptive reviews contained over twice as many tokens of CS with 

proper names as tokens of CS from truthful reviews, suggesting that individuals favored using 

proper names with case-shifted word-initial characters in CS more often than in CT (usually in 

narrative reports). This feature acted as a strategy for establishing shared knowledge of a 

location with the reader in fabricated reviews, but again this use of proper names in deceptive 

reviews may have been due to the design of the research instrument.  

  The final construction feature of CS and CT tokens was the use of unsaid/unthought 

constructions, predicted by H2 to occur more often in deceptive reviews as research has 

indicated that these uses of irrealis forms reference a person’s mental processes for imagining 

what did not occur (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Mithun, 1995). Truthful reviews contained 

14 tokens of unsaid CS and 6 tokens of unthought CT, while deceptive reviews contained 12 

Data Set 

Tokens with 

Proper Name 

in CS  

Frequency 

out of Total 

CS Tokens 

Tokens with 

Proper Name 

in CT 

Frequency 

out of Total 

CT Tokens 

Truthful Reviews 13/106 12.3% 13/55 23.6% 

Deceptive Reviews 27/105 25.7% 17/64 26.6% 
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tokens of unsaid CS and 8 tokens of unthought CT, thus not supporting H2 by finding relatively 

equal amounts of these constructions in both truthful and deceptive reviews (seen in The person 

who originally answered the phone never passed on the message and We weren't sure of the 

amenities they offered). As truthful and deceptive reviews contained equal amounts of CS or CT 

tokens with unsaid CS or unthought CT (identified in approximately 12% of total CS and CT 

tokens in both sets of reviews), this feature was not included in models of logistic regression 

explored in Section 4.5.    

  In examining H2’s prediction of differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews for 

animation features of CS and CT, the presence of quotation marks was predicted along with 

unusual orthography to appear more often in tokens of CS and CT from truthful reviews. 

However, individuals rarely included quotation marks in tokens of CS or CT in either their 

truthful or deceptive reviews, with this feature appearing only in three tokens of CS and one 

token of CT in truthful reviews and in two tokens of CS in deceptive reviews. Consequently, this 

feature of CS and CT was also not included in logistic regression modeling as it appeared 

infrequently in the data. 

  The second animation feature predicted by H2 to appear more often in CS from truthful 

reviews concerned the presence of unusual orthography, which I define in this dissertation as  

the use of case-shifting (e.g. the BEST hotel), punctuation not found in most reviews (e.g. 

exclamation marks, question marks, or dashes), and/or parentheses in a token of CS or CT (e.g. 

The [almost] clean room was nice), with these features determined as “unusual” by the two 

coders during the process of identifying possible tokens of CS and CT by reading truthful and 

deceptive pairs of reviews. As Wikström (2019, p. 140) found that typographic features afforded 
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by keyboards (including case-shifting and excessive punctuation like ??) were the most 

frequently-used way to animate CS on Twitter, it is perhaps to be expected that online hotel 

reviews also frequently adopted forms of unusual orthography in constructing speech or 

thought. As can be seen in Table 4.7, both truthful and deceptive elicited review tokens often 

included this feature, with deceptive reviews using this form of animation more frequently as a 

proportion of total tokens in both CS and CT: 

Table 4.7. Frequency of Unusual Orthography in CS and CT Tokens of Truthful vs. Deceptive Reviews 

Data Set Unusual 

Orthography 

in CS  

% of Total 

CS Tokens 

Unusual 

Orthography 

in CT  

% of Total 

CT Tokens 

Truthful Reviews 15/106 14.2% 5/55 9.1% 

Deceptive Reviews 20/105 19.0% 10/64 15.6% 

 

While previous research on these features shows that orthography can be used to “dramatize” CS 

online by mimicking the use of contextualization cues in spoken conversation (Gumperz, 1982; 

Wikström, 2019), these findings suggest that individuals were more likely to dramatize both CS 

and CT with unusual orthography in their deceptive reviews. This does not support H2’s 

prediction for this feature as signaling sound details and occurring more often in CS tokens from 

truthful reviews, with these results instead showing that CS and CT tokens with unusual 

orthography occurred more often in deceptive reviews. As I detail shortly in Section 4.5, I 

included this feature in logistic regression models to better examine why this animation feature 

appeared more often in tokens of both CS and CT from deceptive reviews.  

  As mentioned in Chapter Three, some differences were found in the contextual 

background of reviews and participants also examined as features of CS and CT in this chapter. 

Truthful and deceptive reviews differed in polarity, as truthful elicited reviews were classified as 
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59 positive reviews, nine negative reviews, and 25 mixed polarity reviews, while deceptive 

elicited reviews were classified as 69 positive reviews, 16 negative reviews, and eight mixed 

polarity reviews. Supporting the predictions of H2, tokens of CS and CT were used most often 

in negative polarity reviews in truthful and deceptive reviews, with 95 tokens of CS (n=67) and 

CT (n=32) in truthful negative reviews compared to 85 tokens of CS (n=63) and CT (n=22) in 

deceptive negative reviews. Tokens in positive and mixed polarity reviews were used about 

equally often in truthful and deceptive reviews (with approximately 30 tokens of CS and CT in 

both truthful and deceptive reviews with positive or mixed polarity). 66 individuals self-

identified their gender as female, 25 individuals self-identified as male, and two individuals self-

identified as non-binary or genderqueer. Interestingly, male gender reviewers (who made up 

26.7% of the sample) produced 31 CS and CT tokens of the 161 total tokens of constructed 

dialogue in truthful reviews (19.3%) and 50 CS and CT tokens of the 169 total tokens of 

constructed dialogue in deceptive reviews (29.6%), thus supporting H2 in finding some 

differences by gender. As for familiarity with writing reviews, participants featured the most 

individuals who had written a review once or a few times, with these 61 individuals (65.6% of 

the sample) constructing 112 of 161 total tokens of CS and CT (69.6%) in truthful reviews and 

145 of 169 total tokens of CS and CT (85.8%) in deceptive reviews, potentially suggesting 

additional differences in terms of this feature. Finally, the most frequent dialect backgrounds of 

the 93 participants included West (N=27) and South or Inland South (N=17) speakers, with West 

speakers providing 56 of 161 total tokens of CS and CT (34.8%) in truthful reviews and 66 of 

169 total tokens of CS and CT (39.1%) in deceptive reviews compared to South or Inland South 

speakers providing 41 of 161 total tokens of CS and CT (25.5%) in truthful reviews and 45 of 
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169 total tokens of CS and CT (26.6%) in deceptive reviews. As this suggests that some dialect 

groups may have used relatively more or less amounts of CS and CT across truthful vs. deceptive 

reviews, H2 was also partially supported by this contextual feature of CS and CT. 

4.4.2 Summary 

As truthful and deceptive elicited reviews differed slightly in the amounts of token type  

as CS and CT, the first hypothesis of this study was only partially supported. The second 

hypothesis of this study was not supported by finding similarities in the lack of differences in 

verbatimness and the infrequency of quotation marks in CS and CT tokens, though some 

differences between truthful and deceptive reviews were found in certain speaker/thinker 

identities (e.g. there were more Reader identities in CT from deceptive reviews yet similar 

amounts of Self thinkers in both reviews). While H2 was partially supported by some 

differences in the frequencies of introductory items used to construct speech or thought (seen in 

the more frequent use of the first four most-common quotative verbs in truthful reviews), this 

hypothesis was also not supported by similarities in unsaid/unthought constructions in truthful 

vs. deceptive reviews. Deceptive reviews had higher frequencies of proper-names and unusual 

orthography (usually in CT tokens) in deceptive reviews, so the predictions of the second 

hypothesis of this study were not supported as these features were predicted to occur more often 

in truthful reviews as features highlighting sound details in CS. Finally, differences in raw counts 

of CS and CT tokens by review polarity and according to reviewer gender, familiarity with 

writing online reviews, and dialect background across truthful vs. deceptive reviews also 

supported H2, with more tokens appearing in negative polarity reviews in line with predictions 

for how this feature would influence CS and CT. In the next section, I report the results of 
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logistic regression models analyzing whether the features of type of token (as CS or CT), its 

verbatimness, speaker/thinker identity, and the presence of proper-names and unusual 

orthography in a token of CS or CT and the contextual features of polarity, gender, familiarity 

with writing reviews, and dialect background act as independent variables predicting veracity 

as a dependent variable in these elicited online hotel reviews.  

4.5 Analysis: Inferential Statistics of Constructed Speech and Thought Features 

  In this analysis, I report the results of logistic regression models that analyze the effects 

on veracity (the dependent variable) from the following independent variables: a token’s 1) type 

as speech or thought, its 2) level of verbatimness, its 3) type of speaker/thinker identity, 4) use 

of proper names, and 5) use of unusual orthography, along with its 6) review polarity, 7) 

reviewer’s gender, 8) reviewer’s familiarity with writing reviews, and 9) reviewer’s dialect 

background. In Section 4.5.1, I report on the results of a model considering the first five 

variables and the four contextual features that I refer to as moderators (following Burgoon 

[2018]). This statistical procedure produced a best fit model including the following variables: 

token type, the use of proper names, the use of unusual orthography, review polarity, and 

reviewer gender. This first best fit model finds that token type as CS and the use of CS and CT 

in reviews by writers identifying with the male gender were significant indicators of veracity 

and deception, respectively, at p < 0.05. In Section 4.5.2, I explore potential interactions between 

variables, or instances where the effect of one independent variable on the dependent variable of 

veracity is influenced by the value of another independent variable. An interaction thus predicts 

whether a token of CS or CT with two feature levels acts to significantly increase the log odds of 

a review being truthful or deceptive (e.g. if type and gender were in interaction, the model may 
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find that a CS type token with a female gender reviewer increases the odds of veracity, though 

both of these features may not be significant outside of this interaction). I show how the best fit 

model for interactions includes one single variable (token type) and two interactions: one 

between proper names and unusual orthography, and one between review polarity and 

reviewer gender. This model’s results found that token type as CS increases the odds of veracity 

at p < 0.05, while a token of CS or CT with either proper names or unusual orthography 

increases the odds of deception at p < 0.05. However, it also found that the interaction between 

proper names and unusual orthography was significant, showing specifically that the presence 

of a token of CS or CT with both a proper name and unusual orthography increases the odds 

of veracity at p < 0.05. Finally, in Section 4.5.3 I summarize the results of the inferential 

statistics performed in this analysis as well as the implications of these findings for the study’s 

research question and two hypotheses, in addition to informing predictions for CS and CT based 

on the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981).  

4.5.1 Logistic Regression Models of the Construction, Animation, and Context Features of 

Constructed Speech and Thought 

  Logistic regression modeling was performed using the software program R 4.0.2 (R Core 

Team, 2020) with the lme4 library (a logistic regression program) (Bates et al., 2015) to examine 

the relative effects of independent variables on the dependent variable of veracity. In order to 

identify the relative effects of independent variables on the dependent variable of veracity, this 

analysis involved calculating different models beginning with all of the independent variables as 

potential predictors and each factor removed in stepwise fashion (with variables preserved if 

significant, though introductory items, unsaid or unthought constructions, and quotation 
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marks were excluded as mentioned in Section 4.4). The independent variables (type, 

verbatimness, speaker/thinker identity, proper names, unusual orthography, polarity, 

gender, familiarity, and dialect background) were tested against the dependent variable of 

veracity (as truthful or deceptive), using the value of the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) 

output to evaluate model fit (Akaike, 1974). This AIC measure is produced during a logistic 

regression model in R and estimates the relative amount of information lost during that model, 

with smaller AIC values indicating better models when comparing multiple logistic regressions 

(Akaike, 1974). For the nine independent variables related to type, verbatimness, and features of 

the construction, animation, and context of CS and CT, the lowest-scoring model had an AIC 

value of 459.81 with a null deviance of 458.62 on 330 degrees of freedom and a residual 

deviance of 445.81 on 324 degrees of freedom, while the highest-scoring model had an AIC 

value of 531.02 with a null deviance of 458.62 on 330 degrees of freedom and a residual 

deviance of 375.02 on 253 degrees of freedom (with this highest-scoring model including all 

independent variables seen in Table 4.3). The best fit model was found to include the type of a 

token as CS or CT (with this variable determined as significant during stepwise reduction of the 

ten variables) and the presence of proper names (found to affect CS and CT as predictors of 

deception in the analysis of the first six features as independent variables), with its results seen in 

Table 4.8: 
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Table 4.8. Best Fit Logistic Regression Model Results with Veracity as Dependent Variable and Token Type, 

Proper Names, Review Polarity, and Reviewer Gender as Independent Variables 

 Coefficient 

Estimate  

Standard Error  z value Probability 

Type: Speech 0.5899 0.2823 2.090 0.0366 * 

Type: Thought -0.1130 0.2352 -0.480 0.6309 

Proper Name: Yes -0.4803 0.2820 -1.704 0.0885 

Polarity: Negative -0.6008 0.3698 -1.625 0.1042 

Polarity: Positive -0.3945 0.2912 -1.355 0.1755 

Gender: Male -0.5212 0.2703 -1.928 0.0538 * 

Gender: Non-Binary/Genderqueer -1.1504 0.8356 -1.377 0.1686 

Null deviance: 458.62 on 330 degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance: 445.81 on 324 degrees of freedom 

AIC: 459.81 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 

 

This logistic regression model included a token’s type, the presence of a proper name, the 

polarity of its review (as mixed, positive, or negative), and its reviewer’s gender (as male, 

female, or non-binary/genderqueer) as independent variables. This best fit model found that a 

token of CS increases the log odds of a truthful review by 0.5899, while a token of CS or CT in a 

review by a reviewer of the male gender increases the odds of a deceptive review by 0.5212. As 

described in Section 4.3, the coefficient estimates here represent the log odds of veracity (for 

positive values) and of deception (for negative values), with the size of these odds considered in 

combination to determine how these independent variables changed the log odds overall. This 

model thus finds that a token of CS in a review by a male reviewer would still increase the log 

odds of a review being truthful by 0.069 (i.e. the sum of the log odds of a token’s type being CS 

and of a token of CS by a male gender reviewer), thus supporting H1 in finding CS as a 

significant predictor of veracity overall. The results of this model provide answers to this study’s 
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research question by generally supporting the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework 

for CS as an indicator of veracity (Johnson & Raye, 1981) and supports H2 by showing 

differences in the use of CS and CT according to the contextual feature of gender. In what 

follows, I describe the findings of logistic regression models for interactions, or cases where the 

relation between one independent variable and the dependent variable of veracity was affected 

by the value of another independent variable (e.g. if gender and proper names were found in 

interaction, then suggesting that a token of CS or CT by a male reviewer with a proper name 

would increase the odds of deception). I first discuss interactions identified between the nine 

independent variables and present a best fit model (considering token type as a single variable 

and two interactions: proper names with unusual orthography and polarity with gender), 

before summarizing the findings of this study’s inferential statistics.  

4.5.2 Interactions of Constructed Speech and Thought Features in Logistic Regression 

Models 

  As in the analysis of Section 4.5.1, logistic regression models considering potential 

interactions (e.g. token type with verbatimness) were performed with variables eliminated in a 

stepwise manner. Possible interactions were identified by creating multiple models testing 

whether two variable levels (such as the presence of unusual orthography and polarity) 

moderated each other’s effects on the dependent variable of veracity (in other words, whether 

particular values of a variable such as male gender and the presence of a proper name acted in 

concert to significantly increase the log odds of veracity or deception). Among these interactions, 

several were identified consistently across models at a significance level of p < 0.05, indicating 

that the relation between a specific independent variable and veracity depended on the value of 
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another independent variables. These included interactions between proper names and unusual 

orthography (finding that a token of CS or CT with both a proper name and unusual 

orthography in the same token predicted veracity) and between review polarity and reviewer’s 

dialect background (finding that a token of CS or CT in a positive polarity review by a 

reviewer with a Texas South dialect background predicted veracity, with this finding 

complicated as Texas South reviewers made up only 10.75% of participants in the data). One 

well-performing model included both of these interactions (i.e. proper name with unusual 

orthography and polarity with dialect background) along with token type as CS or CT as 

independent variables, resulting in an AIC value of 434.4 with a null deviance of 458.62 on 330 

degrees of freedom and a residual deviance of 368.40 on 298 degrees of freedom. However, this 

model reported seven coefficients related to polarity and dialect background as undefined 

because of “singularities” (a term produced during the results of the software program R’s 

logistic regression models referring to interactions where two independent variables were highly 

correlated and thus could not be estimated). As a result, I only considered models without such 

singularities, with Table 4.9 showing the best fit model as including the independent variables of 

token type (as a single independent variable) and two interactions (one between proper names 

and unusual orthography and one between polarity and gender with these interactions 

indicated by “+”): 
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Table 4.9. Best Fit Logistic Regression Model Results with Veracity as Dependent Variable and Token Type, 

an Interaction of Proper Names/Unusual Orthography, and an Interaction of Review Polarity/Reviewer 

Gender as Independent Variables 

 Coefficient 

Estimate  

Standard 

Error  

z value Probability* 

Type: Speech 0.69465 0.33250 2.089 0.0367 * 

Type: Thought -0.09414 0.24160 -0.390 0.6968 

Proper Name: Yes -0.74323 0.31204 -2.382 0.0172 * 

Unusual Orthography: Yes -0.81175    0.38150 -2.128 0.0334 * 

Polarity: Negative -0.51950 0.46641 -1.114 0.2653 

Polarity: Positive -0.38304 0.35258 -1.086 0.2773 

Gender: Male -0.64179   0.53734 -1.194 0.2323 

Gender: Non-binary/Genderqueer 16.68316 2399.54476 0.007 0.9945 

Proper Name: Yes + 

Unusual Orthography: Yes  1.63685 0.79209 2.142 0.0322 * 

Polarity: Negative + Gender: Male -0.45503 0.82643 -0.551 0.5819 

Polarity: Positive + Gender: Male 0.32154 0.65799 0.489 0.6251 

Polarity: Negative +  

Gender: Non-binary/Genderqueer -0.19810 3393.46874 0.000 1.000 

Polarity: Positive + 

Gender: Non-binary/Genderqueer -33.40292 2585.56252 -0.013 0.9897 

Null deviance: 458.62  on 330  degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance: 428.87  on 318  degrees of freedom 

AIC: 454.87 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 15 

 

In this model, four variable levels of CS and CT token features (a token’s type as CS, the 

presence of tokens of CS and CT with proper names or unusual orthography, and the presence 

of a token of CS and CT with both a proper name and unusual orthography) were identified as 

significant at p < 0.05, with positive coefficient estimates showing these variables as increasing 

the log odds of veracity and negative coefficient estimates showing variables as increasing the 

log odds of deception. These findings therefore present mixed support for H1 and H2, as these 
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results suggest that a token’s type as CS increases the log odds of a review being truthful, yet 

also show that a token of either CS or CT with a proper name or unusual orthography 

increases the odds of deception, though the interaction between these two variables was also 

found as increasing the odds of a review being truthful (e.g. a token with both a proper name 

and unusual orthography acting as an indicator of veracity). These differences support H2 in 

that features of CS and CT related to their construction, animation, and context were found as 

significant variables for predicting veracity, though these differences were often opposite in 

direction to what was predicted (esp. for proper names and unusual orthography). Next, I 

summarize the findings of these inferential statistics before discussing how this study contributes 

to our understanding of the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework for these 

phenomena (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) and of how features of the construction, 

animation, and context of CS and CT appear in online hotel reviews. 

4.5.3 Summary 

  The best fit logistic regression models predicting veracity from independent variables of 

the amount, verbatimness, and features of construction, animation, and context of CS and CT 

provide mixed support for this study’s two hypotheses. Results of logistic regression models 

shown in Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 show that certain independent variables acted as significant 

predictors in the best fit model: token type, proper names, unusual orthography, and a 

reviewer’s gender. As both of the best fit models found that a token’s type as CS acted to 

increase the log odds of a review being truthful at a significance level of p < 0.05, these results 

support H1 and the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework that CS as a type of sensory 

information would be found more often in truthful accounts (Johnson & Raye, 1981). However, 
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the coefficient values of these best fit models also show that a token of both CS or CT with a 

proper name and unusual orthography significantly increases the log odds of a review being 

truthful (e.g. I recommend the [Hotel Illinois]!), while a token with either of these features alone 

(or in a review by a male gender reviewer as seen in the first best fit model of Table 4.8) would 

significantly increase the log odds of a review being deceptive. These results also illuminate 

some of the differences identified in the descriptive statistics of CS and CT tokens presented in 

Section 4.4, such as showing that proper names were significant indicators of deception for both 

CS and CT, potentially explained by how the research instrument allowed individuals to visit a 

hotel’s website before writing a deceptive review. Additionally, the differences in raw counts by 

review polarity and changes in truthful vs. deceptive reviews according to reviewer gender were 

also supported by the logistic regression models, with the results ultimately supporting the first 

and second hypotheses in this study by identifying how such features influence CS and CT as 

significant indicators of veracity and deception in truthful and deceptive elicited reviews. 

4.6 Discussion 

  In this chapter, I have extended research on linguistic cues as indicators of veracity and 

deception (Vrij, 2015; Burgoon, 2018) by performing a quantitative analysis of constructed 

speech (CS) and thought (CT) in 93 truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews. In Section 4.1, I 

introduced the research question guiding this chapter’s analysis: whether CS and CT differ in 

amount, verbatimness, or features pertaining to their construction, animation, or context in 

truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. In Section 4.1, I introduced my motivations driving 

this chapter’s two hypotheses: that CS appears more frequently in truthful reviews while CT 

appears more frequently in deceptive reviews and that CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive 
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reviews in terms of verbatimness and features related to their construction, animation, and 

context according to prior research in sociolinguistics (Buchstaller et al., 2010; Wikström, 2019) 

and studies of verbal veracity assessment tools (Vrij, 2015; Burgoon, 2018). I then presented 

theoretical justifications in Section 4.2 for the inclusion of these features of CS and CT in H2 by 

reviewing prior research from linguistics and deception detection. I explained my coding 

methodologies in Section 4.3 and the descriptive statistics and inferential statistics involving 

analysis of nine independent variables (token type, verbatimness, speaker/thinker identity, use 

of proper names, unusual orthography, review polarity, reviewer gender, reviewer 

familiarity with writing online reviews, and reviewer’s dialect background) as predictors of 

veracity as the dependent variable. 

  My chapter’s analysis first presented descriptive statistics in Section 4.4 that showed 

differences in amount (type) of CS vs. CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews (with more CT in 

deceptive reviews) in support of H1, identifying similarities in verbatimness and similarities and 

differences in features related to the construction, animation, and context of CS and CT in 

truthful vs. deceptive reviews. I found differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in terms of 

speaker/thinker identities, seen in more Other identities in truthful reviews and more Reader 

identities in CT in deceptive reviews, yet similar amounts of Self thinkers in both truthful and 

deceptive reviews did not support the predictions of H2 for this feature. I identified some 

differences in the introductory items used to construct speech or thought in terms of quotative 

verbs, with individuals constructing CS and CT with the four most frequently used verbs 

(recommend, say for CS and think, expect for CT) as a higher percentage of the amount of total 

tokens of CS and CT in truthful reviews than in deceptive reviews (suggesting that deceptive 
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reviews used more diverse introductory items in their tokens of CS and CT). The counts of 

proper names and unusual orthography also demonstrated differences, with more proper 

names in tokens of CS in deceptive reviews and more unusual orthography in both tokens of 

CS and CT in deceptive reviews. However, unsaid/unthought constructions appeared in the 

same amount of tokens (n=20) in both truthful and deceptive reviews, while quotation marks 

appeared in only six tokens from both truthful (n=4 tokens) and deceptive (n=2 tokens) reviews, 

leading me to exclude these features from my inferential statistics along with introductory 

items, as this feature had 55 values or levels due to many unique verb lemmas. 

  My analysis then reported results of two best fit logistic regression models in Section 4.5, 

demonstrating that the best fit model overall for with veracity as the dependent variable included 

the variables of token type as a single independent variable and two interactions as additional 

independent variables: proper names with unusual orthography and a review’s polarity with 

the reviewer’s gender. This model found that CS acted to increase the odds of a review being 

truthful at a significance level of p < 0.05, yet also found that tokens of both CS and CT with a 

proper name or unusual orthography were found to increase the odds of a review being 

deceptive (unless both of these two features were found in the same token, with this interaction 

of a proper name with unusual orthography in a token of CS or CT increasing the odds of a 

review being truthful) at a significance level of p < 0.05. Thus, this analysis found mixed results 

for whether the presence of a token of CS increases the odds of a review being truthful, as both 

best fit models found CS as increasing the odds of veracity yet also found that a token of either 

CS or CT increases the odds of a review being deceptive when considering certain features of 

that token (e.g. if it contained a proper name or unusual orthography or if the gender of its 
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reviewer was male). As a result, H1 and H2 were both partially supported by this statistical 

analysis (though H2’s predictions for the direction of difference were not supported for proper 

names and unusual orthography as increasing the odds of veracity, instead these features were 

found to increase the odds of deception for both CS and CT).  

  While the logistic regression models in this analysis reveal that several features of tokens 

of CS and CT act as independent variables predicting veracity and deception, some limitations in 

this study influence how we should interpret these results. Though two coders identified tokens 

of CS and CT separately with relatively high inter-rater agreement as measured by Cohen’s 

Kappa, disagreements in assigning coding values were resolved via discussion and thus could 

have been influenced by the bias of one reviewer in certain cases. Additional limitations of this 

study lie in how to interpret the results of the effects of moderators (Burgoon, 2018) acting as 

independent variables influencing these features’ ability to predict veracity, especially with 

regard to the findings regarding a token of CS or CT by a male gender reviewer as increasing the 

odds of a review being deceptive in the best fit model of Table 4.9. This finding does suggest 

that more in-depth research on individual differences (such as by gender) in considering 

linguistic indicators of deception is warranted, and these findings call for more research on the 

connection between CS and CT and the construction and animation features of proper names 

and unusual orthography in deception, as these two features were both predicted to be found 

more often in CS tokens from truthful reviews yet were found more often in deceptive reviews 

and as significant indicators of deception when used in a token of both CS and CT.  

  This chapter has extended research on online hotel reviews as rich sites for the 

exploration of linguistic indicators of deception (cf. Ott et al., 2011; Ott et al., 2013). The 
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findings of this analysis further extend our understanding of deceptive communication by 

providing some support for the implications of the predictions made by veracity assessment 

frameworks like Content-Based Criteria Analysis (Steller & Köhnken, 1989) and the Reality 

Monitoring (RM) framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981) (i.e. that CS generally indicates veracity). 

However, this study did not support the CBCA predictions that only direct CS indicates veracity 

(as the majority of tokens in both truthful and deceptive reviews were narrative reports) and that 

indications of mental processes would be characteristic of truthful reviews (as more CT tokens 

were identified in deceptive than truthful reviews, supporting the prediction of the Reality 

Monitoring framework for such processes). This chapter’s findings mostly support the prediction 

that more sensory details occur in truthful accounts (considering CS as a proxy for sound details) 

and that more cognitive processes in the forms of thoughts and reasonings occur in deceptive 

accounts (considering CT as a proxy for cognitive processes). However, some differences in the 

features of CS and CT complicate these predictions, as seen in how construction and animation 

features of CS and CT tokens (e.g. proper names and unusual orthography) could also fall 

into the category of unique sensory details, a type of content that has been found to act as an 

indicator of veracity in other studies of deception in written statements (cf. Adams & Jarvis, 

2006). The current study found that these features instead increased the odds of a review being 

deceptive if in a token of either CS or CT, which for proper names perhaps may be explained 

by the design of the research instrument that supplied the names and locations of hotels in 

website links accessed before participants fabricated a review. Overall, the analysis of this 

chapter supports using concepts from interactional sociolinguistics to examine predictions from 

the field of deception detection in the context of online hotel reviews, as CS and CT provide a 
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way to for analysts to map predictions for details as general indicators of veracity (such as 

sensory information) to specific linguistic features (e.g. CS in the current study). As I explore in 

the following two chapters, qualitative analyses of the functions of CS and CT in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews and of the use of CS and CT in evoking underlying expectations for a hotel 

visit may provide additional explanations for this chapter’s mixed findings regarding differences 

in the amount and construction, animation, and contextual features of CS and CT in truthful vs. 

deceptive online hotel reviews. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONS OF CONSTRUCTED SPEECH AND THOUGHT IN 

TRUTHFUL VS. DECEPTIVE ONLINE HOTEL REVIEWS 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 In Chapter Four’s quantitative analysis of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) in 

truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews elicited from U.S. undergraduates, I found mixed 

results for CS as an indicator of veracity in that construction and animation features resulted in 

both CS and CT acting as indicators of deception. Specifically, a token of CS and a token of 

either CS or CT with a proper name and unusual orthography (e.g. I said the [Hotel NY] was 

great!) were found to increase the likelihood of a review’s being truthful at p < 0.05; conversely, 

a token of either CS or CT with a proper name or unusual orthography alone was found to 

significantly increase the likelihood of a review’s being deceptive at p < 0.05. Chapter Four’s 

analysis partially supported the hypothesis that CS appears more commonly in truthful reviews 

while CT appears more commonly in deceptive reviews, as well as offering support for the 

hypothesis that CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews differ according to features of their 

construction (for proper names) and animation (for unusual orthography). In this chapter, I 

build on these observed quantitative differences via a mixed quantitative and qualitative analysis 

of the functions of CS and CT in context that focuses on the following research question:  

RQ2: Are CS and CT used for different narrative functions in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews?  

With this question, I examine how consideration of narrative functions of CS and CT influence 

the predictions of verbal veracity assessment tools (Vrij, 2015) that are based on linguistic form 

rather than function. Specifically, I draw on research by Bamberg & Georgakopoulou (2008) and 

Vásquez (2012) in considering reviews as small stories, or narrative-like accounts of personal 
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experience (in this case, of a hotel visit). In small stories and narrative contexts, individuals use 

linguistic functions in an interactional “storytelling world” from their perspective as a narrator 

and in a “story world” describing the events of their narrative (Tannen, 1986; Davies & Harré, 

1990; Bamberg, 1997; De Fina, 2003). While the Reality Monitoring framework does not predict 

whether CS or CT with these functions would be more or less likely to appear in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews, I suggest that CS and CT functioning in the story world would likely provide 

sensory details in line with the framework’s prediction for truthful accounts (Johnson & Raye, 

1981; Vrij, 2015). I also predict that CS and CT functioning in the storytelling world to reference 

responses from an imagined audience would likely reflect cognitive operations that are predicted 

to occur more often in deceptive accounts. Following previous research from narrative analysis 

on the use of CS and CT in story world vs. storytelling contexts (Labov, 1972; Tannen, 1986; 

Schiffrin, 1996; De Fina, 2003) and these predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981), this strand’s analysis thus assesses the following hypothesis:  

H1: Truthful reviews contain more CS and CT with story world functions while 

deceptive reviews contain more CS and CT with storytelling world functions. 

In testing this hypothesis, I compare three main functions of CS and CT that arose during 

iterative readings of reviews and coding of tokens, listed in order from most common to least 

common in the data: CS and CT as 1) embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972), 2) as metadiscourse 

(following Vásquez [2015a]), and 3) as affectively keying a review (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 

2007). As described in Chapter Three, I defined CS and CT as embedded evaluation if a token 

preserved dramatic continuity of the story world, seen in tokens with verb clauses in the past 

tense depicting speech or thought events and simultaneously evaluating a location, object, or 
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figure encountered during the events of a hotel visit (Labov, 1972; Davies & Harré, 1990; De 

Fina, 2003). I defined CS and CT as metadiscourse (following Vásquez 2015a) when it was used 

to involve readers, express solidarity, or anticipate and respond to an imagined dialogue with an 

audience (cf. Hylund, 2005). I identified this function in tokens with second-person address, 

imperatives, formulaic expressions like let me tell you, and present or future tense constructions 

of speech or thought events outside of the story world context (e.g. I recommend the pesto pasta; 

I would consider staying again) that implicitly construct the current perspective of the individual 

as a reviewer in the storytelling world. Finally, I defined CS and CT as setting the emotional tone 

or affectively keying a review (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007), identified by the use of CS or 

CT in a sentence or clause with past or present tense verbs evaluating a hotel visit or overall 

experience from the storytelling or reviewer’s perspective (often with lexical items expressing 

affect or emotion) (Vásquez, 2015a). 

My focus in this chapter is on eight pairs of reviews from the overall data set of 93 pairs 

of reviews, with the selection of these pairs motivated by the previous chapter’s findings of CS 

and CT in both truthful and deceptive reviews. In what follows, I first review previous research 

on the functions of CS and CT from conversational and online contexts in general and in online 

hotel reviews from TripAdvisor.com in particular (Section 5.2). Next, I review my coding 

process for identifying the three main functions in the data described above, as well as how the 

eight pairs of reviews were chosen to illustrate these functions based on a quantitative 

assessment of these functions in the 93 pairs of reviews (Section 5.3). I then identify how many 

truthful and deceptive reviews contain CS or CT with these functions, presenting a quantitative 

summary of how CS and CT are used both to provide sensory information and to build 
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involvement (Tannen, 2007) or connect with the reader by guiding their evaluation of the 

reviewer’s experience (cf. Haakana, 2007) (Section 5.4). I continue with an analysis illustrating 

the three main functions using eight pairs of reviews by different individuals (Section 5.5). This 

analysis first examines the use of CS or CT as embedded evaluation in two pairs of reviews, 

revealing how tokens of CS and CT in narrative-like reviews contribute to narrative structures 

like Orientation or Complicating Action and communicate a reviewer’s overall point without 

breaking the dramatic continuity of the narrative (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Labov, 1972). 

I then analyze four more pairs of reviews by reviewers who use CS and CT as metadiscourse, 

showing how forms of CS and CT with second-person address, formulaic language, and 

references to events outside of a narrator’s hotel visit appeal for a reader’s continued interest by 

marking a text as “speech like” and acting as a way to anticipate an audience’s potential 

criticisms or needs (Vásquez, 2015a, p. 35). I end this section by using three individual pairs of 

reviews to show how CT is often used with past tense verbs proper names to set an overall 

emotional tone or affective key that encapsulates a reviewer’s reaction to a hotel experience 

(Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007). Finally, I summarize the chapter’s findings (Section 5.6), 

showing how my analysis reveals differences in the use of CS and CT for story world and 

storytelling functions in general, as well as how H1 was not supported in that CS and CT acted 

more often as embedded evaluation (from the story world perspective) in deceptive reviews. 

5.2 Theoretical Background 

5.2.1 Narrative Studies of Deception Detection 

As described in Chapter Two, investigations of “verbal veracity assessment tools” 

(different linguistic criteria indicating veracity or deception) (Vrij, 2015) have often used word- 
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counting software to map and count lexical and syntactic features as potential indicators (Bond & 

Lee, 2005), occasionally identifying semantic features indicating sensory information via 

dictionaries (Burgoon, 2018, p. 605).  However, several studies have applied understandings of 

narrative to deception detection by investigating the structure and content of truthful vs. 

deceptive accounts, especially with regard to true and false witness statements and confessions. 

Investigating predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework and other approaches to 

deception detection in written statements to police, Adams & Jarvis (2006, p. 1) explicitly note 

the lack of focus on narrative in law enforcement approaches to deception, with their study 

finding the most significant indicator of deception was the length of statement prologues (with 

longer prologues increasing the odds of deception) (p. 15). Another example is in a more recent 

study by Lowrey and Ray (2015) on the language of true and false confession narratives, as their 

qualitative analysis considers Labov’s (1972) framework of evaluation to examine the 

construction of blame in truthful vs. false confession narratives (Lowrey & Ray, 2015, p. 283). 

By identifying differences at the discourse level such as how false narratives focused on the 

motive for a crime (p. 295), Lowrey and Ray demonstrate the potential of discourse and narrative 

analysis to shed light on differences in discourse features (such as constructed dialogue) as 

potential indicators of veracity or deception. Other than Adams and Jarvis’ (2006) study 

considering direct constructed speech (CS) as a potential indicator of veracity in witness 

statements to police and Lowrey and Ray’s (2015) examination of the role of CS as evaluation in 

confessions, few studies of deception detection have specifically focused on forms of constructed 

dialogue exclusively as an indicator of veracity. The findings of Chapter Four found CS as 

significantly increasing the odds of a truthful review, yet this quantitative analysis also found 
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that CS and CT with a proper name or unusual orthography as significantly increasing the 

odds of a review being deceptive. By examining whether CS and CT with functions in the 

storytelling world occur more often in deceptive reviews, the current study explores whether the 

findings of Chapter Four relate to the functions of CS and CT in a story world vs. storytelling 

context. 

5.2.2 Research on Functions of Constructed Speech and Thought 

A canonical understanding of narratives treats both CS and CT as resources by which a 

storyteller signals the “point” of a narrative to the listener (Labov, 1972, p. 370) – in other 

words, as a means of evaluation. Labov distinguishes between the degree that evaluation 

preserves dramatic continuity or breaks the “flow” of a narrative (p. 372), giving examples of CS 

and CT as “internally evaluating” the events of a narrative, with skilled storytellers using their 

own speech or thought or that of other characters in a story to “embed” their evaluation (and thus 

preserve dramatic continuity) in the events being described (p. 372). An example would be a 

narrator saying I said to myself, “My God, she’s dead!” (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997], p. 35) 

to signal the climatic ending of their narrative while highlighting their own embedded evaluation 

(extreme surprise) as a participant in those past events. He characterizes external evaluation, on 

the other hand, as when a narrator interrupts a narrative to provide commentary on the events 

from the perspective of the current moment (Labov, 1972, p. 371), such as You know, in cases 

like this, it’s clear that she was likely as not dead (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997], p. 35) (with 

the you know constructing the thought of that narrator’s audience). This suggests that CS and CT 

can provide evaluation by quoting speech or thought in the storytelling context (i.e. constructing 

this speech or thought in the moment of writing as in I recommend the [Hotel Illinois] or as 
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voiced by people also outside the context of their hotel visit as in People think this hotel is 

great). In spoken conversation, this storytelling world is relatively easy to detect as narrators 

directly refer to their audience with second-person shifts, questions, and other forms of address. 

Notably, these forms of addressivity also occur in online contexts, with Vásquez (2015a) citing 

this perspective in reviewer’s using CS or CT in imperatives or with present tense verbs (e.g. 

Please keep in mind that this is a historic hotel). Schiffrin (1996) draws on work by Tannen 

(1986), Davies & Harré (1990), and Linde (1993) in proposing that such external evaluation 

takes place in an “interactional world” wherein the storytelling is taking place while internal 

evaluation takes place in a “story world” wherein different characters and identities are presented 

by the narrator (p. 198). These studies thus show that CS and CT can operate as evaluation in 

two ways – internally, as a way to maintain dramatic continuity in a story world, and externally, 

as a way of voicing speech or thought from the perspective of the storytelling world referencing 

the interaction at hand (Tannen, 1986; Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003).  

The most prolific linguistic work on CS and CT in online consumer reviews has been by 

Camilla Vásquez (2011; 2012; 2014; 2015a; 2015b) in her studies of TripAdvisor.com reviews. 

In a study examining CS and CT as narrative-like elements in 100 negative TripAdvisor.com 

reviews, Vásquez (2012, p. 117-118) identifies how changes in deictic shifts (seen in the change 

from he just shrugged…But the terror continues at check in, where you are left standing ignored 

for another half hour…) act to “move uniquely- and subjectively-experienced events to a broader 

level of shared experience.” Classifying 100 negative TripAdvisor.com reviews as “small 

stories,” Vásquez (2012) notes that TripAdvisor.com reviews often include “interactions and 

communications with hotel staff” as part of their Complicating Action (p. 112), demonstrating 
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that these interactions usually contained temporally-based, sequential forms of CS. Vásquez 

emphasizes that a review’s Complicating Action can be built up entirely of such a “dialogic 

exchange,” giving the example of one review that consisted largely of the “representation of an 

extended conversation that took place between the reviewer, her husband and the hotel staff” (p. 

115). Additionally, Vásquez finds a similar use of CT in these reviews, arguing that “represented 

mental states” build involvement between reviewers and readers as CT “serves as a metaphorical 

way of granting readers privileged access to the internal workings of the mind of the reviewer” 

(p. 115). In a later study of involvement features in 1000 online reviews from a variety of 

websites, Vásquez (2015a) found that reviewers adopted features like imperatives, forms of 

second-person address, and appeals to readers’ interest via text marked as “speech like” (e.g. 

What can I say…) as resources to “engage and connect” with unknown audiences via such 

“interactive metadiscourse” (p. 35). As Vásquez’s research has identified how the use of CS and 

CT forges a relational connection between reviewer and audience (2012, p. 115), I follow her 

terminology in characterizing CS and CT as metadiscourse when these phenomena serve as a 

type of external evaluation, with these connections to the audience occurring as part of the 

reviewer’s (or storytelling) perspective when used to comment on speech or thought as if in a 

face-to-face interaction (e.g. Let me tell you about the rooms or in formulaic uses like I reserved 

the room without giving it a second thought). 

CS has been relatively well-investigated in sociolinguistic research as a resource for the 

presentation of self and others in spoken and written interaction, further motivating the second 

hypothesis of this chapter. Studies on CS in everyday conversation suggest that one major use of 

this linguistic strategy may be to create involvement, or the “internal, even emotional connection 
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individuals feel which binds them to other people as well as to places, things, activities, ideas, 

memories, and words” (Tannen, 2007, p. 27). Researchers have also found that CS is one way 

that participants evoke or perform an evolving sense of self in conversation. Examining the 

relation between language and identity, Ochs and Capps (1996, p. 22) note that “as narratives 

reach out to tap a preexisting identity, they construct a fluid, evolving identity-in-the-making.” In 

their view of narrative as the interface between a continually-evolving self and society, Ochs and 

Capps portray CS as one means to “join narrators and listener/readers with historical 

communities” as “voices of the past enter into narrated experience in the form of reported 

speech, words, idioms, and narrative style” (p. 31). In other words, they identify CS as a key 

feature for not only building relationships between speakers and hearers, but as a way for 

individuals to connect to other identities or individuals across time. As this use of CS or CT 

potentially reflects the speaker’s thoughts or reasonings about their audience, this chapter’s 

hypothesis predicts that such involvement functions (including CS and CT as metadiscourse) 

occur more often in deceptive reviews.  

Despite the abundance of research on the role of CS in spoken and written contexts, 

thought as a phenomenon distinct from speech has been mostly studied from the perspective of 

Conversation Analysis (Holt & Clift, 2007). In her examination of the use of CS and CT in non-

narrative contexts, Couper-Kuhlen (2007, p. 103) finds that “quite regularly it is a speaker’s 

thinking (rather than their speech) which is quoted in conjunction with accounting for 

dispreferred or disaffiliative actions.” In other words, Couper-Kuhlen’s research shows that 

speakers construct either past thoughts (those produced as part of the narrative’s recounting of 

past events) or habitual thoughts (those produced in the storytelling context) to illustrate why 
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they made a certain dispreferred decision (pp. 105-106). In the same volume on CA approaches 

to spoken CS and CT edited by Holt and Clift (2007), Haakana (2007, p. 151) explicitly argues 

that “thought deserves attention on its own,” for its functions that are not the same as those for 

speech. Haakana uses complaint stories in Finnish to demonstrate that CT acts as a device for 

narrators to evaluate events and actions of the other – or antagonists – in complaint narratives, 

thus guiding “the recipient in evaluating the story-in-progress” (2007, p. 153). In an analysis of a 

speaker producing a complaint, Haakana further reveals that CT “not only shows what happened 

in the situation” but also how the speaker interpreted it, thus giving “the recipient access to the 

affective keying of the story” (p. 169), with keying referring to the process of transforming a 

meaningful activity into something patterned on the original activity yet different (Goffman, 

1974, pp. 43-44). In Haakana’s (2007) study and this dissertation, “affective key” refers to a 

narrator’s emotional tone or perspective on their narrative, with affective keying referring to the 

conventions used by a narrator to set this emotional tone. More recently, Kim (2014) has 

explored the role of CT in meaning-making in Korean conversation. She finds that direct CT 

(e.g. I thought, “what?”) “does not simply function to reflect the isolated private thoughts of an 

individual but serves as an interactional resource for participants to share their values and 

perspectives through reenactment” (p. 259). Kim’s findings further suggest that speakers often 

reenact “a prior thought to show how the speaker’s current stance originated” (2014, p. 259). As 

this research suggests that such cognitive operations are closely related to the function of 

affectively keying a review, this chapter’s hypothesis was motivated to predict that both CS and 

CT with this function would appear more often in deceptive reviews. Next, I describe the data 

and methods used in this chapter’s analysis to compare functions occurring in the story world of 
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a reviewer’s hotel visit (i.e. via CS and CT as embedded evaluation) to functions of CS and CT 

occurring from a reviewer’s perspective in the storytelling world (i.e. via CS and CT as 

metadiscourse or affective keying). 

5.3 Data and Methods 

 In this chapter’s analysis, I focus on eight of the 93 pairs of reviews written by 

undergraduates raised in the United States where at least one review (either truthful or deceptive) 

featured at least one token of either CS or CT. Following Herring’s (2004) methods for 

computer-mediated discourse analysis, this chapter’s approach consists of “language-focused 

content analysis” in the form of qualitative observations of phenomena in samples of text and 

quantitative summaries made by coding and counting phenomena (p. 343). Specifically, I use 

systematic methods from the study of talk-in-interaction (Holt & Clift, 2007) and previous 

studies of online reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a) to examine functions of CS and CT in online 

hotel reviews. I follow Vásquez (2012; 2015b) in classifying all reviews as small stories despite 

how some reviews are organized as list of descriptions of hotel features, as I consider these lists 

as conveying a sense of personal experience and temporality that hints at a narrative-like 

sequence of events. Three functions of CS and CT – as embedded evaluation, metadiscourse, and 

affective keying – emerged in the data as seen in patterns in linguistic features (i.e. verb tense, 

objects of evaluation, use of formulaic expressions or lexical items expressing affect) in 

sentences or clauses containing CS or CT. These patterns were identified by two coders (myself 

and an undergraduate research assistant) while examining individual tokens of CS or CT in the 

context of their review. For embedded evaluation, we relied on Labov’s (1972) examples of CS 

or CT conveying a narrator’s point while preserving the dramatic continuity of the narrative, 
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identifying this function in the use of speech or thought serving as an event as part of a hotel visit 

(e.g. I argued with the front desk or We expected the room to be smaller) often signaled via a past 

tense verb or temporal juncture separating the sentence/clause from other narrative clauses in a 

review (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]). In other words, tokens were identified as embedded 

evaluation if the token of CS or CT evaluated a specific part of a hotel visit (an object, place, or 

figure) without breaking the dramatic continuity of events relating the story world of their visit 

(Davies & Harré, 1990; Schiffrin, 1996; De Fina, 2003). Examples of this function of CS and CT 

to evaluate a location, “figure” or narrative character (Goffman, 1981), or object encountered in 

the story world of a hotel visit include The staff were so friendly and helpful in offering 

recommendations for CS and The bed was filthy with dirt and dust looked like it had been 

forgotten about by the cleaner for CT. The use of CS or CT as metadiscourse to maintain the 

reader’s attention was identified via the use of imperatives, forms of second-person address, and 

appeals to readers’ interest via text marked as “speech like” (Vásquez, 2015a, p. 35), seen in the 

idiomatic or formulaic use of CS in As they say the people make the place or in speech act verbs 

explicitly referencing the reviewer’s perspective from the storytelling world in I would highly 

recommend staying at this hotel. Finally, in the course of iterative readings of reviews and 

tokens, CS or CT for affective keying (Goffman, 1974) of a review was identified if the use of CS 

or CT with modifiers signaled a review’s emotional tone in evaluating a hotel visit or experience 

overall by breaking the dramatic continuity of events, seen in [Hotel 5 Star] did not deliver on 

what it promised it would for CS and I cannot think of a better spot for vacationers or 

businessmen looking for a luxurious and elegant hotel experience for CT. Similar to CS or CT as 

metadiscourse, this function of CS or CT for affective keying displays the perspective of the 
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reviewer as a former guest in the storytelling world and often features lexical items guiding the 

reader in how to evaluate the reviewer’s hotel visit (seen in the use of promised and better spot in 

the two examples above). Each token of CS or CT from truthful and deceptive reviews was 

coded with a function to estimate the quantitative differences in these functions, though some 

tokens were coded with more than one function due to the “polysemous” and “ambiguous” 

nature of linguistic strategies (Tannen, 1993), meaning that some of these tokens performed 

more than one function at the same time. An example can be seen in I was very satisfied by 

[Hotel New York]’s service, especially considering their low nightly rates, with this token of CT 

acting as both metadiscourse and affective keying of the review, as I further discuss in Section 

5.6. 

Eight pairs of reviews by different U.S. undergraduate students were selected as  

representative examples to illustrate patterns in how reviewers used functions of CS and CT in 

their truthful vs. deceptive reviews based on the analysis of Chapter Four as part of the recursive 

Explanatory Design of my study (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). These eight pairs of reviews 

were chosen by the coders based on the presence of functions of CS and CT in the data identified 

during the quantitative analysis, with these reviews further highlighting how differences in 

features of the construction, animation, and context of CS and CT compare with the functions of 

CS and CT used in these truthful vs. deceptive reviews. In presenting example pairs of reviews 

featuring these functions, I list the reviewer’s self-identified gender, age, and geographic 

residence age 5-18, further noting whether their truthful and deceptive reviews were of positive, 

negative, or mixed polarity. In addition to adding line numbers, I pseudonymize the names of 

any hotels, locations, or individuals with []. I do not otherwise alter the text of a review except 
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for using the symbol “→” to demonstrate that a sentence or complete clause (according to 

participant’s orthography) continues over two lines. Next, I summarize the frequencies of the 

three functions of CS and CT tokens before presenting these representative pairs of reviews to 

illustrate functional differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. 

5.4 Summary of Functions of Constructed Speech and Thought in Truthful and Deceptive 

Reviews 

The three major functions identified in tokens of CS and CT in the data largely match 

previous findings on the interactional uses of these phenomena from conversation analysis 

(Haakana, 2007), narrative and discourse analysis (Labov, 1972; Tannen, 2007), and the genre of 

online hotel reviews specifically (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a). As in this prior research, CS and CT 

were found to act as embedded evaluation of events in the “story world” of a hotel visit and as 

speech-like metadiscourse or as affectively keying a review in ways reflecting the storytelling or 

reviewer perspective (Davies & Harré, 1990; Schiffrin, 1996; De Fina, 2003). As I mention in 

Section 5.3, the two coders identified tokens of CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews as 

performing more than one function due to the polysemous and ambiguous nature of these 

linguistic strategies (Tannen, 1993). Although I acknowledge this lack of precision as a 

limitation on my quantitative summary of these functions, only seven tokens in each set of 

reviews (14 total) were coded with multiple functions, resulting in a percentage greater than 

100% for total tokens of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in the following table for 

CS and CT (as I discuss in Section 5.6). Table 5.1 displays the raw frequencies of CS and CT 

tokens for each function and the frequencies of each function as a percentage of the total amount 

of CS or CT tokens in each set of 93 truthful or deceptive reviews (shown in parentheses): 
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Table 5.1. Frequency of CS and CT Functions in Tokens from Truthful vs. Deceptive Online Hotel Reviews 

 Embedded  

Evaluation 

Metadiscourse  Affective Keying 

 

In Constructed Speech in Truthful 

Reviews: 

54/106 (50.9%) 53/106 (50%) 8/106 (7.5%) 

In Constructed Thought in Truthful 

Reviews: 

35/55 (63.6%) 13/55 (23.6%) 24/55 (43.6%) 

In Total Tokens of CS and CT in 

Truthful Reviews: 

89/161 (55.3%) 66/161 (41%) 32/161 (19.9%) 

In Constructed Speech in Deceptive 

Reviews: 

59/105 (61.9%) 51/105 (48.6%) 2/105 (1.9%) 

In Constructed Thought in Deceptive 

Reviews: 

51/64 (79.7%) 19/64 (29.7%) 23/64 (35.9%) 

In Total Tokens of CS and CT in 

Deceptive Reviews: 

110/169 (65.1%) 70/169 (41.4%) 25/169 (14.8%) 

 

Table 5.1 indicates that the most common function of CS in both truthful and deceptive reviews 

was as embedded evaluation, with more tokens of CS and CT with this function as a percentage 

of total CS and CT tokens found in deceptive reviews (with 72.4%) than in truthful reviews (with 

55.9%). While the function of CS and CT as metadiscourse was found slightly more frequently 

in deceptive reviews than in truthful reviews (in 42.4% of total CS and CT tokens compared to 

40.4% of CS and CT tokens), the function of CS and CT as affectively keying a review was found 

more frequently in truthful reviews than in deceptive reviews (in 20.6% of total CS and CT 

tokens compared to 14.8% of total CS and CT tokens). Interestingly, with the exception of the 

use of CT for affectively keying a review, CT was used more frequently in deceptive reviews 

than truthful reviews for the two other functions, especially when functioning as embedded 

evaluation (in 34.1% of CT tokens compared to 22.4% of CT tokens). Thus, this summary only 

partially supports H1’s prediction by showing that reviewers use CS and CT more often for 
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affective keying in deceptive reviews, instead finding that individuals used CS and CT more 

often as embedded evaluation in 72.4% of CS and CT tokens from deceptive reviews compared 

to 55.9% of CS and CT tokens from truthful reviews.  

In what follows, I analyze the use of CS or CT as embedded evaluation in four pairs of 

reviews, showing how these tokens maintain the dramatic continuity of their narrative (Labov & 

Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Labov, 1972). I then analyze three individual pairs of reviews with forms 

of CS and CT as metadiscourse that appeal to the reader’s continued interest (Vásquez, 2015a, p. 

35), showing how CT in deceptive reviews featured imperatives and deictic shifts to forms of 

second-person address as a way to soften a reviewer’s criticisms or to address potential needs of 

readers. I end this section by analyzing three more individual pairs of reviews to illustrate how 

CT is used more often than CS to set an overall emotional tone by affectively keying a review 

from the storytelling world to encapsulate a reviewer’s reaction to a hotel (Goffman, 1974; 

Haakana, 2007), with the last pair of reviews also highlighting how some reviewers used CS and 

CT much more frequently in one or both reviews than other participants in the dataset. 

Throughout this analysis, I investigate H1 to illuminate how CS and CT are used for different 

functions in truthful vs. deceptive reviews and compare how individuals use CS and CT in light 

of the differences in the features identified in Chapter Four’s quantitative analysis. 

5.5 Functions of Constructed Speech and Thought in Online Hotel Reviews   

The Reality Monitoring verbal veracity assessment framework does not directly address 

the narrative functions examined in this chapter; instead, it predicts two aspects of truthful and 

deceptive accounts relevant to these functions. The first is that sensory (perceptual) information 

(i.e. details related to touch, taste, sight, smell, or hearing) indicates veracity (Johnson & Raye, 
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1981; Vrij, 2015). The framework justifies this prediction by arguing that real (as opposed to 

imagined or deceptive) memories are obtained through perceptual processes involving details 

like smell, touch, “visual details,” and “details of sound” (Vrij, 2015, p. 15). Secondly, this 

framework predicts that cognitive operations in the forms of “thoughts and reasonings” are 

produced as part of fabricating a memory (Vrij, 2015, p. 15; Nahari, 2018), resulting in a greater 

amount of descriptions of “inferences/opinions made at the time of an event” in deceptive 

accounts (p. 17). Consequently, Chapter Four’s analysis assumed that sensory details and 

cognitive operations are characteristics of CS and CT while investigating the predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework, finding mixed results for considering these as indicators of 

veracity or deception. Thus, the current analysis considers whether CS and CT function on two 

other levels – within the story world of a hotel visit as embedded evaluation to involve the reader 

and signal the reviewer’s point and from the storytelling world of a reviewer’s perspective as 

metadiscourse or as affectively keying a review to recruit and maintain a reader’s interest. 

In the following analysis, I investigate the research question of this chapter 

regarding whether CS and CT have different functions in truthful vs. deceptive online reviews. I 

consider whether these functions of CS and CT further illuminate the quantitative differences 

(and similarities) observed in Chapter Four across truthful vs. deceptive reviews in the features 

of construction, animation, and context associated with CS and CT (i.e. for type as CS as an 

indicator of veracity and the presence of proper names or unusual orthography as indicators of 

deception). In each subsection below, pairs of reviews act as representative examples of certain 

functions and demonstrate consistent differences in how multiple individuals used similar 

linguistic features to express the functions of a CS or CT token in their deceptive reviews when 
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compared to their truthful reviews. The qualitative examination of these tokens in context thus 

does not support this chapter’s hypothesis by finding CT acting more often as embedded 

evaluation in deceptive reviews, as I next describe.  

5.5.1 Constructed Speech and Thought as Embedded Evaluation 

The Reality Monitoring framework does not directly address what functions constructed 

speech (CS) and thought (CT) should exhibit in truthful vs. deceptive reviews; instead, this 

framework characterizes perceptual details (including forms of CS) as more likely to occur in 

truthful memories and cognitive operations (which I propose are seen in CT) as details produced 

in the fabrication of false memories (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). This chapter’s 

hypothesis draws on implications of the Reality Monitoring framework that truthful memories 

contain more accounts of interactions (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015) by proposing that CS 

and CT as embedded evaluation appear more often in truthful than deceptive reviews. As 

described in Section 5.4, coding each token of CS and CT for functions identified the most 

common function of CS and CT as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972), with CS and CT n 

clauses containing temporal junctures in truthful and deceptive reviews frequently used to signal 

the overall point of a review while maintaining the dramatic continuity of the events being 

described. Often, this function was identified via the use of narrative reports of CS as seen in My 

friends raved about this hotel and We asked about new towels at the desk (with these 

constructions implying that a reviewer constructed these speech events as occurring as events 

occurring during their hotel visit as part of the Orientation or Complicating Action sections of a 

narrative, using Labov’s [1972] terminology). Labov (1972) originally conceived of embedded 

evaluation as the use of direct quotation by narrators of themselves or others in ways that 
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revealed a narrative’s overall point (Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997], Labov, 1972 p. 372). 

However, this study’s more expansive understanding considers how less verbatim forms of CS 

and CT (e.g. CS or CT as narrative reports) act in evaluating specific aspects of a hotel visit’s 

story world (Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003), such as a hotel’s location, figures (Goffman, 

1981), or objects/props encountered during a hotel visit. In this section, I explore how both CS 

and CT were used to evaluate interactions with these aspects of a reviewer’s hotel visit, as CT 

occurring with this function was found more often in individuals’ deceptive reviews than truthful 

reviews opposite to the prediction of this chapter’s hypothesis. 

In this first example of a pair of reviews by a female 18-year-old undergraduate student 

raised in Maryland, this reviewer organizes both reviews as lists of descriptions evoking a 

narrative in their sense of personal experience and temporality. She uses narrative reports of CS 

as embedded evaluation of hotel staff figures in her truthful review, yet she uses narrative 

reports of CT in her deceptive review as embedded evaluation of hotel staff figures and 

additional hotel props/objects not mentioned in her truthful review’s story world (NB: tokens of 

CS are represented in bold while tokens of CT are underlined): 

Example 1: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 18, raised in Maryland 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) The [Resort] was a beautiful resort in an incredible location. The food and drink being all-inclusive→  

2) was a huge plus. The service was very friendly and lively; I talked to several waiters and→  

3) managers at the restaurants, bartenders, and housekeeping staff, and they were all very open→ 

4) to making easy conversation. The rooms were very clean and spacious, and had an incredible view.  

5) There were always events going on during my stay--whether it was an oceanside barbecue, dance→  

6) lessons on the beach, or a bubble party in the pool. Even when it was raining outside, the indoor→  

7) parties by the bar were very entertaining. Overall, a very great stay! 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

8) For only $25 per night, the [Hotel NY] was amazing. The Continental Breakfast was surprisingly→  

9) satisfying--the fruit and yogurt were fresh, the bagels toasted well, and the pastries very filling. The→ 
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10) wi-fi was slow at times, but wasn't necessarily a huge inconvenience. The fact that it was located→  

11) right in the heart of [NY Landmark] was a huge benefit and make it so convenient to explore→  

12) during my trip. The staff was attentive and friendly, which I very much appreciated. Overall, I was→  

13) very satisfied by [Hotel NY]'s service, especially considering their low nightly rates. 

 

In her truthful review, the reviewer uses two tokens of CS in the same sentence to describe 

events from the story world of her hotel visit, relating how she talked to several waiters in lines 

2-3 and evaluating these figures of the hotel staff positively in how they were open to making 

easy conversation in lines 3-4 (with talked and conversation serving as the lexical items 

identifying these as narrative reports of CS). Rather than using CS or CT to provide other events 

separated via temporal junctures from the CS in lines 2-4, this reviewer uses additional 

descriptions to evaluate her visit and concludes with Overall, a very great stay in line 7 to 

emphasize her appreciation of the hotel in this positive polarity review.  

 This individual’s deceptive review contains two uses of CT as embedded evaluation, 

identified via the use of thought to evaluate elements within the hotel visit story world in lines 8-

9 (with the phrase surprisingly satisfying used to evaluate her experience with the Continental 

Breakfast) and in line 12 (with the verb appreciated showing her thoughts regarding interactions 

with the hotel staff). In lines 12-13, this reviewer uses two additional narrative reports of CT 

signaled by lexical items referring to her mental state at the time of her visit, with the first acting 

as embedded evaluation of the hotel staff in in I was very satisfied by [Hotel NY]’s service and 

the second functioning as metadiscourse from her perspective as a reviewer in the storytelling 

context with considering their low nightly rates. The pair of reviews in Example 1 thus only 

partially support H1, as this individual uses CS in her truthful review and CT in her deceptive 

review for embedded evaluation of the story world of her hotel visits, while H1 predicts that 

more tokens of CS and CT with this function would be used in her truthful review than in her 
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deceptive review. 

In the second pair of reviews illustrating this function, a 26-year-old female 

undergraduate student raised in California uses CT for embedded evaluation in both of her 

reviews, thus not supporting this chapter’s hypothesis. As shown in Example 2, this reviewer 

uses CT as a means of evaluating specific aspects of the story world of her actual hotel visit (the 

cleanliness of the rooms) and of aspects of the story world of a fabricated hotel visit (e.g. by 

relating what led her to begin her hotel visit at the [Hotel New York]): 

Example 2: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 26, raised in California 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) Great service, easy check in and out. I have stayed here multiple times and would return. The front→  

2) desk clerk was really patient and helpful despite having a large and complicated reservation.  

3) They provided extra amenities as well. The rooms were clean and as expected for the price. The only→ 

4) downside was no breakfast at all, only limited tea and coffee. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

5) Not knowing anyone from New York, we picked this hotel based off the location and positive→  

6) reviews we found online. It did not disappoint. Despite being in a close (and convenient) location→  

7) to [NY Landmark], the hotel maintained a relaxing atmosphere with helpful staff and plenty of→  

8) included amenities. While the petite room didn't have much of a view, it turned out to be a great way→  

9) to disconnect from the business of the city. The room was clean with comfortable beds and plenty of→  

10) extra towels and blankets. Overall a great experience, would definitely return (the evening cheese→  

11) and wine didn't hurt either) 

 

In her truthful review, in lines 1-2 this reviewer describes a speech interaction at the first stage of 

her visit with a narrative report of CS of hotel staff figures in the front desk clerk was really 

patient and helpful despite having a large and complicated reservation, with this CS evaluating 

the staff positively. In line 3, she uses a narrative report of CT in the rooms were clean and as 

expected for the price as embedded evaluation occurring in the story world of her visit, with CT 

here serving to refer to this reviewer’s reasonings during her visit when encountering one aspect 

of her hotel stay – the hotel’s rooms – without breaking the dramatic continuity of her review. 
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 In her deceptive review, the same reviewer begins with a narrative report of CT with Not 

knowing anyone from New York, using this phrase to introduce her narrative about staying at the 

[Hotel New York]. This token of CT was identified as embedded evaluation due to how this 

phrase characterizes the reviewer in the story world of her visit as a first-time visitor to the New 

York region, fabricating her visit as one by a visitor experiencing a city for the first time. Again, 

this reviewer structures her deceptive review as a list of descriptions with a narrative-like sense 

of personal experience, concluding with a commitment that she would definitely return in line 

10. These pairs of reviews thus more fully support H1, as this reviewer uses more CS and CT as 

embedded evaluation in her truthful review and only opens her deceptive review by referring to 

her cognitive operations via CT serving while evaluating herself as a figure in the story world of 

a fabricated hotel visit. 

The analysis of CS and CT in these two pairs of reviews did not fully support H1, as the 

deceptive reviews made by these two reviewers included forms of CT acting as embedded 

evaluation of events or characters in the story worlds of a fabricated hotel visit despite CS being 

used for this same function in their truthful reviews. Examples 1 and 2 also demonstrated how 

these two reviewers changed the type of token (from CS to CT) used in their truthful review yet 

kept tokens of CT with the same verbatimness and the same function as embedded evaluation in 

their deceptive review. Tokens of CT in these reviewer’s deceptive reviews also included proper 

names as features of their construction (in references to a Continental Breakfast and to New 

York), perhaps a consequence of the research instrument requiring participants to visit a hotel 

website before writing the fabricated review. These examples suggest that using a proper name 

in CT with the function as embedded evaluation may serve as a resource for a reviewer to 
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construct a realistic deceptive review, potentially accounting for why Chapter Four’s quantitative 

analysis found proper names as increasing the odds of a deceptive review. Next, I give 

examples of reviews illustrating the function of CS and CT as metadiscourse, or CS about speech 

and CT about thought that recruits and maintains the reader’s attention, showing how this 

function appeared relatively frequently as CS in both truthful and deceptive reviews. 

5.5.2 Constructed Speech and Thought as Metadiscourse 

While Section 5.5.1 discussed how some tokens of CS and CT in reviews acted as 

embedded evaluation communicating the reviewer’s point without breaking dramatic continuity, 

this section reviews the second most-common function of CS and CT identified in the data: to 

appeal to readers as metadiscourse. Vásquez (2015a) characterizes such metadiscourse in online 

reviews as featuring “second-person address” that often occurs through “formulaic or idiomatic 

constructions” or imperatives, with these forms acting as “even more explicit markers” in 

recruiting audience attention (pp. 27-28). Consequently, I follow (Vásquez, 2015a) in identifying 

metadiscourse as the use of CS commenting on speech or CS commenting on thought in a 

“speech like” manner via the use of present tense or imperative verbs, formulaic or idiomatic 

expressions (e.g. All I have to say is…, What I think is…), and second-person pronouns. A further 

way that CS or CT as metadiscourse can “index the virtual presence and participation of the 

reader” (Vásquez, 2015a, p. 28) is by presenting speech or thought acts that refer to the 

reviewer’s current perspective as a former or potential guest in the storytelling context (i.e. the 

time of writing their review), with such uses of CS and CT acting as explicit “means for 

entreating the reader to remain with the text and to continue reading” (p. 28) (e.g. I can 

recommend some good restaurants, You would expect they clean the place). In this section, I 
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discuss three representative pairs of reviews by individuals using CS or CT as metadiscourse, 

with these pairs selected to illustrate how some reviewers used CS and CT as metadiscourse (and 

as embedded evaluation) in their truthful and deceptive reviews in ways both supporting and not 

supporting this chapter’s hypothesis for the former storytelling function as used more often in 

deceptive reviews and the latter story world function as used more often in truthful reviews.  

In this first pair of reviews by a male 18-year-old undergraduate raised in California, 

USA, the writer uses constructed speech (CS) in both his truthful and deceptive review as 

metadiscourse, thus not supporting H1 regarding CS and CT with this function appearing more 

often in deceptive reviews. Example 3 shows how this reviewer employs two narrative reports 

of CS in each review as a form of metadiscourse that mimics speech in conversation, in other 

words constructing dialogue from his perspective as a reviewer addressing an audience in the 

storytelling world (Davies & Harré, 1990; De Fina, 2003). However, he uses CS to evaluate each 

hotel visit with a different polarity, seen in the use of CS for criticizing the hotel in his mixed 

truthful review and for contributing to a positive description of the hotel in his deceptive review: 

Example 3: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 18, raised in California 

 

Truthful Mixed Polarity Review 

 

1) This hotel is perfect if you are looking for a cute, small apartment with a great location in→ 

2) [DC Neighborhood]. That being said, it is very weird and very small. There is no front desk or→  

3) lobby of the "hotel"; it really is an inn. The room consists of a hallway, bathroom, staircase, and→  

4) bedroom with a low ceiling. However, the view over [Street] Ave and out toward the waterfront is→  

5) lovely. The location is great; you are within walking distance of [Letter] street, the waterfront, and→  

6) [DC] University. Would only recommend for two people at max, but otherwise very pleasant stay. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

7) Me and my husband had such a lovely stay at the [Hotel California] in [Hill Town]! Our room was→  

8) adorable and had a great view. More important the hotel had a great location, super close to [Street]→  

9) Avenue, [Viewpoint] Drive, and the [Landmark]. The pool is heavenly and so is the food. We have→  

10) nothing bad to say. Would recommend! 
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In his truthful review, this reviewer begins with a narrative report of CS to offer a negative 

evaluation of the hotel with That being said, it is very weird and very small in line 2. This CS is 

used figuratively in that being said, with this construction maintaining the reader’s interest and 

mimicking a conversational style by making the text “speech like” (Vásquez, 2015a), with this 

metadiscourse preparing the reader for a change from the positive description of the hotel as cute 

in line 1 to very weird in line 2. Continuing this negative evaluation of the hotel with CS in lines 

2-4, this reviewer again uses a list of descriptions to evaluate his hotel visit. After assessing the 

hotel negatively in lines 2-3 as an inn featuring a low ceiling, the reviewer contrasts earlier 

negative descriptions with positive assessments of the hotel’s view and location in lines 4-6 

(described as lovely and great, respectively), resulting in a mixed polarity review. The reviewer 

concludes his review with a second narrative report of CS in Would only recommend for two 

people at max in line 7, with this form of CS classified as metadiscourse due to its explicit 

appeal via future tense to the reader’s purpose in reading this review and the speech activity at 

hand – i.e. whether or not the reviewer recommends this hotel experience. While the Reality 

Monitoring framework regards sensory details as an indicator of veracity and Chapter four 

predicts that CS acts as a detail of sound (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015), this truthful review 

complicates this assumption tested in Chapter Four based on form rather than function, as tokens 

of CS as metadiscourse in this truthful review do not represent such acoustic details but rather 

present the reviewer’s evaluation of the hotel. 

This individual’s deceptive review contains additional uses of narrative reports of CS at  

the conclusion of the review that again function as metadiscourse, as this reviewer again mimics 

conversational speech and appeals to the reader by referring to the review’s overall speech 
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activity of recommending. With a narrative report of CS in We have nothing bad to say in lines 

9-10, this reviewer summarizes and emphasizes his positive evaluations of the hotel’s location 

(super close in line 8) and its amenities (e.g. great location in line 8 and a pool that is heavenly 

in line 9). This token of CS again acts figuratively, reflecting a convention of speaking from 

conversation to appeal to the audience (the review’s reader) rather than report auditory detail 

purportedly experienced as part of his visit. As in his truthful review, the reviewer ends with a 

second narrative report of CS in line 13’s Would recommend! without qualification, again 

referring to his perspective as a reviewer in the storytelling world via the future tense speech act 

verb would recommend. Although this reviewer uses CS in his deceptive review with the same 

function as in his truthful review (as metadiscourse recruiting his audience’s attention), one 

difference is that he uses this feature as a way of transitioning to criticism of the hotel (in his 

truthful review) and as a way to transition to referring to the storytelling world aspect of his 

experience (in his deceptive review). Thus, the pair of reviews in Example 3 also do not support 

H1 that CS and CT metadiscourse would appear more often in deceptive reviews, as both of this 

individual’s reviews feature tokens of CS functioning as metadiscourse.  

This next pair of reviews was written by a female 20-year-old writer raised in Oregon and  

includes tokens of CS and CT with deictic shifts to the second person in both her truthful and 

deceptive reviews, using CT with an imperative as metadiscourse addressing the reader in her 

deceptive review. As seen in Example 4, this reviewer adopts narrative reports of CS as 

embedded evaluation in both reviews and includes indirect CT as metadiscourse to evaluate  

hotel staff figures and characteristics of the hotel in her deceptive review: 

Example 4: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 20, raised in Oregon 

 

Truthful Mixed Polarity Review 
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1) The staff was very helpful, often going above and beyond to help me with anything that I needed,→  

2) the front desk would make sure that I had everything I needed and was very polite. The room was→ 

3) clean and room service was able to make the necessary dietary adjustments for my room→  

4) service requests. The location was great, not too noisy but close to downtown so everything was→  

5) within walking distance. The parking lot was the only thing that was maybe less than excellent. the→  

6) hotel is valet only so in order to get anything from your car you must go to the desk and have→  

7) someone go and get your car so that you can get something out of it. In addition, the parking lot→  

8) is not secure so while you are not allowed to access your car in the lot, anyone on the street could→  

9) break into it if they wanted. Luckily the hotel is in a nice area so it is unlikely for something like that→  

10) to occur. Overall it was a very pleasant experience. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

11) The [Hotel Texas] in downtown [TX City] offers a unique experience. Located in the heart of the→ 

12) Theatre district there is a vibrant nightlife to be enjoyed. The staff of the [Hotel Texas] is always→ 

13) prepared to help you with whatever you may need and can give you great restaurant→ 

14) recommendations. The hotel itself offers a rustic and classic feel while still offering modern→ 

15) amenities in every cozy room. Please do keep in mind that the building is older (built in 1926)→ 

16) and as such there may be some quirks, but these only add to the immense character and charm→ 

17) of the building. The [Hotel Texas] offers a worry-free stay and is a wonderful starting point to→ 

18) exploring the city of [TX City]. 

This individual structures her truthful review as a canonical narrative, beginning with a 

description of the front desk hotel staff in lines 1-2, drawing on a narrative report of CS in lines 

2-4 that serves as embedded evaluation by relating speech events occurring as part of the 

review’s Complicating Action. She uses CS to reinforce her evaluation of the very helpful staff in 

line 1 by describing how they responded to the reviewer’s room service requests in line 4 (with 

this noun requests serving to construct a narrative report of CS). In lines 6-7, this reviewer uses 

a second narrative report of CS with a shift to the second-person in you must go to the desk to 

describe the valet experience, acting as embedded evaluation of the events of the story world of 

her hotel visit (though potentially simultaneously acting as metadiscourse mimicking face-to-

face conversation, as I discuss in Section 5.6). The deictic shift in you must go serves to blend 

the reviewer’s identity with the reader, involving potential audiences by placing them in the 

situation. This use of you demonstrates to the reader this reviewer’s frustration at the less than 
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excellent parking, continued by positioning the reader as the person now going to the desk and 

having someone go and get your car in lines 6-7. Although this review concludes with a positive 

evaluation of the hotel in Overall it was a very pleasant experience in line 12, the effect of the 

negative evaluation of the parking lot episode described in multiple sentences in lines 6-9 

identified this as a mixed polarity review. This truthful review largely supports H1, as this 

reviewer mainly uses CS as embedded evaluation perhaps reflecting the predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework for more sensory information in truthful accounts (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981). 

 In her deceptive review, this individual again uses second-person pronouns in tokens of 

CS and CT to involve the reader in the fabricated events of her visit, beginning with a narrative 

report of CS as embedded evaluation that portrays the hotel staff as able to give the reader great 

restaurant recommendations in lines 12-14. As in her truthful review, this use of CS as 

embedded evaluation with the second-person pronoun you involves the reader by placing them in 

the story world as the recipients of sensory information (in this case, the sound of the staff’s 

recommendations) that helps guide the reader to evaluate this hotel positively. In support of H1’s 

prediction of different functions of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, this individual 

continues with indirect CT as metadiscourse seen in an imperative admonishing the reader to 

Please do keep in mind that the building is older (built in 1926) and as such there may be some 

quirks… in lines 15-17. The imperative do keep in mind refers to the reader’s mental state in a 

formulaic or idiomatic way, further involving the reader by anticipating the audience’s potential 

criticism of such older buildings in line 16. This deceptive review thus partially supports this 

chapter’s hypothesis for the functions embedded evaluation and metadiscourse, as this reviewer 
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uses a token of CS as embedded evaluation as in both reviews not supporting this hypothesis but 

an idiomatic use of CT as metadiscourse only in her deceptive review in line with this 

hypothesis. 

This next pair of reviews by a female 20-year-old undergraduate student raised in 

California also does not fully support H1, as this individual uses narrative reports of CS acting as 

metadiscourse in her truthful review and multiple tokens of indirect CT as metadiscourse in her 

deceptive review. As seen in Example 5, this reviewer uses CS and CT for the same function as 

metadiscourse from the storytelling or reviewer perspective in both reviews, yet she includes CT 

as embedded evaluation and as metadiscourse via deictic shifts to the second person to involve 

the reader in the fabricated events of her negative polarity deceptive review: 

Example 5: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 20, raised in California 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

1) The last hotel I stayed in was the [Local Inn] in [Beach Town], California. I loved that they left the→ 

2) sliding doors to the balcony open a little so that you are greeted by sounds of waves crashing to→ 

3) shore and a beautiful view of the ocean when you first enter your room. The rooms are clean and→ 

4) the pop of color made it so cozy to stay in. They had a 'bar' that stayed open late, but it only had a→ 

5) small list of Starbucks drinks to choose from. My only complaint is that all vending machines→  

6) were out of order so it was a little annoying having to go to a convenience store just to get a→  

7) bottle of water. Other than that, it was an amazing stay and I would definitely recommend. 

Deceptive Negative Polarity Review 

8) By far the most luxury hotel stay I've ever been to. The decor was modern and clean and made me→ 

9) feel like a [Cali Town] star. I was a little disappointed with the prices for commodities. I'm aware→ 

10) that it is [Cali Town] and the expenses that come with that, but I found it to be a little ridiculous to→ 

11) pay an additional $10 for what you would think should be complimentary like extra shampoo and→ 

12) conditioner bottles. I guess if you want to splurge for a luxurious hotel, you have to be willing to→ 

13) splurge on more than just a room. 

This reviewer organizes her truthful review as a list of descriptions including her emotional 

reactions to the location of the [Local Inn] and her hotel room in lines 1-4 by describing the 

sliding doors and sounds of waves. Though one sentence provides criticism in a narrative report 
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of CS describing a complaint about vending machines in lines 5-6 acting as metadiscourse, this 

review was classified as a positive polarity review, reinforced by her final sentence featuring 

another narrative report of CS in line 7 also acting as metadiscourse with the speech act verb 

recommend indexing the author’s role as reviewer. In her truthful review, CS as metadiscourse 

maintains the reader’s interest via idiomatic phrases and speech act verbs referencing the 

storytelling world (seen in my only complaint and I would definitely recommend) to connect with 

the reader as if they were being spoken to in face-to-face interaction, thus not supporting H1’s 

prediction that CS and CT as metadiscourse appear more often in deceptive reviews. 

 This individual again organizes her deceptive review as a list of emotional reactions to 

hotel features, such as feeling like a star due to the décor in line 8 and expressing disappointment 

with the prices for commodities in line 9. Her first token of indirect CT in I’m aware that it is 

[Cali Town]… provides metadiscourse that mimics conversation from the storytelling world and 

provides a negative evaluation of the hotel’s location in [Cali Town] as a place with expenses as 

she continues in line 10. The reviewer further draws the reader as a participating audience to her 

fabricated experience via the CT token what you would think should be complimentary, enlisting 

the reader to her perspective with this metadiscourse revealing her internal disappointment in the 

prices introduced by her first CT token (with this commentary potentially also acting as 

embedded evaluation, as I discuss in Section 5.6). The review’s final sentence also features the 

reader as the subject of the embedded clause of an indirect CT token in I guess if you want to 

splurge for a luxury hotel, you have to be willing… in lines 12-13, with this token acting as 

metadiscourse mimicking a speaker’s voicing of thought in conversation and also further 

negatively evaluating this hotel visit. Overall, the analysis of this pair of reviews does not 
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support H1 by showing how this reviewer used CS as metadiscourse in her truthful review and 

CT as metadiscourse in her deceptive review. 

 Examples 3, 4, and 5 illustrate how reviewers used CS and CT as metadiscourse in both 

truthful and deceptive reviews in formulaic ways that did not indicate sound occurred (seen in I 

can tell you about this hotel’s service). These examples show that reviewers used CS and CT 

frequently for the function of metadiscourse to maintain the reader’s interest and involve them in 

the events of both truthful and fabricated hotel visits, thus not supporting H1, and complicating 

my treatment of CS as a type of auditory detail predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework 

to be more common in truthful memories (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Nahari, 2018). Example 4 

largely supported this chapter’s hypothesis by finding CS as embedded evaluation in this 

individual’s truthful review and CS and CT as metadiscourse in her deceptive review. However, 

Examples 4 and 5 also suggest that CS and CT can perform multiple functions at the same time 

with regard to metadiscourse and embedded evaluation as I discuss further in Section 5.6. In 

what follows, I use three final representative pairs of reviews to show how tokens of CS or CT 

function to affectively key a review by setting the emotional tone of a hotel visit or the reviewer’s 

hotel experience overall, further testing H1’s prediction that functions from the storytelling 

perspective occur more often in deceptive reviews.  

5.5.3 Constructed Speech and Thought as Affectively Keying a Review 

In this section, I compare how three individuals use CS or CT in evaluating a hotel or 

their entire hotel visit as a means to set the emotional tone or affectively key their entire review 

(Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007). Goffman (1974, pp. 43-44) described (re-)keying as “the set of 

conventions by which a given activity, one already meaningful in terms of some primary 
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framework, is transformed into something patterned on this activity but seen by the participants 

to be something quite else” (emphasis added). I use “keying” rather than “re-keying” in my 

analysis as some reviewers used CS or CT with this function in the first sentence of their 

reviews, meaning that there was no tone to re-key. As described in Section 5.3, tokens of CS and 

CT were identified with the function of affective keying if a reviewer used a token to set the 

emotional tone of a review by evaluating a hotel or their hotel experience overall, often guiding 

a reader’s evaluation of the review as a positive, negative, or mixed polarity review. 

In this first example of a pair of reviews by a 21-year-old female undergraduate student 

raised in Idaho, this individual includes narrative reports of CS and CT as embedded evaluation 

in her truthful review and CT as affectively keying her deceptive review in support of H1. As 

seen in Example 6, this individual uses no tokens of CS and one narrative report of CT to 

affectively key her review from the storytelling or reviewer perspective with a positive polarity 

early in her deceptive review: 

Example 6: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 21, raised in Idaho 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) [Chain Hotel] on [X Street] was very clean and the staff was very organized. I made my reservation→  

2) online and the process was simple and only took a few minutes. The website provided→  

3) easy-to-follow directions from the airport and offered a shuttle, which would have been used if→ 

4) we hadn't rented a car. The room was comfortable and clean, and there was a fridge in the room→ 

5) which was a nice addition that wasn't expected. The check in process at the front desk was simple→ 

6) and the staff was extremely kind, offering all the information that was needed for breakfast,→  

7) check out times, and all the included amenities. The breakfast the next morning was simple and→  

8) offered slight variety, but was organized in a neat manner that made it more enjoyable than some I→  

9) have had in the past. I would have stayed at [Chain Hotel] another couple of nights if I had the chance. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

10) The [Hotel Illinois] in [Illi City] was exquisite and offered an exceptional stay. A 5-star hotel, the→  

11) [Hotel Illinois] lives up to the expectations of fine living for a short stay. This hotel exemplifies the→  

12) beauty of the city and easily earns its rating as the No. 1 luxury hotel in [Illi City]. The view from→  

13) each room offers an incredible view of the city, and each room offers special amenities that make→ 
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14) this hotel experience stick out among others. This hotel is perfect for any visitor looking for a→  

15) relaxing, easy, luxurious stay, and is ideal for anyone looking to experience the city of [Illi City] at→  

16) the highest level. 

 

In her truthful review, this individual uses narrative reports of CS and CT as embedded 

evaluation to relate and evaluate events from her hotel stay. She begins by describing her 

reservation and check in experiences at the [Chain Hotel] as simple in lines 1-4 as part of an 

Orientation section (Labov, 1972) introducing how she arrived at the hotel. Next, the reviewer 

uses a narrative report of CT in there was a fridge in the room which was a nice addition that 

wasn't expected in lines 4-5, with this token acting as embedded evaluation of the hotel room due 

to how the reviewer describes her mental state in the story world reacting to a detail of her room 

(i.e. the fridge as not expected). In lines 5-7, this reviewer uses a narrative report of CS in 

describing the staff as kind in offering all the information, with this token coded as embedded 

evaluation with a temporal juncture and supplying details of what the staff said. This auditory 

detail supports H1 based on the general predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework for 

truthful accounts (Johnson & Raye, 1981), as this reviewer simultaneously evaluates these 

interactions and presents perceptual details in recounting her conversation with staff during the 

check in process with CS as embedded evaluation. 

In her deceptive review, we see this reviewer not including any forms of CS as embedded 

evaluation or metadiscourse. Instead, she uses a narrative report of CT in lines 10-11 with the 

[Hotel Illinois] lives up to the expectations of fine living with the function of affectively keying 

her review (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007) as a positive polarity review seen in the lexical 

choices of lives up to and fine living. This CT token provides insight into how this reviewer 

constructs her fabricated hotel visit as positive by referring to the concepts of a 5-Star hotel in 

line 10 and description of thoughts in expectations of fine living in line 11. This reviewer’s use of 
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CT as affectively keying her deceptive review thus also supports H1, as this reviewer uses CS and 

CT as embedded evaluation in her truthful review as part of the story world of her hotel visit and 

as affective keying in her deceptive review as part of the storytelling world or reviewer’s 

perspective.  

This next pair of reviews by a female 18-year-old undergraduate raised in Hawaii 

displays a similar pattern to the changes observed in the reviews of Example 6 as this individual 

includes CT as a way to affectively key her deceptive review. As seen in Example 7, this 

reviewer’s use of different functions of CS and CT in her truthful vs. deceptive review supports 

H1 as CS is used as embedded evaluation in her truthful review and CT and CS are used as 

affective keying and metadiscourse, respectively, in her deceptive review:  

Example 7: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 18, raised in Hawaii 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) The staff at the [Hawaii Beach Resort] were all extremely friendly and accommodating. As soon as→  

2) we arrived they greeted us with flower lei and passion orange juice. In addition to the staff, the→  

3) view of the beach from the lobby was also incredible. There were many kids at the pool so it was→  

4) a little noisy, but there is an adult pool that is much quieter and relaxing. Other than the beach,→  

5) there isn't much else to do in the area. However, the resort was very nice and I would stay there again. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

6) The [Hotel New York] in [NY City] was all around one of the best hotels I have stayed at. The→  

7) service, amenities, and food were phenomenal. The complimentary breakfast and wine and cheese→  

8) were great. In addition, we could choose sleep enhancements such as a memory foam mattress→  

9) topper and space heater which made sleeping even more relaxing than it already was. We also made→ 

10) use of the free passes to the nearby sports clubs in the city, and I was able to get a session of→  

11) complimentary yoga daily! Overall the people and services at the [Hotel NY] went beyond my→ 

12) expectations and I definitely recommend staying here to all of my family and friends. 
 

This individual introduces her truthful review by describing an interaction with hotel staff when 

she arrived via a narrative report of CS with they greeted us with flower lei in lines 1-2, 

continuing with a second narrative report of CS describing how kids at the pool were noisy in 
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lines 3-4 and creating a narrative-like sense via a temporal juncture. Both of these descriptions 

involve describing auditory details (in how staff offered passion orange juice and kids behaved 

in the pool) and act as embedded evaluation of events that serve as part of the Complicating 

Action experienced during this reviewer’s stay at the [Hawaii Beach Resort], thus supporting H1 

(despite not including CT with this function) and Chapter Four’s assumption of CS as a proxy for 

sensory information predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework to act as an indicator of 

veracity (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015).  

 Starting in line 6, this individual rhetorically constructs her deceptive review of the 

[Hotel New York] as a list of descriptions of amenities of the hotel in lines describing objects like 

food, mattress topper and free passes in lines 7-10. In the final sentence of the review, she uses a 

narrative report of CT with Overall the people and services at the [Hotel NY] went beyond my 

expectations, with this reference to her Overall experience at the hotel serving as a conclusion 

that affectively keys her review as a positive polarity review by evaluating [Hotel NY] in a 

holistic manner (i.e. by referring to its people and services and its proper name). This CT also 

provides a justification for her subsequent evaluation from the storytelling world or reviewer 

perspective via CS functioning as metadiscourse with I definitely recommend staying here to all 

of my family and friends in line 12. As in Examples 5 and 6, this reviewer does not include CS as 

embedded evaluation in her deceptive review, instead altering the type of token used (from CS to 

CT) and token functions (from CS as embedded evaluation to CS as metadiscourse). This 

deceptive review therefore also supports H1 in finding CS and CT with functions of the 

storytelling world as predicted result from fabricating a hotel visit, though the quantitative 

summary of this function shown in Table 5.1 found that affective keying occurred more often in 
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tokens of CS and CT from truthful than deceptive reviews (in 20.6% of the total constructed 

dialogue tokens in truthful reviews compared to 14.8% of the total constructed dialogue tokens 

in deceptive reviews). 

As mentioned in Section 5.1, some individuals included CS and CT tokens to a greater 

extent than those previously used as representative examples. Eight truthful reviews and 13 

deceptive reviews were identified as containing at least four tokens of CS or CT, with each 

review containing CS or CT functioning both in the story world of a hotel visit and the 

storytelling world of the reviewer. Interestingly, six of the eight truthful reviews with CS and CT 

were positive polarity reviews and two were negative polarity reviews. In comparison, three of 

the 13 deceptive reviews with multiple CS and CT tokens were positive polarity reviews, seven 

were negative polarity reviews, and three were mixed polarity reviews. This final pair of 

reviews was produced by a 21-year-old male undergraduate who was raised in Texas and was 

selected as an example of CS affectively keying a truthful review and to show how such reviews 

with multiple features also display differences in the functions of CS and CT in truthful vs. 

deceptive reviews in line with H1: 

Example 8: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 21, raised in Texas 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1) My experience at the [5 Star Hotel] in [Nevada City] was a very pleasant one to say the least.  

2) Upon arrival, I was quickly greeted by the receptionist and the process of checking in was very→  

3) smooth. The receptionist made sure I knew the amenities that the hotel had offered while also→  

4) providing me with valuable information about things to do around the area. The room that I→  

5) booked was very clean and I didn't encounter any problems at all during my stay. The best part was→  

6) that the staff at the hotel were very attentive and responsive when it came to my needs. Overall, the→ 

7) [5 Star Hotel] was a lovely hotel to stay at during my trip to [Nevada City] and I would→  

8) definitely recommend booking it for your next trip! 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

9) During my recent trip to [Cali City], I was recommended by a few friends to book my hotel at→ 
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10) the [Hotel California] at [Hill Town]. My friends had raved about how nice the hotel was→  

11) and how pleasant their experience was so I had high expectations upon arrival. Not only were →  

12) these expectations met but the hotel went beyond that for me during my stay there. The→  

13) environment of the hotel made you feel like an esteemed guest because of it's luxurious and→  

14) beautiful designs throughout. The place is situated in a quiet part of [Hill Town] which allowed for→  

15) a relaxing ambiance. The amenities at the hotel were excellent including the spa and dining choices.  

16) Overall, I absolutely loved my stay at this hotel and I would recommend everyone to check→  

17) this place out the next time they come to [Cali City]! 
 

This individual begins his truthful review (organized as a narrative) with multiple tokens of CS 

in lines 1-4 serving to create a sense of “narrativity” (Vásquez, 2012), as seen in the sequentially 

and temporally-ordered clauses with CS as metadiscourse and embedded evaluation relating the 

events of his visit to a hotel in [Nevada City]. In line 1, the formulaic use of a narrative report of 

CS with to say the least in naming the [5 Star Hotel]in [Nevada City] affectively keys this review 

as positive polarity by describing the overall experience as very pleasant (though the formulaic 

nature also mimics conversation as metadiscourse as I discuss in Section 5.6). In lines 2-4, the 

reviewer draws on narrative reports of CS as embedded evaluation to describe a conversation 

between him and a member of the hotel staff, identified as a receptionist who greets the 

reviewer, informs him of the hotel’s amenities (using the idiomatic phrase made sure I knew), 

and provides valuable information to him at the beginning of his stay (with each report delivered 

with temporal junctures characteristic of Complicating Action) (Labov, 1972). This reviewer 

then concludes his truthful review with CS as metadiscourse in lines 7-8 that involves the reader 

with I would definitely recommend booking it for your next trip. Here, his use of the second-

person possessive pronoun in your next trip further evokes a sense of spoken conversation while 

referring to the overall speech activity of the review (i.e. whether to recommend it to the reader) 

from the storytelling world perspective. This individual’s use of all three functions of CS in his 

truthful review do not support H1, as he uses CS and CT with functions both from the story 
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world of his hotel visit and from the storytelling world of his perspective as a reviewer. 

In the deceptive review by this same individual, narrative reports of CS are used with 

similar functions as in his truthful review. This individual again uses CS as embedded evaluation 

in introducing the Orientation section of the review in lines 9-11, with narrative reports in the 

story world relating how he was recommended by a few friends to book my hotel at the Four 

Seasons at Beverly Hills and how his friends had raved about how nice the hotel was and how 

pleasant their experience was. Unlike his truthful review, this reviewer constructs the speech of 

different figures (friends of the writer), and uses a narrative report of CT in so I had high 

expectations upon arrival in line 11 as affective keying of the review as a positive polarity 

review by showing the reviewer’s mental process in the storytelling world in reaction to the CS 

of his friends’ recommendation who had a pleasant experience and raved about how nice the 

hotel was). He then uses CT to affectively key the review in not only were those expectations met 

in describing how the hotel went beyond his expectations in another narrative report of CT in 

line 12, again emphasizing the positive polarity of the review and supporting H1’s prediction for 

this function occurring more often in deceptive reviews. After listing features of the [Hotel 

California], in lines 15-17 the reviewer again concludes his review with CS as metadiscourse 

with I would recommend everyone to check this place out in line 17. As this reviewer uses only 

CS in his truthful review as metadiscourse, embedded evaluation, and affective keying and uses 

both CS and CT as metadiscourse and affective keying at in his deceptive review, this pair of 

reviews provides some support for this chapter’s hypothesis that story world functions of CS and 

CT occur more often in truthful reviews while storytelling functions of CS and CT occur 

more often in deceptive reviews. 
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In this section, I have used three reviews to illustrate the tendency of reviewers to include 

different types of constructed dialogue across their reviews (such as using CS in a truthful review 

and both CS and CT as affective keying in a deceptive review) mostly supporting this chapter’s 

hypothesis. Examples 6 through 8 shed further light on the quantitative findings of Chapter Four 

with regard to proper names in a token of CS or CT as a significant indicator of deception, as 

tokens of CS and CT in deceptive reviews often included the proper names of hotels or their 

locations while affectively keying a review (e.g. Overall the people and services at the [Hotel 

NY] went beyond my expectations in Example 7). This could be due to the research instrument 

design, as participants were asked to visit a hotel’s website prior to writing their deceptive 

review, perhaps making proper names more salient during the process of fabricating CS or CT 

and resulting in the use of more tokens of with this feature tied to the functions of metadiscourse 

and affective keying in these three individual’s deceptive reviews. Next, I summarize this 

chapter’s findings in light of my dissertation’s second research question regarding whether the 

CS and CT are used for different functions in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, discuss the issue of 

how many functions a token of CS and CT performs in several of this chapter’s illustrative 

reviews, and relate these findings to the quantitative differences identified in Chapter Four. 

5.6 Summary and Discussion 

In this chapter, I have identified three main functions of constructed speech (CS) and 

thought (CT) in my data as seen in eight pairs of reviews by undergraduate students raised in the 

United States age 5-18. My analysis began by using the results of Chapter Four to define and 

count narrative functions of tokens of CS and CT appearing in my data and to select reviews for 

qualitative analysis. In Section 5.4, I provided a quantitative summary of the relative frequencies 
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of CS and CT tokens with functions as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972), interactive 

metadiscourse (Vásquez, 2015a), or affective keying (Goffman, 1974; Haakana, 2007) of a 

review, noting how example reviews for qualitative analysis were also selected to study how 

these functions appear in the context of pairs of reviews by the same individual. In Section 5.5, I 

presented examples of the three functions of CS and CT in context, showing how eight 

individuals used CS and CT as embedded evaluation, metadiscourse, or affective keying of a 

review in their truthful and/or deceptive reviews. As my quantitative analysis of Chapter Four 

found that individuals often included CS as well as CT in their deceptive review as opposed to 

using CS only in their truthful review, eight pairs of reviews were selected where both reviews 

had at least one token of CS and CT. These pairs showed CS acting more often than CT as 

metadiscourse in both reviews and CS and CT acting more often as embedded evaluation or 

affective keying in deceptive reviews. I thus suggest that this pattern partially supports this 

chapter’s hypothesis by finding storytelling world functions (i.e. metadiscourse and affective 

keying) in deceptive reviews. However, echoing the quantitative summary of functions seen in 

Section 5.4, the representative pairs of reviews often featured more CT as embedded evaluation 

in deceptive reviews, thus not supporting this chapter’s hypothesis by finding CT with this story 

world function occurring more often in deceptive reviews. Several examples highlighted how 

tokens of CS and CT in deceptive reviews as metadiscourse or affective keying often contained 

unusual orthography (e.g. exclamation marks in I would definitely recommend booking it for 

your next trip!), perhaps suggesting that these functions favored the use of this features identified 

as a significant indicator of deception in tokens of both CS and CT in Chapter Four.  

This second analytical strand has several limitations, primarily due to the fact that a 
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quantitative analysis of CS and CT functions faces issues due to the ambiguity and polysemy of 

linguistic strategies in general (Tannen, 1993; 2007). In other words, several tokens of CS and 

CT were coded with more than one function to capture how one token could perform multiple 

functions, yet other tokens may not have been assigned all of the functions that CS or CT could 

be performing at once. This ambiguity was seen in Examples 4 and 5, where tokens of CS and 

CT simultaneously related events of a hotel visit with temporal junctures yet used forms of 

second-person address to act as both embedded evaluation and metadiscourse – in other words, 

acting to connect with the reader from both story world and storytelling perspectives (e.g. I found 

it to be a little ridiculous to pay an additional $10 for what you would think should be 

complimentary in Example 5). The pairs of reviews in Example 8 further shows that some 

reviewers may have used CS or CT as embedded evaluation or as metadiscourse to also 

affectively key one or both of their reviews, as this individual uses CS as metadiscourse in both 

reviews to simultaneously affectively key his reviews, seen in Overall, I absolutely loved my stay 

at this hotel and I would recommend everyone to check this place out in his deceptive review. 

However, the way that CS and CT influence a review’s polarity may explain some of these 

differences, as tokens of CS and CT as affectively keying a review often explicitly referenced a 

reviewer’s perspective from the storytelling world concerning whether or not their expectations 

were met, a key aspect of a negative polarity review (e.g. it didn’t meet the mark I had set) (cf. 

Vásquez, 2012). These examples demonstrate the difficulty in providing a quantitative analysis 

of these functions, yet I suggest that the representative examples in my analysis reflect the 

findings of Table 5.1 by showing the frequent use of CS and CT as embedded evaluation in both 

truthful and deceptive reviews (though more often in deceptive reviews opposite to the 
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predictions of H1).  

Overall, this chapter’s analysis has sought to provide a functional lens on the predictions 

of the Reality Monitoring framework for sensory information and cognitive operations (Johnson 

& Raye, 1981) by investigating how CS and CT functions interact with such details in truthful 

vs. deceptive reviews. A quantitative summary of these functions seen in Table 5.1 ultimately 

did not support this chapter’s hypothesis that more tokens of CS and CT functioning in the 

storytelling context would appear in deceptive reviews, as CT as embedded evaluation (i.e. in the 

story world context) was identified as occurring more often in deceptive than truthful reviews. 

With regard to the Reality Monitoring prediction of sensory details including CS as indicators of 

veracity, the representative pairs of reviews in this chapter caution that when CS acts as 

metadiscourse or embedded evaluation, then CS can appear in both truthful and deceptive 

accounts in the context of online hotel reviews. Consequently, these functions may inform why 

CS increased the odds of veracity while CS and CT with certain features (i.e. proper names or 

unusual orthography) increased the odds of deception as identified in Chapter Four’s 

quantitative analysis. The results of this strand suggest that these construction and animation 

features were instead used in metadiscourse to involve the reader by sharing details and making 

the speech or thought more life-like, perhaps indicating a connection between details delivered in 

linguistic strategies building involvement or delivering evaluation to details produced by 

cognitive operations that are predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework to occur more often 

in deceptive accounts (Johnson & Raye, 1981).  

This chapter’s analysis has provided some connections to the quantitative findings of 

Chapter Four that found more tokens of constructed dialogue (i.e. more CS in truthful reviews 
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and more CS and CT overall in deceptive reviews) by identifying how CS and CT appeared as 

embedded evaluation in deceptive reviews more often than in truthful reviews. In answering the 

second research question of my dissertation, I have provided functional reasons why individuals 

varied their use of CS and CT within their truthful and deceptive reviews, seen in changing CS as 

metadiscourse in a truthful review to CS and CT as embedded evaluation in a deceptive review 

to guide the reader in the reviewer’s judgement of a hotel without breaking dramatic continuity. 

This use of CS and CT for providing narrative-like events in deceptive reviews echoes research 

by Johnson et al. (1998) and Johnson (2006) finding that people believe the presence of more 

details to be indicative of veracity in many contexts, suggesting that undergraduates in this study 

also fabricated details to create a convincingly fabricated review. By identifying functions for CS 

and CT in online reviews that have been examined in studies of conversation (Haakana, 2007) 

and narrative (Labov, 1972; Schiffrin, 2002), this chapter further contributes to a theoretical 

understanding of how CS and CT act as resources for meaning-making in forms of online 

communication. However, as the functional analysis identified the opposite finding than 

predicted (with CT functions in the story world context appearing more frequently in deceptive 

reviews as embedded evaluation during the fabrication of a hotel visit), I next investigate 

whether theories of memory and discourse can provide a better explanation for reviewers’ use of 

CS and CT in truthful and deceptive reviews than explanations based on linguistic form or 

narrative function. Specifically, I examine the role of CS and CT in evoking different underlying 

structures of expectation for a hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in an effort to better 

capture how individuals draw on these linguistic features in fabricating a convincing online hotel 

review. 
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CHAPTER SIX: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTED SPEECH AND THOUGHT AS 

EVOKING TRACKS OF A HOTEL VISIT SCRIPT IN TRUTHFUL VS. DECEPTIVE REVIEWS 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous two analytical strands of this dissertation have identified quantitative and 

qualitative differences in the features and narrative functions of sentences or clauses (tokens) 

with constructed speech (CS) or thought (CT) in truthful vs. deceptive reviews. The quantitative 

analysis of Chapter Four found three significant results from logistic regression models: that a 

token of CS increases the odds of veracity, a token of either CS or CT with proper names or 

non-standard orthography increases the odds of deception, and a token of CS or CT with both 

a proper name and non-standard orthography increases the odds of veracity. This quantitative 

analysis thus offers mixed support for considering CS and CT as indicators of veracity and 

deception, respectively, based on the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson 

& Raye, 1981). In Chapter Five, I sought to account for Chapter Four’s results regarding the 

linguistic forms of CS and CT in the data by considering narrative functions of CS and CT, 

finding that CS and CT as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972) were used more frequently in 

deceptive reviews compared to truthful reviews in a qualitative analysis of eight individual pairs 

of reviews. As the first two research strands demonstrated mixed results for CS and CT as 

indicators of veracity or deception when examining linguistic form and narrative functions of CS 

and CT, in this chapter I seek to examine these differences in CS and CT by investigating 

underlying structures of expectation for a situation known as a “script” (Schank & Abelson, 

1977; Tannen & Wallat, 1987). This strand thus evaluates whether theories of the relationship 

between discourse and knowledge provide a better explanation for these results than 

interpretations grounded in discourse features and functions via the final research question of this 
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dissertation: 

RQ3: Are more elements of typical or “standard” scripts found in deceptive reviews than 

in truthful reviews drawing on real details from real visits? 

This question was motivated by the results of Chapters Four and Five that certain features of CS 

and CT (e.g. with unusual orthography) and functions of CS and CT (as embedded evaluation) 

appeared more often in deceptive reviews. These results led me to test whether individuals 

include more or less elements of a more standard type or “track” of the hotel visit script (Bower 

et al., 1979) in their truthful or deceptive reviews as expressed in the following hypothesis: 

H1: Individuals use more CS and CT to evoke more standard tracks of a hotel visit script 

in their deceptive review than in their truthful review. 

While scholars have recently examined the type of details used by deceivers (e.g. verifiable vs. 

non-verifiable details) (Nahari, 2018), research on Reality Monitoring has found that people 

judge the presence of more details as evidence of either veracity or deception depending on 

contextual aspects like purpose of the task (e.g. assessing empathetic accounts in therapy vs. 

assessing potentially criminal accounts in police reports) (Johnson, 2006). In the current study, I 

use the term “more standard” to refer to a track with elements of a stereotypical or generic hotel 

visit script, seen in the use of more script elements (i.e. roles, objects/props, entry conditions, 

sequence of scenes/actions, and normal results of a situation) used to evoke a typical or generic 

track of the hotel visit script. Additionally, this chapter’s analysis informs the results of Chapters 

Four and Five by exploring how features of the construction, animation, or context of CS and CT 

tokens and different narrative functions of CS and CT are used to evoke more or less 

stereotypical tracks of the hotel visit script in nine pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. 
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 In what follows, I first review previous research further motivating this chapter’s 

qualitative analysis (Section 6.2), briefly summarizing psychological and linguistic theories of 

knowledge regarding concepts like schema and script and introducing studies of these concepts’ 

application in discourse analysis (Tannen & Wallat, 1987; van Dijk, 2014). Next, I describe the 

linguistic criteria used for identifying more or less standard tracks of the hotel visit script 

(Section 6.3), reviewing the data examined in the previous two research strands of this 

dissertation (93 pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews elicited from U.S. undergraduates) and 

explaining how nine pairs were selected from this data for an analysis of tracks of the hotel visit 

script (Schank & Abelson, 1977). I then begin my analysis with six examples of individuals who 

use CS and CT explicitly or implicitly to introduce elements of the hotel visit script (Section 

6.4). Here I show how individuals use more CS and CT to evoke more stereotypical tracks in 

their deceptive reviews via providing more “standard roles,” “standard props or objects,” 

“ordinary conditions for entering upon the activity,” “a standard sequence of scenes or actions,” 

and a normal result of “performing the activity successfully” (Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). In this 

section, I also identify common patterns in script elements distinguishing “Luxury Hotel Visit,” 

“Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” and “Resort Hotel Visit” tracks relating the 

“normal order” of events (van Dijk, 2014), or the “temporal, casual, and spatial order” of 

different hotel visits (p. 251). I continue by analyzing three pairs of reviews where individuals 

use CS or CT to follow a more stereotypical or generic track of the hotel visit script in their 

truthful review (Section 6.5), as these individuals introduce more script elements with CS or CT 

in their truthful reviews than in their deceptive reviews. Throughout this chapter’s analysis, I 

show how individuals evoke tracks using CS and CT along with Extreme Case formulations 
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(ECF), or claims delivered via descriptions of “maximum cases” characterized by superlative 

modifiers like most beautiful or brand new, adverbs of frequency like forever or never, and 

quantifiers like all or every (Pomerantz, 1986, p. 222). Finally, I summarize how this chapter’s 

analysis generally supports H1 (Section 6.6), concluding with a discussion of how this study 

informs research on discourse and deception by showing that individuals use CS and CT as 

resources for fabricating details in the form of elements of a hotel visit script to create 

convincing deceptive online reviews. 

6.2 Theoretical Background 

6.2.1 Approaches to Discourse and Knowledge  

In the literature on discourse and knowledge, some clarity is needed regarding the 

terminology used by different scholars to refer to concepts concerned with preexisting 

knowledge. Tannen & Wallat (1987) suggest that terms such as “schema, prototype, speech 

activity, template and module” reflect a similar notion, that of “structures of expectation” 

(Tannen, 1979; Tannen & Wallat, 1987, p. 206). They distinguish between the interactional and 

structural aspects of this concept, with the former (interactional aspects) as “alignments being 

negotiated in a particular interaction” labeled as “frames of interpretation” and the latter 

(structural aspects) as “participants' expectations about people, objects, events and settings in the 

world” labeled as “knowledge schemas” (p. 207). The authors illustrate the relationship between 

knowledge schemas and interactive frames by giving a brief example of an interaction that 

Tannen experienced consisting of a phone conversation that was interrupted by a friend 

exclaiming “YOU STOP THAT!” (p. 207). They describe how Tannen drew on linguistic cues 

and her prior knowledge that her friend was taking care of a dog to understand this utterance as 
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directed to a dog rather than her, resulting in her reaction in the moment (remarking on the 

friend’s use of a Southern accent with the dog rather than acting confused) (pp. 207-208). They 

suggest that Tannen could have interpreted “YOU STOP THAT!” as a response to something 

Tannen said or to a small child, but instead her response shows that she incorporated knowledge 

of her friend’s dog-sitting as “part of her knowledge schema about her friend” (p. 208). More 

recently, knowledge schemas have been examined in studies of the creation of humor in 

television programs (Snell, 2006) and studies of how international students of different 

nationalities “make use of cultural schemas to guide their sense-making process” in conversation 

(Zhu, 2015, p. 77). Similar to Tannen and Wallat (1987), Snell (2006) defines schemas as 

“organized packages of knowledge based on previous experience of objects, events, and 

situations” that are “stored in memory” and “continually updated according to new experiences” 

(p. 59). While the theory of memory behind the Reality Monitoring framework posits that people 

rely on memories of sensory information in truthful accounts, these studies suggest that people 

rely on scripts when providing narrative-like accounts, suggesting that people may provide more 

details in deceptive accounts (cf. Nahari, 2018). Consequently, this chapter examines whether 

individuals use more tokens of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) to evoke details of 

their underlying expectations for a hotel visit in their deceptive reviews as they fabricate a hotel 

experience. 

6.2.2 A Hierarchy of Knowledge Concepts: Schemas → Scripts → Tracks 

Elaborating on Minsky’s (1975) theories of framing, Schank and Abelson (1977) use the 

term “script” to refer to a memory structure that a person uses to encode their general knowledge 

of a certain situation and its relevant characteristics. Schank and Abelson’s most famous example 
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of this concept is that of a restaurant script, which as with other scripts has “standard roles to be 

played, standard props or objects, ordinary conditions for entering upon the activity, a standard 

sequence of scenes or actions wherein one action enables the next, and some normal results from 

performing the activity successfully” (as described by Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). In this 

understanding, our knowledge is organized around hundreds of stereotypical situations with 

“routine activities” that are acquired through “direct or vicarious experiences” of hundreds of 

such cultural stereotypes along with “idiosyncratic variations” (Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). In a 

series of experiments eliciting scripts for common activities from undergraduates, Bower et al. 

identify “culturally agreed upon attributes and instances” of activities like eating in a restaurant 

or visiting a doctor with “conventional roles, props, event-sequences, standard entering 

conditions, and standard outcomes” (p. 212). However, Bower et al. also caution that “people 

frequently act from multiple motives and within multiple constraints” and thus a given activity 

may feature different “tracks” for a script to take. While tracks were discussed by Schank and 

Abelson (1977) as a type of “subclass” of scripts, Bower et al. (1979) discuss how tracks are 

types of scripts that involve more specific aspects of episodic memories. They give the example 

of visiting McDonald’s or a “haute cuisine French restaurant” as two different tracks of the 

general restaurant script, with these tracks distinguished by differences in elements like Server 

roles (p. 215). Additionally, Bower et al. note that scripts may have interactions when several 

scripts occur simultaneously, giving an example situation where two businesspeople are eating in 

a train dining car, then begin to play chess and negotiate a business contract (pp. 217-218). More 

recently, Tovares (2016) stresses that knowledge schemas are interrelated with frames and 

scripts (which she describes as “definitions of a situation” vs. “predictable sequences of 
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activities”). She notes that changes in script can lead to changes in frame and thus to the 

adjustment or adoption of competing knowledge schemas (p. 557). Although Tovares does not 

mention tracks in relation to scripts and knowledge schemas, I present these terms (schemas, 

scripts, and tracks) as fitting into a hierarchy of knowledge concepts, with knowledge schemas as 

structures of expectations, scripts as more specific knowledge structures related to the typical 

characteristics of a situation or activity, and tracks as a subclass of script related to a specific 

type of situation (e.g. the different expectations for a visit to a fast food restaurant versus a fine 

dining restaurant).  

Scholars have also examined how forms of discourse are organized in ways reflecting 

prior experience. For Fairclough (1992), a related concept to script is that of “activity type,” a 

characteristic of genre involving the  “compositional structure” of a text that can be “specified in 

terms of the structured sequence of actions it is composed of, and in terms of the participants” 

who fill “a set of subject positions which are socially constituted and recognized in connection 

with the activity type” (p. 285). A similar understanding comes from De Fina’s (2003) 

description of action structures, or the “schematically represented” form of “who does what” in a 

story world (in terms of speech acts) as opposed to the storytelling context (p. 93). Examining 

migrants’ narratives of discrimination, De Fina focuses especially on how constructed speech in 

narrative presents “a very strong link with action in that characters who speak are also characters 

that stand out and actively take particular roles” (p. 97). van Dijk (2014) further explores how 

knowledge of scripts relates to expectations for participants, identifying how “complex event 

knowledge” organized as a script leads to “various associated other concepts” being “activated 

and sometimes even presupposed” (giving the example of a news article following a script 
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regarding terrorist attacks leading to a reader’s presupposition that “there are victims or that 

buildings have been destroyed”) (p. 86). Furthermore, van Dijk argues that people do not store 

narratives as complete forms of discourse in memory, but rather store “only mental models of 

experiences, and general knowledge derived from such models” (p. 86). As such mental models 

somewhat contradict the theory of memory driving the Reality Monitoring framework of 

deception detection that considers sensory information to be more common in truthful accounts 

(cf. Johnson & Raye, 1981), H1 investigates whether people use more CS and CT in deceptive 

reviews to evoke more standard mental models for a hotel visit than the model used in their 

truthful reviews. Given this discussion, it would be reasonable to test an alternate hypothesis that 

people use more CS and CT in truthful reviews, as one could argue that truthful reviews based on 

real memories would feature more developed tracks of a hotel visit script while deceptive 

reviews would rather follow general scripts depicting fewer details of a fabricated visit. 

However, my analysis of H1 necessarily also examines this possibility by comparing how 

individuals use CS and CT to evoke more “standard” tracks in pairs of truthful vs. deceptive 

reviews, as seen in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.  

Schank and Abelson (1977) and Bower et al. (1979) note that one element of a script 

concerns the series of scenes or actions in sequence occurring during a situation. More recently, 

scholars in psychology such as Chen (2004) have proposed that scripts model “a typical event” 

as “a sequence of actions or a series of changes of state, which always varies with time” (p. 97). 

As described in Chapter 2, Vásquez (2012) to some extent has already identified many of the 

elements of this sequence of scenes/actions for a hotel visit, as she identifies eight distinct stages 

or phases of the “extended temporal experience” of a hotel visit in TripAdvisor.com reviews (p. 
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110), as seen in Table 6.1: 

Table 6.1. Stages of the Hotel Experience from Vásquez (2012, p. 110) 

 Stage 

1 Research and planning stage: this may include reading other reviews 

2 Reserving/booking the room: this can be done online, through a travel agent, or by phone 

3 First impression/encounter with hotel/staff: this can happen on-site or off-site 

4 Check in 

5 First encounter with the room 

6 Other hotel-related activities including: further communication with staff; visit to 

restaurant; use of hotel amenities (such as beach, pool, massage, etc.) 

7 Check out 

8 Follow-up communication with hotel 

 

 

However, Vásquez (2012) cautions that not all hotel visitors will experience all of these stages 

during their visit, and as “reviewers are also selective in the information that they choose to 

include in a review” (p. 111), not all of these stages are always included in a review of a visit. In 

the current study, I consider not only whether deceptive reviews include more of the typical 

stages outlined by Vásquez (2012) as part of the sequence of scenes/actions evoking the hotel 

visit script, but also how the other elements of script identified by Schank & Abelson (1977) (i.e. 

the roles, props/objects, entry conditions, and normal results of a hotel visit) appear in online 

hotel reviews. One final complication posed by this element of sequence of scenes/actions is 

whether individuals choose to depict these stages of a hotel visit with CS or CT in their truthful 

vs. deceptive review or whether they use other linguistic strategies to provide these scenes or 

actions (e.g. assessments as in The check-in went smoothly and fast), as I further discuss in my 

analyses of Sections 6.4 and 6.5.   
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6.3 Data and Methods 

6.3.1 Data  

The data for this chapter’s analysis is a sample selected from the study’s larger data set of 

93 pairs of truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews elicited from undergraduate students 

raised in the United States from age 5-18. Truthful reviews contained references to the proper 

names of many different United States and international hotels (labeled with pseudonyms in 

excerpts via []), while deceptive reviews referenced one of four number-one hotels in four major 

U.S. cities supplied by the research instrument: [Hotel New York] in [NY City], [Hotel Illinois] 

in [Illi City], [Hotel Texas] in [TX City], and [Hotel California] at [Hill Town] in [Cali City]. 

As identified in prior research on the structure of online reviews by Vásquez (2014; 2015b), both 

truthful and deceptive elicited reviews are organized rhetorically in two primary ways: as lists of 

descriptions (i.e. structures defined by similar textual or syntactic elements [cf. Schiffrin, 1994]) 

or as canonical narratives seen in accounts of personal experience featuring temporal junctures 

(Labov, 1972). However, as noted in previous chapters, I follow Vásquez (2012) in considering 

all reviews as “small stories,” as the reviews structured as lists of descriptions often contained 

first-person perspectives (personalization) and a sense of temporal or spatial order conveying a 

sense of events and figures making up a narrative-like description of a hotel visit. These 

examples were selected by considering the presence of CS and CT in both reviews and in light of 

the results of Chapters Four and Five, with reviews selected if at least one review had a narrative 

report of CS or CT functioning as embedded evaluation. Examples were selected with these 

features to better compare how individuals used CS and CT to introduce elements evoking more 

or less standard tracks of the hotel visit script in their truthful vs. deceptive review. 
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6.3.2 Methods for Identifying Tracks of a Hotel Visit Script 

To identify underlying expectations for the situation of a hotel visit, I draw on 

digital discourse analysis (Bolander & Locher, 2020), a “user-based perspective” that considers 

practices, texts, and the context of online and offline factors (p. 6). As in earlier studies of digital 

discourse that view “online behavior through the lens of language” with interpretations 

“grounded in observations about language and language use” (Herring, 2004, p. 339), I also draw 

on methods from studies of spoken and written language in Conversation Analysis and 

Interactional Sociolinguistics.  As part of this analysis, I read reviews looking for patterns in 

linguistic items reflecting elements evoking different types or tracks of a script: roles, 

props/objects, entry conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and normal results of a situation. 

The element of “standard roles” was identified in a token of CS or CT if that sentence 

highlighted a participant in the hotel visit, acting as a story world “figure” in Goffman’s [1981] 

terms (e.g. I asked for towels from the front desk staff, with the speaker I here referencing the 

role of Reviewer as Hotel Guest and front desk staff referencing the role of Hotel Staff). In 

searching for common props/objects, I identified referring terms for items interacted with during 

a hotel visit, like room, lobby, bed, breakfast, as well as terms for less tangible objects of 

evaluation such as location, cost or prices (mentioned in 22 of 93 truthful reviews [23.7%] and in 

19 of 93 deceptive reviews [20.4%]), and location (mentioned in approximately 32 of 93 truthful 

reviews [34%] and in 36 of 93 deceptive reviews [39%]). Often, these props/objects were 

modified with adjectives referring to cleanliness (mentioned in 48 of 93 truthful reviews [51.6%] 

and in 22 of 93 deceptive reviews [23.7%]) or luxury (mentioned in seven of 93 truthful reviews 

[7.5%] and in 21 of 93 deceptive reviews [22.6%]). I identified entry conditions as descriptions 
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of psychological states (e.g. of the reviewer seen in We decided on this hotel as we were 

exhausted after travelling all day) or actions (e.g. hearing about the hotel from others, the 

process of travelling to a hotel, or booking a room) that a reviewer presented as motivating their 

hotel visit. As described in Section 6.2.2, I identified the element of “sequence of scenes/actions” 

as “predictable sequences of activities” (Tovares, 2016, p. 577) in the form of a sentence or 

clause with a temporal juncture or assessment used to describe Check-in, First encounter with 

room, Further interactions with hotel staff, or other stages of a hotel visit (with the names of 

these scenes drawn from Vásquez’s [2012] understanding of the stages of a hotel visit). Finally, 

the element of a standard result or outcome of a hotel visit was identified as sentences or clauses 

describing Vásquez’s (2012) seventh and eighth stages (Check out and Follow-up 

communication with the hotel) and/or the psychological states or actions resulting from an 

individual’s hotel visit (e.g. feeling rested after spending the night, committing to a future visit, 

or recommending the hotel to others).   

Nine pairs of reviews where both reviews contained at least one token of CS or CT were 

selected for qualitative analysis, with these pairs also selected if they contained CS or CT as 

narrative reports functioning as embedded evaluation in either the truthful or deceptive review 

as identified in the analyses of Chapters Four and Five. I follow Vásquez’s (2012; 2015a) 

methodology in selecting example reviews in her qualitative study of linguistic features creating 

involvement and audience engagement in online reviews. The nine pairs of reviews in this 

analysis highlight similar or different uses in truthful vs. deceptive reviews of the elements of a 

hotel visit script: “standard roles,” “standard props or objects,” “ordinary conditions for entering 

upon the activity,” “a standard sequence of scenes,” and a normal result or outcome of 
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“performing the activity successfully” (Bower et al., 1979, p. 178). I also selected these reviews 

as they illustrate the variety of “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel 

Visit,” and “Resort Hotel Visit” tracks found in the data, allowing a comparison of whether 

individuals used CS and CT to evoke a more stereotypical or generic track of the hotel visit 

script (i.e. one with more script elements) in their truthful or deceptive review. 

Analyzing the first six pairs of reviews, I show how individuals use different features and 

functions of CS and CT to introduce more roles, props/objects, entry conditions motivating a 

hotel visit, scenes or actions in sequence, and outcomes of a hotel visit in deceptive reviews, 

concluding with an analysis of an individual following the same track in both reviews who uses 

more elements (i.e. more roles, props/objects, etc.) to evoke a more generic or stereotypical 

script in his deceptive review. Next, I analyze three more pairs of reviews where individuals 

follow more stereotypical tracks of the hotel visit script in their truthful review, seen via the 

presence of more roles (e.g. Hotel Staff, Reader as Future Guests), objects (e.g. beds or rooms), 

entry conditions (e.g. events leading to the Check-in stage), sequences of scenes/actions (e.g. 

First impressions with the room or Other hotel-related activities), and normal outcomes (e.g. 

recommending the hotel to others for the “Luxury Hotel Visit” track) providing more yet less 

specific details in the truthful account of their real hotel visit. By connecting features of the 

construction, animation, and context of CS and CT to how particular narrative functions of CS 

and CT introduce these script elements in tracks in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, my analysis 

further informs the quantitative results of Chapter Four and the functional analysis of Chapter 

Five investigating CS and CT as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. Specifically, I 

show that individuals rely on stereotypical tracks of a hotel visit script to provide more details of 
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a situation in deceptive reviews than predicted by the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & 

Raye, 1981), yet demonstrate that these details are also more stereotypical and less specific than 

the unique sensory details predicted to be appear more often in truthful accounts. 

6.4 Analysis: Generic or Stereotypical Tracks of a Hotel Visit Script in Deceptive Reviews 

In this section, I investigate my dissertation’s final research question by examining how 

CS and CT evoke underlying expectations for the situation of a hotel visit in six undergraduate 

students’ pairs of reviews. I use these pairs of reviews to examine specific elements of the hotel 

visit script, analyzing how individuals use more or fewer numbers of “roles,” “standard props or 

objects,” “entry conditions,” “sequences of scenes/actions,” and “normal results” of a hotel visit 

(Bower et al., 1979, p. 178) in their truthful or deceptive review. The analysis of these reviews 

further highlights how individuals often use Extreme Case formulations (ECF) (Pomerantz, 

1986) to legitimize claims (i.e. all I wanted, never called back) in tokens of CS or CT. I show 

how individuals use ECF in CS or CT tokens to introduce more elements evoking a more 

standard hotel visit script in their deceptive review, with truthful reviews containing less 

elements and following three of the four main tracks identified in the data: a “Luxury Hotel 

Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” and “Convenient Hotel Visit” track.  

In evaluating how these individuals use CS and CT to evoke roles, objects, entry 

conditions, sequences of scenes/actions, and normal results for a hotel visit in their truthful or 

deceptive reviews, I define and classify a track as more or less standard or stereotypical based on 

the amount or number of script elements (with more elements indicating a more standard script). 

For the “Luxury Hotel Visit” track, I identified common roles of Family Members, Reviewer as 

Hotel Guest, Hotel Staff, and Former/Fellow Guests; objects related to hotel appearance (lobby, 
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décor) or amenities like spas, bathroom, and restaurants; entry conditions referring to the hotel’s 

reputation or the reviewer’s psychological state prior to visiting; descriptions of First Impression 

with the hotel and Other hotel-related activities stages as scenes/actions; and a result or outcome 

of committing to future visits or (not) recommending others to visit. For the “Economy Hotel 

Visit” track, I identified common roles of Reviewer, Reader as Potential Guest, Hotel Staff, and 

Family Members; objects including the room, bed, hallways, cost or price; entry conditions 

involving the Reviewer’s expectations as being met; descriptions of First Impression with the 

room and Further communication with staff stages as scenes; and a result or outcome involving 

recommending or not recommending the hotel to the reader, often as a qualified recommendation 

(e.g. I would recommend only if you’re looking for a quick stay). For the “Convenient Hotel 

Visit” track, I identified common roles of Family Members, Coworkers, Reader as Potential 

Guest, and Reviewer; objects related to the location or services available like landmarks or 

downtown restaurants; entry conditions describing prior travel or the Reviewer’s psychological 

need for rest; descriptions of Check-in and Other-related hotel activities (usually breakfast) 

stages as scenes; and a normal result of presenting their emotional state regarding the overall 

hotel experience. As I discuss further in Section 6.5.3, I identified a fourth track – the “Resort 

Hotel Visit” track – via common roles of Reader as Potential Guest, Hotel Staff, Reviewer as 

Hotel Guest, and Fellow Guests; objects including specific food items like pesto pasta and 

location in a foreign country or near a beach; entry conditions involving travel or the booking 

process; descriptions of First impression with the hotel and Other hotel-related activities stages 

as scenes; and a normal result of recommending the hotel to others or committing to future visits. 

Overall, I identified a review as following a more stereotypical or generic track of the 
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hotel visit script if that review contained more of these elements (roles, objects/props, and other 

elements characteristic of a hotel visit). Next, I identify each element shaping the track of a hotel 

visit script by analyzing five pairs of reviews supporting this chapter’s hypothesis, seen in the 

use of more CS and CT in deceptive reviews to introduce more elements of the hotel visit script 

than found in these same individuals’ truthful reviews. I conclude this section by analyzing a 

sixth pair of reviews where an individual follows the same “Luxury Hotel Visit” track in both 

reviews, with this example illustrating how some individuals changed the organization and 

functions of CS and CT in their deceptive review to introduce more (fabricated) elements while 

following the same track of the hotel visit script used in their truthful review. 

6.4.1 Standard Roles of a Hotel Visit 

The first element or characteristic of a script – standard roles – was frequently introduced 

via tokens of constructed speech (CS) and thought (CT) in an individual’s truthful and deceptive 

reviews. Standard roles were identified in reviews by examining the speaker/thinker identity of 

CS and CT tokens, or what Goffman [1981] calls “figures” representing protagonists or 

characters in a scene. Chapter Four’s analysis found some differences in truthful vs. deceptive 

reviews for this feature (e.g. more Other identities in CT from truthful reviews and more Reader 

identities in CT from deceptive reviews). However, roles were also identified by examining the 

referring terms related to people who were mentioned in a token of CS or CT during a review 

(e.g. a Reviewer role seen in the use of first-person pronouns and present tense verbs in I can’t 

speak to the cleanliness or Hotel Guest and Hotel Staff roles seen in the use of pronouns and 

referring terms as verb subjects or objects in I spoke to the maid). In this first pair of reviews by 

a 23-year-old male undergraduate raised in New York, the reviewer follows two tracks of the 
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hotel visit script in his truthful and deceptive review distinguished by different roles: an 

“Economy Hotel Visit” track and a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track. In his truthful review, he uses a 

narrative-like list of descriptions in a mixed polarity review, while in his deceptive review he 

uses temporal junctures to fabricate a canonical narrative of personal experience in a negative 

polarity review. As seen in Example 1, this individual briefly refers to his role as Reviewer and 

to the role of the Reader as Potential Guest in his truthful review, while referring to different 

roles with CT and CS (himself as a Hotel Guest, multiple members of the Hotel Staff) partially 

supporting this chapter’s hypothesis (examples of CS are highlighted in bold and CT shown 

with underlining): 

Example 1: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 23, raised in New York, USA  

 

Truthful Mixed Polarity Review 

 

1 [Number Motel] was an expected experience for the price. All the bare necessities, and nothing on→  

2 top of it. No luxuries are provided and the customer service is nothing to write home about. The→  

3 experience wasn't bad, but I would recommend spending a little bit more money for a whole→  

4 lot better of an experience. 

 

Deceptive Negative Polarity Review 

 

5 The [Hotel Texas] in [TX City] was absolutely awful. My bed had no sheets, the staff seemed to→ 

6 racially profile me by acting confused how I could afford a room at their overpriced establishment.  

7 I asked for extra towels like ten times and never got a call back. The only good thing about my→ 

8 stay was the breakfast. However, the breakfast is supposed to be the cherry on top, when the→  

9 milkshake is molded beyond repair, the cherry makes little to no impression. 
 

Similar to the deceptive reviews of Examples 2 and 3, this individual begins his truthful review 

by using the proper name of the hotel in a narrative report of CT with [Number Motel] was an 

expected experience for the price in line 1, with this evaluation of the objects of experience and 

price implicitly referencing his role as Reviewer. His characterization of the hotel as an expected 

experience is justified in lines 1-2 through the use of Extreme Case formulations (seen in the 

lexical items all and no) in describing objects that the hotel possesses (all the bare necessities 
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with no luxuries in lines 1-2). This individual continues by using additional ECF (seen in the 

lexical choice of nothing in his description of the customer service is nothing to write home 

about) in line 2 to implicitly evoke the role of Hotel Staff, concluding with a final narrative 

report of CS in but I would recommend spending a little bit more money for a whole lot better of 

an experience in lines 3-4 that also implicitly refers to the role of Reader as Potential Guest, as 

the reader is the one who will be spending a little bit more money (at a different hotel). This 

individual’s use of the roles of Reviewer, Hotel Staff, and Reader as Potential Guest are 

characteristic of the “Economy Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script, yet this review contains 

fewer roles and thus is less generic than those in the deceptive review, as I next discuss. 

In his deceptive review, the reviewer fabricates a negative polarity review in the form of 

a narrative with CS and CT introducing roles that help evoke a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track of the 

hotel visit script. This individual’s deceptive review contains clauses with temporal junctures 

acting as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972) conveyed via CT and CS attributed to the roles of 

Hotel Staff and himself as Hotel Guest, first seen in his use of indirect CT in the staff seemed to 

racially profile me by acting confused how I could afford a room at their overpriced 

establishment in lines 5-6. While this token could have potentially been coded as CS, acting 

confused in line 6 was interpreted by both coders as this individual’s construction (or fabrication) 

of the Hotel Staff’s thoughts during the Check-in stage of a hotel visit. This reviewer’s use of 

ECF (seen in the modifiers no in my bed had no sheets and absolute in absolutely awful in line 5) 

and his inclusion of his role as a Hotel Guest who feels racially profiled further adds to this 

negative evaluation. He continues with two narrative reports of CS as embedded evaluation with 

I asked for extra towels like ten times and never got a call back in line 7, using CS with 
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hyperbole in like ten times  and temporal adverbs (never) acting as ECF highlighting his 

dissatisfaction with the role of Hotel Staff who never gave him (in the role of Hotel Guest) a call 

back. I suggest that this irrealis construction describes an expected resolution to a common 

action – calling the front desk – in a hotel visit. Although this individual provides one positive 

evaluation of the hotel in discussing the object of food in the only good thing about my stay was 

the breakfast in lines 7-8, he then concludes with a metaphor imagining the hotel as a milkshake 

[sic] that has molded beyond repair and a complimentary breakfast as the cherry on top in lines 

8-9 as the outcome of his visit. Overall, this analysis finds more track elements in the deceptive 

review and thus supports this chapter’s hypothesis, as this individual introduces these elements 

with more CS and CT in his deceptive review resulting in a more stereotypical or standard (and 

more negative) “Luxury Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script in his deceptive review. 

6.4.2 Standard Props or Objects of a Hotel Visit 

As Bower et al. (1979, p. 179) include objects such as “tables, menu, food, bill” as being 

part of a restaurant script, my analysis also considers how CS and CT tokens contain references 

to typical objects that would be used or encountered a part of a hotel visit (e.g. The staff gave us 

new sheets when we asked for them, I expected the bed to be made). Interestingly, several hotel 

websites provides information on breakfast options (i.e. an inclusive gourmet breakfast for the 

[Hotel Texas]), an object mentioned as part of a hotel visit as seen in Example 1’s pair of 

reviews. Thus, website visits perhaps primed individuals to include breakfast as objects in 

deceptive reviews due to the design of the research instrument. In this next example of a pair of 

reviews by a 26-year-old female undergraduate raised in Idaho, her truthful review is of mixed 

polarity (featuring both positive and negative elements) and uses CS with temporal junctures in 
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a narrative-like account following a “Convenient Hotel Visit” track. As seen in the following, her 

deceptive review is rhetorically organized in the form of a list of assessments using CT with 

Extreme Case formulations (ECF) to evaluate new and different objects as part of a positive 

polarity review following a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track: 

Example 2: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 26, raised in Idaho 

 

Truthful Negative Polarity Review 

 

1 Despite the location being much further away from the location I was visiting for work, the hotel was→ 

2 clean and modern and comfortable. However, though the room came with and extra pull out sofa-bed→ 

3 there were no additional bed linens available in the room for the pull out sofa-bed, and after we→  

4 asked for them at the front desk they were never delivered to the room. Also, there seems to be→  

5 something weird about the water heating. We were on the second floor and during the hours of→  

6 around 7-9 in the morning there was absolutely NO hot water. If you are staying here for business,→ 

7 maybe keep that in mind and get up a few hours earlier than you might normally so you can have a→  

8 decently warm shower. The hot tub was broken, which was a huge bummer but didn't make my life→  

9 terrible. It was a clean, comfortable hotel.  

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

10 [Illi City], Illinois: [Hotel Illinois, Illi City] My stay here was a surprise from my husband since we→  

11 decided to tail our anniversary trip on the end of one of his business trips out to [Illi City].  

12 Typically we try to stay in luxury accommodations while traveling for business or shorter stays in→ 

13 cities, and [Hotel Illinois] is hands-down one of the best stays I have had in my life. Our suite was→  

14 amazing. We went with a basic choice, not a river view, but despite being in the middle of the city→ 

15 the view out of our window was still stunning. The finishes in the bathroom were also very→ 

16 high-end, something I would expect from a luxury stay in a hotel. Since we had a lot of access to→  

17 downtown [Illi City], we only had a reservation in the hotel restaurant our first night in town, but it→ 

18 was an excellent meal. Food wise, I did decide to book an afternoon tea while we were there, which→ 

19 had been an experience I had been wanting to do for years. It was very quaint, and authentic and→  

20 reminded me of the tea I had done when studying abroad in college. The pool area was fantastic as→ 

21 well. I am not a huge swimmer but I did LOVE the sauna and the aroma-therapy shower. I want an→ 

22 aroma-therapy shower. This was absolutely worth the price of the stay and one of the better luxury→ 

23 hotels I have stayed in so far. 
 

This individual recounts her truthful hotel visit using several props or objects consistent with 

different tracks of the hotel visit script, including mentioning objects related to the bed of her 

room and using a narrative report of CS to describe her interactions with Hotel Staff at the front 

desk in attempting to get bed linens in lines 2-4. She also spends nearly half the review 
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evaluating the object of the room’s water heating from lines 4-8, using the imperative maybe 

keep that in mind in a token of CT to address the role of Reader as a Potential Guest while 

further evaluating this object by stating that Potential Guests must prepare to get up a few hours 

earlier to achieve the object of a decently warm shower in lines 7-8. Additionally, she uses 

Extreme Case formulations in lines 5-8 seen in the unusual orthography of case-shifting in NO 

hot water describing the water heating object. She further highlights why this was not an ideal 

hotel visit in a final description of a hot tub object as broken in lines 8-9, with the track of 

“Convenient Hotel Visit” further established in her use of negation to refer to the presence of 

props/objects that were expected to be a normal part of a hotel stay (e.g. bed linens, hot water, 

and a hot tub). This truthful review thus highlights how individuals often referred to objects as 

part of extended sequences of actions evaluating a hotel (as I further discuss in Section 6.4.4), 

underlining how individuals evoke such elements with CS and CT as a resource for following 

different tracks of a hotel visit script. 

In her deceptive review, this individual first uses CT to mention new objects – an 

anniversary trip and her husband’s business trip in lines 10-11 – as part of an “Orientation” 

section (Labov, 1972) introducing circumstances leading up to her hotel visit that are different 

than those in her truthful review (i.e. when she was visiting for work). She also modifies the 

descriptions of objects also found in her truthful review, now upgrading lexical items like room 

to suite in line 13 and introducing new objects such as the view out of our window. This 

individual uses CT as embedded evaluation in something I would expect to explicitly refer to her 

thoughts on seeing the object of the finishes in the bathroom as being high-end in line 15. 

Another object not mentioned in her truthful review can be seen in the reference to food in line 
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18 (an object mentioned only in nine truthful reviews and 23 deceptive reviews, interestingly). In 

lines 17-20, she introduces additional objects that were not present in her truthful hotel visit 

related to the hotel restaurant such as afternoon tea in line 18. She uses two narrative reports of 

CT as embedded evaluation of this food object tea in I did decide to book an afternoon tea and 

reminded me of the tea I had done when studying abroad in college, with afternoon tea a type of 

object characteristic of a boutique or Luxury Hotel Visit track of the hotel visit script. After 

evaluating other objects with Extreme Case formulations (seen in her mentions of the fantastic 

pool area and how she did LOVE the sauna in lines 20-21), she again references the shower 

object from her truthful review (now described as an aroma-therapy shower in lines 21-22) and 

the price of the stay in line 22 as additional objects, with the number of these objects and script 

elements acting to evoke a more generic or stereotypical “Luxury Hotel Visit” track than the 

“Convenient Hotel Visit” track followed in her truthful review.  

Overall, this individual’s pair of reviews shows how tracks of the hotel visit script are 

influenced via the use of different props/objects, with this script element often produced in 

narrative reports of CS or CT as embedded evaluation allowing the reader to clearly assess the 

reviewer’s opinion of a hotel. Example 2 thus supports this chapter’s hypothesis regarding how 

individuals use more CS and CT to evoke a more standard track of the hotel visit script in 

deceptive reviews, for this reviewer evokes several objects (room, bathroom) with ECF 

descriptions in her truthful review, yet she includes additional objects (a river view, afternoon 

tea, aroma-therapy shower) distinguishing her deceptive review as following a track with more 

typical script elements in terms of objects encountered during her visit. While she follows a 

“Convenient Hotel Visit” track in her truthful review (featuring the lack of expected objects like 
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bed linens and water heating), this individual uses more tokens of CT to evoke different objects 

(e.g. suite, high-end finishes, and afternoon tea) that reflect generic objects of a “Luxury Hotel 

Visit” track in her deceptive review, thus supporting this chapter’s hypothesis. 

6.4.3 Ordinary Conditions for Entering a Hotel Visit 

In their definition of script, Schank & Abelson (1977) refer to “entry conditions” in 

terms of the material or psychological needs of an individual necessitating a situation like a 

restaurant or hotel visit. This can be seen in Bower et al.’s (1979) example of the entry 

conditions of a “Restaurant” script as referring to the mental or physical “state descriptions” 

leading to a situation like “Customer hungry” or “Customer has money”  (p. 179). However, in 

the current analysis I consider entry conditions to include both psychological needs and the 

actions or events leading up to an individual checking into a hotel. Examples include I felt tired 

and booked a hotel vs. I traveled and arrived at the [Italy Airport] hotel, as these actions serve to 

implicitly refer to the psychological and material conditions leading an individual to visit a hotel. 

In this next pair of reviews by an 18-year-old female undergraduate raised in Michigan, this 

individual organizes both reviews as narratives. I argue that both are based on different tracks of 

the hotel visit script due to different entry conditions (and roles and props/objects) evoked in her 

truthful and deceptive review. As seen in Example 3, she uses ECF in tokens of CS and CT to 

describe entry conditions that give both reviews a positive polarity as she evokes a “Convenient 

Hotel Visit” track in her truthful review and a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track in her deceptive 

review. The use of more details to describe entry conditions in her deceptive review also 

supports this chapter’s hypothesis, as seen in her drawing on more CS and CT to describe more 

typical psychological states and actions leading to her visit than used in her truthful review: 
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Example 3: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 18, raised in Michigan, USA 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1 Upon returning from a long week of exhausting travel across Italy this spring, my mother and I,→ 

2 and my friend and her mother whom we were traveling with, checked into the hotel [Hotel Italy] at→ 

3 the [Italy City] airport.  The check-in process was a bit challenging because we all had large→  

4 suitcases that we were lugging with us, the arrows to the hotel were contradictory throughout the→  

5 airport, and the hotel itself was a bit hidden near the parking garage area. The man checking us in→ 

6 to our room was understanding with our language barrier and efficient with finding our room.   

7 As one would want an airport hotel to be sharp, clean, and refreshing, knowing that guests are→ 

8 primarily staying for a transitionary part of their journey, [Hotel Italy] had everything one would→ 

9 want or need. Some highlights were the new and clean slippers, a massive rainfall shower head,→  

10 spacious room for luggage, and a fresh and puffy comforter and pillows. Out of the context of the→  

11 airport, this hotel would be a wonderful place to return to refresh in after an eventful day of→  

12 vacationing; but in the context of its location, this hotel was ideally accommodating, and I,→  

13 along with all of my fellow travelers, would recommend it to anyone venturing through the→  

14 area in the future. 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

15 With all of the rage heard from my friends traveling through [Illi City] about [Hotel→  

16 Illinois], I had high expectations when we arrived for a family trip this summer. I knew that when→ 

17 I was bringing my siblings who were visiting from out of the country to see the tourist spots in→  

18 [Illi City], we wanted to be centrally located and well-accommodated; the [Hotel Illinois] was→  

19 exactly that. The rooms were not the most spacious, but they were perfectly suited to what was→  

20 displayed on the website, especially with the detailed floor plans and images. Some highlights→  

21 were the outstanding breakfast buffet, incredibly friendly staff that helped when we didn't have→  

22 any towels or robes in our room, and the luxury comforters and mattresses. When we returned→  

23 from our day out on the city, the lounge area was the perfect place with a nice atmosphere to→ 

24 wind down and chat in a swanky setting. If you're looking for a quality stay at a five-star place,→ 

25 this hotel will definitely give you what you want. 

This undergraduate begins her truthful narrative review with an Orientation section (Labov, 

1972) explaining her entry conditions with upon returning from a long week of exhausting travel 

across Italy this spring in line 1. This sets up her hotel visit conditions as part of an overarching 

trip and introduces the roles of Fellow Guests as part of these conditions in my mother and I, and 

my friend and her mother…checked into the hotel [Hotel Italy] in lines 1-2. Much of her truthful 

review is dedicated to presenting the psychological needs and actions making up the entry 

conditions of her stay in lines 2-6, with these needs and actions seen in her description of being 
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inconvenienced by the objects of large suitcases that they were lugging and confused by arrows 

in the hotel’s location in an airport near a parking garage. I suggest that this lengthy and unusual 

explanation of actions leading to the check-in process provides the entry conditions of her visit, 

culminating with her use of a narrative report of CT as embedded evaluation to introduce the 

role of Hotel Staff (the man checking us in) in how he was understanding with our language 

barrier in lines 5-6. Overall, these non-standard or atypical entry conditions in her truthful 

review present this hotel visit as part of an international trip following a “Convenient Hotel 

Visit” track, and the unusual aspects of these entry conditions perhaps reflect the predictions of 

the Reality Monitoring framework regarding the presence of more spatial/temporal details in 

truthful memories (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). 

This individual also begins her deceptive narrative review with an Orientation section 

(Labov, 1972), yet she includes additional entry conditions that present insight into a stage of the 

hotel visit not found in her truthful review: that of actions referring to the planning and/or 

reservation process leading to her visit. In lines 15-16, she uses a narrative report of CS (the 

rage heard from my friends) as embedded evaluation to evoke a new role: Former Guests of the 

hotel (her friends). She also explicitly refers to the hotel’s location via proper names – [Hotel 

Illinois] and [Illi City] – in a narrative report of CT (I had high expectations…) to affectively key 

this review as positive polarity. With this first sentence, I argue that the reviewer presents new 

entry conditions that reference a different and more generic or stereotypical track of the hotel 

visit script used in her truthful review by fabricating entry conditions of a “Luxury Hotel Visit” 

(e.g. conditions involving how a review picked that hotel or how others praised the hotel). This 

individual continues her entry conditions by introducing the role of Fellow Guests with siblings 
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in indirect CT in I knew that when I was bringing my siblings…we wanted to be centrally located 

and well-accommodated in lines 17-18, with this CT serving as embedded evaluation of the 

hotel’s location and revealing the psychological states motivating her hotel visit. Unlike other 

reviews analyzed in this study, this individual also directly refers to the detailed floor plans and 

images of the website of [Hotel Illinois] in line 20, directly referring to her source of information 

for fabricating a description of the object of rooms as not the most spacious (interestingly, a 

negated form of the same adjective spacious used in her truthful review) in line 19. The reviewer 

also repeats the phrase some highlights from her truthful review in lines 20-22 to introduce new 

objects like breakfast buffet and towels or robes, with the latter delivered via an Extreme Case 

formulation of incredibly friendly staff that helped when we didn’t have any towels or robes in 

lines 21-22. In lines 22-24, she concludes with a narrative report of CS as embedded evaluation 

in the lounge area was the perfect place with a nice atmosphere to wind down and chat in a 

swanky setting in lines 22-24, again evoking the roles of Fellow Guests. The addition of a deictic 

shift in If you’re looking for a quality stay at a five-star place in lines 23-24 again references the 

role of Reader as Potential Guest as this reviewer explicitly describes this hotel as a five-star 

place. Overall, despite the many script elements in her truthful review, this individual uses more 

script elements in her deceptive review, resulting in a more typical of a generic or stereotypical 

track of the hotel visit script in the latter review, beginning with providing new entry conditions 

concerning both fabricated psychological states (e.g. high expectations) and actions (bringing 

her siblings) leading to her fabricated visit. 

This second pair of reviews provides more support for H1’s prediction that CS and CT  

appear more often to evoke elements of a more standard hotel visit script in deceptive reviews. 
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The reviewer of Example 3 uses more tokens of both CS and CT to introduce new and different 

entry conditions (along with new roles and objects) in evoking a “Luxury Hotel Visit” Track in 

her deceptive review. This individual’s deceptive review also uses ECF in the form of lexical 

items like exactly and perfect to introduce new elements influencing her experience (seen in 

well-accommodated; the [Hotel Illinois] was exactly that in lines 18-19 and the lounge was the 

perfect place line 23) often alongside tokens of CS and CT. This pair of reviews thus largely 

supports this chapter’s hypothesis as this individual includes more tokens of CS and CT in her 

deceptive review to evoke a more stereotypical hotel visit script by providing different entry 

conditions, with these conditions also serving to introduce additional roles and props/objects not 

used in her truthful review. 

6.4.4 Standard Sequence of Scenes or Actions of a Hotel Visit 

As seen in Examples 1-3 thus far, individuals tended to include a standard sequence of 

scenes or actions as part of their hotel visit that often corresponded to the several of the stages or 

phases identified in research by Vásquez (2012, p. 111). In the data, individuals especially 

mentioned their First impression with hotel, Check-in, and First impression with room stages of a 

hotel visit, while the Check-out phase was only found in four truthful reviews and one deceptive 

review. This next pair of reviews by an 18-year-old male undergraduate raised in Texas 

illustrates common sequences of scenes or actions described in many reviews as he follows a 

“Convenient Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script in his truthful review and a “Luxury Hotel 

Visit” track of the hotel visit script in his deceptive review. As seen in Example 4, this 

individual’s use of more scenes and actions in his deceptive review further supports this 

chapter’s hypothesis that individuals use more CS and CT in their deceptive review to evoke a 
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more standard or generic track of the hotel visit script than in their truthful review: 

Example 4: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 18, raised in Texas, USA  

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1 The nightly price was rather expensive, but provided the quality of our stay it was worth it. Upon→ 

2 entering the hotel, we were met by very friendly reception staff and quickly and smoothly got the→   

3 key to our room. The place was evidently kept clean and constantly being tidied. The halls had no→  

4 peculiar smells or stains of any sort and we were always bumping into staff who kindly→  

5 inquired if we needed help with anything. Our room had ample space, which we obviously had→  

6 paid for in order to accommodate the whole family, and everything inside was clean and neat.  

7 Would return again if need be and once another paycheck comes in. 

  

Deceptive Mixed Polarity Review 

 

8 I had never been to [Illi City] before so in an attempt to make my first experience here memorable→  

9 I decided to stay at the five-star luxury hotel, [Hotel Illinois]. Firstly, I felt very well→  

10 underdressed once greeted by the staff who had a very high standard of dress code, though→  

11 fortunately for me their standard of courtesy was just as high. The check-in went smoothly→  

12 and before I even headed up to my room, I explored the place. Every corner I turned lays a sight→ 

13 in front of me. After a short while, having noticed everyone else's attempt at keeping up with the→  

14 dress code, I finally decided to head to my room to go change. The room was squeaky clean and→   

15 everything was perfectly laid out I didn't want to touch anything. The luxury was overwhelming→  

16 so I ended up taking a nap on the floor before convincing myself that I wasn't dreaming. Needless→  

17 to say, I've spent half my paycheck but the whole experience at this place made it all→  

18 worthwhile. A five-star hotel indeed. 

 

This individual begins his truthful review by introducing and evaluating the object of the nightly 

price as rather expensive in line 1, thus combining the stages of First impression with hotel and 

Check-in (with the latter stage seen in a description of interactions to get a key from reception 

staff in lines 1-2 that introduce the roles of Reviewer as Hotel Guest and Hotel Staff). This 

individual continues to reference his expectations in his First impression with the Hotel scene, 

continuing to evaluate the objects of the room as kept clean and hallways as possessing no 

peculiar smells in lines 3-4. He then uses indirect CS as embedded evaluation of the role of 

Hotel Staff with ECF (in always) to relate another scene that portrays the hotel positively with 

we were always bumping into staff who kindly inquired if we needed help in lines 4-5. After 

again emphasizing that the room had space and was clean and neat in line 6, the reviewer ends 
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with an implicit recommendation of Would return again mitigated by a reference to his 

economic concerns in line 7’s use of the object paycheck in once another paycheck comes in. 

Therefore, this individual follows a “Convenient Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script via a 

sequence of scenes or actions beginning with the First impression with hotel stage and 

concluding with the First impression with room stage in his truthful review, a track that has 

fewer elements and is thus less standard or generic than the track of his deceptive review, as I 

next discuss. 

In his deceptive review, this reviewer uses multiple examples of CT to introduce more 

scenes or actions that reference the roles of Hotel Guest as Reviewer, Fellow Guests, and Hotel 

Staff, with the first example of a narrative report of CT in line 9 with I decided to stay… 

evaluating [Hotel Illinois] as a five-star luxury hotel in line 10. This use of CT in a scene prior to 

his visit sets up this individual’s entry conditions in terms of his psychological needs (wanting a 

memorable stay), expanding on the First impression with the hotel stage from his truthful review 

via a scene introduced by a narrative report of CS as embedded evaluation as he describes being 

greeted by the staff in lines 9-11. After describing the check-in stage with this interaction, this 

individual again expands on his truthful review’s scene that described a hall object, in this 

review using ECF in Every corner I turned lays a sight in a scene describing this same object in 

lines 12-13 of his deceptive review.  In lines 13-14, this individual presents a scene introducing 

the role of Fellow Guests (everyone else’s attempts at keeping up the dress code) and a new 

object (the dress code), leading to a narrative report of CT introducing further actions of the 

reviewer as he decided to go to my room. This next scene introduces and evaluates the room 

object with ECF as perfectly laid out and concludes with the action of the reviewer taking a nap 
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on the floor, concluding this scene via the use of indirect CT in lines 15-16 with convincing 

myself that I wasn't dreaming. Finally, the reviewer uses CS as metadiscourse with Needless to 

say, I’ve spent half my paycheck… in lines 16-18 mimicking face-to-face conversation, again 

concluding by evaluating a paycheck object but now evaluating the hotel as five-star indeed. 

While this reviewer uses similar roles (Fellow Guests) and objects (halls, room, paycheck) as in 

his truthful review, I suggest that this reviewer uses more CS and CT to follow a more 

stereotypical or generic “Luxury Hotel Visit” track in this review. He constructs a more standard 

track of the hotel visit script by using CS and CT to include more sequences of scenes that 

highlight his expectations of a stay in a five-star hotel, as the majority of the deceptive review is 

made up by the First impression with hotel stage as seen in the dress code scene. However, his 

truthful review has fewer stages in its sequence of actions, with ECF used only to describe 

interactions with staff as constantly running into staff. Consequently, this pair of reviews again 

supports this chapter’s hypothesis as this reviewer uses more CS and CT in his deceptive review 

to introduce more elements of a more standard track of the hotel visit (a “Luxury Hotel Visit” 

track) through including more sequences of actions than in his truthful review. Notably, these 

scenes introduce more details that mostly describe cognitive operations occurring during the 

hotel visit instead of unique sensory details, thus again partially supporting predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework for unique details in truthful accounts and lack of such detail in 

deceptive communications (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Johnson, 2006). 

6.4.5 Normal Results or Outcomes of a Hotel Visit  

 A final element of scripts identified by Schank and Abelson (1977) concerns the 

expectations for how a situation or activity will end in the form of a successful, unexpected, or 
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(in-)appropriate result or outcome of performing that activity. For the example of a restaurant 

script, Bower et al. (1979, p. 210) give the example of ordering a hamburger and receiving a hot 

dog as an unexpected or inappropriate outcome, with restaurant visits in general resulting in a 

customer having less money and being not hungry and a restaurant owner having more money 

(p. 179). In addition to interpreting a successful outcome or result of a hotel visit as a 

psychological or material outcome (adapted here from Bower et al. [1979, p. 179] as “Guest has 

less money,” “Guest wants to return in the future,” “Hotel has more money,”), I found that 

reviewers used CS and CT or other linguistic strategies to represent the result or outcome of their 

hotel visit in several ways: committing to future visits, recommending the hotel to others, 

connecting a scene from the hotel visit to their overall psychological outcome (as satisfied or 

unsatisfied), or numerically rating the hotel on a scale (explicitly referring to the nature of these 

texts as reviews). In this pair of reviews by a 20-year-old male undergraduate raised in Idaho, the 

reviewer constructs both reviews as narrative-like lists of descriptions that follow different tracks 

of the hotel visit script yet provide similar outcomes. Example 5 shows how this reviewer 

concludes his reviews by referring to a numerical value rating each hotel, though in his deceptive 

review he connects this rating to the fabricated actions and psychological outcome of his visit:  

Example 5: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 20, raised in Idaho 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1 Well, it was a motel in [West Coast City]? I think it was called the [Sun Motel] maybe? A pretty nice→ 

2 little place, had breakfast, good restaurants nearby. I think the room was pretty affordable. Service→  

3 was pretty good, I was able to play games through my tablet's hotspot on the wifi too, which was great. 

4 Probably a solid 7.5/10 

 

Deceptive Negative Polarity Review 

 

5 [Hotel NY] was a MISTAKE. The rooms were spacious, but for a middle class worker like me. I→  

6 made the drastic mistake of paying for the extra fees and half of those services weren't readily→  

7 available for me because the workers did not believe I was staying in the hotel. I had to prove that I→ 
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8 was there every time someone new worked the breakfast, cafe, or anything else regarding the→  

9 resort fees. I have never felt more degraded in my life of visiting hotels for my travels for work 3/10 

 

In his truthful review, this individual includes elements of what I suggest is the “Economy Hotel 

Visit” track of a hotel visit, seen in his use of indirect CT acting as metadiscourse, the general 

references to objects like breakfast and service, and the outcome of his visit in the form of an 

assessment with a numerical evaluation of the hotel (7.5/10). This individual opens his truthful 

review with two questions regarding the object of the location of the motel in [West Coast City]? 

and its proper name with indirect CT in I think it was called the [Sun Motel] maybe? in line 1. 

As described in Chapter Five, this reviewer’s use of questions in line 1 followed by CT acting as 

metadiscourse (Vásquez, 2012) involve the reader by mimicking conversational styles of 

address, thus implicitly evoking the role of Reviewer and Reader as Potential Guest. He 

continues by introducing the objects of breakfast, nearby restaurants, and the room via indirect 

CT as embedded evaluation with I think the room was pretty affordable in line 2, introducing 

another qualifying modifier in pretty nice and pretty good to describe the little place and service 

as other objects in lines 2-3. Unlike other reviews with an explicit final recommendation (e.g. I 

highly recommend this hotel), this individual presents the normal result or outcome of his hotel 

visit in the form of a numerical rating (Probably a solid 7.5/10) in line 4. His lexical choice in 

probably further qualifies this individual’s implicit recommendation that others visit this hotel, 

which I suggest is another indication that this reviewer follows the “Economy Hotel Visit” track 

of the hotel visit script in this review.  

This individual follows a more standard (though negative) “Luxury Hotel Visit” track in 

his deceptive review in ways supporting H1, seen in his narrative using CT and CS with Extreme 

Case formulations (ECF) to introduce more objects and sequences of scenes, as well as a more 
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elaborate normal outcome or result of his fabricated hotel visit. Again using a proper name in 

[Hotel NY] in line 5 to begin his review, he uses ECF orthographically via the case-shifting of 

MISTAKE to evaluate this fabricated hotel visit negatively. He continues in line 5 by describing 

the First impression with room stage in the rooms were spacious and introduces himself with the 

role of Hotel Guest by highlighting his economic status with a middle class worker like me. After 

mentioning objects that are not present in his truthful review (extra fees and services) in line 6, 

he uses indirect CT as embedded evaluation to introduce the role of Hotel Staff (workers) while 

constructing a sequence of scenes portraying the hotel negatively in the workers did not believe I 

was staying in the hotel in lines 6-7. He continues with a narrative report of CS as embedded 

evaluation featuring ECF (seen in every time) highlighting his role as Hotel Guest in lines 7-9 

with I had to prove that I was there every time someone new worked, referencing the objects of 

breakfast and cafe with another ECF in anything else regarding the resort fees in lines 8-9. With 

his additional use of negation in ECF in never in never felt more degraded in my life to highlight 

the terrible outcome or result of his visit (emphasized by the numerical rating of 3/10 in line 9), 

this individual concludes this “Luxury Hotel Visit” track by implicitly recommending others to 

not visit this hotel in the future as the outcome of his visit. The analysis of this pair of reviews 

thus supports H1, as this individual includes more CS and CT in his deceptive review to evoke 

new and different roles (workers, middle class worker, someone new), objects (extra fees, cafe), 

and scenes as part of more standard or stereotypical hotel visit script (albeit a script of a terrible 

hotel visit). This individual does not use CS or CT in either review to refer to the normal result or 

outcome of his hotel stay, instead using a numerical rating to present this outcome in both his 

truthful and deceptive review. However, he uses more tokens of CS and CT with different 
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functions (from connecting to the reader as metadiscourse in his truthful review to fabricating 

events embedded evaluation in his deceptive review) to evoke more elements of a typical or 

generic script in his deceptive review overall. The deceptive review again provides additional yet 

stereotypical details not found in his truthful review, seen in this individual’s use of CS and CT 

as embedded evaluation to evoke elements of a generic yet convincing (and negative) hotel visit 

script (seen in the adversarial interactions with hotel staff, a typical aspect of a negative hotel 

visit) (Vásquez, 2011; 2012). 

6.4.6 Pairs of Reviews Following the Same Track of the Hotel Visit Script 

 In this section’s final pair of reviews, by a 20-year-old male undergraduate raised in 

California, I show how some individuals followed the same tracks of the hotel visit script yet 

drew on more tokens of CS and CT as embedded evaluation to follow a more stereotypical track 

in their deceptive reviews. These two reviews exhibit the characteristics of the “Luxury Hotel 

Visit” track seen in Examples 1-5, seen in roles of Fellow/Former Guests, Reviewer, Hotel Staff, 

and Reader as Potential Guest, objects consisting of the hotel’s appearance (e.g. lobby, 

atmosphere) or amenities (e.g. spa, restaurant, breakfast), entry conditions involving why the 

hotel was chosen by the Reviewer (e.g. its location or reputation), sequences of scenes involving 

First impression with the hotel or Other hotel-related activities stages (e.g. visiting hotel 

restaurants), and normal results of recommending future visits for themselves or others. In 

Example 6, this individual uses more CS and CT with ECF in his deceptive review to evoke 

more elements of the same track followed in his truthful review, thus supporting the hypothesis 

of this study. Similar to Example 1, this individual’s truthful review is organized as a list of 

descriptions while his deceptive review is constructed as a canonical narrative as it features 
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temporal junctures in two scenes of First impression with the hotel and Check-in stages of the 

hotel visit. As seen in Example 6, this reviewer refers to roles, props/objects, and sequences of 

scenes in his deceptive review to fabricate a hotel visit following the same “Luxury Hotel Visit” 

track used in his truthful review, yet the addition of new objects and scenes in his deceptive 

review evokes a more standard “Luxury Hotel Visit” track and so further supports this chapter’s 

hypothesis: 

Example 6: Reviews from a male undergraduate, age 20, raised in California, USA 

 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1 The [Top Hotel] in Hong Kong is one of the most impressive buildings in the city and with its→ 

2 centralized location I cannot think of a better spot for vacationers or businessmen looking for a→  

3 luxurious and elegant hotel experience. The breakfast buffet that is served in the lobby restaurant→  

4 was delicious and had a diverse spread of western and asian cuisine. The Hotel sits above a very→  

5 large classy shopping mall with all the top brands such as Cartier, Louis Vuitton, Coach, Channel,→  

6 etc. as well as a movie theater and ice skating rink. The [Top Hotel], Hong Kong, is a universally→  

7 luxurious, comfortable, and entertaining hotel and is definitely worth it if you have the money. 

 

Deceptive Mixed Polarity Review 

 

8 Upon arrival to [Hotel Illinois], [Illi City], my family and I were greeted with the classic elegance→ 

9 and charm we are accustomed to from [Hotel Company] Hotels. The wait for the room after check→  

10 in was longer than normal, something about the maid accidentally breaking a vase while→  

11 cleaning, but we were served cucumber water and lemon slices while we waited and the perfectly→  

12 air conditioned orchid scented lobby served as adequate waiting space. The food was delicious→  

13 although the room service was way over priced. Overall, a wonderful hotel consistent with the→  

14 [Hotel Company] name but nothing spectacular here. 
 

This undergraduate’s truthful review is a list of descriptions with minimal personalization (or use 

of first-person pronouns), with an exception in the use of a narrative report of CT as 

metadiscourse (due to referring to thought in the present tense as if in conversation) in lines 2-3 

with I cannot think of a better spot for vacationers or businessmen looking for a luxurious and 

elegant hotel experience. With this explicit reference to figures of vacationers or businessmen 

who would appreciate this luxurious hotel in lines 2-3, he identifies a potential audience for his 
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review and introduces the roles of Fellow Guests and/or Reader as Potential Guest. He then 

evaluates objects common to the hotel visit script in lines 3-4, describing the breakfast buffet and 

lobby restaurant in line 3, as well as more unusual objects involving this particular hotel’s 

location above a classy shopping mall and movie theater and ice skating rink in lines 5-6. The 

listing of the top brands of the shopping mall in line 5 of Cartier, Louis Vuitton, Coach, Channel 

[sic] provides an atypical focus on objects in the Other hotel-related activities stage of a hotel 

visit described by Vásquez (2012). These objects would more typically appear in a luxury 

shopping trip script, as these brands specialize in products such as diamond jewelry (Cartier), 

perfume and clothing (Chanel), designer handbags (Louis Vuitton), and handbags and clothing 

(Coach). These brands perhaps reflect this individual’s expectations for the type of hotel visitor 

who would enjoy the [Top Hotel] in Hong Kong (i.e. a visitor with enough wealth to patronize 

these stores). This individual concludes his review with Extreme Case formulations (Pomerantz, 

1986) claiming the hotel as excellent as seen in the pairs of modified adjectives in universally 

luxurious and definitely worth it in lines 6-7, with the normal outcome of his visit consisting of a 

positive assessment explicitly referring to the role of Reader as Potential Guest by specifying a 

particular audience in worth it if you have the money in line 7.   

Interestingly, in his deceptive review of [Hotel Illinois], this same individual provides a 

mixed polarity review that again follows a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track yet involves a more 

generic or typical sequence of fabricated events concerning the Check-in stage of a hotel visit, 

with additional yet less unique or unusual elements ultimately resulting in a more standard track 

of the hotel visit script. As in his truthful review, this individual uses a narrative report of CT 

(now as embedded evaluation) to open his review in lines 8-9, with a reference to his 
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expectations in the classic elegance and charm we are accustomed to from [Hotel Company] 

Hotels introducing the roles of himself as Hotel Guest and Fellow Guests in the story world with 

my family and I. Unlike in his truthful review, this individual describes scenes of the Check-in 

stage in detail, using a narrative report of CS as embedded evaluation that introduces the role of 

Hotel Staff in describing their speech in something about the maid accidentally breaking a vase 

while cleaning in lines 10-11. He also describes objects that were not present in his truthful 

review, such as how he was served cucumber water and lemon slices in line 11 and describes the 

adequate waiting space of the orchid scented lobby mentioned in line 12. He also uses ECF in 

the modifier way in way over priced to describe the object of room service in line 13 and in the 

lexical choice of nothing in nothing spectacular here in line 14, with the reference to the object 

of price echoing the result of his truthful visit. This reviewer also evaluates a new and more 

generic type of Other hotel-related activity in his deceptive review, mentioning food objects with 

the description of room service as delicious in lines 12-13 instead of the breakfast buffet (also 

described as delicious) in line 3 of his truthful review. Like his truthful review, he concludes his 

deceptive review with a statement evaluating the hotel overall in lines 13-14 with mitigated 

language involving ECF (nothing spectacular). As in previous examples, this individual’s 

truthful and deceptive reviews generally support this chapter’s hypothesis, as this individual 

follows a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track in both reviews yet uses more CT and CS in his deceptive 

review to introduce more elements of a typical or generic hotel visit (seen in more objects and 

sequences of scenes related to a luxury hotel visit rather than shopping) that result in a evoking a 

more standard track of the hotel visit script. 
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6.4.7 Summary 

 In Section 6.4, I have discussed patterns in how six individuals use CS and CT to evoke 

elements of a script (Schank & Abelson, 1977) by introducing roles, props/objects, ordinary 

entry conditions, sequences of scenes, and normal results or outcomes of a hotel visit. I have 

defined a more standard track of a hotel visit script as being evoked when reviewers introduce 

additional numbers of roles, objects, entry conditions, sequences of scenes, and normal results of 

a hotel visit. I have shown how additional numbers of script elements are often introduced via 

assessments or tokens of CS and CT containing Extreme Case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986), 

with these assessments and CS and CT tokens introducing more stereotypical details of a hotel 

visit that may explain why the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework for fewer details 

in deceptive accounts were not borne out in the analyses of Chapters Four and Five. While these 

six pairs of reviews did not all include more tokens of CS and CT in deceptive reviews, I have 

shown that these individuals did follow a more standard hotel visit script in their deceptive 

reviews by including additional script elements (roles, objects, entry conditions, etc.), whether in 

assessments or in tokens of CS or CT acting as embedded evaluation. In what follows, I analyze 

three pairs of reviews where individuals follow a more standard or generic track of the hotel visit 

script in their truthful reviews, contrasting how these individuals use CS and CT to evoke script 

elements similarly or differently to the pairs of reviews analyzed in Examples 1-6. 

6.5 Analysis: Generic or Stereotypical Tracks of a Hotel Visit Script in Truthful Reviews 

 In this section, three pairs of reviews were selected to further evaluate the hypothesis 

that individuals use more CS and CT to evoke more standard tracks of a hotel visit script in their 

deceptive review than in their truthful review. Specifically, this section compares three pairs of 
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reviews with CS and CT in both reviews by individuals who follow a more standard or 

stereotypical “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” and “Resort Hotel Visit” track 

in their truthful review. I show how each individual uses CS and CT to introduce more elements 

of a generic or typical script in their truthful review, illustrating how some individuals also use 

less CS or CT in their deceptive reviews to introduce these elements. Thus, these reviews do not 

support this chapter’s hypothesis that individuals use more CS and CT to evoke more standard 

tracks of the hotel visit script in their deceptive reviews. 

6.5.1 Addressing the Reader in a Truthful Review’s “Economy Hotel Visit” Track 

In this pair of reviews by a 21-year-old female undergraduate raised in Idaho, this 

individual constructs both her reviews as a narrative-like list of descriptions. She uses first-

person pronouns (personalization) to provide mitigated recommendations to the role of Reader as 

Potential Guest as part of an “Economy Hotel Visit” track in her truthful review and a “Luxury 

Hotel Visit” track in her deceptive review. In her truthful review, she uses lists of assessments 

with Extreme Case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986) and CS as interactive metadiscourse to 

introduce roles of Reviewer, Reader as Potential Guest, Hotel Staff, and Family Members; 

objects including the room, bed, hallways, cost, or price (or the lack of certain objects); entry 

conditions involving the Reviewer’s expectations as being met; descriptions of First Impression 

with the room and Further communication with staff stages as a sequence of scenes; and the 

outcome of a qualified or hedged recommendation to the reader. In Example 7, this individual 

uses CS to introduce a number of roles, objects and scenes/actions, resulting in a generic or 

typical “Economic Hotel Visit” track in her truthful review. However, she uses personalized 

assessments and both CS and CT to introduce fewer script elements evoking a less generic 
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“Luxury Hotel Visit” track in her deceptive review (one focusing on her impressions of the hotel 

rather than events of her stay), thus not supporting this chapter’s hypothesis: 

Example 7: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 21, raised in Idaho 

 

Truthful Mixed Polarity Review 

 

1 The hotel was modest, but that was all I really needed. I'd describe it as absolute "bare bones",→ 

2 and I’d recommend this place only if you want a place to sleep a few hours and that's it. The→  

3 bathroom shower and sink had no hot water, ever, and the bed was on literal bricks. The location near→ 

4 the beach and near a lot of restaurants made it worth the stay, and the price is great if you're traveling→ 

5 cheap. 

 

Deceptive Negative Polarity Review 

 

6 If you want to stay in real [NY City], don't go [Hotel NY]. The gimmicky "ritz" feeling was a little→  

7 corny. When I travel, I want to feel like I'm immersed in what it is really like wherever I'm staying,→  

8 and there are far better places in [NY City] to let you get that authentic feeling. I wouldn't→  

9 recommend staying here if you want to have a more legitimate time getting to know this city.  

 

This individual begins her truthful review by describing the hotel as modest in line 1 and her 

entry conditions as all I really needed, continuing with direct CS (seen in the presence of 

quotation marks representing speech as verbatim) as metadiscourse in I’d describe it as absolute 

“bare bones.” In this token of CS with an Extreme Case formulation, the description of absolute 

“bare bones” with I’d describe it mimics conversation in making a claim of the cheap nature of 

the hotel via introducing this object. She continues by providing the outcome of her visit as a 

mitigated recommendation, now using a narrative report of CS as metadiscourse in I’d 

recommend this place only if you want a place to sleep to evoke her role as the Reviewer and the 

role of the Reader as Potential Guest through a deictic shift in if you want in line 2. She continues 

by introducing additional missing objects with ECF in a list of assessments, seen in the bathroom 

shower and sink had no hot water, ever and the bed was on literal bricks in line 3, concluding by 

describing additional objects regarding the location, beach, restaurants, and price and addressing 

the Reader as Potential guest with if you’re traveling cheap in lines 4-5. While this individual 
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includes hyperbolic aspects of the “Economy Hotel Visit” track in her description of bed on 

literal bricks, her descriptions of this object and the lack of hot water serve to highlight the entry 

conditions of someone traveling cheap in lines 4-5, with this reference to price further signaling 

a typical object of this hotel visit track.  

In her deceptive review, this individual begins by directly referencing the role of Reader  

as Potential Guest by cautioning them don’t go [Hotel NY], highlighting the “Luxury Hotel 

Visit” track of the script by referring to a new object – the “ritz” feeling in line 6 as gimmicky. 

Unlike in her truthful review, this review lists descriptions of this reviewer’s feeling as the 

primary object involved in her stay (similar to some “Luxury Hotel Visit” track descriptions of 

hotel atmosphere). She describes this feeling as corny in line 6 and the hotel as lacking an 

authentic feeling in line 8 (with this implied absence again emphasizing this individual’s 

expectations that a luxury hotel would be authentic). While she does mention other hotels (far 

better places in [NY City]) as another object in line 8, this review stands out for its lack of a 

sequence of scenes/actions regarding her stay. Similar to other “Luxury Hotel Visit” tracks, she 

concludes with a narrative report of CS as metadiscourse to provide a recommendation (negated 

in this case) invoking her role as Reviewer in I wouldn’t recommend staying here in lines 8-9, 

with a narrative report of CT as metadiscourse in if you want to have a more legitimate time 

getting to know this city with getting to know an indirect reference to the role of the Reader as 

Potential Guest (i.e. someone who will be thinking about the city during their future visit). This 

individual uses the same number of tokens of constructed dialogue (though including CT) in her 

deceptive review as in her truthful review. However, these tokens introduce fewer script 

elements in her deceptive than in her truthful review, so this pair of reviews does not support this 
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chapter’s hypothesis. This pair of reviews also do not support the predictions of this chapter’s 

hypothesis due to the functions of constructed dialogue in these reviews, as this individual uses 

CS and CT as metadiscourse in her truthful review and also uses assessments to introduce 

stereotypical roles, objects, and scenes/actions in the truthful review that were not found in her 

deceptive review’s list of assessments.  

6.5.2 Scenes of Conversation in a Truthful Review’s “Convenient Hotel Visit” Track 

 As seen in Examples 2-3, the “Convenient Hotel Visit” track was identified via common 

roles of Family Members, Coworkers, Reader as Potential Guest, and Reviewer; objects related 

to the location or services available like landmarks or downtown restaurants; entry conditions 

describing prior travel or the Reviewer’s psychological need for rest; descriptions of Check-in 

and Other-related hotel activities (usually breakfast) stages as scenes; and a normal result of 

evaluating the overall hotel experience. Similar to “Economy Hotel Visit” scripts, individuals 

who followed this track occasionally used Extreme Case formulations (ECF) (Pomerantz, 1986) 

in evaluating the lack of objects of a hotel visit (i.e. constructing an expectation for an object of a 

hotel stay by its absence) (e.g. no breakfast at all, NO hot water). These next reviews by a 21-

year-old female undergraduate raised in Texas follow a “Convenient Hotel Visit” track and a 

“Luxury Hotel Visit” track, with this individual evoking a more standard track of the hotel visit 

script in her truthful review. This can be seen in her use of more CS and CT with ECF to 

introduce more script elements in her truthful review, not supporting this chapter’s hypothesis. 

As seen in Example 8, this individual constructs her truthful review as a list of descriptions with 

two temporal junctures in a negative polarity review containing several typical sequence of 

scenes for a hotel visit and constructs her deceptive review as a list of descriptions with less 
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personalization and no temporal junctures in a positive polarity review with fewer script 

elements: 

Example 8: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 21, raised in Texas 

 

Truthful Negative Polarity Review 

 

1 The hotel [Brand Company] in [NY City] is average, at best. The lobby makes for a grand→  

2 entrance and one expects that splendor to be reflected in the rooms. Unfortunately, they are tightly→  

3 cramped, lack basic amenities, and are dirty. The customer service is dismal as well, could not→ 

4 contact any of the staff and they took 3+ hours to get back to me. Would not recommend this→  

5 particular hotel to anyone on vacation as it is stress-inducing to say the least. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

  

6 The [Hotel California] is the perfect hotel to utilize for any occasion. The design is intricate, elegant,→ 

7 and the layout is open which allows for a very modern feeling. The staff is always smiling and the→  

8 amenities are beyond perfect. This hotel does indeed live up to its reputation, would highly→  

9 recommend! 

 

This individual begins her truthful review referencing the hotel’s location in [NY City], with an 

evaluation naming and assessing the hotel as average in line 1 (with ECF in at best qualifying 

this evaluation).  She then introduces the object of the hotel lobby and uses a narrative report of 

CT as embedded evaluation of the hotel rooms to describe her entry conditions when arriving, in 

one expects that splendor to be reflected in the rooms in lines 1-2. This use of CT also affectively 

keys her review (Goffman, 1974), as this evaluation continues the critical tone of her review and 

references her role as Hotel Guest. After critiquing the object of the rooms as tightly cramped 

and dirty in lines 2-3, she uses two narrative reports of CS as embedded evaluation with 

temporal junctures to introduce the role of Hotel Staff in could not contact any of the staff and 

they took 3+ hours to get back to me (with any of the staff another ECF strengthening the 

negative evaluation of her CS). She also evokes her role as Reviewer and the role of Reader as 

Potential Guest with two additional tokens of narrative reports of CS as metadiscourse in lines 

4-5 acting as the outcome or result of her visit with Would not recommend this particular hotel 
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to anyone on vacation, with the object vacation referencing travel in line with this track. The use 

of ECF in the formulaic phrase to say the least in line 5 mirrors her earlier evaluation of average, 

at best in line 1, indicating that the result of this hotel visit for this individual is strongly 

committing to not visiting this hotel in the future. While this negative polarity review largely 

constructs the “Convenient Hotel Visit” in the irrealis mood (by describing what the reviewer 

did not expect or do during the visit) (cf. Labov & Waletzky, 1967[1997]; Mithun, 1995), I 

suggest that multiple tokens of CS and CT provide more elements of a hotel visit script (in terms 

of the number of roles, objects, events, and outcomes) resulting in a “more standard” track of the 

hotel visit script in her truthful review.  

In her deceptive review, this individual again constructs her review as a list of 

descriptions, beginning with an ECF assessment of the [Hotel California] as perfect in line 6. As 

in other reviews following a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track, she uses forms of ECF to introduce the 

role of Hotel Staff (described as always smiling in line 7), followed by assessing objects related 

to the physical space of the hotel (its layout) and hotel services (in the object of amenities), with 

language repeated from her truthful review (now described as beyond perfect in line 8). This 

reviewer only uses one narrative report of CS as metadiscourse to act as the outcome of her 

hotel visit, simultaneously evoking her role as Reviewer and that of the Reader as Potential 

Guest by highly recommending the hotel in lines 8-9. This pair of reviews thus does not support 

H1, as this individual’s use of CS and CT as embedded evaluation in her truthful review follows 

a “Convenient Hotel Visit” track featuring scenes/actions introducing more unique details (i.e. 

the lobby grand entrance, a conversation involving contacting the staff and their delayed 

response) and additional objects (seen in using cramped and dirty to contrast the hotel’s lobby 
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with its rooms) that are not introduced in her deceptive review. 

6.5.3 Spatial/Temporal Details in a Truthful Review’s “Resort Hotel Visit” Track  

 The least-frequent track of the hotel visit script that I found in my data was the “Resort 

Hotel Visit” track, with this track identified by common roles of Reader as Potential Guest, Hotel 

Staff, Reviewer as Hotel Guest, and Fellow Guests; objects including specific food items like 

pesto pasta and location in a foreign country or by a beach; entry conditions involving travel to 

the hotel or the booking process; descriptions of First impression with the hotel and Other hotel-

related activities stages as scenes; and a normal result of recommending the hotel to others or 

committing to future visits. This final pair of reviews by an 18-year-old female undergraduate 

raised in New York are both organized as narrative-like lists of descriptions with personalization 

(or use of first-person pronouns). However, she evokes more elements of a stereotypical “Resort 

Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script in her truthful review and fewer elements of a “Luxury 

Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script in her deceptive review, thus again not supporting this 

chapter’s hypothesis. As seen in Example 9, this individual includes additional temporal 

junctures and more CS and CT as embedded evaluation evoking a “Resort Hotel Visit” track of 

the hotel visit script in her truthful review and a list of descriptions and CS as metadiscourse 

introducing fewer elements evoking a “Luxury Hotel Visit” track of the hotel visit script in her 

deceptive review: 

Example 9: Reviews from a female undergraduate, age 18, raised in New York 

Truthful Positive Polarity Review 

 

1 My experience at [Beach Resort] in [Playa City], Mexico was excellent. My hotel room and the hotel→ 

2 grounds in general were spotless, the food was delicious, and the service was friendly, warm, and→  

3 very helpful. The beach was smaller and narrower than the Long Island beaches I am used to, and I→  

4 do wish my family and I had more space between ourselves and the other guests. It was easy, →  

5 however, for my family of four to find chairs and to order drinks and snacks from our beach→ 
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6 loungers. There is virtually nothing to do outside of the all-inclusive resort, but there are plenty of→  

7 activities for adults, children, and the whole family on-campus. I would definitely recommend this→ 

8 resort to a friend. 

 

Deceptive Positive Polarity Review 

 

9 I really enjoyed my stay at [Hotel Illinois] in [Illi City]. The location was excellent & it was very→  

10 convenient and it offered beautiful views of the city and [Great Lake]. The hotel has a high-end→  

11 feel; it is beautifully decorated, but comfortable. The service is amiable and eager to help, and the→ 

12 food is great. Overall, my experience was lovely and I would certainly recommend this hotel to→ 

13 a friend. 

 

Similar to Examples 6 and 8, this reviewer begins her truthful review by naming the hotel and its 

location in a city, with introducing the hotel’s location in Mexico as an object, with the 

experience evaluated as excellent in line 1. She continues by introducing objects including the 

room, hotel grounds, food, and service in lines 1-3, with this assessment implicitly conveying the 

First impression with hotel/room stage of her visit. She continues with a narrative report of CT 

as embedded evaluation introducing the object of beach in The beach was smaller and narrower 

than the Long Island beaches I am used to in line 3, creating a scene that introduces the role of 

Family Members and Fellow Guests in line 4 with her optative expression of I do wish my family 

and I had more space between ourselves and the other guests. She then uses a narrative report of 

CS as embedded evaluation to introduce how these figures ordered the objects of drinks and 

snacks (again more specific versions of the food object) in lines 4-6, another scene revolving 

around the object of beach loungers. Characterizing activities of this all-inclusive resort for more 

specific roles of Fellow Guest (e.g. adults, children, and the whole family) in line 7, she 

concludes with CS as metadiscourse in I would definitely recommend this resort to a friend in 

lines 7-8, explicitly referring to her role as a Reviewer and introducing yet another role of a 

Friend as Potential Guest in a review containing many elements that evoke details of a typical or 

generic hotel visit, in this case to a Resort Hotel. 
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In her deceptive review, this reviewer again uses lists of descriptions with personalization 

yet uses only one token of CS in evoking fewer elements of the “Convenient Hotel Visit” track 

of the hotel visit script. She begins by characterizing her overall visit in I really enjoyed my stay 

at [Hotel Illinois] in [Illi City] in line 9, following the same format as Example 8’s deceptive 

review. She then again explicitly references the importance of this hotel’s location as excellent 

and convenient in lines 9-10, expanding on this object by introducing views of the city and 

[Great Lake] in line 10. After assessing the appearance of the hotel (similar to the hotel grounds 

of her truthful review)  with high-end feel in lines 10-11, she implicitly refers to the role of Hotel 

Staff in the service is amiable and eager to help, describing an interaction with them as another 

scene related to her lovely visit in line 12. Finally, she concludes in lines 12-13 with a narrative 

report of CS as metadiscourse only slightly modified from her truthful review in I would 

certainly recommend this hotel to a friend, again introducing the role of Friend as Potential 

Guest. However, as this review uses fewer tokens of CS and generally introduces fewer roles, 

objects, and scenes as script elements than used in her truthful review, this pair of reviews does 

not support H1’s predictions that individuals use more CS and CT to evoke a more standard track 

of the hotel visit in deceptive reviews. Next, I summarize the findings of Section 6.4 and 6.5 and 

discuss the implications of these analyses for my dissertation’s final research question, further 

connecting these findings to the results of Chapters Four and Five.  

6.6  Summary and Discussion 

 In this chapter, I have continued my analysis of the role of constructed speech (CS) and 

thought (CT) as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively, by showing that more 

standard structures of expectation are evoked via CS and CT in deceptive online hotel reviews. 
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My analysis has considered how individual expectations are encoded in language in the form of a 

hotel visit script, focusing on subtypes of scripts known as tracks that were distinguished by 

particular combinations of roles, props/objects, entry conditions, sequences of scenes or actions, 

and normal results of taking part in a situation (i.e. the characteristics or elements of a script) 

(Schank & Abelson, 1977; Bower et al., 1979). I have identified how patterns in the amounts of 

these elements distinguish more or less stereotypical tracks appearing in my data, comparing 

“Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” and “Resort Hotel 

Visit” tracks of the hotel visit script. I have also demonstrated that individuals generally used 

more CS and CT in their deceptive review (often as embedded evaluation in addition to 

metadiscourse) to introduce more elements evoking a more standard track of the hotel visit script 

than in their truthful review, thus supporting this chapter’s hypothesis. 

 In Section 6.4, I analyzed how tracks of the hotel visit script were evoked by common 

roles (Reviewer, Reader as Potential Guest, Family Members), props/objects (physical objects 

like rooms, beds, or breakfasts and objects of evaluation like views or location), entry conditions 

(descriptions of psychological states or actions leading to the Check-in stage of a hotel visit), 

sequences of scenes or actions (First impression with hotel; First impression with room stages of 

a hotel visit), and normal outcomes of a hotel visit (projecting future visits to the hotel or 

recommending the hotel to different audiences). The analysis of six pairs of reviews mostly 

supported this chapter’s hypothesis, with each individual following a more standard track of the 

hotel visit script in their deceptive review, seen in the use of more CS and CT to introduce more 

elements of the hotel visit script than used in their truthful review. One exception was Example 

5, wherein the reviewer used equal amounts of constructed dialogue in both reviews yet used 
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additional assessments to introduce more script elements in terms of the number of roles, objects, 

and scenes/actions in his deceptive review. In Section 6.5, I analyzed three more pairs of reviews 

by undergraduates that did not support this chapter’s hypothesis. Interestingly, the use of CS and 

CT in those three pairs of reviews more closely matched the predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework, as these reviews included more standard or typical details introduced by 

more assessments and tokens of CS or CT evoking more script elements in their truthful reviews 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015). By connecting linguistic forms and functions to underlying 

structures of expectation, this analysis has illustrated how individuals use CS and CT as 

resources to draw on these expectations in fabricating a realistic account of a hotel visit. This 

analysis also shows that identifying scripts as sources for deceivers may explain why the 

predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework for more vs. fewer details are not supported in 

the data, as individuals often used more details that were less specific (i.e. by presenting generic 

details of a hotel visit rather than unique sensory information experienced by an individual) in 

deceptive reviews.   

This analysis has addressed my dissertation’s final research question by showing how 

individuals used CS and CT to introduce elements of different tracks of a hotel visit script in 

truthful and deceptive reviews. This chapter’s hypothesis was mostly supported by this 

chapter’s analysis, as six of the nine individuals used more CS and CT (and occasionally other 

strategies like assessments, seen in it offered beautiful views of the city introducing the object of 

views) to evoke a more standard track of the hotel visit script in their deceptive review. 

Throughout my analysis, I used “more standard” to refer to the use of more roles, props/objects, 

entry conditions, sequences of scenes, and normal results distinguishing a generic or 
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stereotypical track of a hotel visit script. In the case of Examples 7, 8, and 9, these individuals 

followed more standard tracks in their truthful review, reflecting some predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework (i.e. CS representing sensory information in the truthful review of 

Example 7, showing that this individual’s memory of a real visit included such perceptual 

details) (Johnson & Raye, 1981). Overall, I have shown that CS and CT act as a resource for 

reviewers to evoke such tracks in both truthful and deceptive reviews (especially with regard to 

introducing roles, props/objects, and sequences of scenes/actions), with two implications for the 

analyses of Chapters Four and Five. First, this chapter’s qualitative analysis again showed that 

CS and CT often appear in truthful and deceptive reviews as narrative reports, suggesting that 

less verbatim forms of speech and thought play an important role in revealing individuals’ 

expectations for a situation in online reviews. Second, this analysis found that six of nine 

individuals used more CS and CT that served as embedded evaluation to introduce more 

elements evoking a more standard track of the hotel visit script in their deceptive reviews, 

potentially accounting for why this function of CT was identified as distinguishing truthful from 

deceptive reviews in Chapter Five. In other words, as individuals often used CS and CT as 

embedded evaluation to provide roles, objects, and sequences of scenes/actions in a story world 

of their hotel visit in deceptive reviews, I suggest that this narrative function of CS and CT 

allows deceivers to easily construct a realistic account by drawing on expectations to supply 

stereotypical details of a fabricated hotel visit. 

 As the research instrument did not ask participants how often they stayed in hotels or 

when their last hotel visit occurred, one limitation of this chapter’s analysis is that my research 

instrument did not ask participants how often they visited hotels or when their last visit occurred, 
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potentially resulting in difficulty recalling details as in the truthful review of Example 5. My 

determination of more standard or stereotypical tracks via identifying what I determined to be 

common roles, props, objects, and other elements of the hotel visit script may also have resulted 

in missing other variations of the hotel visit script, as I did not use a second coder to provide a 

quantitative summary of track differences. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter Five’s analysis 

of the functions of CS and CT, these linguistic strategies may act ambiguously and polysemously 

(Tannen, 1993; 2007) in these reviews. In other words, these linguistic strategies likely provided 

several elements of a hotel visit script at once, resulting in my analysis having potentially 

overlooked some of these elements. In addition, future research on online reviews should 

examine examples where script elements are invoked via negation (e.g. for objects like water in 

there was absolutely NO hot water or sequences of actions as in I asked for extra towels like ten 

times and never got a call back) and whether such irrealis constructions (Labov & Waletzky, 

1967[1997], Mithun, 1995) appear more often in truthful or deceptive reviews. Overall, this 

analysis informs my dissertation’s final research question by demonstrating that individuals used 

CS and CT as resources (often as embedded evaluation) to introduce more script elements 

resulting in what appeared to be more detailed accounts in deceptive reviews. This consideration 

of scripts helps to explain the findings of Chapters Four and Five by accounting for why the 

predictions of Reality Monitoring framework were not consistently borne out, as individuals 

often used CS and CT to introduce more script elements that conveyed more yet less unique or 

specific details in their deceptive reviews. By finding support for the hypothesis that individuals 

follow a more standard script in deceptive reviews via more CS and CT, this chapter’s analysis 

further stresses how considering memory and script informs predictions regarding linguistic 
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indicators of veracity and deception that are based on memories of specific details. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION 

7.1 Revisiting the Research Questions   

In this section, I summarize each analytical strand by reviewing the research questions, 

motivations in investigating different hypotheses, and results of my analyses. As I describe in 

Chapters One and Two, this study was planned and implemented to test predictions from the 

literature on deception detection and to improve sociolinguistic understandings of constructed 

speech (CS) and thought (CT) in the context of online hotel reviews. In testing predictions from 

the Reality Monitoring framework for sensory information as more common in real (truthful) 

memories and cognitive operations as more common in imaginary (deceptive) memories 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015), an overall goal of this dissertation was to evaluate how CS 

and CT reflected these different characteristics (i.e. sensory information and cognitive 

operations) in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. Specifically, this dissertation 

investigated whether CS and CT act as linguistic cues distinguishing truthful vs. deceptive online 

hotel reviews by taking three approaches following a recursive “Explanatory Design – 

participant selection” research design model (Creswell & Plano Clark 2007; Hashemi & Babaii, 

2013). The three strands of this model consist of an exploratory quantitative analysis of the 

amount, verbatimness, and features of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive reviews; a qualitative 

analysis of narrative functions of CS and CT in eight pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews; and 

a qualitative analysis of the use of CS and CT in evoking different underlying expectations for a 

hotel visit in nine pairs of truthful and deceptive reviews. In these research phases, I built on the 

results of each analysis to show how sociolinguistic understandings of the forms, functions, and 

roles of these linguistic cues in evoking structures of expectation influenced predictions for CS 
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and CT as indicators of veracity and deception, respectively, in the context of online reviews. 

In the first approach, I used a broad understanding of verbatimness drawn from Leech & 

Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994) to examine a continuum for CS or CT (as narrative 

reports, indirect, and direct CS or CT) in sentences or clauses from 93 pairs of truthful and 

deceptive online hotel reviews elicited from undergraduate students raised in the United States 

from age 5-18. These examples or “tokens” of CS or CT were coded for features of their 

construction, animation, and context, with construction referring to elements of the content of a 

token of CS or CT (i.e. a token’s speaker/thinker identity, introductory item, the presence of 

unsaid/unthought constructions, or a proper name); animation referring to the dramatization of 

speech or thought by representing voices, enacting body language, or prosody (i.e. the use of 

quotation marks or unusual orthography like NO hot water); and context referring to a 

review’s polarity and its reviewer’s gender, familiarity with writing online reviews, and dialect 

background from age 5-18. Considering these aspects of CS and CT, I conducted a quantitative 

analysis in Chapter Four investigating the first research question of this dissertation: 

RQ1: Do CS and CT differ in amount, verbatimness, or features pertaining to their 

construction, animation, or context in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews? 

This question was motivated by prior research on linguistic indicators of veracity (Burgoon, 

2018) and on CS and CT in online reviews (Vásquez, 2012; 2015a), leading to two hypotheses: 

that CS appears more in truthful reviews and CT appears more often in deceptive reviews, and 

that CS and CT differ in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in terms of verbatimness and features 

related to their construction, animation, and context. The second hypothesis specified predictions 

for each construction, animation, and context feature based on prior research in sociolinguistics 
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(Chafe, 1994; Buchstaller et al., 2010) and predictions from the Reality Monitoring framework 

(Johnson & Raye, 1981; Burgoon, 2018). 

To investigate these two hypotheses in Chapter Four, I conducted inferential statistics via 

logistic regression models considering the amount, verbatimness, and features of CS and CT as 

independent variables and veracity as the dependent variable. These models included the type of 

token as CS or CT, a token’s verbatimness (as direct, indirect, or a narrative report), and eight 

of the features described above as independent variables predicting veracity (excluding 

introductory items, unsaid/unthought constructions, and quotation marks as the first feature 

had 55 potential levels due to unique verbs, the second appeared with equal amounts in truthful 

vs. deceptive reviews, and the third occurred in less than five tokens of CS). The results of two 

best fit models partially supported the first hypothesis by finding CS as increasing the odds of a 

review being truthful at a significance level of p < 0.05 and finding the presence of a proper 

name or unusual orthography in a token of both CS and CT as increasing the odds of a review 

being deceptive at a significance level of p < 0.05 (opposite to the implications of the Reality 

Monitoring framework’s predictions for CS as sensory information indicating veracity as 

outlined above). As these features (along with gender in the best fit model without interactions, 

finding a token of CS and CT in a review by a male reviewer also increased the odds of a review 

being deceptive) demonstrated how different tokens of CS or CT acted as significant predictors 

of veracity or deception, the second hypothesis was supported. Overall, this approach using 

descriptive and inferential statistics broadly supported the two hypotheses of this chapter. 

However, it provided mixed support for the predictions of the Reality Monitoring framework 

when considering construction, animation, and context features of CS and CT, as some features 
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in both CS and CT acted as indicators of deception rather than veracity. In other words, the 

results of Chapter Four’s analysis identified differences in truthful vs. deceptive reviews in the 

amount and features of CS and CT, yet some of these results were opposite to the predictions of 

the Reality Monitoring framework (e.g. both CS and CT tokens with the same feature [unusual 

orthography] increasing the odds of a review being deceptive).  

My quantitative approach identified mixed results for differences in the construction and 

animation features of CS and CT in truthful vs. deceptive online hotel reviews. Consequently, I 

followed the Explanatory Design research design (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) by next 

adopting a qualitative phase examining narrative functions of CS and CT in hopes of offering a 

better explanation for why these features did not pattern according to the predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework. As seen in the literature review in Chapter Two, linguists have 

demonstrated that constructed dialogue is closely tied to functions in spoken and written 

interaction including the expression of identity in language (Ochs & Caps, 1996; Bucholtz & 

Hall, 2005), the ability of language to create involvement between speakers (or writers) and 

audiences (Chafe, 1994; Tannen, 2007), and the signaling of evaluation in narrative contexts 

(Labov, 1972; Schiffrin, 2002; De Fina, 2003). Several studies of deception detection have 

previously incorporated these understandings in comparing truthful vs. deceptive texts. Recent 

work by Lowrey & Ray (2015) has found that truthful and deceptive confessions differed in how 

actual events of a crime were highly evaluated in narratives of true confessions, while false 

confessions left those events unevaluated (p. 293). Drawing on these prior studies, my second 

research strand involved selecting eight participants (pairs of reviews) to explore whether 

Chapter Four’s results could be at least partly attributed to differences in the use of CS 
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and CT to perform narrative functions as reflected by this chapter’s research question: 

RQ2: Are CS and CT used for different narrative functions in truthful vs. deceptive 

online reviews?   

In this approach, I first label and define three main functions that were identified in the data as 

part of the token coding process: CS and CT as embedded evaluation (Labov, 1972), interactive 

metadiscourse (Vásquez, 2015a), or as affectively keying a review (Goffman, 1974). The first 

function was identified as operating when a reviewer constructed speech or thought from the 

perspective of the events of their hotel visit (i.e. relating events from the story world) and the 

second two functions were identified as functioning from the writer’s perspective as a reviewer 

(i.e. referring to the storytelling world context). The theory of Reality Monitoring predicts that 

truthful memories contain not only more sensory information but also more temporal/spatial 

details than fabricated or imagined memories (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Nahari, 2018). Prior 

research in narrative analysis has also found the use of CS and CT to convey sensory, temporal, 

and/or spatial details (Lowrey & Ray, 2015), emotionally involve the listener or reader in events 

being describing (i.e. Labov, 1972; De Fina, 2003), and to connect with an imagined audience 

(cf. Vásquez, 2015a). In addition to the results of Chapter Four regarding CS as an indicator of 

veracity, these theoretical predictions motivated the hypothesis of Chapter Five: that truthful 

reviews contain more CS and CT with story world functions (i.e. as embedded evaluation) while 

deceptive reviews contain more CS and CT with storytelling world functions (i.e. as 

metadiscourse or affectively keying a review). In this view, the use of CS or CT as interactive 

metadiscourse or affective keying reveals a narrator’s anticipation of an audience’s potential 

reactions. I subsequently interpret this anticipation as representing the reviewer’s cognitive 
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operations in the moment of writing a review as they break the continuity of their story to 

address the storytelling world perspective. I expected deceptive reviews to contain more 

storytelling world perspectives as I reasoned that a reviewer’s anticipation of an audience’s 

potential reactions may reflect that reviewer’s cognitive operations (i.e. by revealing the 

reviewer’s thinking regarding possible reader responses or needs). I also made this prediction 

based on research by Vásquez (2012), as her study showed that “represented mental states” (or 

CT) in online reviews allowed people to “depict their responses to the utterances of others via 

representations of their own thoughts or inner feelings” (p. 14). However, the results of this 

second strand found the opposite of what was expected: the story world function of CS and CT 

as embedded evaluation occurred most frequently in deceptive reviews, while the storytelling 

function of CS and CT as affectively keying a review occurred slightly more frequently in 

truthful reviews. The quantitative portion of this analysis also supported this distinction, with CS 

and CT as embedded evaluation identified in 65.1% of total tokens of CS and CT in deceptive 

reviews, compared to 55.3% of total tokens of CS and CT in truthful reviews. 

 In general, the analysis of Chapter Five investigated the predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework by finding more CS and CT tokens (as a percentage of total CS and CT 

tokens) with a story world function as embedded evaluation in deceptive than truthful reviews, 

opposite to the framework’s predictions that truthful memories contain more sensory 

information, spatial/temporal details, and logical structures (Vrij, 2015). The analysis of eight 

representative pairs of reviews showed that many individuals used more CS and CT as 

metadiscourse in truthful reviews and more CS and CT as embedded evaluation in their 

deceptive reviews. Recent studies of the Reality Monitoring framework have examined how 
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deceivers include different kinds of details to make their deception appear truthful (i.e. verifiable 

vs. non-verifiable details, cf. Nahari et al., 2014; Nahari, 2018), and the current study found that 

individuals used CS and CT as resources to evaluate details of a hotel via speech or thought 

interactions occurring during their hotel visit. As a result, the second strand provides a better 

account for some of the differences observed in Chapter Four by connecting features of the 

construction of CS and CT to particular functions (i.e. for narrative reports and embedded 

evaluation), yet this approach also did not yield conclusive results regarding CS as an indicator 

of veracity and CT as an indicator of deception when considering the narrative functions of these 

strategies in story world and storytelling world contexts.  

 The results of my first and second strands found that sociolinguistic analyses of form and 

narrative functions produced mixed results, with CS as an indicator of veracity and story world 

functions of CS and CT as indicators of deception. Thus, my third strand considered yet another 

aspect of constructed dialogue: whether CS and CT evoke more stereotypical underlying 

expectations for a situation known as a script (Schank & Abelson, 1977) in truthful or deceptive 

reviews. The theory of memory behind the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 

1981) proposes that truthful memories contain more spatial/temporal details and logical 

structures in addition to more sensory details. In my third phase, I therefore examined the use of 

CS and CT in providing such details in light of theories of discourse and knowledge, as these 

theories propose that memories are instead organized according to hierarchal structures of 

expectation for generic situations (Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk, 2014). Based on the 

results of my two previous research strands for differences in features and functions of CS and 

CT and these two theories of memory, I explore a final research question in Chapter Six:  
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RQ3: Are more elements of typical or “standard” scripts found in deceptive reviews than 

in truthful reviews that draw from real visits with real details? 

As CS was found as a significant indicator of veracity in Chapter Four while CS and CT were 

found functioning as embedded evaluation more frequently in deceptive reviews in Chapter Five, 

this strand considers whether these differences can be explained by the role of CS or CT in 

evoking the script of a hotel visit. Specifically, I compared how CS and CT introduce the 

following characteristics or elements of a script: roles, objects/props, entry conditions, sequences 

of actions, and outcomes or normal results from participating in a situation (Schank & Abelson, 

1977). Showing how CS and CT evoke four types or “tracks” of this hotel visit script, I identified 

common patterns in these script elements or characteristics (Bower et. al., 1979, p. 215) to 

investigate the following hypothesis: that individuals use more CS and CT in their deceptive 

review to follow a more “standard” track of a hotel visit script than in their truthful review. By 

more standard, I refer to the use of more elements (in terms of the number of roles, objects/props, 

entry conditions, sequences of actions, etc.) shaping the track of a hotel visit script. This 

chapter’s hypothesis was motivated by understandings of discourse and memory that individuals 

possess prototypical memories for situations like a hotel visit (Schank & Abelson, 1977), along 

with the findings of Chapters Four and Five for the use of CS as sensory information and the 

common function of CS and CT as embedded evaluation in deceptive reviews. This strand’s 

qualitative analysis of nine pairs of reviews found that individuals often fabricated their 

deceptive reviews by relying on more generic or stereotypical memories for a hotel visit, seen in 

the use of more CS and CT to evoke more elements of a track evoking a more generic or typical 

hotel visit script in deceptive reviews. 
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The qualitative analysis of Chapter Six found four types of hotel visit script appearing in 

my data: “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” and “Resort 

Hotel Visit” tracks of the hotel visit script. Based on the findings of Chapters Four and Five, I 

selected nine individuals’ pairs of reviews to examine how reviewers used CS or CT in evoking 

the following elements of a script: roles, objects/props, entry conditions, sequences of scenes or 

actions, and normal results or outcomes of staying at a hotel (Schank & Abelson, 1977). I 

showed how CS and CT introduced more elements of the hotel visit script in deceptive reviews, 

identifying links between narrative functions of these strategies and the use of CS and CT in 

evoking more stereotypical tracks of a hotel visit. Namely, I demonstrated that individuals use 

CS and CT to introduce additional roles, objects, sequences of actions, and other elements 

characteristic of a hotel visit in their deceptive reviews, with CS and CT often functioning as 

embedded evaluation of these elements in the story world perspective (e.g. I expected the bed to 

be larger evaluating both an object – bed – and the action or event of a person’s First impression 

with room). Six of nine individuals examined in the qualitative analysis of this strand used more 

CS and CT in their deceptive review to evoke elements of what I characterize as a more standard 

track of the hotel visit script than in their truthful review, thus partially supporting the chapter’s 

hypothesis. This analysis also found that individuals frequently used Extreme Case formulations 

(ECF) (Pomerantz, 1986) in combination with CS and CT to highlight different aspects of their 

expectations for a hotel visit, with some individuals invoking script elements by referring to the 

lack of elements like props/objects or sequences of scenes/actions (e.g. NO hot water, the staff 

never called back) to construct a more or less standard track of the hotel visit script in their 

deceptive review. This analysis further helps to explain the findings of Chapters Four and Five 
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that individuals used less verbatim forms of CS and CT with more story world functions in 

deceptive reviews, as this analysis found that individuals relied on CS and CT to include more 

(yet also less specific) details with less specific details of a hotel visit to fabricate a deceptive 

review. 

Overall, the three strands of this dissertation produced methodological, theoretical, and 

practical contributions to our understanding of CS and CT as linguistic indicators potentially 

distinguishing truthful from deceptive online hotel reviews, as I detail in Sections 7.2 to 7.4 

shortly. By considering these strategies quantitatively and qualitatively in light of predictions 

from the Reality Monitoring framework (Johnson & Raye, 1981), these sequential analyses 

demonstrated that sociolinguistic understandings of the features and narrative functions of CS 

and CT (Chafe, 1994; Schiffrin, 2002; Vásquez, 2015a) somewhat complicate these predictions 

of linguistic content as neat indicators of veracity or deception. Specifically, Chapter Four 

demonstrated that the content and context of a token “moderated” whether CS acted as an 

independent variable predicting veracity (cf. Burgoon, 2018), as features like proper names or 

unusual orthography in a token of CS or CT acted as significant indicators of deception. 

Chapter Five’s qualitative analysis of eight pairs of reviews found that individuals often used 

more CS and CT as embedded evaluation in deceptive reviews compared to their truthful 

reviews. Attempting to account for these results, Chapter Six showed that individuals often 

included more explicit structures of expectation in their deceptive reviews by using more tokens 

of CS and CT to introduce more roles, props/objects, sequences of scenes/actions, entry 

conditions, and normal results of a stereotypical or generic hotel visit script. Next, I describe how 

the results of these strands relate to and inform theories from the literature on constructed 
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dialogue and deception detection. 

7.2 Interactional Sociolinguistics and Deception Detection   

 In this dissertation, I have synthesized methodological approaches from several subfields 

of linguistics in analyzing the features and functions of constructed speech (CS) and thought 

(CT) and how CS and CT evoke underlying expectations for a hotel visit in truthful vs. deceptive 

online hotel reviews. I have characterized my research design as inspired by Interactional 

Sociolinguistics as this study seeks to “bridge the gulf between empirical communicative forms – 

for example, words, prosody, register shifts, and bodily orientations – and the meanings speakers 

and listeners interpret through such forms” (Bailey, 2015). I have also provided “replicable 

methods of qualitative analysis” (Gumperz, 2015, p. 311) that illuminate how CS and CT act as 

linguistic strategies communicating meanings from writers (reviewers) to their audience (review 

readers) in ways similar to spoken conversation (cf. Haakana, 2007). I considered this study’s 

data through a sociolinguistic lens “not just to determine what is meant, but to discover how 

interpretive assessments relate to the linguistic signaling processes through which they are 

negotiated” (Gumperz, 2015, p. 312). By drawing on interactional sociolinguistic understandings 

of how individuals construct speech and thought to communicate particular social meanings in 

the context of online hotel reviews, this dissertation has largely tested the following predictions 

of the Reality Monitoring framework: that sensory information appears more often in real or 

truthful accounts while cognitive operations appear more often in imagined or deceptive 

accounts (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Vrij, 2015).  

In evaluating how CS and CT communicate sensory information or cognitive operations 

in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, this dissertation’s findings have indirectly informed predictions 
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from a related framework of deception detection – Criteria-Based Content Analysis, or CBCA – 

as this framework considers the criterion “reproduction of conversation” as a cue to veracity. 

However, only direct CS is predicted by CBCA to be an indicator of veracity (Steller & 

Köhnken, 1989; Sporer, 2004; Vrij, 2015), and tokens of direct CS or CT were not found as 

more frequent in truthful reviews. Thus, the current study does not provide support for this 

criterion of CBC, as tokens of narrative reports and indirect CS were also found to increase the 

odds of a review being truthful in Chapter Four. The analyses of Chapters Four and Five 

provided general support to the predictions of Reality Monitoring framework, though the 

inferential statistics in Chapter Four found CS as significantly increasing the odds of a review 

being truthful while CS and CT with proper names or unusual orthography were found as 

significantly increasing the odds of a review being deceptive. The analysis of Chapter Five found 

that reviewers used tokens of CS and CT in deceptive reviews as embedded evaluation more 

often than in truthful reviews, with this function appearing in 65.1% of total CS and CT tokens in 

deceptive reviews compared to in 55.3% of total CS and CT tokens in truthful reviews. The 

results of these strands, along with Chapter Six’s findings that individuals tended to use more CS 

and CT to evoke a more standard track of a hotel visit script in deceptive reviews, have shown 

that discourse-level understandings of language in context simultaneously validate and challenge 

blanket predictions for linguistic cues as indicators of veracity or deception proposed by verbal 

veracity assessment frameworks such as Reality Monitoring and CBCA (Vrij, 2015). In addition 

to providing tools to operationalize these and other criteria from verbal veracity assessment 

frameworks (Vrij, 2015), this dissertation has demonstrated that interactional sociolinguistic 

understandings of linguistic strategies can provide new avenues for determining whether specific 
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aspects of linguistic signaling mechanisms (i.e. features or functions of these mechanisms) 

convey meanings similarly or differently in truthful vs. deceptive communication. 

7.3 Constructed Speech and Thought in Online Hotel Reviews   

In addition to contributing to the literature on deception detection, this dissertation 

informs sociolinguistic theories regarding the structure and use of constructed dialogue in the 

context of online hotel reviews. I have examined how undergraduate students raised in the 

United States from age 5-18 use constructed dialogue in the form of constructed speech (CS) and 

thought (CT) in truthful vs. deceptive reviews, identifying differences in the features, functions, 

and roles of CS and CT in evoking tracks of a hotel visit script that also shed light on these 

phenomena in online contexts. In following Leech and Short (1981[2007]) and Chafe (1994) in 

considering a continuum of verbatimness for CS and CT, my analysis underlines how 

understudied forms of speech or thought are also constructed, with reviewers using narrative 

reports as the most frequent form of constructed dialogue in their reviews, often to “act, react to, 

and interact with” others as part of a story world of their hotel visit (Schiffrin, 2002, p. 317). My 

analyses highlight the frequency of narrative reports of CS and CT in online reviews, suggesting 

that this continuum of verbatimness addresses an understudied area of constructed dialogue in 

interaction. Additionally, I have synthesized interactional sociolinguistic approaches with a 

systemic functional understanding of language that considers clauses as composed of a process, 

participant involved in the process, and attendant circumstances (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, 

p. 169). By using systemic functional definitions in identifying verbal and cognitive processes 

and participants like Sayers or Sensers (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, p. 171), my analyses have 

shown that narrative reports of CS and CT occur frequently in online reviews as resources for 
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evaluating people, objects, and events in the story world of a hotel visit (e.g. the use of CS to 

depict a positive interaction in bumping into staff who kindly inquired if we needed help) and for 

connecting with imagined audiences through CS and CT from the storytelling world perspective 

(e.g. via CT in Keep in mind that the building is older).  

I have also heeded Haakana’s (2007) call for more research focusing on CT as a distinct 

interactional resource (cf. Kim, 2014; Park, 2018), with the analysis of Chapter Five finding that 

CT was used more often than CS as embedded evaluation and for affective keying as a 

percentage of the total tokens of CS and CT in both truthful and deceptive online hotel reviews. 

This strand also builds on work by Lowrey and Ray (2015) in showing how narrative analysis 

can shed light on deception detection, as their analysis identified how individuals highly 

evaluated the actual events of a crime in true confessions, while those giving false confessions 

did not evaluate those same events. Finally, my analysis in Chapter Six integrates the theory of 

memory motivating the Reality Monitoring framework with theories of memory related to 

language and knowledge in the form of expectations for a situation known as scripts (Schank & 

Abelson, 1977). This strand tied the features and functions of CS and CT to their role in evoking 

a hotel visit script in these reviews, finding that individuals often used narrative reports of CS 

and CT with Extreme Case formulations (ECF) (Pomerantz, 1986) in both truthful and deceptive 

reviews to evoke more or less stereotypical types or tracks of the hotel visit script. This 

qualitative analysis considered how features of CS and CT related to a token’s construction (e.g. 

use of unusual orthography), context (e.g. a review’s polarity), and narrative function in the 

story world or storytelling world (i.e. as embedded evaluation or metadiscourse) influenced 

elements evoking “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Economy Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” or 
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“Resort Hotel Visit” tracks of the hotel visit script. The results of this analysis subsequently 

showed that individuals often used CS and CT to introduce more elements and thus evoked a 

more stereotypical track of a hotel visit script in their deceptive reviews.  

By analyzing the features, functions, and underlying expectations displayed in the use of 

CS and CT in online hotel reviews, this dissertation highlights the versatility of constructed 

dialogue in online contexts and demonstrates that even less verbatim forms (i.e. narrative 

reports) act as a way for reviewers to build involvement and connect with audiences, guide 

reader’s evaluations of a hotel visit narrative, and evoke more and less stereotypical scripts for 

hotel visits. The analyses of Chapters Four and Five suggest that certain features (proper names 

and unusual orthography) and functions of CS and CT act as resources for making an online 

review more “speech like” and for connecting with imagined audiences by signaling the 

reviewer’s evaluation of a hotel visit in the story world. By comparing how CS and CT introduce 

common elements or characteristics (e.g. roles, props/objects, etc.) evoking more or less standard 

tracks of a script for a hotel visit, the analysis of Chapter Six demonstrates how people may use 

CS and CT to evoke more stereotypical scripts in deceptive reviews than in truthful reviews 

based on real details from actual hotel visits. 

7.4 Limitations, Contributions, and Future Research 

 As noted in the discussion sections of Chapters Four, Five, and Six, there are several 

limitations for the somewhat intricate findings of this study. Regarding my study design, one 

limitation may lie in how participants were first asked to write a truthful review then asked to 

fabricate a deceptive review after visiting a number-one rated hotel’s website. This design may 

have influenced the form and content of deceptive reviews, as my study assumes that reviewers 
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generally preserved or altered the language of their deceptive review based on the language of 

their truthful review. Thus, randomizing whether a participant first wrote a truthful or deceptive 

review would have potentially shed more light on whether the order of this task influenced a 

participant’s baseline use of CS or CT in their truthful or deceptive review. 

Additionally, I have treated online hotel reviews in my data throughout this dissertation 

as narrative-like texts. However, many reviews were organized as lists of hotel descriptions or 

assessments of hotel characteristics without temporal junctures. A narrative perspective thus may 

have obscured other differences in the functions of CS and CT in list-like vs. non-list reviews, 

and future research could determine whether individuals primarily favor the use of these features 

in canonical narratives features multiple temporal junctures. For example, one might consider 

whether more CS and CT appear in the Orientation stage of narratives in deceptive reviews 

(Labov, 1972), as suggested by Chapter Six’s analysis.  

This dissertation also indirectly considered other features predicted to act as indicators of 

veracity by the Reality Monitoring framework, namely: spatial details (information about people 

and/or locations), temporal details (information about when events happened in sequence), affect 

(how a person felt during events), “reconstructability” of the story (i.e. the ability of a story 

recipient to describe a sequence of events), and realism (referring to the plausible or logical 

nature of events) (Sporer, 2004; Vrij, 2015, p. 17). I suggest that my analyses of the function of 

CS and CT as embedded evaluation and of the role of CS and CT in introducing sequences of 

scenes or actions evoking a hotel visit script have partially addressed the features of 

spatial/temporal details, the reconstructability of a story, and its realism. While affective 

processes were not included in classifying tokens of CT as mental processes (Halliday & 
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Matthiessen, 2004), my analysis of the function of CS and CT for affective keying a review 

somewhat examined the criteria of affect. Interestingly, the analysis of narrative functions and 

script elements found more CS and CT in deceptive reviews as embedded evaluation and as 

providing more elements of a stereotypical hotel visit script, seeming to contradict the Reality 

Monitoring framework’s predictions regarding spatial/temporal details, reconstructability, and 

realism as appearing more often in truthful accounts. However, my analysis suggested that 

despite additional script elements seeming to provide more details of a hotel visit in deceptive 

reviews, individuals included more yet less specific details with these elements to evoke 

stereotypical “Economic Hotel Visit,” “Luxury Hotel Visit,” “Convenient Hotel Visit,” or 

“Resort Hotel Visit” tracks of the hotel visit script. As CS or CT may provide several of these 

details (or criteria) at once due to the polysemous and ambiguous nature of linguistic strategies 

(Tannen, 1993), my treatment of CS and CT has complicated the notion of considering these 

strategies as one-to-one indicators of veracity and deception, respectively.  

Some additional limitations may lie in the coding methods that I used in this dissertation. 

While two coders were used to identify examples of CS and CT in the data based on systemic 

functional processes (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004), it is possible that that the coding scheme 

was either too broad (in classifying some phrases as narrative reports) or too narrow in 

identifying tokens and features of CS and CT in the data. By excluding uses of affective verbs 

that blend into cognitive processes (e.g. feel to signal CT as in I felt like the waiters were rude), 

some examples of CS and CT perhaps were overlooked by this analysis. Linguistic strategies can 

be ambiguous and polysemous in function and in meaning (Tannen, 1993; 2007), suggesting that 

CS and CT could have functioned in multiple ways at the same time in some reviews, thus 
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complicating quantitative analysis of the functions performed by these phenomena. Finally, 

representative examples of pairs of reviews in Chapters Five and Six were chosen based on 

previous findings to illustrate functions of CS and CT and the role of CS and CT in evoking 

tracks of a hotel visit script in particular reviews. However, my choices in selecting these 

examples may reflect my own potential biases as a researcher, as I developed the coding 

processes and analyses motivating the selection of pairs of reviews for qualitative analysis. I also 

did not fully consider how story world and storytelling world functions relate to Davies & 

Harré’s  (1990) theory of positioning, or the “discursive process” by which selves and others are 

located in “story lines” in conversation (p. 48). From this theory’s perspective, individuals likely 

positioned themselves in relation to others in narratives in ways that displayed different selves in 

their truthful vs. deceptive reviews (e.g. the deceptive reviews of Example 3 in Chapter Five and 

Example 2 in Chapter Six, as those reviewers mentioned potentially fabricated husbands only in 

those reviews). Although I acknowledge these limitations, I suggest that this study has generally 

provided insights into how to adapt sociolinguistic methods in evaluating the predictions of 

frameworks for deception detection. Furthermore, it emphasizes the need to consider CS and CT 

and other linguistic strategies in context when evaluating such cues as potential indicators of 

veracity or deception. 

 The main contributions of this study include implications for the predictions of the 

Reality Monitoring framework regarding CS and CT as indicators of veracity and deception and 

for improving our understanding of how CS and CT communicate meaning in online hotel 

reviews. The quantitative analyses of this dissertation broadly supported considering CS as an 

indicator of veracity yet found both CS and CT with certain features (proper names or unusual 
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orthography) as indicators of deception. Chapter Four found more tokens of CS as a proportion 

of constructed dialogue in truthful reviews, while Chapter Five found more tokens of CT as 

embedded evaluation in deceptive reviews, somewhat opposite to the predictions of the Reality 

Monitoring framework for sensory information and cognitive operations (Johnson & Raye, 

1981). Chapter Five’s analysis of narrative functions suggests that CS and CT are distinct yet 

related phenomena, seen in how individuals favored tokens of CT over tokens of CS as 

embedded evaluation and for affective keying of a review in both truthful and deceptive reviews 

(suggesting that thought may be more common for certain narrative functions than speech). 

These findings thus inform the need to distinguish between speech and thought in the analysis of 

constructed dialogue in online contexts, as individuals often used CT to evaluate the events of 

their hotel visit and CS to connect with an imagined audience by addressing the reader from the 

storytelling perspective (as a reviewer). Additionally, Chapter Six’s analysis suggests that 

theories of language and knowledge may challenge predictions from the theory of memory 

driving the Reality Monitoring framework, as individuals tended to use more CS and CT to 

evoke a more standard or stereotypical track of the hotel visit script in deceptive reviews. This 

indicates that many reviewers drew on CS and CT as a resource to introduce more elements or 

characteristics (i.e. roles, objects, entry conditions, sequences of actions, or normal results) of a 

more explicit or standard hotel visit script while fabricating a hotel visit, justifying further 

research on the types of details evoked by deceivers (cf. Nahari, 2018). Finally, this analysis also 

contributes to linguistic understandings of how CS and CT evoke underlying expectations by 

showing how CS and CT evoke tracks of a hotel visit script. As individuals use CS and CT to 

introduce script elements, I have shown that they often introduce more elements to follow more 
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standard or prototypical tracks of the hotel visit script (i.e. one with more elements) in their 

deceptive reviews. 

Overall, this study presents several possibilities for future research on CS and CT in 

digital discourse contexts and for using sociolinguistic understandings of language to 

operationalize predictions for other criteria or indicators of veracity from the Reality Monitoring 

framework (e.g. the presence of spatial/temporal details, affect, reconstructability of the story, 

and realism) (Johnson & Raye, 1981; Sporer, 2004; Vrij, 2015). This dissertation has shown that 

considering verbal and cognitive processes from a systemic functional linguistic perspective 

provides a new perspective for considering discourse features in online texts. Consequently, 

future research could consider other concepts described by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) to 

explore how people use such phenomena in online reviews and similar digital discourse. One 

potential way to expand on the current study would be to analyze other categories of mental 

processes related to cognitive processes in online reviews, such as affective processes (e.g. I 

loved the room, She hated the smell) or desiderative processes (e.g. I wanted a room, She hoped 

for the maid to come) as potential indicators of veracity and deception, respectively. Another 

extension of this study would be to examine how truthful vs. deceptive texts incorporate 

elements from previous texts, in terms of what intertextual resources (in the terms of shared prior 

texts) were recycled by different individuals from hotel websites (cf. Kristeva, 1986). Such an 

analysis could investigate how individuals use shared texts in potentially different ways in 

truthful vs. deceptive reviews to present themselves as members of a “consumption community” 

of people who patronize hotels (Talbot, 1995, p. 147). As the current study was originally 

inspired by work in computational linguistics on automatic classifiers of deception for online 
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hotel reviews (cf. Ott et al, 2011), I hope that my study’s findings provide several avenues for 

computational linguists to improve such classifiers. Specifically, as this study found that CS was 

significantly likely to increase the odds of a review being truthful, computational linguists could 

modify psycholinguistic text classifiers to count features of CS as part of an automated classifier 

of deception (e.g. by annotating the speech act verbs serving as introductory items for 

constructed dialogue shown in Table 4.1). Although this dissertation focused on 93 pairs of 

reviews from current undergraduate students raised in the United States, the research instrument 

was ultimately completed by 170 participants from a wide range of ages, education levels, and 

language backgrounds from outside the United States. In future research I hope to analyze these 

other responses to the research instrument elicited from non-students to evaluate whether the 

same patterns of CS and CT identified in this study also occur when analyzing reviews by 

participants from other age ranges, education levels, and language backgrounds. This study’s 

results thus generally call for more research on how individuals express mental states (Vásquez, 

2012) in digital discourse and on how to best identify and analyze linguistic indicators of 

veracity and deception in different contexts. 

Ultimately, this study provides a basis for exploring how individuals draw on the 

linguistic forms and functions of Constructed Speech and Constructed Thought, and how they 

use CS and CT to evoke underlying expectations for a situation to produce truthful and 

fabricated accounts. The findings of this study accurately capture what Burgoon (2018) calls the 

“double-edged sword” of using linguistic details to assess veracity vs. deception, as the high 

sensitivity of linguistic indicators requires a “correct specification of conditions” to “lead to 

precise assessment of veracity,” with  these conditions further pointing to “the necessity of 
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knowing the context before making accurate predictions” (pp. 625-626). The current study has 

addressed Burgoon’s concern of “the need for the researchers to spell out the conditions under 

which different linguistic indicators are likely to emerge” (p. 626) by identifying contextual 

aspects of CS and CT in online hotel reviews and comparing different individuals’ baseline 

accounts to their fabricated accounts. The current study has shown that one important way that 

undergraduates construct online reviews is through narrative reports of CS and CT, indicating 

that online contexts may be a valuable site for linguists to investigate how less verbatim forms of 

quotation influence meaning-making and narrativity in electronic word-of-mouth interactions. 

Furthermore, this dissertation’s findings suggest that even inexperienced writers of online 

reviews can fabricate convincing (though often more stereotypical) accounts of a hotel visit, 

pointing to the need for consumers of online reviews to consider multiple reviews rather than 

relying on any given review in assessing a product or service. Finally, it is my hope that this 

work supports the call for future studies of how individuals use speech and thought as separate 

yet related resources for the evaluation and/or fabrication of convincing story worlds in both 

digital and face-to-face contexts. 
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APPENDIX: TEXT OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENT ITEMS 

 

Study Number:  STUDY00000033 

  

   Principal Investigator: Mark Visonà  

     

 Informed Consent for Participation in a Research Study 

 Georgetown University   

    

 You are being asked to participate in a research study. The purpose of the research is to study 

language in online hotel reviews like those on the website TripAdvisor.com. Findings may be 

published and/or presented in academic settings.     

 The research task consists of writing two reviews (one real and one fake) and should take 

between 20-25 minutes. 10 questions on your demographic and language background will 

also be collected.   

  The information you provide for purposes of this research will be anonymous and confidential, 

meaning that no one will ever be able to identify you as the author of a specific review or 

reviews. Questions about the research, your participation, or rights as a participant should be 

directed to Mark Visonà at +001720XXXXXXX or mwv@georgetown.edu. This research has 

been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board (“IRB”). You may talk to them at 

(202) 687-1506 or irboard@georgetown.edu if you cannot contact the research team or have 

questions about the ethical treatment of human research subjects. Participation in this study is 

voluntary. Refusal to participate will involve no negative consequences, and you may 

discontinue your participation at any time by clicking to exit the browser window before 

pressing "submit" on the final page of this submission form, as only submitted responses will 

be recorded. The final page of the survey contains additional information about the focus of this 

research and about your participation in this study. 

 

  Will being in this study help me or be bad for me in any way?  We cannot promise any benefits 

to you or others from your taking part in this research. 

 There are no risks associated with being in this study. 

 

Please check the boxes below to confirm your agreement to participate in this study, 

consisting of the following research procedures: 

 

1)     Providing some basic demographic information (9 questions)  

2)     Writing a truthful review about the last time you visited a hotel  

3)     Writing a fake online hotel review about a hotel you have never visited 

 

Check the two boxes below to confirm your agreement to participate in these three tasks: 

□  I am at least 18 years of age   

□  I consent to participate in the above tasks   

 

(Page Break) 
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1. I identify my gender as... ________________________________________ 

 

 

2. My age is... _____________________________________ 

 

 

3. Please list the length of residence and places (city, state, and/or country) where you were 

raised from ages 5 to 18: (Example: age 0-12 – Denver, Colorado, USA, age 12-18 years – 

Lexington, KY, USA) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Please list the places (city, state, and/or country) where your parents were raised from ages 5 

to 18: (Example: Mother: San Diego, California, USA, Father: San Francisco, California, USA) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What language(s) or dialect(s) of English was your primary language at home from ages 5 to 

18? (Example: African American English, Spanish) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. What language(s) or dialect(s) of English do you currently speak?  (Example: Southern 

English, French, some Italian) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. What language(s) or dialect(s) of English do your parents speak?  (Example: Mother: Boston 

English, French, Father: English, Italian, French) 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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8. What is the highest level of schooling you have received? 

 

□ Less than a high school diploma  

□ Currently enrolled in college (undergraduate)   

□ High school degree or equivalent (e.g. GED)  

□ Associate's degree (e.g. AA, AS)   

□ Bachelor's degree (e.g. BA, BS)   

□ Currently enrolled in graduate school  

□ Master's degree (e.g. MA, MS, MEd)  

□ Professional Degree (e.g. MD, DDS, DVM, Law degree)   

□ Doctorate (e.g. PhD, EdD)   

 

9. Have you ever written an online review before? 

□ Yes, I write reviews frequently (weekly or monthly)   

□ Yes, I write reviews sometimes (less frequently than monthly)  

□ Yes, but only once or a few times  

□ Never  

 

(Page Break) 

 

Please write a review of a hotel in which you stayed recently (or the last hotel in which you 

stayed) as if you were posting it to TripAdvisor.com. Please be truthful in this review.   

 

Truthful Review: 

  _______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

(Page Break) 
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Imagine you work for a marketing department. Your boss asks you to write a realistic and 

convincing review of a hotel you have never been to before that will be posted on 

TripAdvisor.com. Please follow the instructions below to write this fake review.    

   

From the four #1 TripAdvisor.com rated hotels below:   

    

- Choose one hotel that you have never been to before   

    

- Look up details from that hotel's website by clicking on the hotel (the website will appear in a 

new window)    

    

[Hotel California] at [Hill Town] in [Cali City]    

    

[Hotel Texas] in [TX City]    

    

[Hotel Illinois] in [Illi City]    

 

[Hotel New York] in [NY City] 

 

Once you have visited the hotel's website, write a fake negative or positive review of the 

hotel here, then click "Submit" to end this survey: 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.fourseasons.com/content/fourseasons/en/properties/losangeles/landing_pages/ppc/landing_3.html?source=talosangelesatbeverlyhillsblhotel%22%20target=%22_top
https://www.thelancaster.com/?utm_source=TripAdvisor&amp;utm_medium=ad&amp;utm_term=Website&amp;utm_content=Website&amp;utm_campaign=TripAdvisor
http://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/chicago/?htl=tlchi&amp;src=plist&amp;eng=tripadvisorbl&amp;size=na&amp;cid=hotel_website_en_20160420
https://casablancahotel.com/?utm_source=TripAdvisorBL&amp;amp;utm_medium=TopLink&amp;amp;utm_campaign=CasaTripHomePage%22%20target=%22_blank
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